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Paul Johnson, historian, in The Anti-Semitic Disease (June 2005) wrote:
“I would call it an intellectual disease, a disease of the mind, extremely infectious and
massively destructive. It is a disease to which both human individuals and entire human
societies are prone.
What strikes the historian surveying anti-Semitism worldwide over more than two millennia is
its fundamental irrationality. It seems to make no sense, any more than malaria or meningitis
makes sense. In the whole of history, it is hard to point to a single occasion when a wave of
anti-Semitism was provoked by a real Jewish threat (as opposed to an imaginary one).
Like many physical diseases, anti-Semitism is highly infectious, and can become endemic in
certain localities and societies. Though a disease of the mind, it is by no means confined to
weak, feeble, or commonplace intellects; as history sadly records, its carriers have included
men and women of otherwise powerful and subtle thoughts.”
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Executive Summary
The period in review was much quieter than the previous twelve month period. This was not
unexpected, given that the Gaza war in 2014 played a major role in eliciting a spike in
antisemitic incidents and discourse. In 2015, the number of antisemitic incidents was about the
same overall as in 2013.
However, public debate in Australia about several events and issues generated high levels of
antisemitic discourse within mainstream society and beyond which, whilst not as serious as
actual incidents, nonetheless were of concern to the Jewish community.
The Jewish community is the only community within Australia whose places of worship,
schools, communal organisations and community centres are required for security reasons to
operate under the protection of high fences, armed guards, metal detectors, CCTV cameras and
the like. The necessity arises from the high incidence of physical attacks against Jews and
Jewish communal buildings over the last three decades, and continuing threats.
During 2015, Jews continued to be targeted for harassment, abuse and threats at synagogues
and other Jewish institutions, including schools. Because these incidents occurred on days and
at times when these institutions were in high use, the specific association of these institutions
with the Jewish community cannot plausibly be regarded as coincidental. Nor, therefore, can
the incidents themselves plausibly be regarded as random or opportunistic.
While ever antisemitism has been confined to the fringes of society, that is, to the far Right and
far Left of politics, and to bigoted religious extremists within Christianity or Islam, the situation
for Jews has been manageable. Antisemitism will never disappear or be destroyed. The best
that can be achieved is that society as a whole deems antisemitism, and other forms of racism,
to be socially unacceptable and not to be tolerated, and to be actively countered. Such an
atmosphere gives Jew-haters very little breathing space from which to launch their hate
propaganda and activities. The danger arises when antisemitism moves from the margins into
the mainstream of society.


The Lynch affair at the University of Sydney in March 2015 initially focused on the
behaviour of Associate Professor Jake Lynch in waving a banknote or banknotes in an
aggressive manner in the face of an elderly Jewish woman during an anti-Israel protest,
while verbally taunting and threatening her. An Inquiry conducted by the University
concluded, controversially, that Lynch’s conduct was not motivated by antisemitism.
Nevertheless, while the Inquiry was still in progress, Lynch’s defenders publicly
denounced the Inquiry, perhaps fearing an adverse finding against him. Members of the
Sydney Staff for BDS group, supported by Senator Lee Rhiannon, claimed repeatedly
that there were no grounds for the Jewish community – or, in their pejorative
expression, the ‘pro-Israel lobby’ – to be offended by Lynch’s conduct, and that the
Inquiry was a mere ruse by the ‘lobby’ to suppress Lynch’s views. In stark contrast,
Lynch himself subsequently published a statement in which he conceded that, whilst he
had not been motivated by antisemitism, it was reasonable for the Jewish community
to have taken offence at his banknote waving gesture:
https://profjakelynch.wordpress.com/2015/05/17/bds-and-the-kemp-affair-clearingup-misunderstandings/?preview_id=2.
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What was disturbing was the antisemitic dog-whistling engaged in by some of Lynch’s
supporters in their invocations of the supposed power of the ‘pro-Israel lobby’. One
academic asserted, without a skerrick of supporting evidence, that “The Israel lobby
only had to snap its fingers and the university jumped to take action…” When
academics, human rights advocates, a Greens MP and others, use and validate ancient
myths about Jewish power, albeit in new guises, this can only serve to increase
antisemitic sentiment, incitement and actions.


Ismail Al-Wahwah, a spokesperson for the Islamist group Hizb ut’Tahrir, who gave a
public speech in July 2014 vilifying Jews and calling for their deaths, was the subject
of a complaint by the NSW Jewish Board of Deputies that was lodged with the NSW
Anti-Discrimination Board (ADB) in March 2015. A YouTube video shows AlWahwah vilifying Jews, and even call for their mass slaughter. Although the ADB
considered that the law had been breached, no prosecution was brought by the Director
of Public Prosecutions (DPP) or the police. It now appears to be accepted by the NSW
government, that the current NSW criminal law proscribing serious racial vilification
is unworkable and places an evidentiary burden on the prosecutor which it is virtually
impossible to satisfy. The NSW Attorney-General has announced that the government
intends to reform the law in 2016 following a public consultation.



The Red Rattler Theatre, by openly refusing to hire out its facilities to an organisation
because the organisation identified itself as a Jewish organisation, showed how antiIsrael attitudes can and often do engender anti-Jewish attitudes and to unlawful
discrimination against Jews. The incident was disturbing for two reasons. Firstly, it
demonstrated that discrimination against Jews occurs, and is seen as acceptable, under
the guise of anti-Zionism. Secondly, the fact that the discrimination was so openly
expressed indicates a perceived social acceptability for racism against Jews, and
possibly that Jews are considered fair game. It was only after a public outcry that Red
Rattler reversed its position and agreed to hire out its facilities to the Jewish
organisation despite its earlier refusal to do so.



Within the mainstream media, the ABC and Sydney Morning Herald (SMH) continue
to give concern over their coverage of Jews and Israel. Often Jews are portrayed in a
negative light, and their concerns minimised. For example, both the ABC and SMH
minimised antisemitic violence and murder in their coverage of the terrorist attacks in
Paris in January 2015 at Charlie Hebdo and the Hyper Cacher supermarket.
Unmoderated antisemitic comments commonly appear for lengthy periods on their
online publications, and refer back for ‘justification’ to anti-Israel themes that are
embedded in the biased nature of ostensible news reports of these organisations.

In general, there is continuing openness in the expression of anti-Jewish canards at many levels
of society. This was shown when a prominent footballer tweeted that ‘the Jews killed Jesus’,
and when a financial adviser tweeted negative stereotypes about Jews and money and referred
to the Jewishness of a Federal MP to do this.
Within the anti-Israel movement expressions of admiration for Hitler are on the increase in
social media. It is also becoming increasingly common to promote conspiracy theories about
Jews, as well as calling or wishing for the wholesale murder of Israeli Jews and Jews in general.
Such discourse involves vilification of Jews as Jews, and goes well beyond an obsessive
scrutiny of Israel and the blind acceptance of any negative report about Israel or Israeli Jews
8

or, conversely, the absolute refutation of any positive report about Israel or Israeli Jews. The
fact that such sentiments seem acceptable within much of the discourse of the anti-Israel
movement shows how far it is enmeshing itself in antisemitic motifs.
The anti-Islamist movement, as exemplified by Reclaim Australia and other groups, has
galvanised segments of the far Right throughout Australia. There are neo-Nazis and other
antisemites involved in this fragmented movement, including in the leadership positions. Those
organising counter-protests against the anti-Islamist movement are often the same people who
organise anti-Israel protests and activities where antisemitic placards and rhetoric are featured.
Despite their enmity, antisemitism is a point of convergence between fractions of these farRight and far-Left groups
For a diverse society such as Australia's to be harmonious, it is imperative that all Australians,
regardless of race or religion, are able to live without harassment and hatred, without
vilification and violence. Antisemitism is pervasive and pernicious. It targets Jews but has
always had a wider fall-out, as a litmus test for the degree to which a society tolerates racism
generally. Countering antisemitic and other racist expressions is therefore in everyone's
interests.

Selection Criteria for Inclusion in the Report
All incidents and material in this report occurred between 1 October 2014 and 30 September
2015. All content is Australian-based. All quoted comments throughout the Report are
reproduced as in the original, without any correction of spelling or grammar.
Antisemitic content (Chapters 3 - 8) includes only that which is clearly and overtly antisemitic,
according to the EU Working Definition of Antisemitism (see section headed “European Union
Working Definition of Antisemitism” below). If there is reasonable room for doubt about
whether anti-Jewish feelings were a factor in the publication, the publication has not been
included in this Report. Antisemitic content also includes anti-Israel content that uses clear
antisemitic themes, including the denial of Jewish peoplehood and basic rights, within the
meaning of the Working Definition.
The criteria used for inclusion of content in Chapter 2 ‘Incidents’ are more restrictive and are
detailed in that chapter.

What is Antisemitism?
Antisemitism is racism against Jews. It is a prejudice and hatred spanning 3000 years.
Racism and religious bigotry generally are the products not only of a fear of difference and
aversion to “the other” but also of a reductionist mindset that craves simplification and cannot
cope adequately with complexity. Rationality is cast aside for prejudice in the form of a series
of generalisations about the presumed moral and other qualities of people based solely on their
membership of an ethnic or religious group. The target of this prejudice is therefore not seen
in all of his or her individual humanity, with a unique character and personal qualities, but
rather as an anonymous “type”. Yet human experience tells us that there are good and bad
people within every ethnic and religious community.
9

In fact racism and bigotry are rarely the product of any kind of purely cognitive process. People
who propound racist or bigoted beliefs are almost always motivated by emotional or
psychological factors born of their own failures, or by a supervening interest, and will therefore
persist in such beliefs even when there is overwhelming evidence to the contrary. The so-called
“reasons” proffered for racist and bigoted attitudes towards entire ethnic or religious groups
are necessarily no more than rationalisations.
Antisemitism has both ethnic and religious dimensions and differs from other forms of racism
and bigotry. Over time it has mutated in order to adapt to changing circumstances. In preChristian and pre-Islamic pagan societies, Jews were berated for nurturing, rather than killing,
those of their children who fell ill, and for mandating a day of rest each week. With the advent
of rival forms of monotheism, Christianity and Islam, this cultural prejudice gave way to
religiously based hatred. The Jews’ refusal to accept the theological claims of Jesus or
Mohammed elicited indignation and demonization from their respective followers. Christian
doctrine held Jews collectively to be eternally guilty of Deicide, a belief not officially
abandoned until the second half of the twentieth century.
From the late 1800’s onwards, religious antisemitism was eclipsed by the anti-Jewish racial
theories eventually embraced by the Nazis. These theories were put forward in the name of
genetic “science”, but without the slightest evidentiary foundation. With the discrediting of
Nazi racial doctrine, antisemitism went underground for several decades. It has now returned
with a vengeance.
Contemporary antisemitism often takes the form of a denial of Jewish peoplehood and basic
rights. To try to redefine the Jewish people as a non-people so as to suit the interests or
convenience of others is not only dishonest but also an assault on the human dignity of every
Jew. This is quintessential antisemitism. Given their relatively small numbers, the Jewish
people have always been vulnerable, and for a long interval of 1800 years, were stateless, and
could usually be victimised with impunity. Much of the rage directed against the modern State
of Israel and the Jewish people arises from the fact that this is no longer possible. Antisemites
see Jewish powerlessness and vulnerability as the natural order of things which they seek to
restore. Thus, it is precisely when Jews defend themselves successfully that the rage against
them is at its most intense.
It is therefore a mistake to equate antisemitism only with yellow badges, concentration camps
and gas chambers, and to dismiss other forms of antisemitism as “lesser” manifestations or not
as “genuine” antisemitism.
In summary, contemporary antisemitism is manifested through:
1. Religious anti-Jewish themes deriving from Christian and Islamic theological
supersessionsim and supremacism
2. Racial antisemitism deriving from far Right ideologies, including Nazi and white
supremacist ideologies
3. Political antisemitism disguised as anti-Zionism and the denial of Jewish peoplehood,
history and rights, emanating from both the far Left and the far Right.
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The Term ‘Antisemitism’
Antisemitism (often misspelled as ‘anti-Semitism’), despite its name, is not directed at Semitic
languages or Semitic peoples as a whole. It is directed solely at Jews. The word
‘antisemitismus’ (‘antisemitism’) was coined in 1879 by the German journalist, Wilhelm Marr,
to replace the traditional word Judenhass (“hatred of Jews”) which denoted hatred of Jews for
religious reasons. Marr subscribed to the pseudo-scientific theory that humanity consists of a
hierarchy of races, and believed that Jews were immutably inferior to other people for
biological reasons. Thus, ‘antisemitism’ expressed hatred of Jews on the basis of so-called
“race science”, which has long since been discredited, rather than on the basis of religion or
theology. The reliance on racial pseudo-science rather than religion was deemed necessary by
Jew-haters because Europe was seen to be becoming less religious and more secular, and the
anti-Judaism of Christianity was becoming less relevant.
The original spelling of ‘antisemitism’ was the German ‘antisemitismus’. It translated as
‘antisémitisme’ in French, ‘antisemitismo’ in Spanish, 'antishemiyut' in Hebrew, and so on,
with no hyphen and no capital letters. Only English for some reason changed the spelling to
include hyphenation and a capital ‘s’ to form the word 'anti-Semitism’.
Emil Fackenheim in his Post-Holocaust Anti-Jewishness, Jewish Identity and the Centrality of
Israel, in ‘World Jewry and the State of Israel’ ed. Moshe David, p11, n2, stated: “…the
spelling ought to be antisemitism without the hyphen, dispelling the notion that there is an
entity 'Semitism' which 'anti-Semitism' opposes.”

A Brief History of Antisemitism
Pagan antisemitism in the Greek and Roman world objected to Jewish exclusiveness. The rise
of Christianity added a dangerous new and false accusation of deicide: that collectively, the
Jews were responsible for crucifying Jesus. The early Christian Church developed the notion
that the Jews were therefore a people rejected by God: children of the devil. (See John 8:44.)
With the political victory of Christianity in the Roman Empire, these theological views were
translated into social reality. With few rights and unrelentingly portrayed as being without
honour, the Jews were to be preserved as a people to witness the triumph and ‘truth’ of the
Church.
Demonisation of Jews by the Church and their resulting inferior social and political status were
carried over into medieval Europe. The conspicuous success of Jews as money-lenders (a
vocation forbidden to Christians, and one of the few vocations Jews were permitted to
undertake) became a further factor in the growth of popular antisemitism. During the Crusades
this antisemitism broke out into mob violence (‘pogroms’), which entailed the massacre of
Jews and looting of their property. New anti-Jewish myths were developed: the ritual slaughter
of Christian children, the desecration of the sacred Host and the poisoning of wells. These were
slanders which persisted powerfully, especially in Eastern Europe, and continue to be
propagated in many parts of the Middle East.
Jews were forbidden to enter trades or professions or own land. Frequently they had to wear a
badge or a distinguishing garment such as a distinctive hat. They had to live in ghettos, which
were sections of a town or city where Jews were segregated from the general population, and
which they were forbidden to leave on pain of death. They were subjected to inordinate
11

taxation, denigrating legislation, inquisition, censorship, forced baptism, compulsory
attendance at church, frequent property confiscation and even expulsion.
The French Revolution and the emancipation of French Jews in 1791 seemed to promise a fresh
beginning. But the liberalism of capitalist society in the nineteenth century prompted a backlash
against the Jews. Conservatives denounced them as the “grave diggers of Christian society”;
peasants and artisans, threatened by the growth of industry, feared them as “capitalist exploiters
and rapacious financiers”. The new, pseudo-scientific doctrine of racial antisemitism drew on
all these stereotypes and formulated a view of history as the struggle for racial supremacy
between Jews and “Aryans”.
From here it was a short step to the paranoid belief in a Jewish world conspiracy which aimed
to undermine societies, overthrow governments and seize power throughout the world. This
was the claim of a document fabricated by a Russian secret policeman at the end of the 19th
century and published between 1903 and 1905 as The Protocols of the Elders of Zion. Hitler
found the entirely fictional Protocols “enormously instructive”. They served both as a primer
for Nazi politics and as (false) documentary ‘proof’ of a Jewish world conspiracy. Two years
after the Nazis came to power the Protocols became required reading in German schools.
As historian Raul Hilberg explains, “From the earliest days, from the fourth century, the sixth
century, the missionaries of Christianity had said in effect to the Jews: ‘You may not live
among us as Jews.’ The secular rulers who followed them from the late Middle Ages then
decided: ‘You may not live among us,’ and the Nazis finally decreed: ‘You may not live.’”
https://www.nswjbd.org/What-is-antisemitism-/default.aspx

EU Definition of Antisemitism
The European Union Monitoring Commission, now called the European Agency for
Fundamental Rights (FRA), adopted the Working Definition of Antisemitism in 2005 and
distributed it to all its national monitors.
http://www.european-forum-on-antisemitism.org/working-definition-of-antisemitism/english/
In September 2006, the definition was adopted by the United Kingdom All-Party Parliamentary
Inquiry into Antisemitism: http://www.antisemitism.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/All-PartyParliamentary-Inquiry-into-Antisemitism-REPORT.pdf.
The Definition is also employed by units of the Organization for Security and Cooperation in
Europe (OSCE), representing about 56 States and has been translated into 33 languages.
In February 2009, the Definition was adopted in the London Declaration on Combating
Antisemitism: http://www.antisem.org/london-declaration/
In November 2010 the Definition was reaffirmed in the Ottawa Protocol on Combating
Antisemitism: http://www.antisem.org/archive/ottawa-protocol-on-combating-antisemitism/
The EU Working Definition of Antisemitism is as follows:
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WORKING DEFINITION OF ANTISEMITISM
The purpose of this document is to provide a practical guide for identifying incidents,
collecting data, and supporting the implementation and enforcement of legislation dealing
with antisemitism.
Working definition: “Antisemitism is a certain perception of Jews, which may be
expressed as hatred toward Jews. Rhetorical and physical manifestations of
antisemitism are directed toward Jewish or non-Jewish individuals and/or their
property, toward Jewish community institutions and religious facilities.”
In addition, such manifestations could also target the state of Israel, conceived as a Jewish
collectivity. Antisemitism frequently charges Jews with conspiring to harm humanity, and it
is often used to blame Jews for “why things go wrong.” It is expressed in speech, writing,
visual forms and action, and employs sinister stereotypes and negative character traits.
Contemporary examples of antisemitism in public life, the media, schools, the workplace,
and in the religious sphere could, taking into account the overall context, include, but are not
limited to:


Calling for, aiding, or justifying the killing or harming of Jews in the name of a radical
ideology or an extremist view of religion.



Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about
Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not
exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the
media, economy, government or other societal institutions.



Accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for real or imagined wrongdoing
committed by a single Jewish person or group, or even for acts committed by nonJews.



Denying the fact, scope, mechanisms (e.g. gas chambers) or intentionality of the
genocide of the Jewish people at the hands of National Socialist Germany and its
supporters and accomplices during World War II (the Holocaust).



Accusing the Jews as a people, or Israel as a state, of inventing or exaggerating the
Holocaust.



Accusing Jewish citizens of being more loyal to Israel, or to the alleged priorities of
Jews worldwide, than to the interests of their own nations.

Examples of the ways in which antisemitism manifests itself with regard to the State of
Israel taking into account the overall context could include:


Denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination, e.g., by claiming that the
existence of a State of Israel is a racist endeavor.



Applying double standards by requiring of it a behavior not expected or demanded of
any other democratic nation.
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Using the symbols and images associated with classic antisemitism (e.g., claims of
Jews killing Jesus or blood libel) to characterize Israel or Israelis.



Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.



Holding Jews collectively responsible for actions of the state of Israel.

However, criticism of Israel similar to that leveled against any other country cannot be
regarded as antisemitic.
Antisemitic acts are criminal when they are so defined by law (for example, denial of the
Holocaust or distribution of antisemitic materials in some countries).
Criminal acts are antisemitic when the targets of attacks, whether they are people or
property – such as buildings, schools, places of worship and cemeteries – are selected
because they are, or are perceived to be, Jewish or linked to Jews.
Antisemitic discrimination is the denial to Jews of opportunities or services available to
others and is illegal in many countries.
Source:
http://www.european-forum-on-antisemitism.org/working-definition-ofantisemitism/english/

CST Definition of Antisemitic Incidents
The Communal Security Trust (CST) of the UK - Definition of Antisemitic Incidents

CST classifies as an antisemitic incident any malicious act aimed at Jewish people,
organisations or property, where there is evidence that the incident has antisemitic
motivation or content, or that the victim was targeted because they are (or are believed to be)
Jewish.
Incidents can take several forms, including physical attacks on people or property, verbal or
written abuse, threats against Jews or antisemitic leaflets and posters.
CST does not include the general activities of antisemitic organisations in its statistics; nor
does it include antisemitic material that is permanently hosted on internet websites.
Source:
https://cst.org.uk/public/data/file/6/e/Definitions%20of%20Antisemitic%20Incidents.pdf
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Indices of the New Antisemitism
Irwin Cotler, the former Minister of Justice and Attorney General of Canada, Professor of Law
at McGill University, proposed the following indices to identify and define the new
antisemitism, c.2001:
Indices of the New Antisemitism
The World Community has not yet developed indices to identify, define and eventually
combat this new antisemitism. I would like to propose the following set:


"Genocidal antisemitism": the public calls for the destruction of Israel and the
Jewish People. Examples are:
o The Covenants of terrorist groups like Hamas which commit themselves to
the destruction of Israel and the Jewish People;
o Religious legal rulings (Fatwas) which call for the destruction of Israel and
the Jewish People;
o State-incited calls for Genocide (e.g. the Iranian threat to annihilate Israel).



Political antisemitism
o The denial of the Jewish People's right to self-determination.
o The de-legitimization of Israel as a state.
o The attribution to Israel of all the world's evils. Israel as the "poisoner of
international wells".



Ideological antisemitism (which surpasses the Zionism =Racism rhetoric) to
"Nazify" Israel;



Theological antisemitism (the convergence of Islamic antisemitism and Christian
"replacement' theology, drawing on classical hatred of Jews);



Cultural antisemitism: the melange of attitudes, sentiments and discourse of
"fashionable" salon intellectuals;



Economic antisemitism, which goes beyond the Arab boycott of Israel to include
extra-territorial application of restrictive covenants against countries trading with
Israel;



Holocaust denial;



Racist terrorism against Jews; and,



Denial to Israel of equality before the law in the international arena - the
singling out of Israel for differential and discriminatory treatment in the
international arena.

http://www.mefacts.com/cached.asp?x_id=11248
Further information at:
http://isgap.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/ISGAP-Working-Papers-Booklet-Cotler-09copy.pdf
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Contemporary Forms of Antisemitic Discourse
Some expressions are easily identified as being antisemitic, for example, “God damned you
Jews to hell”, “Yes it is true Jews run the world”, the "evil greedy money-loving nature of
Jews", or “Hitler should have finished them off.”
Other comments are not as easily recognised as antisemitic. This can be because they are seen
as ambiguous, or borderline, or coded, or disguised as mere political criticism of Israel, or
because the connection to classical forms of antisemitism is not recognised. Not all people who
harbour hostility towards Jews are open about their views. Often, antisemitic rhetoric is more
subtle and less overt than that expressed by those who openly admit to being Jew-haters. Many
will dog-whistle or speak or write ‘between the lines.’
The word ‘Zionist’ in the hands of antisemites is also typically a substitute for the pejorative
use of the word ‘Jew’. A variation of that technique is the use of classical anti-Jewish motifs
and themes in the expression of what, on the surface, may appear to be merely political opinions
about Israel. For example, where once it was said that the Jews seek to control the world, now
it is said that Israel seeks to control the world; where once it was said that Jews lusted after
Christian/gentile blood, now it is said that Israel lusts after Palestinian/gentile blood; where
once it was said that Jews/Judaism were Satanic, now it is said that Israelis/Zionists are Satanic.

Themes in anti-Jewish rhetoric
Themes commonly found and expressed in anti-Jewish rhetoric in the period of review:
























Powerful, influential, wealthy
Controlling banking, the economy, the media, politicians, governments
Controlling events, conspiratorial
Manipulating public opinion
International Jewish Conspiracy
Dual loyalty, Not quite Australian, Not to be trusted
Jews as Christ-killers
Jews as un-Christian and Judaism as anti-Christian
Judaism as a Satanic religion, Jews as Satanic
Christianity as a Jewish plot to destroy the white race
Killers of prophets
Cursed by G-d
A cursed and damned people
Chosen People concept mocked and denied
Dirty, evil
Barbaric, cruel
Greedy, stingy, money-loving, money-hungry
Talmud as evil
Jews as racist, supremacist,
Murderers and Bloodthirsty for gentile blood
Enemy of humanity
Israel an apartheid state
Jewish/Nazi analogy
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Israel as Nazi state
Star of David = Nazi swastika
Israeli Jews as terrorists
Committing genocide against Palestinians, Arabs, Muslims, non-Jews
Playing race-card ie making accusations of antisemitism for various reasons eg stifle
criticism of Israel
Holocaust denial, minimization, and denigration
Deserve to be killed
Hitler was right to kill Jews
The Jews must be killed

Quotes on Antisemitism
 Manuel Valls, Prime Minister of France (13 January 2015):
“History has shown us that a reawakening of anti-Semitism is the symptom of a crisis in
democracy, a crisis of the republic. That is why we must address it powerfully. […] We must
make the true diagnosis: there’s an anti-Semitism people call historical, going back many
centuries, but above all there’s this new anti-Semitism born in our neighbourhoods against the
backdrop of the Internet, satellite dishes, abject poverty and hatred of the State of Israel,
advocating hatred of the Jew and of all Jews. We must say this! We must utter the words to
combat this unacceptable anti-Semitism.”
 Deborah Lipstadt (16 January 2015):
“I ask the general European population to recognize that these attacks directly threaten them
and the liberal democratic society they treasure. It begins with the Jews but it never ends with
them. They must realize that they ignore atrocities against Jews at their own - not just our peril.”
 Stephen Daisley (25 August 2015):
“Ruth Wisse defines anti-Semitism as "the organisation of politics against the Jews" and says
it owes more to political ideology than clerical prejudice. Against the intolerable opening-up
of political institutions, social structures and markets brought about by liberalism, anti-Semites
offer the Jew as the symbol of conniving and decadence, sinister motives and hidden agendas.
It has worked nicely for Soviet communists and Arab nationalists, as for Islamist theocrats and
European fascists.”
 Robert Wistrich, (2015):
“In recent years, certainly since the beginning of this century, but I believe it dates much earlier
than that, the focus of antisemitic attacks on the Jewish people has been primarily directed at
the State of Israel as the embodiment of the collective Jewish existence, of the Jewish people
and what it represents, and the return of Jews to this land. This is the primary vector through
which antisemitic ideas, sentiments and actions are expressed; whether they come from the
Left and the more extreme far Left, or whether they come from the extreme far Right, which
has also adopted the anti-Zionist framework increasingly to express even its more traditional
forms of antisemitism.”
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2.

ANTISEMITIC INCIDENTS

Violence does not occur in a vacuum. It is words, when given free reign, which create a
poisonous atmosphere for those targeted by racism. It is words that incite hatred and violence.
– Julie Nathan
Incidents Recorded
Antisemitic incidents are manifested through many different kinds of acts. As in the ECAJ’s
previous Annual Antisemitism Reports, these have been categorized as set out in Table 1
below. Incidents are divided into eight categories. Four categories relate to physical attacks
against persons or property, and four categories relate to threats of physical harm to persons or
property. The manner of collection of the data, and the criteria for inclusion in or exclusion
from the tally, are set out in the sections of this report immediately following Table 1.
Overall, during the twelve month period, from 1 October 2014 to 30 September 2015, there
were 190 antisemitic incidents logged by Community Security Groups (CSGs), official Jewish
state roof bodies, and the ECAJ. In the previous 12 month period, ending 30 September 2014,
these same bodies logged 312 incidents. There was thus a 39% decrease in the overall number
of antisemitic incidents over the previous year. Of note, from 2014 to 2015, assaults halved,
but incidents involving abuse, harassment or intimidation increased by 58%. In general, the
number of incidents reverted to 2013 levels. 2014 saw a higher number of incidents in most
categories, probably due to a range of factors arising from the Israel–Gaza conflict in that year.
Table 1: Antisemitic Incidents Tally:
Comparative 2013, 2014, 2015 and % change from 2014 to 2015

Attacks

Threats

Total

Incident Type

2013

2014

2015

physical assault

5

15

8

% change
2014-2015
-46

abuse, harassment
or intimidation
property damage
and vandalism
graffiti

115

75

119

+58

6

10

7

-30

29

43

21

-51

email

39

109

10

-90

postal mail

18

12

12

0

telephone

11

39

11

-71

leaflets, posters,
stickers, other

8

9

2

-77

231

312

190

-39
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Table 2: Antisemitic Incidents Tally - state by state
for the period 1 October 2014 to 30 September 2015

Incident

ACT

Qld

SA

WA

NSW

Vic

Tally

2

6

8

78

37

119

4

3

7

12

6

21

physical assault
abuse, harassment,
intimidation
property damage and
vandalism
graffiti

4

1

2

email

1

7

2

10

postal mail

1

5

6

12

telephone, text, fax

5

6

11

leaflets, posters,
stickers, other
TOTAL

2

0

2

115

66

190

2

1

0

6

Collection of Data
Data collected is restricted exclusively to incidents which were reported to, and authenticated
and logged by, any one or more of the following:




Jewish community roof bodies in each State;
their respective Community Security Groups (if any);
the ECAJ itself.

These are incidents involving physical attacks, intimidation, harassment or threats against Jews
or Jewish institutions.
Excluded are incidents in those categories which might have been reported to other Jewish
organisations and community leaders, or to the police, but not passed on to the relevant State
roof body or Community Security Group (CSG) or ECAJ, or not reported at all.
It is known anecdotally that many other antisemitic incidents, especially of casual anti-Jewish
racism, occur but are not formally reported. Thus, official statistics in this Report of incidents
is only a proportion of incidents actually occurring in Australia.
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Criteria for Inclusion in the Incidents Tally
Incidents are included as antisemitic attacks or threats using the definition of racist violence
and the categories developed by the 1991 national inquiry into racially motivated violence
conducted by the then Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission (HREOC): Irene
Moss and Ron Castan QC, Racist Violence: Report of the National Inquiry into Racist Violence
in Australia (Canberra: Australian Government Publishing Service, 1991) at pp. 14-15.
As noted in previous years’ reports, to be included as an antisemitic incident, there must be
evidence that antisemitism was a factor in the act of violence, harassment or intimidation or
that the attack or threatening action targeted a person or property because the person or property
was identified as Jewish. This means that an assault on a person who happens to be Jewish is
not included in the tally if the person is not identifiably Jewish (eg a male wearing a Jewish
head-covering) and the attacker does not make any reference to Jews.
Incidents of suspicious behaviour around Jewish institutions, which do not directly relate to a
physical manifestation of harassment or vandalism, while obviously important, do not appear
in the database as they do not constitute racist violence.
Telephone calls, letters, email or graffiti which consist of criticisms of Israel or of political
stances of the Jewish community which do not include specifically antisemitic comments are
also excluded from the tally, even though there is a realistic prospect that a proportion of these
are motivated by antisemitism. However, if the context indicates hostility directed at Jews
generally (eg anti-Israel graffiti on part of a synagogue or Jewish school), then the incident is
included in the tally. It should also be noted that a number of activities associated with the
movement to boycott Israel, Israelis or supporters of Israel have taken place which are arguably
in and of themselves antisemitic but they are not included in this section of the report.
Overall, the bias is in favour of exclusion rather than inclusion, which limits the ability for
distortions to appear in the statistics over time and also protects the integrity of the data base.

Exclusions
Incidents of discrimination, whether in the workplace, educational institutions, or elsewhere,
are excluded from this Report, unless they include abuse, harassment or intimidation.
Negative or derogatory comments made about Jews, either to Jews or to others, in the
workplace, educational settings, socially, or elsewhere, but which do not constitute abuse,
harassment or intimidation, although they are nevertheless unpleasant, are excluded from the
Incidents tally.
Although antisemitic, including threatening and abusive, comments are posted on the Facebook
pages of Jewish organisations and individuals, such comments are excluded from the Incidents
tally. They may appear in Chapter 4 (antisemitic discourse) in the Facebook section. However,
abusive, harassing or intimidatory antisemitic messages sent to a specific person or
organisation via the Facebook Message function are included, as they operate similarly to
email.
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This year, a new form of incident rose to prominence – the hacking of websites of Jewish
organisations and Jewish individuals who have been targeted because they are Jewish. Isolated
instances of cyber-attacks against websites operated by identifiably Jewish organisations have
occurred previously. There were three such cyber-attacks during the period in review.
However, cyber-attacks are not covered by any of the eight categories of incidents which
historically have been tallied in the ECAJ’s Annual Antisemitism reports. Given the small
number of cyber-attacks motivated by antisemitism that occurred this year, these incidents are
noted here separately, and continue to be excluded from the Incidents tally. However, if the
number of cyber-attacks is maintained or increases in future years, we will give consideration
to creating a new category of Incidents within which to maintain an annual tally of them.
Excluded also are publications with antisemitic content in the mainstream, online or social
media which do not rise to the level of physical attacks, intimidation, harassment or threats
against Jews or Jewish institutions. Anti-Jewish content occurring in the media, both print and
electronic, are dealt with in subsequent chapters. These cover newspapers, websites, online
videos, social media, as well as antisemitism within particular demographics and in
organisations having an ideology which includes antisemitic themes.

Trends in Incidents
As has been the pattern in previous years, intimidation and harassment of Jews occurs regularly
around synagogues on the Jewish Sabbath on Friday evenings and on Saturday mornings when
Jews are walking to and from synagogue, and attending religious services.
There is often a correlation between spikes in violence in any of the various conflicts in the
Middle East (and a concomitant increase in media coverage), whether or not the conflict
involves Israel, and an upturn in antisemitic incidents. In addition, when issues involving Jews
or Israel receive prominent coverage in the mainstream media, this often leads to a rise in
antisemitic commentary and incidents.

Effect of Antisemitic Incidents
As stated in previous reports: “The effect of incidents of antisemitism on the quality of life of
individual members of the Australian Jewish community should never be minimised. The
psychological impact on members of communities affected directly by harassment and
intimidation can be serious, particularly as many of the threats have been directed against
individual Jewish Australians in their homes, including survivors of the Nazi Holocaust.”
There is an established body of research that highlights the serious health effects exposure to
racism can have on individuals, similar to other stress-induced disorders. Repeated exposure
to it contributes to conditions such as hypertension, nightmares, post-traumatic stress disorder,
even psychosis and suicide. On the links between racism and poor mental health and wellbeing, see, for example, Australian Psychological Society, Submission to the National Antiracism Strategy Public Consultation 2012, Australian Human Rights Commission, Section 5,
‘The impact of racism on individual and community wellbeing’:
https://www.psychology.org.au/Assets/Files/APS-submission-to-the-National-anti-racismstrategy.pdf at pages 9-10; and also the statement issued on 28 April 2014 by the Australian
Psychological Society (APS) http://www.psychology.org.au/Content.aspx?ID=5775.
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On the link between inflammatory racist words and violent behaviour causing physical harm,
see the Report of National Inquiry into Racist Violence by the Human Rights and Equal
Opportunity Commission (as it then was) in1991, which concluded (at p. 144) that “the
evidence presented to the Inquiry also supports the observation that there is a connection
between inflammatory words and violent action”:
http://www.humanrights.gov.au/publications/racist-violence-1991.

LISTS of ANTISEMITIC INCIDENTS
Some of the incidents during the period in review are listed below, in chronological order for
each category. The expression “identifiably Jewish” refers to a person wearing traditional
Jewish garb, such as a kippah in the case of a male. Images for some incidents, like graffiti, are
in Chapter 8.

Assault


A group of five Jews outside a sign-posted Jewish centre had eggs thrown at them, in
Melbourne (1 November 2014).



A Jewish male dressed in traditional Jewish garb had his hat and glasses knocked off
him in a street in Melbourne, the perpetrator had crossed the street, attacked him, then
walked off (3 November 2014).



A male in a vehicle threw eggs at two Jews, but missed, near a Jewish school in
Melbourne, and shouted at them "You Jewish fucking cunts" (28 January 2015).



A male smacked a rabbi on the shoulder and made antisemitic comments against Jews
and against the rabbi in particular, in Melbourne (15 February 2015).



The occupants of a vehicle threw a tub of yoghurt at two identifiably male Jews, the
yoghurt splashed on their clothes, in Melbourne (21 February 2015).



Eggs were thrown from a passing vehicle at identifiable Jews walking in the street in
Melbourne (11 March 2015).



Driver threw water balloons at patrons outside a Jewish-owned restaurant in Sydney (3
July 2015).



The same driver shouted “Allahu Akbar” and threw water balloons at people standing
at the front of a Jewish school in Sydney (3 July 2015).
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Harassment or Intimidation


Driver and passenger of vehicle shouted abuse at people outside a synagogue in
Melbourne (Friday 3 October 2014).



Two occupants of a passing vehicle yelled ‘Fuck you Jews’ towards a synagogue in
Sydney (3 October 2014).



Driver of passing vehicle made gun gestures towards people at synagogue in Sydney (3
October 2014).



Male driver of vehicle made aggressive gestures and taunts towards people outside a
synagogue in Sydney (Sat. 4 October 2014 – Yom Kippur).



Driver of vehicle made gun gestures towards people outside a synagogue in Sydney
(Sat. 4 October 2014).



Four occupants of a vehicle shouted antisemitic abuse including “Fucking Jews” and
“Cunts” towards Jews outside a synagogue in Sydney (4 October 2014).



Driver of a vehicle yelled abuse at Jews outside a synagogue in Sydney (4 October
2014).



Occupants of a passing vehicle made ‘Heil Hitler’ salutes at people outside a synagogue
in Melbourne (4 October 2014).



Driver shouted abuse at people outside a synagogue in Melbourne (4 October 2014).



A man riding a bike shouted "fucking Jew" at an identifiably Jewish man on a street in
Melbourne (7 October 2014).



Two occupants of a vehicle yelled antisemitic abuse towards Jews at a synagogue in
Sydney (Friday 10 October 2014).



Occupants of a vehicle drove past a Jewish male walking on the footpath and shouted
“Allahu Akbar” at him, then made a U-turn and again drove past him shouting at him,
in Melbourne (11 October 2014).



Female driver shouted "You fucking Jewish dogs" at Jewish children outside a Jewish
school in Melbourne (13 October 2014).



Driver of a vehicle yelled abuse at Jews outside a synagogue in Sydney (Sat. 1
November 2014).



Driver of vehicle yelled “Heil Hitler” to an identifiably Jewish person outside his home,
in Melbourne (2 November 2014).



Occupant of a vehicle yelled antisemitic abuse towards Jews at a synagogue in Sydney
(7 November 2014).
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A male made throat slicing gestures towards an identifiably Jewish boy, in a street in
Melbourne (8 November 2014).



Male attempted to enter a Jewish institution and made antisemitic threats to staff, in
Melbourne (9 November 2014).



A passenger of a vehicle yelled “You fucking Jews” towards two Jews outside a
synagogue in Sydney (Sat. 15 November 2014).



A passenger of a vehicle yelled “Fucking Jewish cunts” towards Jews outside a
synagogue in Sydney (19 November 2014).



Two males in a vehicle made abusive gestures towards people outside a synagogue in
Melbourne (21 November 2014).



Two males in a vehicle yelled antisemitic abuse at people outside a synagogue in
Melbourne (22 November 2014).



Several young males shouted antisemitic statements including references to Hitler,
Jews and death, in the Jewish section of a cemetery in Melbourne (23 November 2014).



Driver of a vehicle yelled “Allahu Akbar” and raised his fist towards people outside a
synagogue in Sydney (26 November 2014).



Driver of a vehicle yelled “Fucking Jew cunts” towards Jews outside a synagogue in
Sydney (28 November 2014).



Driver of a vehicle yelled “Fuck you” towards Jews outside a synagogue in Sydney
(Sat. 29 November 2014).



A male on a bicycle yelled antisemitic abuse, including the words "Are you a Jew?"
and "Fucking cunt! Jew die, die Jew" to a Jewish man in the street in Melbourne (29
November 2014).



Occupants of a vehicle beeped his horn and yelled antisemitic abuse towards an
identifiable Jew in a street in Sydney (30 November 2014).



Man said “Dirty Jews” as he walked past a synagogue in Sydney (Sat. 6 December
2014).



A driver of a vehicle yelled abuse including “Heil Hitler” and “Fucking Jews” at
students and staff in the vicinity of a Jewish school in Melbourne (11 December 2014).



The occupant of a vehicle yelled abuse at congregants outside a synagogue in
Melbourne (13 December 2014).



Occupants of a vehicle yelled “Fuck you Jews” and made rude gestures towards people
outside a synagogue in Sydney (Sat. 13 December 2014).
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Three men in a park in Sydney shouted and gave “Heil Hitler” salutes towards an
identifiably Jewish man (16 December 2014).



Two men on a motor bike yelled antisemitic abuse outside a synagogue in Sydney (26
December 2014).



Man on a bicycle made gun gestures towards Jews outside a synagogue in Sydney (Sat.
3 January 2015).



Occupants of a vehicle yelled antisemitic abuse towards a Jew outside a synagogue in
Sydney (Sat. 17 January 2015).



Occupants of a vehicle yelled antisemitic abuse towards people outside a synagogue in
Sydney (Sat. 24 January 2015).



Two occupants of a vehicle made gun gestures towards Jews outside a synagogue in
Sydney (24 January 2015).



Man on a bicycle riding past a Jewish institution in Sydney yelled “They should have
slaughtered them all” and other abuse (28 January 2015).



A group of people made “Heil Hitler” gestures towards people at a synagogue in
Sydney (30 January 2015).



The driver of a passing vehicle made rude gestures towards congregants outside a
synagogue in Melbourne (31 January 2015).



A man yelled “Fucking Jews, you think you own the footpath. Fuck off.” at a Jewish
couple as he passed them in the street in Sydney (3 February 2015).



Person in a vehicle yelled “Allahu Akbar” at people outside a Jewish school in Sydney
(5 February 2015).



Passenger in a vehicle yelled “Allahu Akbar” at people outside a Jewish school in
Sydney (6 February 2015).



Occupant of a vehicle yelled abuse towards a synagogue in Perth (6 February 2015).



Driver of a vehicle yelled abuse towards a synagogue in Perth (6 February 2015).



The occupant of a passing vehicle yelled, "In the name of Peter, fuck!" at a member of
staff and two students at a Jewish school in Melbourne (10 February 2015).



Driver of a vehicle made gun gestures towards Jews at a synagogue in Sydney (Sat. 14
February 2015).



Passenger in a vehicle made gun gestures towards a Jewish institution in Sydney (20
February 2015).
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Occupant of a vehicle yelled “Jew boy” towards a Jew outside a synagogue in Sydney
(20 February 2015).



The driver of a passing vehicle yelled "fucking Jews" at parents outside a Jewish
institution in Melbourne (20 February 2015).



A male made antisemitic and abusive rants, including references to the Holocaust and
violence against Jews, to Jews outside a Jewish centre in Merbourne (23 February
2015).



The driver of a vehicle beeped then made a rude gesture, while the passenger made gun
gestures towards a Jewish school in Sydney (25 February 2015).



Passenger in a vehicle made gun gestures towards a synagogue in Sydney (27 February
2015).



Driver of a vehicle yelled ‘Fuck you Jews’ towards Jewish congregants walking to
Synagogue in Perth. The driver yelled this statement on three separate occasions to
different congregants. (Sat. 28 February 2015).



A Nazi salute and “Heil Hitler” was shouted at a Jewish student, who wears identifiably
Jewish garb of a skullcap and fringes, at the University of Sydney, on his first day on
campus (2 March 2015).



Occupants of a vehicle yelled “Fucking Jews” and made rude hand gestures towards
Jews outside a synagogue in Sydney (6 March 2015).



Occupants of a vehicle yelled “Fucking Jews” towards Jews outside a synagogue in
Sydney, and one occupant made rude hand gestures (6 March 2015).



Occupants of a vehicle yelled “Fucking Jews” towards people at a synagogue in Sydney
(6 March 2015).



Occupants of a vehicle yelled abuse towards Jews outside a synagogue in Sydney (6
March 2015).



Driver of a vehicle beeped his horn and made a gun gesture towards people at a
synagogue in Sydney (Sat. 7 March 2015).



Passenger of a vehicle yelled “Ajew Ajew” towards an identifiably Jewish man walking
along the street in Sydney (12 March 2015).



Driver of a vehicle made gun gestures towards a synagogue in Sydney (Sat. 14 March
2015).



Passenger in a vehicle yelled “Heil Hitler” and made a Hitler salute towards a
synagogue in Sydney (Sat. 14 March 2015).
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The occupants of a passing vehicle sounded the horn of the vehicle and yelled "Allahu
Akhbar" at congregants outside a synagogue in Melbourne (20 March 2015).



The occupant of a vehicle yelled out "Fucking Jews" at people outside a synagogue in
Melbourne (20 March 2015).



A man on a bicycle yelled out “This is not a house of God. Fuck you” and other abuse
towards people at a synagogue in Sydney (21 March 2015).



The driver of a passing vehicle yelled "fucking Jews" at identifiable Jews in a street in
Melbourne (29 March 2015).



A man verbally abused an identifiably Jewish man in Sydney (30 March 2015).



Male occupants of a passing vehicle yelled, "You fucking idiots" at people outside a
synagogue in Melbourne (Sat. 4 April 2015).



Two Jewish males walking on a beach in Melbourne were abused by a man who saw
their skull caps and shouted "Paedophile Jews" at them (8 April 2015).



Occupant of a vehicle yelled “Fuck you wanker” towards congregants outside a
synagogue in Sydney (10 April 2015).



A man walking past a synagogue in Sydney yelled “Fuck you Jews” at congregants
(Sat. 11 April 2015).



Driver of a vehicle yelled out “You fucking Jew” to the Jewish driver of a vehicle
belonging to a Jewish organisation which has Jewish symbols on it, in Sydney (14 April
2015).



A man approached a Jewish school in Sydney and stated that “All Jews should be
exterminated. I would never send my kids to this shit-hole. Jews think they can run the
world, but one day you will see what is going to happen. All schools will blow up with
you in it.” (27 April 2015).



"Fucking Jew!" was yelled at a Jewish man by a man in a passing car, in Sydney (28
April 2015).



Passenger in a vehicle yelled “Allahu Akbar” towards students of a Jewish school in
Sydney (29 April 2015).



Driver of a vehicle made rude hand gestures towards Jews outside a synagogue in
Sydney (Sat. 2 May 2015).



A Jewish man was asked “how many Palestinian children have you killed today” by a
man at Town Hall train station in Sydney, the man then did a series of Nazi salutes
towards the Jewish man (6 May 2015).
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A driver of a passing vehicle made rude gestures towards people outside a synagogue
in Melbourne (Fri 8 May 2015).



A male shouted "You fucking Jew, you shouldn't be riding on the road!” at a child
whilst riding a bicycle outside a Jewish shop in Melbourne (22 May 2015).



Passenger of a vehicle gave a “Heil Hitler” salute outside a synagogue in Sydney (Sat.
23 May 2015).



An identifiable Jew on their way to synagogue was subject to antisemitic abuse from
people in a passing vehicle, in Sydney (Sat. 23 May 2015).



A large group of teenage males went uninvited to the home of a Jewish family in
Sydney, and when asked to leave, two of the males shouted “Heil Hitler. We hate the
fucking bloody Jews. Hitler was only doing God’s work” (23 May 2015).



The same group of teenage males went to another Jewish home in Sydney and
vandalised the front garden and yelled similar antisemitic abuse (24 May 2015).



A Jew was verbally abused while walking to synagogue in Sydney (24 May 2015).



A driver and passenger of a vehicle beeped the horn five times whilst pointing and
yelling abuse at people outside a synagogue in Sydney (Sat. 30 May 2015).



Two occupants of a vehicle yelled abuse at people outside a synagogue in Melbourne
(30 May 2015).



Three occupants of another vehicle yelled abuse at people outside a synagogue in
Melbourne (30 May 2015).



The Jewish owner of a food importing business in Melbourne has been harassed for
selling products from Israel (March, April, May 2015).



Occupant of a vehicle yelled “Fucking Jew” outside a Jewish school in Sydney (1 June
2015).



Occupants of a vehicle spat at, and gave a Nazi salute outside, a synagogue in Sydney
(Sat. 6 June 2015).



Two males yelled “Fucking Jews” at people at a synagogue in Melbourne (8 June 2015).



Occupant of a vehicle made a rude finger gesture towards people outside a synagogue
in Sydney (Sat. 13 June 2015).



A woman in a block of units next to a synagogue in Sydney complained about parking
in the area and stated “Jews, I fucking hate them” (13 June 2015).



Driver of a vehicle yelled abuse at people at a Jewish school in Sydney (3 July 2015).
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One or more persons were loudly banging on the gate of a synagogue in Sydney and
yelling “We want to kill your children” (6 July 2015).



Driver of a vehicle yelled “Look, it’s the Jews!” whilst filming the synagogue and
congregants in Perth (Sat. 11 July 2015).



A male driver yelled “Fucking Jew” at a Jewish school student in Melbourne (14 July
2015).



At the far Right Reclaim Australia rally in Melbourne, a Jewish journalist was
confronted with verbal abuse: “Turn on the gas!”, “You Jewish parasite”, “Fuck off,
you’re not wanted here!” and was told that he had “only had a book published because
of the Jewish puppet masters that control everything.” (18 July 2015)



Man walking past a synagogue in Sydney made gun gestures and said “Bang bang, an
easy target” (Sat. 1 August 2015).



The driver of a passing vehicle yelled “Fuck the Jews” at a student who was leaving a
Jewish school in Melbourne (6 August 2015).



Occupants of a vehicle yelled abuse at people at a synagogue in Sydney (Sat. 8 August
2015).



Passenger in a vehicle yelled “Fucking pigs! You fucking Jews!” at people at a Jewish
school in Sydney (10 August 2015).



Driver of a vehicle made a satanic hand gesture towards a synagogue in Sydney (Sat.
15 August 2015).



Occupants of a vehicle yelled “Wait ‘til it’s closed, we will blow it up” to people outside
a Jewish school in Sydney (19 August 2015).



Driver of a vehicle yelled “What are you fucking looking at, you fucking Jews” at
people at a synagogue in Sydney (4 September 2015).



Driver of a vehicle yelled abuse at people at a synagogue in Sydney (Sat. 5 September
2015).



Two occupants of a vehicle yelled “Allahu Akbar” at people at a synagogue in Sydney
(Sat. 5 September 2015).



A man entered a Jewish owned cafe in Sydney and yelled antisemitic abuse at the owner
and patrons (6 September 2015).



Passenger in a vehicle made gun gestures towards a Jewish school in Sydney (8
September 2015).



Passenger of a vehicle yelled “Allahu Akbar” at people at a Jewish school in Sydney
(11 September 2015).
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Occupants of a vehicle yelled abuse at people at a synagogue in Sydney (Sat. 12
September 2015).



A tennis ball with the words “Death to Israel”, “Juden SS death”, “After death is your
homeland” and with swastikas was thrown into the yard of a synagogue in Newcastle
(13 September 2015).



The male driver of a passing vehicle made gun gestures towards people outside a
synagogue in Melbourne (15 September 2015).



The male driver of a vehicle made rude gestures towards people outside a synagogue
in Melbourne (19 September 2015).



The occupants of a vehicle yelled “Heil Hitler” at an identifiably Jewish couple in a
street in Melbourne (20 September 2015).



Passenger of a vehicle yelled abuse at people outside a synagogue in Sydney (Sat. 21
September 2015).



Occupants of a vehicle shouted antisemitic abuse at people outside a Jewish institution
in Melbourne (23 September 2015).

Vandalism


Swastikas were graffitied on a rabbi’s car in Melbourne (30 October 2014)



The glass door of a Jewish owned shop was smashed, the door had a notice saying the
shop was closed “for a Jewish Holiday” (Yom Kippur), in Sydney (4 October 2014).



A Star of David and the word “dog” was carved into the front door of a home belonging
to Jews in Sydney (7 December 2014).



The face of the Jewish figure, in a mural of four different religious figures praying in
harmony, was defaced, at University of Melbourne (19 March 2015)



A glass bottle was thrown at the security camera, breaking it, at a synagogue in
Melbourne (21 March 2015).



A series of incidents of damage, including approximately twenty conduits, were done
to the St Ives eruv in Sydney (April 2015).



Faeces was smeared on the wall of an external structure at a synagogue in Sydney (28
September 2015).
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Graffiti


Antisemitic graffiti and swastikas were spray-painted along the walls above a
pedestrian and bike path in Sydney (8 October 2014).



Antisemitic graffiti at a Jewish institution in Perth (29 October 2014).



Graffiti reading “Our time has come” alongside a swastika was sprayed at a university
in Sydney (1 December 2014).



Antisemitic graffiti including a swastika and a Star of David was daubed on the home
of a Jew in Melbourne (18 December 2014).



Antisemitic graffiti daubed on a Jewish communal building in Melbourne (16 January
2015).



“Free Palestine” graffiti daubed on a house in a Jewish area in Melbourne (16 January
2015).



Graffiti on business billboards of a Jewish councillor and lawyer in Sydney with several
images drawn, including horns on one billboard, a Star of David on another, a scrotum
with the Star of David inside, and an arrow pointing towards the Jewish councillor, plus
a note “Support the scrotum tax” (27 Feb 2015, with further graffiti in March 2015)



Antisemitic graffiti including the words "Kill the Jews" was daubed on a Jewish school
in Melbourne (15 March 2015).



Graffiti at University of Western Australia, of symbols for ‘Star Of David’, ‘Love’, and
‘swastika’ (meaning Jews love Nazis), written in a toilet (16 March 2015)



Graffiti on election poster of Jewish candidate in Sydney defaced with a Star of David
on his forehead and a Hitler moustache (20-25 March 2015).



Graffiti on a monument in Sydney commemorating the genocide of Assyrians by Turks,
with graffiti composed of the words “Fuck Jews Fuck Assyrians Armenians” and
several swastikas and “SS” (15 April 2015)



A man on a public bus, when he saw that alongside him was a bus carrying Jewish
school students, drew a swastika on the window with liquid chalk and made a Nazi
salute directed towards the Jewish students, in Sydney (8 May 2015).



Graffiti of “Fuck Jews” was daubed on a synagogue wall in Melbourne (5 June 2015).



Graffiti of a swastika and the words “DIE NOW!” on a synagogue in Sydney (22 July
2015).



Graffiti of a red ‘X’ was written on the plaque of a synagogue in Sydney (23 July 2015).
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Graffiti including the statement ‘Hitler did his best to stamp out the evil of Jewish
capitalism’ in Brisbane (29 July 2015).



Graffiti including a swastika and the letters “HH66” was found in a bathroom at a
university in Melbourne (13 August 2015).



Graffiti of a swastika and the words “Ronald is a Nazi” on the door of a synagogue in
Sydney (22 August 2015).

Email


Email composed of several pages from Perth man, Brendon O’Connell, which includes:
“My dear Julie Nathan [...] You are walking a knife edge. As long as you continue to
label people like myself as simple "haters" you seal your fate. As you have never
suffered you can most likely not imagine the backlash that is on its way against you and
your fellow psychopaths.” (11 November 2014)



Email to Jewish leader in Canberra “Juden: You bitch and whine over Nazi goodies,
Oh Vey! http://www.canberratimes.com.au/act-news/act-auction-house-sells-largecollection-of-nazi-memorabilia-20141206-11yezr.html The Nazi stuff gets more
valuable and loved more every year!! 8-D” by person self-identifying as “Himmler” (6
December 2014) [“Juden” is “Jews” in German.]



Antisemitic email was sent to a Jewish organisation in Melbourne (13 February 2015).



An email sent via the contact form of a Jewish organisation in Melbourne read,
"Subject: Kill all the jews" Message: "I'm going to kill them all. Starting with you
fuckers." (27 March 2015).



Email to ECAJ from “Tony Abbott the Nazi Goyim” (27 April 2015)



A message via Facebook sent to a Jewish media organisation in Sydney, reading in part
“We hate you Zionist Jews [...] you Zionist Jew are one of the most evil people on earth,
and never stop plotting against gentiles world , the satanic zionist Jew main aim in the
world is to corrupt and enslave the world [...] (19 May 2015).



Email titled “Holocaust” from a Bob McDonald to a Jewish organisation in Sydney:
[…] Many people Today are saying that The Jewish people of today are not true jews ,
that they are Kharzars that converted to Judaism in 740 […] where did Six million Jews
Die ? […] seemingly endless quotes about Palestinians and the Goyim by various
jewishleaders […] Even Mrs Rothschild saying " If My Son's Didn't Want War there
Would Be None , Very Distressing Sir , and I am sure you can see my position that
whilst I Breathe I will Continue to Expose the Lies and the Fraud brought about by
what is now an Aparthied State . […] but most of all Zionism must end […]” (10 June
2015)



Email to Jewish media in Sydney, in response to the article “Queensland call for
Holocaust museum”: […] you Jews did lobby for the end of the White Australia Policy
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in 1974, […] That’s TREASON, as, in retrospect, is the lobbying by you Jews to have
the White Australia Policy ended, as the purpose is now blindingly clear; the erosion
and collapse of Anglo Australia, meaning mass death in the war for Australia fought on
Australia’s soil between the Australian and the Muslim. […] it is the rabbinical class
–the witch doctors, which is the cancer in Judaism […] What did they do to you, you
self anointed murderous Jews ? […] About your b/s The Holocaust; there were more of
you worldwide in 1947 than in 1939. […] Here’s a real Holocaust, what the Ukrainians
call the Holodomor, which you Jews perpetrated on them three times; 1921/23,
1932/33, 1946/47, exterminating […] (26 June 2015)


Email to Jewish media in Sydney, “You semites wouldn’t have been holyhoaxted if you
would just stay out of white countries.” by “Moore Bacon” (23 September 2015):



Email to Jewish media in Sydney by a Michael Mazur, in response to the article “Nazi
insignia on sale in Victoria”, which read in part: “You guys murdered 66,000,000
innocent Russians in cold blood, and in the cruellest ways imaginable, between 1917
and 1957 – just for fun […] And what you did to the Russians, you do similar to cattle
with your vile Kosher slaughter […] You LIED about your 6,000,000! Go away,
dirtbags, a disgrace to humanity. […] (2 October 2015)

Postal Mail


Two antisemitic letters, of A4 page in length, titled “What is Cultural Marxism?”
composed of several sections, includes “Cultural Marxists have taken over the
institutions of the media (DOMINATED BY JEWS), finance (DOMINATED BY
JEWS), pornography ditto, education…” and “Just as there is no excuse for not
knowing the law, nor is there any excuse for not knowing the truth, as outlined above.
Restore the white Australia policy and do not let the wolves/Jews win.’ were sent from
Adelaide to Jewish community leaders, to the offices of two different Jewish
organisations, one in Sydney and one in Melbourne (3 November 2014)



Letter containing an article by ‘Brenton Sanderson’ on the ‘Jewish War on White
Australia’ received by a Jewish organisation in Melbourne (11 November 2014).



postal mail of Brenton Sanderson’s article “The Jewish fifth column – The Jewish War
on White Australia Continues” a 5 page doc, plus 2 pages of “What is Cultural
Marxism?” sent from Adelaide to at least three people, including to two Jewish leaders,
one in Sydney and one in Melbourne, and to a Federal MP (14 Nov 2014)



Letter called “Untitled” saying “If you want your country and wealth back it’s time to
start killing Jews! The Zionist Jews are sapping your country’s and your wealth. If ya
know ‘em, see ‘em, kill ‘em.” sent to a Jewish businessman in Sydney (8 December
2014)



Antisemitic letter sent to a Jewish man at his company office, in Melbourne (10
December 2014).



A letter under the pseudonym "Global Citicens" [sic] referencing child sex abuse and
Adolf Hitler was recerived at a Jewish centre in Melbourne during the high-profile
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Royal Commission hearings focusing on child sexual abuse at certain Jewish ultraorthodox institutions in Melbourne and Sydney (12 February 2015).


Postal mail addressed to family member of prominent leader in the Jewish community
in Sydney, mostly an incoherent rant of 8 typed pages, and included the antisemitic
slang term for Vaucluse “Schnozzcluze” on the envelope (20 February 2015)



Postcard with antisemitic statements was sent to a rabbi of a synagogue in Canberra (2
March 2015).



Hate mail was received by a Jewish organisation in Melbourne which included a threat
of violence: "we prepare big surprise for you this shit you are in well bomb is make
sure we are going to bomb it" along with repeated Allah Akbar (21 April 2015).

Telephone


Telephone caller said “Heil Hitler” to a synagogue in Sydney (21 November 2014).



Telephone caller to a Jewish organisation in Sydney blamed the Jews and Israel for the
Sydney hostage crisis in Martin Place (15 December 2014).



Telephone message left on the answering machine of a Jewish organisation in Sydney
saying “Allahu Akbar” ten times (8 January 2015).



Telephone caller said “How does it feel to be a murderer?” and “You are Zionist
murderers” to a Jewish organisation in Melbourne (29 January 2015).



A voicemail message: "You sick people with your Rabbi […]. If any of our children
from across the road our Christian children are targeted by you fucking filthy fucking
child abusers we will protest. You filthy fucking orthodox fucking filth child abusers"
to a Jewish organisation in Melbourne, during the Royal Commission hearings (6
February 2015).



A man telephoned a Jewish institution in Sydney and said that the Holocaust did not
happen (13 March 2015).



A male called a hotel in Melbourne enquiring about a room, and when he was given the
price by the receptionist he started swearing and saying, "You Jewish bastards, pigs,
fucker, etc. I am going to report you Jewish fucker that you are ripping money off
people" (23 March 2015).



A phone text message of "Fuck the jew dogs hitler is the new ullah" was sent to a Jewish
organisation in Melbourne (13 April 2015).



A caller phoned a Jewish school in Melbourne and said “Heil Hitler” (6 May 2015).



A Jewish organisation in Melbourne received ten prank phone calls within a one hour
period (28 May 2015).
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Telephone caller asked a Jew in Sydney “Would you rather be gassed or bombed?” (4
June 2015).

Leaflets, posters, stickers, other


Leaflets by Squadron 88 distributed in inner west in Sydney composed of racist
perceptions of the Jewish population and claims “diversity really means white
genocide” (8 October 2014)



Leaflets were letterboxed in several suburbs in Sydney where there is a large proportion
of Jewish residents, the leaflet was authored by Squadron 88, a neo-Nazi group. The
leaflet included claims about Jewish control of the media, and with an image of Voltaire
and a quote “Those we are not allowed to criticise…” The two page leaflet states in
part: “Jews push for controls on free speech, exercise disproportionate influence in
Australian politics [...] Despite being a tiny minority [...] they have a surprising, and
insidious, influence over what passes for culture in this country and abroad. The
perfidious Jews collectively own most US TV networks, almost all major Hollywood
studios and own and operate 97 per cent of all print media and news networks, have an
iron grip on politicians, determining which candidates get voted in and which don’t.
[...] Holding these people to account is our moral duty as a nation and as a people.” (15
June 2015)

Leaflet by Squadron 88 in Sydney – June 2015

Leaflet by Squadron 88 in Sydney – June 2015
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Graffiti in Sydney, at Assyrian genocide memorial - 15 April 2015

Vandalism on the front door a Jewish home in
Sydney – Dec 2014

Graffiti on a synagogue in Sydney – July 2015

Serious Attacks 1989 - 2015
The following is a tally of types of incidents, and a selection of incidents of violence,
vandalism, serious intimidation, harassment and threats, directed against Jewish community
institutions or individuals, between 1989 and 2013. This list is far from exhaustive. It is
sourced from ECAJ Antisemitism Reports 1989 – 2014.
Incidents of Violence, Vandalism, Harassment and Intimidation: 1989-2013


616 incidents of property damage to buildings and/or physical assault of individuals



1,446 incidents of harassment and intimidation not entailing physical contact



959 incidents of anti-Jewish graffiti, in most cases daubed on Jewish communal
premises



700 incidents of telephone abuse and threats
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1,326 incidents of anti-Jewish material by mail



3,901 incidents of anti-Jewish email



676 incidents listed as miscellaneous, which includes faxed, letterboxed and
leafleted material, as well as stickers and posters in public places

The following is a selection of incidents of violence, vandalism, serious intimidation,
harassment and threats directed against Jewish community institutions or individuals, between
1989 and 2015.
1990
 Molotov cocktail thrown at Jewish residential college in Sydney (17/1/90)


Four Molotov cocktails thrown through window of synagogue in Melbourne (22/3/90)



Molotov cocktail thrown at synagogue in Melbourne (11/4/90)



Fire set at synagogue in Melbourne (20/4/90)

1991
 Fire set in synagogue in Melbourne (25/1/91)


Fire lit at school on synagogue premises in Sydney (26/1/91)



Fire set at synagogue in Sydney (26/2/91)



Synagogue in Sydney destroyed by deliberately lit fire (5/3/91)



Security guard prevents attempt to start fire at synagogue in Sydney (12/3/91)



Fire lit in synagogue in Sydney (28/3/91)

1992 - 1999
 Bomb threat received at Jewish social club in Sydney which had been the site of an
attack using a bomb in 1982 (28/7/93)


Extensive damage caused to synagogue in Sydney resulting from deliberately lit
fire (10/11/93)



Arson attack at synagogue in Melbourne (1/1/95)



Arson attempt at synagogue in Melbourne (4/2/95)



An explosive device, which did not properly ignite and caused minimal damage,
was placed in the letter box of a synagogue in Sydney (11/12/98)



Incendiary devices thrown into Melbourne synagogue yard from street (23/2/99)
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2000


Petrol bombs thrown at outside wall of synagogue in Canberra (15/10/2000)



Petrol bombs thrown at Sukkah at rabbi’s private home in Sydney’s eastern
suburbs (14/10/2000)



Molotov cocktail thrown into garden of private home of rabbi in Bondi
(22/10/2000)



Serious arson attack on synagogue in Sydney’s eastern suburbs (1/11/2000)



Petrol bomb attack on home of rabbi in Sydney’s eastern suburbs (13/11/2000)



Attempt to firebomb synagogue in Sydney’s eastern suburbs, which failed only
because sophisticated device missed a window and landed on grass outside,
starting fire (23/11/2000)

2001 - 2002
 Rock thrown through reinforced glass window of synagogue in Canberra together
with petrol bomb which did not penetrate glass (31/3/2001)


A brick and a bottle full of liquid were thrown through glass window of a
synagogue in Sydney's south (22/4/2001)



Synagogue in Canberra firebombed, by throwing molotov cocktails, with three
windows smashed and five fires on the grass outside the building (18/8/2001)



Two bullets fired at Jewish communal building in Perth (22/9/2001)



Windows of a Sydney synagogue were smashed by perpetrators who
attempted to start a fire inside the building (4/4/2002)



Petrol bomb thrown at synagogue in Canberra (20/4/2002)

2003 - 2006
 Fires set on premises of synagogue in Perth (10/1/2003)


Arson attack on synagogue premises in Melbourne's eastern suburbs (20/12/2004)



Small explosive device or firecracker left in mailbox of synagogue on Sydney’s
north shore (10/6/2006)



Attempted arson at synagogue in Sydney’s eastern suburbs (30/7/2006)



Three Jewish communal figures in Melbourne received envelopes with comments
“die Jews” and containing white powder (July 2006)
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2010 - 2012
 A Jewish man outside an entertainment venue in Sydney was assaulted, with the
attackers making antisemitic comments while physically assaulting him
(11/11/2010)


Attempted arson at Jewish educational institution in Sydney, which failed when
cigarette thrown into accelerant did not ignite fire (10/3/2011)



Window in synagogue in Sydney’s north shore smashed by an object thrown
through it (19/10/2011)



Arson attempt at synagogue in Brisbane. The word “Satan” was also spray painted
onto the synagogue wall (24/12/2011)



Two men approached congregants leaving synagogue in Sydney’s eastern suburbs,
making comments such as “fuck off you fucking Jews” and initiating a physical
confrontation (14/4/2012)



People at Jewish Aged Institution in Sydney subjected to antisemitic abuse,
including “Hitler should have finished the job” by driver of vehicle who also used
his vehicle menacingly (14/6/2012)



Eggs and other projectiles thrown at Jewish school students in Melbourne
street by occupant of passing vehicle (18/10/2012)

2013 - 2014
 Five members of a Jewish family were subject to antisemitic taunts then physically
assaulted, requiring hospitalisation (26 Oct 2013)


A 28 year old Jewish man, wearing a t-shirt with Hebrew writing on it, was physically
assaulted in Melbourne, suffering abrasions, bruising, and cuts. The two attackers called
out in Arabic “kalb Yehud!” (Jewish dog), “Allahu akbar” (Allah is great) and made
reference to Gaza. (10 July 2014).



In Perth, a Hassidic rabbi, his assistant and their driver were verbally abused and
threatened with physical violence while trying to leave the carpark of a shopping centre
by a group of six teens, aged approximately 16-18. The Jews were told to “Fuck off”,
accused of “killing babies in Gaza” and the youths threatened to “fix” them “up”. The
Jewish men got in their car, which the youths then surrounded, and shouted antisemitic
abuse while banging on the car and spitting on it (4 Aug 2014).



Around 30 Jewish students, aged from 5-12 years old, on a school bus, which picks up
students from a Jewish school, in the eastern suburbs of Sydney, were subjected to
physical and verbal threats, when the bus was boarded by 5-8 teenagers who yelled
antisemitic abuse, including “all Jews must die”, “kill the Jews”, “Heil Hitler”, and
“we’re going to slit your throats” at the students (6 Aug 2014).

2015 Nil.
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3.

ANTISEMITISM in the MAINSTREAM MEDIA and SOCIETY

“The Holocaust did not begin in the gas chambers - it began with words.”
- Professor Irwin Cotler, former Canadian Minister of Justice
Introduction
The mainstream media, print and online, visual and audio, can be influential in transforming
or reinforcing people’s beliefs about a range of issues. Whilst the mainstream media is subject
to stringent editorial oversight, professional standards, publishing guidelines and civil and
criminal law, and generally act within clear parameters, inaccuracies, bias, and lack of context
within reporting are nevertheless frequent occurrences. Sometimes this is due simply to the
pressures of contemporary news reporting and media articles, with the competitive need to get
the stories into the public domain as quickly as possible. As well, objectivity in reporting is not
always present. ‘News’ stories are often given a particular slant, with misleading headlines,
and particular issues are run with and given disproportionate coverage.
The internet makes possible an enormous volume of public commentary on media articles. The
‘Letters to the Editor’ pages still exist in the print media, but most public comments appear
online, on newspaper websites, television and radio websites, news video channels, Facebook
pages, and elsewhere. In many cases, these comments are moderated, either before or after
posting, to remove offensive comments that are racist, sexist, homophobic, or use foul language
or are defamatory. Even with moderation, many offensive, particularly antisemitic, comments
remain online for inordinately lengthy periods, sometimes days or weeks.
Some online media have a policy of allowing fairly unfettered speech, including racist and
other abusive comments. The articles themselves may tend to be devoid of racist content, but
not the comments which are attached to many of the articles. These comments are rarely
removed or moderated solely because they express overtly racist sentiments.
The significance of antisemitic comments online is two-fold. The fact that these comments are
allowed to remain online demonstrates the online media’s tolerance for antisemitic comments,
and/or a lack of knowledge, insight or capacity to identify antisemitism. The contents of the
comments reveal the extent of antisemitic hatreds that exist even in a relatively tolerant society
like Australia.
The expression of antisemitic hatreds in the mainstream media or in other public contexts, if
not publicly contradicted and condemned by political and community leaders, has the effect of
lending legitimacy and acceptability to such hatreds. This can lead to an emboldening of those
hostile to Jews to go further in acting against Jews, and thus creates an atmosphere of
intolerance, bigotry, fear and violence.
Of particular concern during the period in review was the volume and intensity of antisemitic
comments on the websites and Facebook pages of the ABC, SBS and Sydney Morning Herald.
As well, there was the glossing over of Jewish deaths in the coverage by the ABC and SMH of
the Paris terrorist attacks in January 2015.
Within society, there were issues arising from the Lynch affair at Sydney University, racial
discrimination by the Red Rattler Theatre, damage and opposition to the eruv in St Ives, and
continuing issues of Holocaust minimisation.
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ABC
The Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) is the Australian national broadcaster, and is
publicly funded. It is composed of television stations, radio stations, a website, and Facebook
pages. The ABC came to attention during the period in review predominantly for hosting
antisemitic comments on some of its Facebook pages in response to programs aired on ABC
TV, in particular, the ‘Q and A’ program. In addition, there were antisemitic comments posted
under articles published on the ABC website, and racist innuendo behind comments aired on
one program on ABC Radio National. The ABC is a major source of news and information for
many Australians, enjoying a high level of public trust. When the ABC tolerates, knowingly or
unwittingly, antisemitic content, it has the effect of giving perceived official legitimation to
antisemitism.

ABC Radio National: Australia and the Soviet Jews
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/extra/australia-and-the-siviet-jews/6472430
ABC presenter, Geraldine Doogue, interviewed Sam Lipski on 18 May 2015 about the book
he co-authored with Suzanne Rutland Let my people go: the untold story of Australia and the
Soviet Jews 1959 – 1989. During the twelve minute interview, Doogue made repeated,
gratuitous references to “the Jewish lobby” and its alleged power. Doogue stated:


“Another clear yield of this determined campaign is the birth of one of the influential
forces in our politics (sic), the so-called the Jewish lobby.”



“I can see how the Jewish lobby came into being, this very powerful entity (sic) that
has really affected our politics for quite some time.”

Sam Lipski explained the situation of the Jewish community during this time: “Bear in mind
that, at the time, the Jewish community was a relatively new community in Australia, most of
which had been immigrants who had just come here after the Holocaust and WW11 and were
just beginning to learn how to relate to Australia, how to be part of the scene.”
In response, Doogue stated:


“Yes, and they were learning to wield influence.”



“[Hawke] wanted to send a message to the Israeli [realises mistake], Jewish community
in Australia.”

ABC Drum: “Could Charlie Hebdo and 18C coexist in Australia?” by Michael Bradley
(15 January 2015) elicited some antisemitic comments from viewers, including the following:
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-01-15/bradley-charlie-hebdo-and-18c-could-coexist-inaustralia/6018068


Jasper:
15 Jan 2015
It has nothing to do with a "significant" number of Jewish readership, it has to do with
significant Jewish POWER and control.
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ABC Drum: “Not condemning anti-Semitism only fuels extremism” by Glen Falkenstein
(21 January 2015), elicited many comments, including the following.
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-01-21/falkenstein-not-condemning-anti-semitism-onlyfuels-extremism/6030422


Veritas Odium Parit:
22 Jan 2015 12:09:32am
Something about banking is an interesting start.



Roger:
22 Jan 2015 12:38:05am
Totally agree - no we DO NO WANT any more religious extremists in Australia, and
Jews are right up there with extremism. […] But keep your religious extremism where
it currently is. I dont want ANY displaced Jewish extremists in Australia



al:
21 Jan 2015 4:31:42pm
The only concern with calling out "anti-Semitism for what it is", is defining what
constitutes anti-Semitism. Criticism of Israel, Zionism or even some proclivitorary
Jewish characteristics, is deemed as anti-Semitic.



Fran:
21 Jan 2015 7:51:49pm
Hmmm.... Jewish lobbyists have been successful in making anti-Semitism a crime in
some countries and Australian states […]



wilc:
21 Jan 2015 8:11:19pm
If Israel was a decent nation I think the incidence of anti semitism would be minor.
Israel need to change its ways.



Goyim:
21 Jan 2015 9:58:37pm
Jews have been evicted from europe in a number of holacausts. […] They tend to
meddle in politics of there host countries and this eventually rubs the community the
wrong way. The kosher business thing, the selling land rules, makes them look like
economic invaders.

ABC Drum: “Denial of Palestinian rights is the real roadblock to peace” by Samah Sabawi
(3 Sep 2015). It elicited some antisemitic comments, including the following.
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-09-03/sabawi-real-roadblock-to-peace/6745694


Fuzz:
04 Sep 2015 8:32:11am
At the end of WW2 the League of nations deliberated on the question, What to do with
the thousands of displaced Jews from Europe and Russian areas. Three countries were
considered as permanent home for them Palestine, NW Australia and the third escapes
me. In view of what is going on in Palestine I think we were lucky.

ABC Q&A Facebook: 2 March 2015 - ANTI-SEMITISM
The issue of antisemitism was raised from the audience by a Jewish student. Miriam
Margolyes, a Jewish anti-Israel activist, who was on the panel, responded. The following
comments, some of which were deleted by ABC (although most others remain online), show
that discussing antisemitism can produce antisemitism. There were over 260 comments plus
hundreds of replies to those comments.
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https://www.facebook.com/abcqanda/posts/10152586286761831
Q&A - March 2 at 10:14pm
ANTI-SEMITISM – Erin Gordon asked: After the horrific Sydney Siege, we were all heartened
to see the #illridewithyou campaign receive widespread support. However, I would like to ask
the panel who would ride with us; the Australian Jews, if we travelled around particular areas
of Sydney appearing Jewish and wearing our religious clothing? Anti-Semitic attacks in
Australia have risen 35% in the past year; and physical incidents have risen 200%. Why is there
this precedent and yet we have received no widespread support from the general public? Is it
not alarming to the public that the hashtag #Hitlerwasright trended worldwide last year?
COMMENTS: (all online still as at 14 October 2015)


Tullio Cofrancesco BANG!!!!! Miriam is on fire....



John Davis she should have been on fire in treblinka



Amy Rorke Jewish people stick together, they don't associate with the larger
community like they do with their own... they are the 'chosen' ones after all...



Ben Hill Hitler refined ghettos Israel mastered them... #BDS



Röd Izzå Jerkymiäh Miriam is a Legend ! YES! There is a difference between Isreal
and the Jewish people but it's IS Isreal's appalling track record on human rights that
makes people anti-jewish... Jewish Australians who are against Isreal policy need to
speak out more...



Yani Haigh […] So why is it that the leading Australian political parties say nothing
and are active in whitewashing the crimes of the fascist Jewish state? Could it just
happen to be the power of the Australian Jewish lobby? Could it be the complicit
behaviour of people like Josh Frydenburg, Malcolm Turnbull, Kevin Rudd, Mark
Dreyfus, Bob Hawk... it's hard to find a politician in Australian that isn't in debt to the
Jewish lobby.



Jimi Thompson The children of Abraham are a whiney lot.



Anthony Le Clezio Taking a blade to the foreskin of your son bothers me, its frankly
criminal in my book....



Nick Stamatis I have nothing against Jews. I do have a problem with the Illegal state of
Israel. They bring the hatred of the Middle East upon themselves with their bully tactics.
As for the Jewish folk living in Aus maybe you should come out of the shadows and
start socialising with us normal folk.



Frances Amaroux IF Sydney Jews speak up more about not supporting the abuses of
the Palestinians in Gaza... then I will 'ride with them'
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Ian Comport The Jews attract attention to themselves by segregation, isolation,
unwillingness to assimilate, a belief that they are better then non Jews and arrogance.
They make themselves targets as a group



Jimi Thompson The whole "chosen people" thing aint exactly endearing.



Michael Lusher Zionist Jews follow the violent Talmud, Real Jews follow the Torah



Michael Lusher Suggest you read the Protocols of the Elders of Zion and how they view
gentiles (Goyim) and their intentions for the World. […]



Jack Meadows Elders of Zion is the Zionist creed.



Jack Meadows always using the Hitler Genocide to cover your own.



Jack Meadows When the Zionist lose the debate out come the Holocaust and anti
Semitic excuses.



Jack Meadows Miriam Margolyes was so right when she said that Israel was fostering
the the hate towards the Jews, in general.



Ben Apps Zionism masquerades as Judaism and uses the slur of anti-semitism to protect
itself from criticism.



Yani Haigh Quotes fro the Talmud? A Jew should and must make a false oath when the
Goyim asks if our books contain anything against them. […] If it can be proven that
someone has given the money of Israelites to the Goyim, a way must be found after
prudent consideration to wipe him off the face of the earth. That the Jewish nation is
the only nation selected by God, while all the remaining ones are contemptible and
hateful. Extermination of the Christians is a necessary sacrifice. A boy-goy after nine
years and one day old, and a girl after three years and one day old, are considered filthy.



Scott Rousell International Zionism which is THE REAL CAUSE OF ANTISEMITISM Yes, this is much more to the point than blaming the Palestinian massacre
it's the predominance of Jewish/Zionist control over our western politics, News media,
holywood, Banks and WARS. Jews will be resented for that fact



Yani Haigh […] Why is it that we in Australia are playing sycophant to a fascist Jewish
state? Why is it that Labor gave a prime position in the NBN to Goldman Sachs a year
or so after Goldman Sachs had been involved in a massive rip off of Australian
pensioners? Here we are raving on and on about prejudice against the Jewish
community and have no discussion at all about the prejudice OF the Jewish community.
[…]



Iordan Nikolov dirty jews, its not antisemitism u jews are anti-human rights. you enrage
all humans by breaking international human rights law. your not exempt from the law
dirty jew and yelling antisemite isnt gunna get you off the hook
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ABC Q&A Facebook: 3 March 2015 - ANTI-SEMITISM – Miriam Margolyes VIDEO
Q&A posted the segment of the Q&A session where Miriam Margolyes responded to the
question on antisemitism. This also elicited many antisemitic comments. Overall, there were
397 comments plus replies. One comment had 123 replies. Comments continued for over two
weeks. There were over ten A4 size pages of antisemitic comments. Some of these follow.
https://www.facebook.com/video.php?v=10152587423596831
Miriam Margolyes responds to the rise of anti-semitism in Australia
Q&A - March 3 at 11:45am


Scott Rousell Their control over our politics, News, Banks and endless wars for israel
is international Zionism which is THE REAL CAUSE OF ANTI-SEMITISM



José De Carvalho How convenient that a group of people would create a religion where
their God puts them above all other races as the chosen people. Then given land by this
same God so that they can claim supernatural ownership of dirt.



Yani Haigh Yeah that is as it is written in the Talmud. That the Jewish nation is the
only nation selected by God, while all the remaining ones are contemptible and
hateful. Extermination of the Christians is a necessary sacrifice. A boy-goy after nine
years and one day old, and a girl after three years and one day old, are considered
filthy. A Jew should and must make a false oath when the Goyim asks if our books
contain anything against them. If it can be proven that someone has given the money
of Israelites to the Goyim, a way must be found after prudent consideration to wipe him
off the face of the earth. The fact of the matter is that Judaism is full of prejudice in
writing.



Yani Haigh Antisemitism is the difference between our views of the Jewry and the
reality of Jewish behaviour as seen in fascist Jewish state of Israel.



David Ewings the Zionists are just as bad as the Nazis.



Tim Galli Zionism is creating the situation for anti Semitism.



Luciano Prisco well said margot she has i believe hit the nail ,i also think it entails that
more jewish people ,liberal orthodox etc ,come out and denounce loudly the wrongs
and attrocieties of the state of Isreal



Brian Bligh Why is it that the only racial/religious /national grouping that has a word
for opposition thereto is ... the Jews?



Mustafa Nejah Anti semtism isn't on the rise. We hear the same old sad story every time
Israel is about be held accountable for their criminal actions. Not only do the zionist
who own media portray Muslims as bad and Israel as democratic they always portray
Israel as though they have suffered and no other religious people haven't..



Steve Thomas Well said Miriam Margolyes Zionists are getting what they deserve



Mustafa Nejah #IllridewithjewswhodontsupportIseael
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Marilyn Shepherd That story was as big a beat up as the question by the girl in the first
place. The word ant-semitism is the most meaningless invenvted word in history - it
was only invented in 1880 by a jew who had never met an arab semite, semites are
merely people who speak the same languages, not much to do with judaism at all.



Elias Joukhdar Jews are so self righteous is burns me. They think they're entitled
because of the holocaust, yet they don't see how hypocritical they are.



Sharon Joukhdar If I hear about the holocaust one more time I'm not sure what I'll do.
They are the BIGGEST self victimized whingers I've ever had the misfortune to come
across.



Leigh Wilhelm Buchanan the jews are always the victims, but do they give a s**t about
ordinary Australians struggling for money and good jobs while they monopolize both?



Asli Eker Um sorry mate but israil and its network around the globe OWNS all the
mainstream media - fairfax, newscorp,fox, gaurdian etc...



Kelly Smyth The Rothschild banking family set up israel and supports it with its media,
finance and military arms - the world is waking up and we will see how israel goes
when it is cut off and treated like the racist apartheid state that it is! Only a short amount
of time away now



Thomas W Morgan Of corse the actions of Israel are the cause of increased antsemitisim. No doubt. It's time that Jews realized that the actions of Israel in the name
of Judaism will effect jews world wide!



Thomas W Morgan Most likely a lack of integration by Jewish minorities and a series
of religious sentiments based on arrogance and the condiment of deception/lack of
compassion for the Goyim that has been present throughout history. Racism has been a
major issue through history regardless of the minority, but to claim that Jews do not
contribute to anti-Semitism historically is also near sighted.



Andy Kennedy You won't get holocaust sympathy so long as your group is responsible
for the Palestinian Holocaust. FACT



Mick Knowles Everyone hates jews



Jim F Behizadeh NO israel = peace



Kelly Smyth How about this genocidal jew and founder of the EU



Caterina Huomni I think anti-semitism is on the rise because of the Talmud and the
abhorrent racism against non jews. Sanctifying murder against non-jews and also there
is the pedophile issue in the Talmud. These are the things the jews need to explain, why
their holy book would contain such hatred of non jews.
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Shaun Steel Israel, racist capital of the world. We only have to listen to whiny Jew
opinions because they own the media. Hopefully they have a nuclear accident in Israel
and it cleans up the maggots.



Janet Brica #hitleralltheway



Michael Walsh The reason that the people known as Jews are "hated" - as you say - is
because of their insistence on their own tribal superiority and their exceptionalism - not
to mention their own consistent horrific behavior, which includes treating all non
Jewish ethnic groups as nothing more than inferior cattle. This is why they have been
expelled from 109 nations since AD 250. They behave out of obsessive self interest at
the expense of the rest of Humanity, then have the audacity to cry victim once people
decide that they have had enough of cow-towing and of suffering from under their
oppression. AGAIN - They REFUSE TO TAKE ANY ACCOUNTABILITY FOR
THEIR ACTIONS - including their horrific discrimination, deceit, and attitudes of
superiority - all the while blaming others for doing the exact things that THEY,
THEMSELVES, HAVE PERPETRATED - USUALLY IN STEALTH... Fortunately,
the World is waking up to this SCAM - as Miriam Margolyes demonstrates beautifully!



Paul Bellerby Perfect example is Myers. Tell me the last non Jew to be appointed as
CEO. They put themselves 1st then scream anti-semitism when they don't get their own
way. Be careful, be very careful.



Waheed Abdul Khan Zionists are the curse. All Jews are not the same however in the
majority they have built in genatic mechanism to ruin the social and moral norms world
wide, 9/11 just for creating so called talban, alqaeda. And now the Isis jash etc because
they are the creators of capitalism.



Graham Broun Most people would have to agree that the Israelis are doing to the
Palestinians pretty much what the Nazis did to the Jews.



John Miller as long as the AshkeNAZIS running the Zionist Protectorate opt for
apartheid and tryranny instead of a true pluralistic democracy, they are headed for
doom.



John Reimann The point is this, though: If the great bulk of Jewish people outside Israel
condemned Israeli racism, expansionism and aggression, that would go a long, long
way towards countering the anti-Semitic prejudices.



Wano Ma […] it's time for Jews of all persuasions to confront the greed and fear that
continues to shape their destiny.



Ian DeMontfort The Holocaust, which one? 85 million Christians were killed by Jew
Zionist Stalin!! Nbody dares speak of it. Where is our holocaust day? I am rabidly antiZionist, but I am not anti-Semitic If I were anti-Semitic, I would not support the
Palestinians. It is a fact that Palestinians are Semitic, over 90% of Jews are Askenazis,
converts to Judaism in the 700's AD. They are fake Jews without an ounce of Semitic
DNA in them. Zionist Israel is the most anti-Semitic place on Earth. A true Jew would
understand what I have written and an educated Christian would now this as well. Facts
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are facts, whether discouraged by mainstream history, or media. Zionism is the scourge
of the Earth. Who controls the Banks? Who controls the media? Who are the people
who have funded virtually every war from Napolean to the present age? The facts tell
you who?


Jane Bertha Karam It is good that some Jews knows right from wrong.



Hal Hustis 37 TIMES.....the exact number of '6 MILLION' Jews killed, starved to death,
driven out, tortured, burned to death, rounded up etc etc etc......was used in International
and National NEWS PAPER stories between late 1800s and 1933!!!!
They were ALL proven to be lies to create sympathy and RacialPower for world
jewry.........so why/how can one believe the 1945 'stories'?????



David Chibo Miriam is as always brilliant! The only thing that I can fault her on is
using the word anti Semitic only for Jews when Palestinians and all Arab speaking
people are also Semites. Once again it shows the verbal vantage point selectively used
by Jews to claim only their suffering matters.



John Edward Kendrick When the world awakens to Israeli and radical Jewish
involvement in 9-11, there will be a rise in anti-Semitism of epic proportions.

SBS
The Special Broadcasting Service (SBS) is an Australian public broadcasting entity, which
includes television and radio stations, and an online presence. It was originally created to cater
for multicultural communities within Australia.

SBS News: Margolyes on Antisemitism
On 3 March 2015, SBS news also covered the story from ABC Q&A that Miriam Margolyes
claimed that Israel is to blame for the rise in antisemitism. This SBS Facebook posting elicited
375 comments plus replies, many of them antisemitic. There are over ten A4 pages of
antisemitic comment. Some of these follow.
https://www.facebook.com/SBSWorldNewsAustralia/posts/946796665339983
March 3 at 8:04am
The 'horrific, ugly head' of anti-Semitism is rising in Australia and Israel is to blame, Jewish
actress Miriam Margolyes says.


Anna Lorcan I'm flabagasted by the jewish response. Talk about ugly. no probs killing
for their own shortsighted gain. Karma mate or has that already happened?



Ilkcan Houdini Ada Zionıst Israel is currently the new Nazı Germany, Israel is
committing the greatest holocaust of the Pale5tinian population […] To top it all off'
they use their global mainstream media and their muppets in politics to make the
victims look like the guilty ones who deserve everything they endure...



Chris Moore Oh FFS, persecuted? How many more generations are going to use the
persecution card? Stop your own bloody war crimes, and intelligent people 'won't pick
on you'! Get it?
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Ilkcan Houdini Ada Lol these supporters of Israel clearly don't know anything about
the Törâh.. Yahood's are forbidden from having any land, not like you TaImüdıc
psychô's



Ilkcan Houdini Ada Way to many Zionazi's here.



Helen Moon Ashkenazi/Zionist Jews are fake jews



Patrick Collins […] like empire building bankers using the Jews as a PR front. I think
most Jews are unaware that the same bankers running Israel funded Hitler and wanted
the Jews chased out of Europe and into Israel.



Morgan Hayward The Jews who lived in Germany in the 1890s scoffed at the idea of
relocating as the zionist wanted and suggested. They lived in a liberal accepting society.
The creation of the Holocaust was the only way to gather support/acceptance in building
a new nation. The bankers tricked their own people, and still do. The Isrelis are
brainwashed.



Kenny Baldwin honestly it's the state of Israel who are to blame for the rise in
antisemitic. A state that carrys out similar atrocities to those it experienced as a people
is something I call hypocritical and down right pathetic.



Ross Dudgeon Isreal is using bombs instead of gas chambers...same result.



Morgan Hayward Basically the Jewish banking cartel (who funded Germany to fight
the czarist Russia) went to London informing the British that they need not concede
defeat. as Germany had already emphatically won the war. They said they would get
the US involved if they were to hand over Palestine.



Craig Thomas Jews who support the terrorist state of Israel should indeed be persecuted



Keith Lawrence What a Clever Piece of Propaganda to Justify Spending Money on the
Protection of Jewish Schools while leaving Australian Public Schools Short of Funds ,
Elitism at its Best RAbbot



Nicholas Sujica same thing you can find in Jewish Talmud..even worse!



Peter Walsh Right on the money Miriam, Israel is the fourth reich!



Michael John Terry Ugly head? the jews are an ugly race, incestous like rats.



Morgan Hayward […] When the Jewish people have the political power that they do,
with bodies such as the anti defamtion league whose sole purpose is to persecute



Ross Dudgeon When they learn to do the right thing by their neighbours instead of
claiming some 'God-given' supremacy then maybe they will be forgiven for their nasty
behaviour. No-one supports terrorism here be it state sanctioned or otherwise.
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Floriana Phillips They still keep on harping about the "holocaust" as if they're the only
ones who suffered greatly! Always playing the "pity me" card; forgotten that most have
in past conflicts/wars suffered too!!



Justin Robertson Will you also harp on about the fact that your people have slaughtered
MILLIONS of arabs, been the cause of or at the centre of every major conflict in the
M/E since time began and that your people actually declared economic war on the
german people long before ww2 even started.



Chris Barrow Gods "chosen people"... racist and supremacist ideology at its core...
Morgan Hayward But only Goyim are anti Semitic right ?( Goyim is what the Jews call
Gentiles.. translated it means Cattle.



Amator Gesta Scientia I have nothing against Jews, it's the ones who pretend they're
Jews to shove disgusting political ideas or war on other nations (zionists)



Sonia Martinovic Totally agree with Miriam's take on this. She said if more Australian's
who are Jewish (like her) spoke up AGAINST the atrocities committed by Israel, this
issue would not be around in Australia.



Brandon Cellselius Blame the Jews not the rest of the world.



Michael John Terry They are unable to stop talking about themselves. - False sense of
importance. - The chosen people? No. - The bogus people.



Morgan Hayward The reason people don't like Jews, is they themselves see themselves
as superior. The Torrah says Gentiles are 'Goyim' or cattle, to be used just like cattle.
They do not abide killing directly, but it is ok to trick the enemy to kill their own. Hence
the Mossad logo 'Warfare by Deception'... Do people still think 9/11 was done by any
other organisation but Mossad.



Justin Robertson Jews.... great at playing the victim card.



Wayne Livsey The problem is that they are born troublemakers and always will be.



James Walker VII mein kampf



Сергей Подосёнов jews are to blame



Mikael Rönkä I prefee word 'talmudism' over 'zionism'. I see judaism as part of the deevolution program for the masses.



Mikael Rönkä Not just jews in Israel. It's jews where ever they happen to be rottening
and de-evoluting the culture around them by feeding sick egoism of the population
they're parasiting. Burn Talmud and stop circumcising for the start.
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SBS Insight: Margolyes on Antisemitism
SBS also posted the story on their Insight Facebook page on 3 March 2015. The comments
reproduced below were still online as at 14 October 2015.
https://www.facebook.com/InsightSBS/posts/10153096205465902
March 3 at 1:40pm
What do you think of Miriam Margoyle's comments? Jewish actress Miriam Margolyes says
that anti-Semitism is rising in Australia and Israel is to blame.


Daniel Kasak But where are the calls for the Jewish community to condemn the
atrocities in Palestine? They get a blank cheque for their own terrorism, and this
ABSOLUTELY fuels anti-Semitism.



Anna Lorcan Those Israelis and jews who support the fascist regime hell bent on wiping
out Palestinians and Palestine are equal to what hitler did.



Carol Wolter […] It was not intended for them to take over the whole country & destroy
the Palestinians & wipe them out which is exactly what Hitler did to them



Marc Glasby A people who suffered so much at the hands of the Nazis should know
better than to behave this way when they are the ones with the power and guns.



Belinda Blackmore My point was that most Jews who defend Israel's war crimes use
The Holocaust as their excuse. You would think that the way they were treated by Hitler
etc. would ensue them with some sense of a need for peace and acceptance of cultures
different than their own. It actually just seems to have taught them that if you commit
war crimes, you need to be careful to get away with it.



Belinda Blackmore I also hate Jewish people who condone Israel's war crimes.



Julius Alexander Just because of the Holocaust, it doesn't give Jews the right to become
the new Nazi's Hypocrisy abounds.



Matthew Charger Rice As long as the USA keep funding Israel the Jews won't stop...



Matt James Most of all though it's Zionist influence in foreign politics. Just look at
groups like AIPAC.



Leigh Wilhelm Buchanan You see, a jew sells out her own race when she understands
that the war is lost and that judaism in ll it's spawns will be confined to history as the
parasite it is...



Forest Coogee The real question is; How do Jews feel about Australians of non-Jewish
Faith? Perhaps their harsh attitude is rubbing off on others!



Paul Stephan Zionist lobby in Australia is to blame. A secret behind the scenes
manipulator of our government.
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Faowaz Al-shammary The person who asked the Q is so typical israeli, always "why
me?" So selfish and wants everything you've got, high expectation of everything from
everyone!



Brett J Burnett The Jews have spent centuries being persecuted by various peoples, but
there must come a time when one has to look at one self and ask " why do people
dislike/hate me ? Look within I say!

SMH: article on antisemitism
http://www.smh.com.au/comment/jews-bear-the-brunt-for-naive-hatred-of-israel-2014111911pv42.html
The article “Jews bear the brunt for naive hatred of Israel” by Paul Sheehan (20 November
2014) elicited many antisemitic comments, including the following.


Too often one is accused of "anti- Semitism" when one merely states the truth about the
myth of "the promised land" coupled with the myth of "God's chosen people". It's time that
Israelis, and Jews in general, stopped holding the rest of the world to ransom because of
Hitler's crimes and just became citizens of the planet like everyone else.
shane Guevara November 20, 2014, 8:25AM



Perhaps if Jewish Israel hadn't bombed the crap out of Palestine the Jews in France might
feel more able to overtly demonstrate their Jewishness. […]
josephine15
November 20, 2014, 7:48AM



[…] anything on jews claiming they are gods chosen people and everyone else on the planet
will be sub serviant to them? nothing. no surprise there.
smilingjack
November 20, 2014, 8:05AM



ssssshhh. they dont count.only gods chosen people count and as they run fairfax you wont
hear boo.
smilingjack
November 20, 2014, 11:27AM



The Phoenicians and the Khazars should be able to live in peace together.
Donald
November 20, 2014, 10:33AM



[…] The lack of support for Jews stems from the fact that the most vocal of them believe
& act in a manner that any laws do not apply to people of their faith.
ltl
November 20, 2014, 12:00PM

SMH: article on Charlie Hebdo
“'I'm not going to kill you because you're a woman': Charlie Hebdo shooters spared
female journalists” by Liz Alderman (9 January 2015)
http://www.smh.com.au/world/im-not-going-to-kill-you-because-youre-a-woman-charliehebdo-shooters-spared-female-journalists-20150109-12kmpa.htm
The SMH published a story about how the terrorists spared the women at the Charlie Hebdo
office in Paris in the January 7 attack, where 12 people were murdered. The article three times
stated that the terrorists said that they do not kill women. However, one woman was in fact
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murdered at Charlie Hebdo, thus showing Alderman’s emphasis on the terrorists sparing
women to be misleading. This murder was publicly known before publication of this article as
it was reported by other media. The one and only woman murdered at Charlie Hebdo was Elsa
Cayat, a columnist. She was the only woman murdered and who was not spared due to her
gender. Elsa Cayat was a Jewish woman. She was also the only female Jew in the office. The
omission of any mention of her murder implied that Jewish lives do not count. Alderman wrote:


Sigoléne Vinson […] Instead of pulling the trigger, though, he told her: "I'm not going
to kill you because you're a woman; we don't kill women". […] Unknown to Vinson,
only minutes earlier, another female colleague, cartoonist Corinne Rey […] two men
grabbed her at gun point and brutally forced her to open the door. Instead of shooting
her, they turned their guns on security guard Frédéric Boisseau who sat at the welcome
desk. Rey was spared, with the gunmen telling her also that they wouldn't shoot a
woman. […]
The decision not to harm the women came even as jihadist militants active in the Middle
East routinely kill people who don't adhere to their militant form of Islam, including
women and children. […] Laurent Leger, another journalist […] "As he left I heard him
tell a woman in the newsroom: 'We don't want to kill women.'

SMH: article on Antisemitism in Europe
“Israel PM Binyamin Netanyahu encourages Jewish exodus from Europe” by Gwynne
Dyer (20 February 2015) http://www.smh.com.au/comment/israel-pm-binyamin-netanyahuencourages-jewish-exodus-from-europe-20150219-13jobe.html
This SMH article minimises antisemitism in Europe, citing that only nine Jews have died in
the past year, overlooking numerous bashings and instances of intimidation, harassment and
verbal abuse. It also ignores decades of violence against Jews in Europe. The article is focussed
on attacking Netanyahu, and minimises antisemitic violence in Europe to do so. Dyer wrote:


What European Jews fear is not their neighbours in general, but radicalised young
Islamists among their Muslim fellow citizens. The Muslim minorities in the larger
Western European countries range between 4 and 10 percent of the population. If only
one in a 100 of them is an Islamist, then Jews do face a threat in those countries.



But it is a very small threat. Nine Jews have been killed by Islamist terrorists in the
European Union in the past year in three separate incidents (Belgium, France and
Denmark).



Nine Jewish deaths by terrorism in a year in the EU is deplorable, but it hardly
constitutes a good reason for encouraging mass emigration to Israel. Still, Netanyahu
has an election to fight, and this sort of thing goes down well in Israel.

SMH: Jarryd Hayne
Jarryd Hayne, a former NRL footballer now playing in the American game, tweeted that the
Jews killed Jesus (July 2015): "Jesus wanted to help people but was killed by his own
people." and "The Jews were the people who took him to the Romans n forced them to give the
order because they couldn't." After negative media publicity, Hayne apologised. The apology
was covered in the media. The story was posted on the SMH Facebook page. This elicited
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numerous antisemitic comments. There were 254 primary comments, with hundreds more
responses to primary comments. Many comments, amounting to nine A4 pages, insisted that
the Jews are guilty of killing Jesus. Some comments follow.
https://www.facebook.com/sydneymorningherald/posts/10153578699466264
July 15 at 11:59pm
Former NRL - National Rugby League player Jarryd Hayne has apologised for suggesting the
Jewish people were responsible for killing Jesus, acknowledging his words were "hurtful".
COMMENTS:
 Taylor Morgan You did. The romans did the physical act but the jews asked them to do
it along with chanting from jews to crucify him.


Shane Mitchell The Jews were given the choice to kill a convicted murderer or Jesus,
they chose Jesus. The physical act may not have been them, but the blood is on their
hands.



Sherman Cheung ^ THEIR BLOOD IS ON THEM and their Chuildrens children..it is
eternal.



Ron Watt Jesus, If in fact he even existed at all was a F@#Cing jew



Maria Stratton Why apologise for telling the truth? the Jews did kill Jesus .



Mick Foster Of course the Jewish people were responsible for the death of Jesus Christ
though Jesus died at the hands of the roman soldiers. […] It is a fact without the Jews
the Romans would not have been concerned about Jesus.



Mitchell Ftp Joseph William Shouldn't apologise for saying the truth the Jews were the
reason of Jesus Christ death they didn't like the fact he spent his time with the poor ppl
they thought cause they were wealthy with slaves living like kings Jesus would side
with them, he was born a Jewish but Jesus didn't like greedy selfish disgusting ppl,
being rich don't mean ur any better then a homeless person if the Jews understood that
bck then, then Jesus would have never been crucified on the cross Amen



Fatima Sonia Obeid Not only did the Jews kill Jesus (peace and blessings be upon him),
their distain for him remains till this day. […] the notion of 'Anti-Semetism' is drummed
into our heads by none other than Zionist owned Media outlets (which is practically
most main news outlets in Australia and worldwide).



Pearlyn Hall Mick hate to tell you it was the Jew who killed Jesus... […] Jesus was a
Jew killed by his own people through the Roman courts. Jews obviously did not start
the plagues but don't go getting your history mixed up with religion



Pearlyn Hall Debbie if all Jews are like you I can see why the Christians blamed you
lot for the plagues... No offence to the other Jews but this woman is really annoying.
You killed Jesus deal with it. It's ok Christians are taught to forgive



Lorne Thurgar The Jews did have him killed but Jesus was also identified as a Jew.
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Steve Ali Jesus was a Hebrew not a Jew



Chris Smith Jesus was born in what today is called the West Bank, he was a Palestinian.



Alfred Fino apologises for what? The Jews did kill Jesus and thousands of innocent
Palestinians......



Tanya B Lyons The whole thing about the Jews writing The Bible that's what gets
people mad and the fact that they say they are the Choosen people ? Who says ? Oh yes
The bible



Mustafa Akgul When it comes to the jews there is no freedom of speech



Joe Archer Yes, Jews killed Moses, the prophets & Jesus Christ.



Fabrizio De Luca Jews did kill Jesus! Was this a secret?



Ali Farouque Jesus was a Palestinian, so it doesnt suprise me.



Graham Ashton What's the problem. Jews did kill Jesus.



Jan Carroll So who took Jesus before Pilate and asked for Jesus to be crucified because
he preached such heresy as love thy neighbour



Lee Churms he had to apoligise because most of the news todays is controlled by jews



Norah Lilian Packham Yes, I always thought Jews killed Jesus. Does the truth hurt?



Moe Chakas The zionist jews are responsible for every major war in the world, they are
the most heartless, shameless, stateless and fake people this world has seen.



Xenia George But they did Jews killed Jesus



Ahmed Tauseef where are the Jewish leaders to issue a public apology?



Lui Rodriguez Jr. Probably not the best thing to say as mel Gibson found out the Jewish
people run alot of things in America.



Jacob Ammoun The jews have intimitated him into reneging on the truth



Anderson Jayden JEWS KILLED JESUS , now pee off if any Jew is upset !!!!!!!



Mustafa Akgul Good luck in your football career lol the jews will hunt you down. No
body dare say anything about the bloody jews



Ibrahim Akdeniz the jews are responsible for killing innocent unarmed women and
children of palestine and these israeli terrorists are like vampires they have a thirst 4
blood...
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Dave Black The US is Zio-Central Look what happened to Mel Gibson - and his wealth
after his outburst a few years ago. It takes GREAT courage to speak Truth to Power!



Julian Manetti jews suck anyway



Glenn Mercieca Dont worry about an NFL career. You bag jews in America and your
finished. Just ask Mel Gibson.



Chris Goulding Jews killed jesus



Nadir Debbabi He's in America now, he's got to be careful not to offend the jews,
otherwise he won't have a job with the 49rs. That's how it is.



Graeme Rust He was told he'll never get work anywhere if he didn't retract.



Ian Zuman They were all chanting "crucify him", so it's a bit hard to deny really.

SMH article: “Jewish backlash” over PM Abbott’s Nazi/IS analogy
http://www.smh.com.au/federal-politics/political-news/jewish-backlash-after-tony-abbottsays-islamic-state-terrorists-are-worse-than-the-nazis-20150903-gje2el.html
The article “Jewish backlash after Tony Abbott says Islamic State terrorists are worse than the
Nazis” by James Massola (3 September 2015) quoted Prime Minister Tony Abbott in
comparing Islamic State (ISIS) to the Nazis, thus implying that ISIS were worse than the Nazis,
and in so doing, minimised the Holocaust. Abbott stated on radio station 2GB on 3 September
2015 that:


"The Nazis did terrible evil but they had a sufficient sense of shame to try to hide it. These
people boast about their evil, this is the extraordinary thing. They act in the way that
medieval barbarians acted only they broadcast it to the world with an effrontery which is
hard to credit."

There were responses condemning the PM’s words by Jewish leaders who pointed out that the
Nazis tried to conceal their crimes in order to avoid being held to account, not out of any “sense
of shame”. This SMH article elicited many comments under the article, many with antisemitic
content:


Hard Edge: […] the present day Jews have to maintain and forever claim "their"
Holocaust. as opposed to others […] Of course we have a backlash from the Jewish lobby...
they, as everyone knows, are the most hard done-by people on earth, and they never let us
forget it!



Andrew: its NOT always about the Jews despite them thinking it is. […]



David: it seems certain elements of the jewish community who have the ear of many media
outlets are determined to hold their position as the most abused people in history.
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Sir Noddy: Because the jewish community appear to want to keep everyone focused on the
Holocaust



CarlT: Some members of the Jewish lobby are far too precious. They also appear to be
ignorant of history. […] Those who gvelch about the Third Reich should invest some time
into researching the number of people of Jewish birth who were involved in the so-called
Russian Revolution (Lenin, Trotsky, Beria, Molotov et al.) and who it was who ran the
gulag death camps in which tens of millions of Russians were murdered. Hitler's crimes
pale in comparison.



alfo72: Just because the Jewish faith believes it has a strangle hold on atrocities doesn't
make them the only ones. […] So please drop the "only Jews have a claim to atrocity" they
don't and ISIS will if given the change hit harder and deeper than HItler and the Nazis ever
did.



Extra: Poor Tony was already having a bad week- and then he managed to get the Jewish
lobby offside by, in effect, suggesting that they mightn't have a monopoly claim on 'worst
victimhood', something the lobby guards assiduously from claims by Armenians,
Rwandans etc.



Deity Ted: G-d help anyone who dares try to suggest that the Jews aren't the most
persecuted minority.



f0xxee: Get it through your heads! The Jews own the Nazis! No one is ever allowed be
worse or more despicable, got that? Jews have a mortgage on suffering and no-one else is
allowed assume their mantle as the most persecuted.



Hokumatz: The Jewish lobby must stop playing the victim and use the terrible experience
of WWII to benefit current generations.



bob timmins: I am offended that the jews are offended by someone else referencing the
nazi's. They think they have the right to "own" references to the nazi's ? […] The jews
should be more focused on attaining peace within their own religious state and stop the land
theft and violation of the Palestinians. In fact the jewish community are forever indebted to
the world for saving their asses from extinction...



Gassius: Why is that the Jews think that the Nazis are worse. Does the holocaust give them
a higher spot on the "I have been subjected to worse evils than you" podium

SMH Facebook: “Jewish backlash” over PM Abbott’s Nazi/IS analogy
https://www.facebook.com/sydneymorningherald/posts/10153710537556264
The SMH posted the article “Jewish backlash after Tony Abbott says Islamic State terrorists
are worse than the Nazis” on the SMH Facebook page on 3 September 2015. This elicited 434
comments, plus replies to comments. Some of the antisemitic comments follow.


David Jennings Zionists are worse than Nazis and ISIS, get your facts straight. War
criminal Netanyahu is openly practising genocide and ethnic cleansing of Palestinians.
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Rob Pichl Dont mess with the cash cow Abbott...



Mick Schweng bloody whingeing jews .... another bunch we are growing tired off



James Valeros Jews should pipe down regarding the comment. Oh... And stop
mutilating little baby boys in the name of religion.



Scott Pengelly The "Nazis" couldn't actually hide their atrocities, because they hadn't
been made up yet.

SMH: “Racist tirade on Sydney bus rattles Chinese-Australian woman”
by Inga Ting and Kate Aubusson (25 September 2015)
http://www.smh.com.au/nsw/no-one-helped-me-racist-tirade-on-sydney-bus-rattleschineseaustralian-woman-20150924-gju6md.html
Antisemitism can be expressed through indirect means, for example by aiming the focus at the
Jewish aspect of a story. This appears to have been done with this story. This SMH article
began with a video of the racist tirade by a middle-aged white woman against a young ChineseAustralian woman on a Sydney bus. The 1.17 minute video began with the racist woman saying
"I'm Jewish from Israel and you are fucking nothing." The video then switched to the victim
speaking, as though being interviewed, and interspersing that with other segments of the tirade,
mostly with the mute on, but other segments audible.
However, when viewing the original 1.30 minute video posted on the victim’s Facebook page,
the above rant "I'm Jewish from Israel” appears at the very end of the video at the 1.20 minute
mark. It appears as though SMH have spliced the video and taken the Jewish reference from
the end and placed it at the beginning of the video. This places much greater focus on the
racist’s claim of being Jewish, as well as ensuring anyone viewing the video will hear this,
regardless of how long they view it for.
The post on this story on the SMH Facebook page contained many antisemitic comments.
https://www.facebook.com/sydneymorningherald/posts/10153773254521264
The Sydney Morning Herald - smh.com.au - September 25 at 5:15pm
A woman who was filmed allegedly hurling racial abuse at a Chinese-Australian passenger on
a Sydney bus has been arrested.
COMMENTS:


Rob Sparkes She is a Jew from Israel . The think they can do what ever they want ..



Houssein Saleh She's a racist Zionist



Ahmad Hassan Al Mistrah hey ur not allowed to criticise Jews ! You risk getting locked
up , meanwhile you can abuse Christians , Muslims , gays , indigenous.



Abe Anda And when do Jewish women cry poor? I have never seen a ghetto jew in my
life. Though if she is it, that's a pretty rich ghetto she's in. Go back to the Eastern
Suburbs then.
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Abe Anda I have never seen a ghetto Jew in my life. I've only seen rich ones!



Brett Freeman Say anything negative about Israel and the label of anti Semitic comes
flying out. You can anything negative about any group or country you want except
Israel. The media talks about 6million jews people and hitler is still in the TV but
apparently 50 million died and 6 million were jews the rest was Polish, Russian etc but
they're never mentioned EVER.



John Smith And this is what happens if ya SPEAK THE TRUTH, this bloke got 3 years
for this video for simply stating facts and "owning" these 2 jews

Herald Sun: “Lakemba march against Charlie Hebdo” by Rita Panahi (27 Jan 2015)
http://blogs.news.com.au/heraldsun/missjudgement/index.php/heraldsun/comments/lakemba_march_against_charlie_hebdo/
COMMENT:
 Good on the Muslim for having eyes that can see and are not blinded by the Mainstream
Jew lies. Guess the Mayor of Rotterdam is a Zionist stooge , as you have to be to obtain
these lofty well paid positions. I see your Jewish owned trashmag now resorts to name
calling and abuse to earn a dollar. Good thing I understand the tricks and fakery you
use here , when confronted with truth , just abuse and demonize . But that dosent work
anymore , we know what the Jews are up to and their days are numbered.Oh well , at
least they are our dollars and not fake US dollars known as debt notes , bought and paid
for by the American public , with interest. Must be wonderful to be a Jewish Banker
that has every US debt note go through his hands. I like Muslims , they have the balls
Westerners, in their Government induced haze of a life , lack. What do we want?? a
Jewish free press , when do we want it?? , well , thats irrelevant as we live in a Country
full of dumb sheep who are fooled daily and are too stupid to live .
the ol Jew lie cont.... of alice springs Wed 28 Jan 15 (10:21am)

Guardian: Bob Carr on Israel
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/jan/14/australias-un-vote-on-palestinedoes-a-disservice-to-all-sides-including-israelis
“Australia's UN vote on Palestine does a disservice to all sides, including Israelis” by Bob
Carr (14 January 2015). Points made by Carr include:


Once again the conservative side of Australian politics was delivering what the proIsrael lobby in Australia wanted, ignoring majority Australian opinion and the views of
more liberal Jewish Australians. Ignoring as well, the national interests of Australia



Israel as opposed to the expectations of its current ethno-nationalist leadership.



The pro-Israel lobby lives in permanent nervous agitation. It frantically lobbies against
any Australian government criticising settlements. It spends profligately on overseas
trips for journalists and MPs. Sky newsroom reporters and one paper’s gossip columnist
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were recently recruited. Every MP elected at the 2013 election has been offered a trip.
One member of the NSW upper house was off weeks after being elected.


paid trips to Israel from the Israel lobby. One can imagine that some of the business
people who donate to fund the trips are asking why those who return don’t even raise a
protest on Israel’s behalf!



former prime minister Julia Gillard, who had a member of her staff seemingly engaged
full time in appeasing the Likud-aligned pro-Israel lobby.



an apartheid legal system in the occupied territories



It was a signal defeat for the take-no-prisoners, win-at-all costs approach of the
Likudniks who, for example, had been outraged at any suggestion Australia should ever
criticise expansion of Israeli settlements and had used their influence with Gillard’s
office to overrule me as foreign minister on the subject (again as recorded in Diary of
a Foreign Minister, under the entry for 10 November 2012).



But the Abbott government, elected in September 2013, has proceeded to give the lobby
everything.



if Australia broke ranks with the pro-Israel voting pattern that America is locked into
because of the influence of its own Israel lobby.



the ethno-nationalists in Jerusalem

Antisemitic comments under the article include the following, all dated 14 January 2015:


PedroKnows And let's not mention the Australian passports stolen and used by Mossad
to murder politicial opponents. Those free bagels in the LNP party room must be pretty
tasty.



Lastofthegoodguys This vote by Australia […] It's obvious Julie "look at me" Bishop
and George "Mr Sheen" Brandis have had a number of free trips to Israel and probably
elsewhere all paid by Israel's lobbyists let alone the donations to the LNP paid by them.



Steamager Let's face it. The entire government front bench are so owned and funded by
the Melbourne zealots, mining interests and Murdoch they haven't got a decent idea of
their own to benefit ordinary Australians, let alone play on the big stage. In fact they
are so bent they could sleep happily in a saxophone.

Guardian: on Yeshivah
http://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2015/feb/19/rabbis-absolute-power-how-sexabuse-tore-apart-australias-orthodox-jewish-community
“Rabbis' absolute power: how sex abuse tore apart Australia's Orthodox Jewish
community” by David Marr (19 February 2015). In this extensive article on the Royal
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Commission into institutional responses to child sexual abuse, with the Melbourne Yeshivah
(ultra-Orthodox Jewish) community being questioned, Marr states:


Orthodox Judaism has never been exposed to such scrutiny. From a Melbourne
courtroom, the torment of the Chabad rabbis was streamed live to the world as the royal
commission into institutional responses to child sexual abuse probed the city’s secretive
and powerful Yeshivah community.

The article elicited antisemitic comments, including the following, all dated 20 February:


BarrieJ Naively I imagined an ultra orthodox Jewish community would be above this
level of criminal degradation and physical abuse of the weakest members of their
society. Seems their Holy Book didn't really spell out what their God thought was
acceptable behaviour. Explains a lot.



dargie "you have no idea how little they..... consider the outside world." Off topic , but
wondering if their house is robbed or if they're mugged or abused in the street ,do they
expect assistance from the goy Police ?



flixyflox […] And the presumption by the same sect and their closed community that
they are beyond and above the reach of Australian civil law. And indeed were until they
were caught out. […] THe last straw for me with the Rabbinates and the power of the
ISraeli lobby was when they leant on Fairfax last year to effectively sack Mike Carlton
for speaking the truth about Israeli crimes against the Palestinians.



PigsArse No surprise really when their own Talmud states that sex with a three year old
& one day girl is permitted. See Yabamoth 57b The Sanhedrin of the Talmud also
considers boys sexually mature at nine and girl at three.

Conversation: Michelle Grattan and ‘the Jewish Lobby’
http://theconversation.com/labor-conference-leaves-shorten-stronger-45216
In the article “Labor conference leaves Shorten stronger” by Michelle Grattan (26 July
2015) on the ALP national conference, and its motion on Palestine, Grattan refers to the proIsrael and pro-Palestine positions, but only refers to one side as a “lobby”, namely the Jewish
side. She makes no mention of the role played on the other side of the debate by the Australian
Palestine Advocacy Network, a true lobby group. Grattan writes:


An extraordinary amount of last-minute tooing and froing – some of it in full view as the
players talked in huddles – surrounded the compromise motion on Palestine. The final
position […] It was certainly not as tough as the left wanted, but it wasn’t quite what the
Victorian right would have preferred either. The right is divided on Palestine, with the
NSW right, influenced by the composition of western Sydney, more pro-Palestine, and the
Victorian right, influenced by the Jewish lobby, more pro-Israel.
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Crikey: why Bob Carr turned on Israel
http://www.crikey.com.au/2014/11/10/from-mensch-to-meshuggah-why-bob-carr-turned-onisrael/
In the article “From mensch to meshuggah: why Bob Carr turned on Israel” by Alex
Mitchell (10 November 2014), the author states:


Bob Carr, the former foreign minister (2012-2013) and New South Wales premier (19962006), has gone from Israel’s No. 1 pin-up politician in Australia to one of the most reviled.
When he co-founded Labor Friends of Israel with Bob Hawke in 1977, Carr was accorded
“honourable gentile” status by Israel’s rulers. […].

Mitchell’s reference to Carr being accorded “honourable gentile” status by “Israel’s rulers” is
a complete fabrication. Antisemitic comments under the article include the following:


Duke996: But the Jewish lobby still has significant influence over both the US and British
governments making the need to exert influence here less necessary. […] look who
dominates every sphere of political influence and decision making to the benefit of Israel
and to the detriment of: Palestine, peace in the ME, the USA budget / military lives and
world’s opinion in general. More people need to speak out like Carr but the political
backlash is significantly worse in the USA. They have powerful lobby groups like AIPAC
and the ADL who come down on anyone who dares criticise Israel like a tonne of bricks.



Bohemian: You need to look at the people in positions of authority and control in every
major federal government department in the US if you want to understand who is running
that country and then take a look at media ownership and its executive suite to see who its
cheer squad is. Australia just does what’s its told regardless of who is pulling the strings.



Itsarort: Carr’s ‘moving’ on the Israeli question along with his scrapes with the JCCV,
are nothing but HIGHLY commendable!



Kevin Herbert: In fact, it is the America/Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC) who
has the say on Australian policy. […] Sad isn’t it, particulary when you consider that
virtually ALL the Federal & State lollies have to pledge allegiance to an apartheid, ethnic
cleansing, genocidal lunatic State such as Isra-hell.



Gideon Polya: The worm is turning […] While the Zionist-subverted Coalition and Labor
Rights […] US Government’s Zionist-complicit 9-11 false-flag atrocity. The Australian
“terror hysteria” response to Neocon American and Zionist Imperialist (NAZI) propaganda
[…] The ugly reality that even the Zionist-subverted Yellow Press of White Australia cannot
hide is of Israeli and dual citizen Australian-Israeli […]

FM Radio 106.5: Kyle and Jackie O Show – “so Jewish of you”
On FM radio Mix 106.5 on the ‘Kyle and Jackie O Show’ on 23 January 2015, Guy Sebastian
(a musician and winner of the first Australian Idol) was a guest on the show. Kyle Sandilands
and Jackie Henderson announced it was Fuel Free Friday, where they give petrol away for free
to callers. Guy said “Trust you guys to give away free fuel when it's cheap”, and they laughed,
and then Guy said “so Jewish of you”. This offensive speech only reinforces ugly stereotypes
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of Jews. The ‘Kyle and Jackie O Show’ is a popular segment on radio listened to by many
people.
Foxtel: Open Slather - “Last Supper Sketch”
http://www.thecomedychannel.com.au/videos/open-slather-last-supper-sketch/
The Foxtel comedy production “Open Slather” aired the skit, “Last Supper Sketch”, on Sunday
night 28 June 2015, using the Last Supper as the backdrop. The one minute skit, showed Jesus
presenting the bill for the Last Supper to each of his disciples, and informing how much each
had to pay. The last disciple addressed was Judas, who had disappeared so as not to pay the
bill. It was remarked that Judas consistently shirks paying his share.
This skit uses a stereotype of Jews as stingy with money. In Christian culture, out of all the
disciples, Judas has been portrayed as the most Jewish disciple, both in physical appearance
and in character, even though, in fact, Jesus and all the disciples are Jewish. In Christian culture,
Judas has been used as the stereotypical Jew, hence when Judas in a skit is seen as shirking not
paying his bill, he is seen as representing all Jews.

On Line Opinion
On Line Opinion (OLO) at http://www.onlineopinion.com.au/ projects itself as, “Australia’s ejournal of social and political debate.” On average, 20-30 articles are published each week.
Published articles attract comments. It is often the comments rather than the articles on OLO
which cross the line into antisemitic rhetoric. The comments section of dozens of articles during
this period attracted antisemitic content. OLO does not appear to moderate comments. A small
sample of antisemitic comments from some articles follows.
Responses to “In Palestine continuing Jew-hatred must extract a heavy price” by David
Singer (25 November 2014) http://forum.onlineopinion.com.au/thread.asp?article=16885


Does the term "Jew Hatred" also go the other way as in the Torah by referring to nonbelievers as Goyim ("human cattle") whose ultimate destiny is to serve and be ruled by
Judaism and whose murder is not considered a mortal sin?
Posted by wobbles, Tuesday, 25 November 2014 11:59:35 PM



The Talmud says the murder of a Jew is a capital offense and one of the three most
heinous sins (the other two being idolatry and adultery). A Jew who indirectly causes
the death of another Jew is, only guilty of what Talmudic law calls a sin against the
'laws of Heaven', to be punished by God rather than by man. To cause indirectly the
death of a Gentile is no sin at all. […]
Posted by wobbles, Wednesday, 26 November 2014 2:53:35 PM

Responses to “Auschwitz and the wisdom of crowds” by Mal Fletcher (30 January 2015)
http://www.onlineopinion.com.au/view.asp?article=17050


That's an understatement, the fiction of mass extermination camps is also believed by a
great many "learned" people despite all the evidence pointing away from such a
conclusion. […] The only reason people believe in a holocaust where millions of people
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were killed because of their race is because they've never looked at any of the available
evidence. [..]
Posted by Jay Of Melbourne, Friday, 30 January 2015 6:48:50 AM


[…] To read the mainstream Holocaust narrative is to have your intelligence insulted
over and over again because very little of it makes any sense, […] I can accept the
information which leads me to conclude that upwards of 270,000 people died in
German custody during the war, that many of them were Jews […]
Posted by Jay Of Melbourne, Friday, 30 January 2015 1:22:59 PM

Responses to “Letter to Sydney Uni from Colonel Richard Kemp” by Richard Kemp (17
March 2015)
http://forum.onlineopinion.com.au/thread.asp?article=17178&page=0


Christians are the most persecuted and the Jews are behind it. We, Gentiles are the real
Jews or ended with Christ. They control our media, the Federal Reserve, US National
Security. US telephone directory is outsourced to Israel. The USA is virtually Israel and
so are we and the rest of the West. They are behind many wars and assassinations and
terrorism. They are MASTERS OF DECEPTION and the move “The Matrix” is their
theology. They did 9/11 […] Modern Judaism anyway is an Atheist Satanic Cult. The
Holocaust (their mantra and a hoax). […] As they were so weirdly envious of the
achievements of the German race, they chose to destroy them. […] These people are
extremely tribal and racists and they only look after each other.
Posted by Constance, Tuesday, 17 March 2015 9:04:09 PM



Judaism is all about LAW and that is what is creeping in. […] Their intention is to bring
down Christianity. They were behind the PROTESTant reformation to weaken the
West. […] The Jews created Communism, Marxism, Trotskyism, ultra Capitalism and
Corporations. They consider the Gentile Christians sub-human. […] Their aim is world
domination and it won’t be pretty. They want us as slaves. But we already are to work
and mortgages (from the money lenders).
Posted by Constance, Tuesday, 17 March 2015 9:07:12 PM



The Lizard King Rothschilds control them and the masons. […] You mentioned one
day that a Jew invented the Pill. They also invented Feminism and the sexual revolution.
And satanic symbolism in the music industry. […] They are the managers and
producers, agitators and revolutionaries. […] in the Middle Ages about a Jew
sacrificing Christian children […]
Posted by Constance, Wednesday, 18 March 2015 8:16:30 PM

Responses to “Netanyahu consistent in his deception” by George Browning (27 March 2015)
http://www.onlineopinion.com.au/view.asp?article=17209


The Holocaust Myth and Reality “There’s no business like Shoah business” […] The
Six-Million-Heresy that will dissolve Jewry
Posted by Constance, Friday, 27 March 2015 4:22:41 PM



My copy of the bible says the original inhabitants were the Caananites. Wiped out in
the first jewish genocide. Is that how israel justifies its current actions?
Posted by mikk, Friday, 27 March 2015 8:56:53 PM
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Responses to “Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions (BDS): an important part of the
dialogue process” by Annabel McGoldrick (31 March 2015)
http://www.onlineopinion.com.au/view.asp?article=17219&page=0


[…] There is only one language that the Jews will understand and force this to end!
And that is commercial boycotts […] And the Jewish hip pocket has to continue to hurt
until the two state solution is an on the ground reality […] the Jewish hard line
aggression would end tomorrow, if America wasn't their best friend and protector; and
only then because of American Jewry and their powerful influence! […]
Posted by Rhrosty, Tuesday, 31 March 2015 11:52:50 AM

Responses to “Anti-semitism and Israel’s moral imperative” by Alon Ben-Meir (8 May
2015) http://forum.onlineopinion.com.au/thread.asp?article=17327&page=0


The current wave of Anti Semitism is mainly rooted in the problems caused by secular,
progressive American Jews who relentlessly bait Europeans with Europhobic films,
books and plays and gloat over the destruction of their societies. […] the American
Jews have promoted the idea of collective European guilt and woven a fictional
narrative of poisonous showers and fiery furnaces to support it […]
Posted by Jay Of Melbourne, Friday, 8 May 2015 9:24:49 AM



[…] the Jewish Hollywood Nazi stereotypes and parrot the American Jewish Holocaust
propaganda. In any case Hitler was wrong about the Jews on most points except their
widespread involvement with Bolshevism and organised crime […]
Posted by Jay Of Melbourne, Saturday, 9 May 2015 10:10:20 AM



… your opinions about WW2 come from fiction, […] American Jews still stubbornly
cling to the fiction of six million.
Posted by Jay Of Melbourne, Sunday, 10 May 2015 6:54:13 PM

Amnesty International Australia (AIA)
Since the controversy over the tolerance of antisemitic comments on AIA’s Facebook page in
December 2013, AIA has been careful to more strictly moderate its Facebook page. However,
two posts in particular attracted antisemitic comments during the period in review.
https://www.facebook.com/AmnestyOz/posts/10155601593670632
Amnesty International Australia - June 1 at 10:00am


Jon Brett Are you serious?! A Jewish sect spouting discrimination? 9 million of them died
and they learned nothing?



Mark Bolsius You'd think the Jews would know better...



Ben Grotegoed Jews hey...



Ruud Vorster No wonder some people dislike jews ! They crying out fit it !!!
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https://www.facebook.com/AmnestyOz/posts/10155701536670632
Amnesty International Australia - June 24 at 3:05pm


Lachlan Mcknight Why doesn't amnesty international highlight the "PALESTINIANS
PLIGHT"?....KINDA MAKES YOU WONDER IF THIS "CHARITY"....IS TOLD
WHERE TO SHINE A LIGHT?...."SHALOM"



Lachlan Mcknight […] ....but that's why they own all the media.....over the last seventy
years a lot of old folk were "indoctrinated" through media control..by the Zionists....

Greens: David Shoebridge video
This video of a parliamentary speech by NSW state Greens MP, David Shoebridge, is from
March 2013. However, it has attracted comments during the period in review, and has been
linked by various individuals and groups during the period in review, for example by
Australians for Palestine Advocacy Group Facebook page on January 27 at 6:16pm
Responses to “Australian MP exposes Israeli poopaganda in Australia about Palestine :
David Shoebridge”
Parliamentary Study Tour to Israel - David Shoebridge in NSW Parliament - 14 March 2013
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FwsYydiM8AE
COMMENTS:
 a gypsyranger
1 week ago [c22 Jan 2015]
for this to happen in Australia is a change never before seen perhaps my country will
finally be rid of International Jewry


Hello Hello
2 days ago
[27 Jan 2015]
Cult Elite Rothschild Illuminati Freemasons Zionist Nazi Isis ect... Are not Human,
Humanity. But they've got yous fighting each other to death like dumb asses equals not
perfect, […] Do not consent with these Satan worshippers by government or the elite
were the ones they work for the Annunaki which answer to the Fallen Angels, which
your Bible warns us all about, bigger picture.



KILOUNO1963
3 months ago [Nov 2014]
THE ZIONIST LOBBYIST WANT TO GET YOU



Mila Lewis
1 week ago [c.22 Jan 2015]
[…] both major parties have proved themselves to be whores of Israel. And, as the
publication of the Wikileaks cables attest, there was no bigger whore than Bob Hawk.
Clyde Holding, then Victorian ALP leader, is also mentioned in the cables as a key
figure in establishing Labor Friends of Israel, which Hawke saw as a hedge against
Whitlam. Once be became Prime Minister, Hawk steered ALP policies in a pro-Israel
direction and it's been following that direction ever since. A pox on BOTH their houses!
The Greens are the only party in this country which refuse to be bought by Zionist
dollars.
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Responses to Greens: Scott Ludlam MP on Gaza
Scott Ludlam is the Co-Deputy Leader of the Australian Greens, Australian Greens foreign
affairs spokesperson, and a Senator for WA. He published a media release on his website and
his Facebook page about Gaza (2 September 2015). The Facebook post elicited many
antisemitic comments, some of which follow.
“As Gaza moves towards collapse, Australia remains silently complicit”
http://scott-ludlam.greensmps.org.au/content/media-releases/gaza-moves-towards-collapseaustralia-remains-silently-complicit
https://www.facebook.com/SenatorLudlam/posts/10153637739414470


Daniel Bathgate And of course australia and the us will continue to vote down any
chance of improvement at the UN, so they will please their zionist puppet masters.



Jack Larch where do I start.....there are 6 million fake jews in Palestine who have NO
right of return to jerusalem and are not semetic people.....they are khazarian / mongul /
ashkenazi and have nothing to do with the jewish faith....of the real semetic jewish
people with ancestry from Palestine, one look in their Torah tells them they are not
allowed to return to jerusalem UNTIL GOD SAYS SO....so why has Palestine been
invaded ??......oil



Geoffrey Lambourn No right to exist . Who the flick do you think you are? Gods chosen
people, special people! Oh I forgot, you told us you were. Are you going to kill me
now?



Jack Larch we also know the synagogue of satan can't stand the truth



Jack Larch and start researching the khazarian empire



Peggy Howells Zionists control the media at the moment and people are exposed only
to their view.



LmyLefty Abbott This is why the West wants to bomb Syria, it takes the spotlight of
the warmongering Jews.



Peggy Howells I think the Jews want to bomb Syria as well and they definitely want to
see Iran bombed/ invaded!



Darren J Browning Every state in Australia has a Zionist organisation , they infiltrate
both sides of politics and force there evil agenda on everyone. They do it globaly. That's
how they operate.



Peggy Howells The Zionists control the media and they control the banks. That is why
they have a free hand in Palestine!



Humberto Braga ***WARNING*** […] The notion of "the chosen people" and their
"right to Jerusalem" is based on a Bronze-Age religious superstition with no
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scientifically factual legitimacy. Even if you believe the COMPLETELY
FABRICATED basis of this belief, 90% of Israelis aren't even Semites; they're
converted from Ashkenazi Jews! […] The notion of "Manifest Destiny", or the "Chosen
People" was completely made up to brainwash people in to waging perpetual war so
that the psychopaths in power can make money, consolidate control, and justify it by
demonizing the victims with pathological ideology. […] Hitler: The Greatest Story
Never Told
Lynch Affair at Sydney University
Colonel Richard Kemp, a retired British military officer and expert on military conflict and
asymmetric warfare, gave a lecture at the University of Sydney on 11 March 2015. The lecture
was titled “Ethical Dilemmas of Military Tactics: Dealing with non-state armed groups” and
used Northern Ireland and Afghanistan as examples. Kemp was also a known and respected
commentator on Israel’s military conflict with Gaza, and had defended Israel’s military tactics
as being compliant with international law.
Around fifteen anti-Israel student protesters stormed the lecture hall and began shouting antiIsrael slogans with a megaphone. They disrupted, and for 20 minutes shut down, the forum.
There were calls to allow the overtly antisemitic organisation Hizb ut-Tahrir to speak on
campus. The protesters resisted security when asked to leave. Scuffles ensued.
Associate Professor Jake Lynch, the director of the Centre for Peace and Conflict Studies
(CPACS) at Sydney University, and a harsh critic of Israel, was seated in the lecture room. He
rose to defend the protesters. During the fracas, Jake Lynch waved banknotes in the face of a
small, elderly Jewish woman and a Jewish student, threatening to sue the woman who had
sprinkled water from a bottle at him. It was alleged by the Australasian Union of Jewish
Students (AUJS) that Lynch’s banknote waving gesture evoked racist stereotypes about Jews
and money. After fifteen minutes or so, the protesters were ejected, and Kemp’s lecture
resumed.
The Vice-Chancellor of Sydney University, Michael Spence, initiated an investigation into the
incident and issued ‘show cause’ notices to approximately a dozen academics, students, and
participants, including Lynch. AUJS started an online petition calling for the University of
Sydney to remove Assoc. Prof Jake Lynch “after his continual harassment and intimidation of
Jewish Students.”
The reaction by prominent colleagues and supporters of Jake Lynch and the anti-Israel BDS
movement to the Lynch affair at the University of Sydney provide a damning insight into their
views about the Australian Jewish community and its representative bodies. Many of them used
classic libels to disparage and vilify the Jewish community.
Lynch’s colleagues wrote articles, issued media releases, commented in the media, and held
meetings. Jewish individuals and organisations were subjected to racist demonisation simply
for expressing their genuinely-felt views about Lynch’s conduct and the behaviour of the
protesters. (On 17 May 2015, Lynch himself wrote an article belatedly conceding that he could
understand the “hurtfulness” his banknote waving gesture had “inadvertently” caused the
Jewish community).
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A persistent and pernicious theme was accusing Jewish organisations, usually referred to as the
“Israel Lobby”, of engaging in a conspiracy and wielding inordinate power by controlling the
media, manipulating the Vice-Chancellor and orchestrating a “witch hunt” against Lynch and
other anti-Israel activists. The Vice Chancellor issued a public statement dismissing these
claims as “risible”. (The University inquiry eventually found that Lynch had not intentionally
engaged in antisemitic behaviour, although his conduct had been “unprofessional”).
Within a week of the protest, the claims of nefarious, conspiratorial conduct by Jews began to
surface. Examples include the following:


Kim Bullimore, member of the Revolutionary Socialist Party, wrote (17 March) on her
blog that “the Australian Zionist lobby and Zionist press have been running a campaign
of slanders” about Lynch.



Bullimore wrote (8 April) using the term “Zionist lobby” four times in three paragraphs
and claiming that “the Zionist lobby” “repeatedly targeted” Lynch and was conducting
a “witch hunt” against him.



Alma Torlakovich, member of the National Tertiary Education Union (NTEU), ‘NTEU
Members for BDS’ and ‘Sydney Staff for BDS’, made claims (18 March) about the
“disgraceful and cowardly act on the part of the Zionist lobby […] calling for the
sacking of an academic”, namely, Lynch.



Torlakovich claimed that Lynch was a “central target of the Zionist lobby both in
Australia and Israel.”(28 April).



Jemma Nott, of Green Left Weekly, referred (21 March) to a Jewish woman attending
Kemp’s lecture as an “elderly Zionist woman” without actually knowing her views on
Israel or Zionism, only that she was Jewish, and so used the term ‘Zionist’ as a smear.



‘Palestine Action Group’ claimed (23 March) that “Zionist organisations are
campaigning to victimise” Lynch. Yet, the only organisation named was the “Jewish
News”, the only Jewish newspaper in Australia, which simply presents news of interest
to the Jewish community.



‘Sydney Staff for BDS’ called (25 March) on Vice-Chancellor Spence “to resist Israellobby calls” and “not to allow yourself to be made the agent of the Israel lobby’s
persecution” (6 April).



‘NTEU Members for BDS’ claimed (6 April) there was “intense pressure from the
Israel lobby and the Murdoch press on Sydney University's VC, Michael Spence, to
sack two members of Sydney Staff for BDS, A/Prof. Jake Lynch and Dr Nick Riemer.”



‘NTEU Members for BDS’ made a claim (2 April) about “the overreach of the Israel
lobby” thus implying that AUJS, the Jewish students organisation, is somehow part of
a powerful and disproportionately influential lobby organisation.



Students for Justice in Palestine, at Sydney University, repeated (6 April) this claim by
NTEU BDS.
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Jake Lynch, the Associate Professor at the centre of the storm, and member of ‘NTEU
Members for BDS’ and of ‘Sydney Staff for BDS’, claimed (2 April) that he was
“targeted by the pro-Israel lobby” and was subject (16 April) to “the witch-hunt led by
the pro-Israel lobby and its right-wing political allies.”



Dr Nick Riemer, anti-Israel lecturer in linguistics at Sydney University, and member of
‘NTEU Members for BDS’ and of ‘Sydney Staff for BDS’, was most outspoken. In an
article (7 April) in New Matilda, Riemer repeatedly used the term “Israel lobby”; and
warned that “If the University of Sydney does allow itself to be made the instrument
of the Israel lobby’s witch hunt” and of “the Israel lobby’s calls to sack Lynch and me”.
Riemer repeatedly made charges of the “Israel lobby” and accusing it of a “witch hunt”
in the Sydney Morning Herald (27 April) and elsewhere.



Riemer made his most egregious claim at a forum at Sydney University (14 April) on
“Why Boycotting Israel isn’t Anti-Semitic” when he stated: “The Israel lobby had only
to snap its fingers for the university administration to jump to initiate a witch hunt
against Jake, against me, against other pro-Palestinian activists …” He repeated (15
April) this accusation in an article on the ‘Sydney Staff for BDS’ website: “The Israel
lobby only had to snap its fingers and the university jumped to take action against
Palestine advocates. […] It couldn’t be clearer that the university has been taking part
in the Israel lobby’s witch hunt against Jake Lynch”.

This preposterous accusation that an unnamed group, under the label “Israel lobby”, can simply
“snap its fingers” and people even in the highest positions within Australian academia and
society will do what they are told, like some robot, slave, or paid-off lackey, is designed to
directly play to antisemitic characterisations of Jews as powerful, manipulative, controlling,
and sinister. There was not the slightest evidence put forward to try to substantiate such wild
accusations. These were simply pernicious and baseless accusations aimed at the Jewish
community.


Dr David Brophy, lecturer in modern Chinese history at the University of Sydney, and
member of ‘Sydney Staff for BDS’ and ‘NTEU Members for BDS’, in an article in
Electronic Intifada (6 April), erroneously referred to the ‘United Israel Appeal’, an
organisation devoted to fund-raising, as a “lobby group”. This was the pattern – if
persons or organisations were identified as Jewish, then they were smeared with the
term ‘lobby’.



This claim was reiterated in an article authored by Brophy, Stuart Rees and Lynch in
Green Left Weekly (20 April)

Senator Lee Rhiannon, of the NSW Greens, addressed a forum at Sydney University, on
“Defend Civil Liberties at University” in support of Lynch and associates on 29 April. In her
speech, Rhiannon constantly referred to the “pro-Israeli Government lobby”, thus implying
that Australian Jewish organisations are an instrument of the Israeli government. Such
terminology plays on stereotypes of Jews as monolithic and manipulators of events, of Jews as
foreign agents or agents for foreign entities.
As well, her repetitive use of the word ‘lobby’ had the effect of dismissing the genuineness of
the concerns expressed by the Jewish community and Jewish university students in Australia,
implying that their right to protest is less legitimate than for other citizens. It denied that the
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Jewish communal representative organisations are representatives of the Jewish community in
Australia and not of Israel or of any Israeli political party or government. It ignored Jewish
concerns that a lecture of interest to Jews, and organised by Jews, was shut down by anti-Israel
protesters, acting as self-appointed censors, and that there was subsequent intimidation and
harassment of Jewish attendees, including Lynch’s stand-over postures and language towards
the elderly Jewish woman. To these acts, Rhiannon accused the ‘lobby’ of fabricating
“allegations of anti-Semitism”.


Lee Rhiannon stated: “We are seeing this play out here, with various organisations, proIsraeli government organisations. […] Some of these organisations really went to town
after this protest - the Executive Council of Australian Jewry, Australasian Union of
Jewish Students, the Australia-Israel Jewish Affairs Council, and various newspapers
that back those causes.”



Again, Rhiannon accused Jewish organisations of acting on behalf of the Israeli
government: “I’m here today because I don’t want Sydney University to be another
vehicle for the Israeli government lobby to stifle, to try and stifle the voices of those
who speak up for Palestinian rights. There is no place for McCarthy-like witch hunts at
this university, at any university. Try to acknowledge that Dr Spence right now would
be coming under enormous pressure from the Israeli government lobby – I read out the
names of all those organisations from here, from overseas, [that] he would [be] under
pressure [from].”

The Lynch affair turned into a classic case of accusing Jewish community organisations of
being so powerful they only had to “snap their fingers” to be obeyed, of being so sinister that
they orchestrated a “witch hunt” against Lynch and others, and were so treasonous by acting
on behalf of a foreign government. There was not one shred of evidence produced to support
their accusations.
Whether the term used is ‘Jewish’, ‘Israel’ or ‘Zionist’ ‘lobby’ is irrelevant. Each time it was
used in the Lynch affair, it intentionally or inadvertently conjured up the spectre of ‘the Jews’
as being disproportionately powerful, manipulative, and subversive. Using ‘Israel’ or ‘Zionist’
lobby instead of ‘Jewish’ was simply designed to be a politically correct way of referring
negatively to Jews and the communal organisations representing the Jewish community.
When Jewish community organisations are referred to as the “Jewish lobby” this clearly places
the Jewish community and its representative organisations outside the normal fabric of a
multicultural Australian society. It demonises Jews, by portraying them not as another
community with its own culture and traditions, but solely as a politically motivated
demographic acting to influence and control policy and outcomes within the government
sphere, in order to further their own agenda, even if it is against the interests of the society as
a whole.
The persistent and pernicious use of portraying Jewish communal organisations as some
nefarious ‘Lobby’ by the supporters of Jake Lynch after the Kemp lecture was not about
defending Lynch and associates. It was a calculated campaign to smear and vilify the Jewish
community. It was designed to delegitimise Jewish concerns about antisemitism on campus. It
was calibrated to play dog-whistle racist politics with subconscious messaging reflecting the
antisemitic conspiracy theories reminiscent of the fabrication ‘The Protocols of the Elders of
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Zion’. It was used to portray the Jewish community’s involvement in public discourse and
mainstream society as illegitimate, suspicious, subversive and sinister. This is antisemitism.

Lynch Affair - Online Media Comments
Articles in the media and online covering the Lynch affair elicited many antisemitic comments.
Some examples are provided below.
Responses to Herald Sun:
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/sydney-university-investigating-after-associateprofessor-waves-money-in-the-face-of-a-jewish-woman-at-a-recent-protest-on-campus/storyfnii5s3y-1227262070596


James 3 days ago [14 March 2015]
Oy vey, it's another shoah. Never forget the 6 billion Jews who died in the holocaust !

Responses to New Matilda: “Disruptive Protest And Freedom Of Speech” by Nick Riemer
(19 March 2015)
https://newmatilda.com/2015/03/19/disruptive-protest-and-freedom-speech-users-guide


KostaLooks Posted Friday, March 20, 2015 - 20:49
This group of people have not only killed in the name of their God, but commited
genocide.



KostaLooks Posted Friday, March 20, 2015 - 20:53
In fact, "genocide" is one of their 'commandments' or "Mitzvot" to kill all Amalek.



KostaLooks Posted Sunday, March 22, 2015 - 16:10
[…] the so called [H]olocaust meme […] it's not a wonder that the "reasonable Jew"
has managed to be driven enough to convince governments all over the world that
denial of one of their most significant memes is a punishable crime. […] I see no other
group managing to supress speech to suit their interests in dozens of countries across
the so called free and democratic west. Just as many Jews and Christians hold the
obsurd position that Jews are chosen and special, the law does too, […]

Responses to Catallaxy Files: “A Lynch Mob at Sydney University” by Steve Kates (15
March 2015)
http://catallaxyfiles.com/2015/03/15/a-lynch-mob-at-sydney-university/


Gibson T
#1630312, posted on March 15, 2015 at 10:18 pm
But Jews literally created communism, and have pushed far-left movements including
anti-racism, feminism, and socialism for a long time.



Gibson T
#1630348, posted on March 15, 2015 at 10:36 pm
Just don’t do what Andrew Bolt did and expect because you’ve been obediently proJewish for your whole career, they will support you in your moment of need (in his
case, his advocacy abolishing the RDA, and the Jewish push back on the issue).
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Responses to Crikey: “Why Jake Lynch was waving money around at an antiIsrael protest” by Nick Riemer (25 March 2015)
http://www.crikey.com.au/2015/03/25/why-jake-lynch-was-waving-money-around-at-ananti-israel-protest/
Riemer wrote:
 “The financial price of confrontations with the Israel lobby must be at the front of
Lynch’s mind; during the case against him last year, he stood to lose his house.”


“What undermines Australian racial harmony, such as it is, is the politically motivated
instrumentalisation of a very serious charge — anti-Semitism — for short-term political
gain. This trivialisation of racism risks tainting, by association, the very real racism —
against Aboriginal people in particular, but also against Muslims, Jews and Asians —
that is an undeniable blight on Australian life. It is irresponsible; it must not be
entertained.”

COMMENTS:


The word anti-Semitic means exactly nothing, it was invented by a jew who never met
an arab semite in 1880.If people want to claim that others are anti-jewish just say so
because the rest is bullshit.The original semites are arabs, Assyrians and others in the
region who spoke the same collection of languages, Jews horned themselves into this
in 1880.There is something ridiculous about being too scared to called Jews “”Jews””
in case you are called anti-Semitic.
By MarilynJS
on Mar 25, 2015 at 4:26 pm

Responses to ‘Sydney Staff For BDS’ - Open letter to University of Sydney ViceChancellor: Dr Spence, reject calls to punish Palestine-justice supporters (6 April 2015)
http://sydneystaff4bds.org/?page_id=219 Some of the antisemitic comments follow.


James Dickins
on April 6, 2015 at 10:23 am said:
The Israel lobby is attempting, across the world, to attack and undermine the right to
peaceful protest against Israel’s relentless degradation and dispossession of the
Palestinians. Decent people everywhere must stand against this grotesque abuse of
power and influence by the Israel lobby.



Glyn Oliver
on April 6, 2015 at 3:34 pm said:
Don’t let yourself be used by fanatic Zionists. The only way they can stop people
judging Israel as a rogue State is keep the facts of what is happening in Palestine hidden
or to intimidate legitimate opponents and with their mantra “antisemitism.”



Jack
on April 6, 2015 at 11:30 pm said:
[…] Julia Irwin was quite public concerning control of the ALP by Zionists and behind
the smokescreen the media produced it was the Australian Zionist organisation which
removed Rudd and installed Gillard […] so protected are Zionists in Australia […] both
LNP and ALP are willingly Zionist Central-Banker controlled. […] The purpose is to
further indebt Australians so that its governments are inextricably controlled by the
Central Bankers and their zionist organisms. […]
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Martine
on April 7, 2015 at 12:31 am said:
The sheer fact that Zionist Jews continually lobby governments, politicians,
universities, businesses worldwide, and when ANYONE so much as disagrees with
their criminal views and want open dialogue on the issues, they whinge and cry “anti
semitism” and bring out the threats of legal action shows them to be pathetic hypocrites.
[…] the pro Israel lobby groups buy their support with money for campaigns, trips etc.
Aim to not let this buying of our politicians to continue until we end up like the U.S.
Where the Jewish lobby groups run the government. […] Speak up against the continual
racism inflicted by Jews.



pam
on April 7, 2015 at 8:57 am said:
It has condemned Australia for ever in my eyes, how can it allow a handful of vile
zionists to dictate what we think and do.. […] ..who are these zion ists to think they can
dictate what we do and think. Unbelievable



John Dowdle
on April 8, 2015 at 12:01 am said:
[…] Please, Dr Spence, do not let them turn your institution into an extension of the
attempted zionist state.



gay o'connor
on April 8, 2015 at 1:14 am said:
The most effective weapon Israel has is not nukes, not armoured tanks, not helicopter
gunships, it is to label anyone who criticises Israel as anti-Semitic. […] The people who
suffered terrible oppression have become terrible oppressors, and the public is entitled
to know the form this oppression takes.

Responses to Change petition: Defend free speech and human rights and support the BDS
https://www.change.org/p/defend-free-speech-and-human-rights-and-support-thebds/u/10385106 This petition elicited the following antisemitic comments.


Ellen Shanks · Mercy Convent Newry Co Down
The translator of 'The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion' Mr. Marsden, 'could not
stand more than an hour at a time on it in the British Museum as the diabolical spirit of
the matter which he was obliged to turn into English, made him positively ill' and 'The
claim of the Jews that the protocols are forgeries, is in itself an admission of their
genuineness for they never attempt to answer the facts corresponding to the threats
which the Protocols contain and indeed the correspondence between prophecy and
fulfillment is too glaring to be set aside or obscured'. Zionism will bring all prophecies
to fulfillment and the prospects are real and terrifying.
19 hours ago [8 April]



[ األ ش بال أب و األ ش بال أب وDarfalou Kamel]
everything that happens in the Middle East, crimes against humanity, crimes of
genocide and other human rights violations, is behind the sionnisme
1 May 2015 04:19
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Campus antisemitism – University of Sydney
Several incidents and online commentary at the University of Sydney during 2015 has made
campus an uncomfortable place for many Jewish students. Some Jewish students have felt
targeted for being Jewish, or for standing up against antisemitism, or for supporting Israel’s
right to exist. In particular, the Jake Lynch affair created much antisemitic rhetoric (dealt with
above). Some other incidents follow.
Incident
On the Facebook event page for the "FORUM: Why Boycotting Israel Isn't Anti-Semitic" held
on 13 April 2015, created by Sydney Staff for BDS on March 20, Professor Tim Anderson, of
Sydney University, made the following comment which mocks and belittles antisemitism, and
in fact is an attempt to praise and rehabilitate antisemitism.
https://www.facebook.com/events/1418962935072619/


Tim Anderson Since anti-semitic has come to mean being against a racist, apartheid
state, I am happy to be considered anti-semitic.
April 13 at 10:29pm

Incident
In April 2015, when Liam, a Jewish student, was introduced to the head of USYD SRC's
Autonomous Collective Against Racism (ACAR) (and one of the SRC Ethnic Affairs Officers
for 2015), as a Jewish student, the head's response was words to the effect of "Well, I like you
less now". No other characteristics or qualities of Liam were described to the head in that
conversation; his response was purely based on the description of Liam as Jewish.
Incident
Fahad Ali, President of Students for Justice in Palestine at the University of Sydney, made
antisemitic comments about Jews on his Facebook page, 25/26 May 2015. An example follows:


Fahad Ali Fukin Ashkenazi BULLSHIT look at the fkin Mizrahi ghettos u dickheads

When Jews objected, Fahad Ali mocked them, but later admitted to his comments being “drunk
statuses” posted while “very (inebriated)” and apologised “for any offence caused.”

Petition on Student Guild at Edith Cowan University
A petition started by Lewis Todman from Socialist Alternative, on 23 August, claiming that
“The Student Guild at Edith Cowan University (ECU) currently denies the right to freedom of
speech on campus. Students do not have the right to start political clubs, to organise political
events, or even to freely express political opinions on campus.” ECU is in Perth. The petition
contains these signatures (accessed on 26 August 2015):


Hitler DidNothingWrong AUSTRALIA
I support this and Hilter did nothing wrong.



Hitler WasAlright AUSTRALIA
I hope this changes and Hitler made the world a better place
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Kolin Thumbadoo SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA
This is precisely the gagging strategy employied by the zionist lobby in the US and UK
to stifle any debate on zionist legitimacy.Shame on the Guild who are complicit in the
suppression of freedom which Universities aught to be the first to defend and extend.
https://www.change.org/p/ecu-student-guild-support-free-speech-at-ecu-8bc2b527-6c01-4fef99a7-a8eedbad124b

Eruv in St Ives
An eruv is a symbolic demarcation, using existing features of the natural or built landscape,
around a geographic area within a city. To the extent that existing features are not present, a
wire attached to poles is used. The purpose of an eruv is to designate an area within which
observant Jews are permitted to carry and push items such as baby prams without violating the
Sabbath. A section of the Jewish community of St Ives in Sydney has been constructing an
eruv. There has been intense opposition to the eruv by some residents over many years. An
eruv has existed in Bondi since 1999 without having any impact on the wider community.
A Facebook page was created - ‘Stop St Ives Eruv’ - to oppose the eruv.
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Stop-St-Ives-Eruv/367025976839280
Two posts in March 2015 are of particular concern. One post encourages damage of eruv
infrastructure, and another post has anti-Jewish undertones.
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=367113010163910&id=367025976839280



Stop St Ives Eruv added 2 new photos.
March 22 at 8:12pm
Check St Ives streets for the PVC pipe with no wire in them and a cap on top. This is
the unapproved eruv. Take down any if you dont want the eruv.
[Note: Incitement to malicious damage to property]
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=367406860134525&id=367025976839280



Julian Moto - March 23 at 9:36am
What part of no do these people not understand. This is a disgrace and a affront to the
community. […] The arrogance of these people building a notional Jewish wall around
our suburb even they have already been told no is unbelievable ! Out must be taken
down and their sly underhand actions publicized widely.

By April 2015, there had been over $3000 worth of damage done so far to the eruv. NSW
police made a statement on their Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/KuringGaiLAC/posts/996724400361443
 Kuring Gai LAC - NSW Police Force - April 16
St Ives malicious damage incidents; […] PVC pipe have been placed on the poles to
construct an ERUV. These pipes with the approval of AUSGRID (owners of the poles)
[…] Some of these PVC pipes have been ripped down or smashed, which, to put it
simply is malicious damage, a criminal offence. Regardless of your take on the subject,
damage to property that belongs to others is malicious damage and if caught damaging
that property may result in charges being laid. […]
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In an interview with the St. Ives Progress Association on 2UE, in March 2015, a spokesperson
stated that they do not want more Jews in the area, and this is the reason for their opposition to
the eruv.

Kosher labelling
http://www.jewishnews.net.au/companies-drop-kosher-symbol/41467
Due to negative feeling and publicity from some Australians over the issue of halal labelling
of Australian products, Kosher Australia reported that “a number of companies have decided
to remove symbols certifying their products as kosher from their packaging.” “In the last three
months we have probably received 10 requests from companies that say they support kosher
and want to stay kosher but […] Of those 10, we have had four or five companies that have
asked to remove our symbol.”

Red Rattler Theatre in Marrickville
A Jewish group, Hillel, based at the Shalom Institute at the University of NSW, applied to hire
the premises of the Red Rattler theatre in Marrickville, Sydney, in March 2015 for some
performances. The performances “consisted of a storytelling series on the last generation to
have direct contact with survivors of the Holocaust.” Shailee Mendelevich, assistant director
of Hillel, explained that Hillel “supports Jewish students and young adults.”
The ‘Red Rattler Team’ replied via email:
 “Our policy does not support colonialism/Zionism. Therefore we do not host groups
that support the colonisation and occupation of Palestine.”
The matter was referred to the NSW Jewish Board of Deputies. There was also media coverage
in the Australian Jewish media and in The Australian. Within a few days of media
condemnation, the Red Rattler Board of Directors apologised and agreed to hire out the
facilities to Hillel.
The Red Rattler Theatre, by initially refusing to hire its facilities to a Jewish organisation
simply because it had identified itself as Jewish, showed how anti-Israel positions can and often
do lead to anti-Jewish behaviour involving discrimination against Jews. This issue indicates
two disturbing developments. Firstly, that discrimination against Jews occurs, and is seen as
acceptable by some under the guise of anti-Zionism. Secondly, the fact that the discrimination
was so openly expressed indicates a perceived social acceptability for racism against Jews, and
possibly that Jews are considered fair game. The remedial action taken by the Board of
Directors was commendable but only followed adverse publicity for the original decision.
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Holocaust Minimisation
Holocaust minimisation has the effect of minimising the crimes and horror of the Holocaust.
Regardless of whether or not that is the intent, or whether or not it is targeting Jews, Holocaust
minimisation is a serious problem. Making comparisons of laws, policies and conditions in
democratic countries like Australia with the systematic and planned murder of six million
Jewish men, women and children is morally repugnant, trivialises the Holocaust, minimises
the crime that was the Holocaust, and is offensive to the millions of Europeans who lived and
suffered under the Nazis. There were several incidents of Holocaust minimisation or
inappropriate Holocaust rhetoric during the period in review.


Prime Minister Tony Abbott said in parliament (12 February 2015): "There was a
holocaust of jobs in Defence industries under members opposite." Abbott withdrew the
statement, replaced the word ‘holocaust’ with ‘decimation’ and apologised.



Prime Minister Tony Abbott, in parliament (19 March 2015), called Bill Shorten,
Leader of the Opposition: "the Dr Goebbels of economic policy”. Abbott immediately
withdrew his comment.



Prime Minister Tony Abbott stated on radio station 2GB (3 September 2015) that:
"The Nazis did terrible evil but they had a sufficient sense of shame to try to hide it.
These people [Islamic State] boast about their evil, this is the extraordinary thing. They
act in the way that medieval barbarians acted only they broadcast it to the world with
an effrontery which is hard to credit."

Abbott implied that secrecy surrounding the implementation of the Holocaust amounted to the
Nazis feeling shame about the mass murder they were committing. In fact, the secrecy was not
about shame but about committing the genocide as smoothly as possible, with the least amount
of resistance, and an attempt to avoid being held to account after the war.


Dr Ric Gordon, on the Channel 9 program “Today” (August 2015) on Australians
eating too much junk food, stated: “there were no overweight people in the
concentration camps…Now they weren’t exercising a lot, they just weren’t eating.”

Nazi Memorabilia
The display, promotion and sale of Nazi and Holocaust memorabilia, although not illegal, is
often seen as offensive and distressing, especially by Holocaust survivors and others who lived
under the savagery that was Nazi Europe. There can also be an effect that such items can be
used to promote or glorify racism, bigotry, hatred and even violence. Many auction houses will
not sell Nazi or Holocaust memorabilia, but some do. There were several incidents involving
the sale of Nazi/Holocaust memorabilia during the period in review.


Dozens of Nazi items, including a Hitler Youth knife, Luftwaffe medals, Luftwaffe
ceremonial dagger, a Luftwaffe cap badge, a Luftwaffe parachutist badge, stamps
featuring Adolf Hitler and several items adorned with swastikas, were sold at auction
at the Auction Barn in Canberra. (December 2014)
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Nazi memorabilia, including medals, belt buckles and framed photos of Nazi
accoutrement, and other Nazi items, were for sale at the Auction Barn in Canberra.
(March 2015)



Nazi armbands were being sold by a vendor, along with other white supremacist
material, at the Ballarat Market in September 2015.



During a drug raid in Cooktown, Qld, in June 2015, police discovered a shed full of
Nazi memorabilia. It included numerous Nazi flags and emblems. The owner is a selfproclaimed white supremacist, neo-Nazi, with a swastika tattooed on his head. The
Queensland Police Service did not seize the Nazi items, as they are not illegal to
possess.

Holocaust Denial books – Amazon Australia
Amazon Australia, part of the world’s biggest online bookseller, is promoting and selling
antisemitic and Holocaust denial books from its website, as noted in May 2015. Some of the
books include:
“Did Six Million Really Die?”, “The Six Million: Fact or Fiction”, “The Synagogue of
Satan”, “The Hoax of the Twentieth Century: The Case Against the Presumed Extermination
of European Jewry”, “The Jew as Criminal”, “Jehovah: The First Nazi”, “The Myth of the
Extermination of the Jews”, “The First Holocaust: Jewish Fund Raising Campaigns with
Holocaust Claims During and After World War I”, “The International Jew: The World's Most
Foremost Problem”, “Auschwitz The First Gassing. Rumor and Reality”, "Conspiracy of the
Six-Pointed Star", "The Jews and Their Lies", and "The Talmud Unmasked: The Secret
Rabbinical Teachings Concerning Christians”.
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4.

ANTISEMITIC ORGANISATIONS and ONLINE ANTISEMITISM

Introduction
Organisations exist in Australia that promote antisemitic beliefs and ideologies. They tend to
be on the far Right of the political spectrum, ranging from conservative pro-British monarchist
groups, to nationalist, white supremacist and neo-Nazi groups. They also tend to be composed
of small numbers of people, who subscribe to conspiracy theories about a monolithic Jewish
people who exercise inordinate power of the world’s governments, banks and media. Members
frequently opt in and out of similar groups. In 2015, most of these groups were more of a
nuisance than an organised threat to Jews, either individually or as a community. However,
some groups posed more of a threat.
Since the advent of the internet, avowedly antisemitic organisations and individuals have been
able to express and propagate their views on websites, Facebook pages, video channels, Twitter
and even with online mainstream media sites.
The internet has caused a revolution in producing, disseminating and accessing information.
Before the internet, information, whether in articles, studies, opinions, advertisements, or
propaganda, was published in books, newspapers and leaflets. There were financial costs
invovled in paying for paper and printing and often extensive hours of labour were involved in
production. There were physical limits to distribution. As well, with the mainstream print
media, clear editorial, professional and legal standards applied.
The internet, on the other hand, provides a relatively cheap and easy means of publication,
giving anyone with a computer a potentially global reach. Items posted on the internet, whether
on websites, videos, Facebook, Twitter, are accessible not just in the local area or country, but
throughout the world.
With the internet, racism and vilification are easily and widely propagated, often with few
restraints. Internet publishers operate with far less stringent editorial guidelines and standards
than publishers in the print and electronic media.
The law has yet to catch up with technological developments, and only slowly are the laws
beginning to cover content on the internet. This is especially true for matters of bigotry, hatred
and vilification on the internet. Websites ostensibly espousing an anti-racist agenda often fail
to uphold their own principles when it comes to vilification of Jews, whether directly or with
regard to the State of Israel.
Of particular concern are the three main areas of internet publication – websites, videos, and
social media (mainly Facebook, and Twitter). Items in this Antisemitism Report are from
Australian-based sites.
The organisations and online items named and written in this report are but a fraction of what
is out there. The groups and individuals named below, and examples of their material that are
reproduced in this report, are merely a small sample, providing only an intimation of the
magnitude of the prevalence of antisemitic content published within society and online.
Images published on the online sites cited in this chapter are reproduced in the colour section
of this report, namely Chapter 8 - Images.
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a) Organisations
There are many types of groups and organisations operating within Australia that espouse and
promote an antisemitic, and sometimes white nationalist or racist, agenda. Many of them are
small outfits, with maybe just a website or a Facebook page, run by a handful of people, or one
or two individuals, while others will have a larger membership. However, the influence or
popularity can be out of all proportion to their meagre numbers of members.
Some of these organisations and groupings are primarily focussed on hating Jews, whilst for
others antisemitism is part of a broader racism against ‘the other’ – immigrants, Asians and
Indigenous Australians. The level and type of activities engaged in by these groups varies, as
does their public profile. Some ‘stick to themselves’ as a support group of like-minded people,
while others have stood candidates in elections for government. Some of the organisations and
groups with antisemitic agendas or components are briefly outlined below, together with a
sampling of the content each group has published during the last 12 months.

Blood and Honour and Southern Cross Hammerskins
Each year, the neo-Nazi organizations “Blood and Honour” (B&H) and the “Southern Cross
Hammerskins” hold a skinhead music festival at a secluded location, featuring music with neoNazi, antisemitic and other racist lyrics. This concert is also is used as a platform for
disseminating antisemitic and other racist publications. Attendance is by invitation only and
the venue is usually a closely-kept secret and given out only to invitees. On the ‘Blood and
Honour’ home page it says: “We believe there is a need to provide White youth with an
alternative to the 'hip-hop' culture so eagerly promoted by the Zionist controlled media.”
http://www.bloodandhonouraustralia.org/
Church of Creativity
The Church of Creativity is run by the self-styled Reverend Cailen Cambeul, of Adelaide. It
has a flag similar to the Nazi flag - a white circle on red background. The Church of Creativity
is associated with the the Creativity Alliance, a racist and white supremacist group based in the
USA. The Church of Creativity website states: “Creativity is a legally recognised religion for
White people, by White people. It objects to amongst other things, Christianity,
multiculturalism and Marxism. […] Although we do believe there is a group that we choose to
call the Internationalist Elite, many of whom are Jews doing what is best for Jews. […] Allow
it all to be steered by the Jewish Lobby and you have the recipe for the Internationalist Elite.”
http://sacreator.com/blog/about/
Squadron 88
Squadron 88 is a neo-Nazi group operating in Sydney. It came to prominence in 2014 when it
letterboxed antisemitic leaflets in Sydney’s eastern suburbs where many Jews live. Squadron
88 has since letterboxed several series of antisemitic leaflets. One leaflet was also directed
against non-white immigrants. The numbers ‘88’ correspond to the eighth letter of the alphabet,
‘HH’, referring to ‘Heil Hitler’. Ross May, aka ‘The Skull’ has been publicly associated with
Squadron 88, among other known thugs. The group has tried tentatively to reach out to
extremist Islamist groups. May himself has been seen attending at least two Palestinian
solidarity demonstrations. At one of these he marched behind a yellow Hezbollah flag chanting
“In our thousands, in our millions, we are all Palestinians”.
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United Patriots Front
Led by Shermon Burgess, known as the "Great Aussie Patriot", a former Reclaim Australia
leader. The Facebook page of the United Patriots Front is liked by more than 25,000 people.
Burgess said in September 2015, as reported in The Age, that his group would not support the
new Islam-critical group, Australian Liberty Alliance: "No way ... when they are linked directly
to the billion dollar Zionist economy destroying world banking family the Rothschild's [sic]."

b) Websites
In Australia, as elsewhere, there are websites dedicated to expressing and promoting antiJewish ideas, beliefs, and actions. Anti-Jewish organisations will generally have their own
websites. Some antisemitic individuals will also have their own websites. Some of these
websites have a high volume of traffic with large numbers of visitors. Others are less popular.
This section provides some examples of pages and postings of several antisemitic websites.
Material is chosen to give a sample of their basic views about Jews.

Isolate But Preserve
http://isolatebutpreserve.blogspot.com.au/
The website “Isolate But Preserve” was set up by Brendon O’Connell after his release from
prison in January 2014, for breaching WA’s race hate laws. (In 2011, he was convicted by a
jury of serious racial abuse, harassment and intimidation under the WA Criminal Code and
served three years in prison). O’Connell is based in Perth. He writes most of his own material,
often a mix of texts and images, but also posts articles by others. O’Connell was posting on
average every couple of days, up until December 2014. O’Connell’s ideology is one of extreme
hostility to Jews as the bearers of Judaism, which he believes is a racist and evil religion. He
also focuses heavily on the Talmud, and on anti-Jewish conspiracy theories. Extracts from
some articles, and comments under articles, are below.
http://isolatebutpreserve.blogspot.com.au/2014/10/email-to-foreign-minister-juliebishop.html
 Apart from the subject of Jewish racial and religious supremacism as the foundation of
Zionism and the Israeli State, ..........
http://isolatebutpreserve.blogspot.com.au/2014/10/my-email-to-department-ofcorrective.html
 A "personal fiefdom" run by a combination of Jewish Power and Masonic interests - or
"goat molesters" as I like to call them. […] Until that bond is exposed - until its
ideological foundation in Jewish Power is revealed - we will have no peace. We will
have no justice. We will not have Truth.
http://isolatebutpreserve.blogspot.com.au/2014/11/my-mate-louiss-latest-chomskytreatise.html
 To be honest; nothing was surprising or new to me as I understand the extent and the
dimensions of Jewish influence and the despicable servility that Australian political
figures exhibit to the Jewish people.
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http://isolatebutpreserve.blogspot.com.au/2014/11/ive-made-aus-council-of-australian.html


I'VE MADE THE AUS COUNCIL OF AUSTRALIAN JEWERY HIT LIST
http://www.ecaj.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/2014_antisemitism_report.pdf
Dear Julie,
Brendon O'Connell here - I am offended and sickened at being called an "anti-Semite"
and I demand you retract publicly this disgusting notion. […] How dare you include
me as a "anti-Semite"! I am outraged and most definitely offended. I have feelings you
know. I may need therapy after this.
The Arab people have been the victim of anti-Semitism for some time now from a
sickening and depraved cult known as "judaism". A religio/politico movement founded
by lunatics some time ago; it continues to persecute and murder Semites with impunity
- especially women, children and nursing ababies in accord with it's most revered
religious texts. It expounds notions of racial and religious supremacism and a desire to
rule the world. [...]
By what measure of psychopatholy are you yourself operating when you write your
drivel and post it as some sort of authoritive monolouge on nasty people who hate
jews?You make me sick. I feel sick. I feel sick and I feel "offended". [...]
My dear Julie Nathan, do you think you might have a problem? Do you think you
are a bit sick in the head? Sick because you expect the victims of Jewish antiSemitic Arab hatred to simply lay down and die and allow this sort of ideological
sickness to take hold?
I've sent this on to all 88 state members of parliement. They are enthusiastic readers of
my Blog and most of them think as I do - "you are a bunch of racist, homicidal lunatics
with a religion of racism, hatred, homicide and ethnic cleansing."
[…] You are walking a knife edge. As long as you continue to label people like myself
as simple "haters" you seal your fate. As you have never suffered you can most likely
not imagine the backlash that is on its way against you and your fellow psychopaths.
[...]

COMMENTS:


Louis Adams The Sun has not shone on a people more bloodthirstier and vengeful than
they are (Jews). Martin Luther

http://isolatebutpreserve.blogspot.com.au/2014/11/is-it-true-jewish-experts-on-holocaust.html


I am well schooled in all matters "Holocaust"TM. […] In the letter Faurisson claims
that the biggest "official" researchers into the gassing of European Jewery all admit that
there is not a scrap of paper work evidence to back up proof of the gigantic operation
to knock off 6 million of God's finest with bug spray. […]

COMMENTS:
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DAMIR MAJSTOROVIĆ jews are mostly pedophiles and pedo-satanists...



ollie nizThe story I was told was more sinister. Implementation of the holocaust by the
Jews against other Jews..



Harold Wolfe Gotta love that sentence...there is not a scrap of paper work evidence to
back up proof of the gigantic operation to knock off 6 million of God's finest with bug
spray.



JJRIZO Rizoli The Holocaust of the biggest scam that ever come down the pike.
Millions and millions of people have been fed the same old bull crap for 70 years
without any evidence showing there were any homicidal gas chambers.



Rabbi Jim Foroud Behizadeh Holocaust NEVER happened

http://isolatebutpreserve.blogspot.com.au/2014/12/trial-transcripts-and-otherinformation.html
 calling him a "racist jew" with a religion of "racism, hate, homicide and ethnic
cleansing". […] Fairly soon Jews will realise that people are thoroughly sick of them,
their whining, their perpetual victimhood and their demands for people to bow down
and worship their dodgy religion of Holocaustianity. […] The Jew community could of
at least made their lies and slander half believable, but I guess after years of inventive
and over the top Holocaust memoirs they‘ve gotten lazy. […] Unfortunately our former
clown has never read the Talmud, so he forgot to mention Jews as the biggest racists
of all. […] "Your days are numbered". Spoken (in video) to the general Jewish
community if they continued to support the genocidal policies of the Israeli State
backed by Jewish Racial and Religious supremacism. […] "May the Jewish war
mongers in Tel Aviv, New York, Chicago and Miami be brought to trial to stand
justice!"
http://isolatebutpreserve.blogspot.com.au/2014/12/the-great-sydney-cafe-hostage-crisis.html
 Israel is desperate to control the FLOOD of "hatred" spewing forth from "ordinary
people" who are finding out just how evil the Israeli state is - and its racism and
terrorism - and the underlying ideological foundation that supports it - JUDAISM.
ISRAEL DID 9-11 […] As people and the BDS movement focus on the Israeli high
technology sector, the Israeli state and Jewish Power is going into over drive to stem
the flood.

Expel the Parasite
http://expeltheparasite.com/
‘Expel The Parasite’ (ETP) is a neo-Nazi website, run by Brett Light, aka BDL1983, believed
to be living in Victoria. He writes most of his own material, often referencing Australian
mainstream media articles or current affairs. He also republishes articles and videos from other
websites, and antisemitic images, and publishes readers’ comments on all entries. Some images
appear in Chapter 8. The following are extracts from some articles and comments on ETP.
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http://expeltheparasite.com/2014/10/13/we-are-fucked/
 Besides, we all know it’s the Jews fucking everything up, so what are we going to
do about it? Anything, ever? I don’t know….


BDL1983 Post author October 14, 2014 at 21:48
@Vernon1488 We need a miracle so I’m hoping Ebola hits New York, Hollywood, and
the Kike Edomite land falsely known as Israel!!! That’d be a start!



commandergoyim October 13, 2014 at 23:51
Over the last 70 years (most of my lifetime) I have watched international Jewry play a
very clever game with the white man. Banks hammering governments with war debt;
— The creation of Israel. and the moral decay of White European values.



awakened soldier October 17, 2014 at 12:31
now I know the real enemy is the jews who must be killed HERE AT HOME

http://expeltheparasite.com/2014/10/29/never-forget-the-holohoax/
 A strong supporter of Israel (Edomitistan)? What a surprise! A Jew with loyalty to the
fraudulent Jewish state, no doubt above any loyalty he feels toward his host country
(Australia), which his blood sucking parasitic people have all but destroyed.
http://expeltheparasite.com/2014/11/04/positive-christianity-then-and-now/
 That meant concentrating on the Jews being the children of the Devil and the Antichrist
and the Aryan qualities of Jesus, who Adolf Hitler spoke about, as a role model for
Aryans, as he knew full well that Jesus was not a Jew. He spoke about the way that
Jesus heroically threw the Jewish usurers out of the temple, highlighting the courage of
this act and the way that the Jews reacted to it.
http://expeltheparasite.com/2014/11/08/purple-sabbath-beer-parasites/
 The end result for every parasite. This piece of mistletoe has gotten what it deserved!
For a life of nutrient sucking, it has finally exhausted its host until it could take no
more and it subsequently died. If you get enough mistletoe on any tree it will drain it
till it dies – it’s exactly the same type of behaviour exhibited by Jewry. Surprise surprise
eh…I just don’t like parasites.- BDL1983
http://expeltheparasite.com/2015/01/15/the-enemy-of-my-enemy-is-not-my-friend-updates/

This is a great first law on the constitution for any new nation.


When our people do nothing except behave like materialistic whores (I.e. Jews) they
will get what they deserve. We currently DESERVE to be fucked over by the Jews
because most of us think like Jews between the ears. This “total spiritual overhaul”
better defined means we must reconnect spiritually with TRUE Christianity (not the
bullshit church universalist Jew rubbish they preach these days) and use National
Socialist Germany as our glowing example of inspiration, showing us how good life
on earth can be when we uphold proper Christian and National Socialist ideals, which
are both the same thing really, when you understand it correctly.
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http://expeltheparasite.com/2015/01/20/adolf-hitler-an-inspiration-to-us-all/
 Germany’s struggle against internationalism and slavery to the Rothschild banks was
a struggle against world Jewry because it is world Jewry which has invented
capitalism, and which is the beneficiary of the capitalist system that seeks to impose
internationalism and global economic slavery on every nation. It’s not the “bank”, it’s
the anti-Christ Jews! Like I said in the previous post, let’s use Hitler’s heroic fight
against world Jewry to inspire our people! One thing that is for sure is that Hitler was
right. Always will be too. Sieg Heil! - BDL1983


BDL1983 Post author January 20, 2015 at 21:47
Heil Hitler indeed! These rotten Edomite Jews will get what has been prophesied for
them one day, and at the same time the historical record will be corrected, clearing
Adolf Hitler’s name.

http://expeltheparasite.com/2015/01/27/its-still-a-hoax/
 This video shows what happens when you expose the filthy rotten Jewish lie of the
‘Holocaust’. It shows us exactly how the Jews treat their enemies. […] ANYONE who
still believes the bullshit 6 million Jew story after seeing what’s presented in this video
alone is a dishonest, stupid, lying sack of crap!


The Jews and their “eternal victim status” is a common theme promoted by Jewry.
The six hundred trillion victims of the evil Germans must never be forgotten, even
though this grand slaughter didn’t actually happen in reality….



Because the Holocaust is the reason they say we must accept the current status quo!
Without the Holocaust as the number one Jewish propaganda weapon, their power base
begins to crumble. Take the Holocaust weapon away from the Jews and people will
eventually see these evil demonic bastards for what they are….

http://expeltheparasite.com/2015/01/28/i-walked-out-of-an-auschwitz-gas-chamber-alivecamped-with-anne-frank-and-was-experimented-on-by-mengele/
 BDL1983 Post author January 28, 2015 at 18:52
Anyone would think the rest of the war was just a side story compared to the Holocau$t
these days….. Filthy lying rat bastards they are… One day the record will be set
straight!
http://expeltheparasite.com/2015/02/19/the-stage-is-set-for-the-final-battle/
 The Stage Is Set For The Final Battle
The leading element of the Satanic Seed (Jews) are in complete control and providing
us with nothing but chaos, whilst Gods People don’t know who they are, or that they
are in a war instigated by Jewry to completely exterminate them.
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http://expeltheparasite.com/2015/03/04/king-jew-netanyahus-full-speech-to-the-us-congressplus-transcript/
 “The Great Satan” is certainly an accurate description of Jewry, that’s for sure! After
reading that, if you can’t work out that Israel, i.e. Jews, control the US, then you are of
very small intellect. Furthermore, if you acknowledge the first part that Jews control
the US, but you can’t see that they control 95% of the rest of the world, barring a few
Islamic enemies, then you are even dumber!


It’s now time to wake up to the Eternal Parasite and give him the boot! - BDL1983

http://expeltheparasite.com/2015/04/19/christogenea-saturdays-with-bill-finck/
 It was a good show and I think we hit a number of good topics including the biggest
lie of all-time, namely that the Jews are “God’s Chosen People”. They are of course
Satan’s children through Cain, and it must be said: the Jews are doing a damn good job
of fulfilling their role of ‘pure evil’ in the world. Their Canaanite/Edomite blood
ensures they obey their father, the devil. Will the pure White Adamic people ever
realize who they truly are?
http://expeltheparasite.com/2015/04/20/true-heroes-never-die/



The world should have listened. He was right! His mission is not complete….

http://expeltheparasite.com/2015/05/24/radio-stormer-jewsury-and-how-to-defeat-it/
 The Jew truly is the international trickster and swindler, capable of ‘Jewing’ pretty
much anyone out of their money somehow. You’ve gotta hand it to ’em – their genius
at parasitism is second to none, an inbuilt skill entrenched in their DNA which no-one
else can rival. To live off of other people rather than land itself is not a particularly
endearing attribute, that’s why the Jews natural defense mechanism is spending
amazing amounts of time and money trying to convince his host that he isn’t doing what
he is doing. – BDL1983
http://expeltheparasite.com/2015/07/29/you-are-not-allowed-to-escape-the-jewish-net/
 The Jewish behemoth must be confronted head-on and there is no dodging that
fact.


GDSoldier July 29, 2015 at 22:52
The parasite is starting to starve. and thus this is a survival instinct. The more this sort
of shit happens the closer it comes. Keep pushing us ratfaced kikes – we look forward
to your annihilation…. Patience brother, for the day of he rope approaches and we shall
not be denied our glory. 1488/SIEG HEIL comrade!

http://expeltheparasite.com/2015/09/16/malcolm-turnbulls-highly-probable-jewish-ancestry/
 This is an old article from 2008 which suggests that our new Prime Minister Malcolm
Turnbull is more than likely Jewish – hardly surprising considering he is a former
barrister and was also the chairman and managing director of Goldman Sachs
Australia from 1997 to 2001. Big Jew banking firm = tick in the Jew box. Former
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Lawyer = tick in the Jew box. Now Prime Minister serving the international Jewish
crime network = tick in the Jew box. And the following article = tick in the Jew
box.This is why expecting anything from the political system as it is, is a complete joke.
Jews run the whole system, lock, stock, and barrel. When one Jew arse kisser is given
the boot, they just bring another arsehole in! Same old story…… Yawn.

White Racial Identity
http://whiteracialidentity.net/
http://whiteracialidentity.net/purpose/
 This site is aimed primarily at spreading the truth of White Racial (Christian) Identity
& National Socialism. Important information highlighting the worldwide Jewish
problem will also be published here, along with some general relevant info.

Nordic Wisdom
http://nordicwisdom.com/
The Jews and Misery
http://nordicwisdom.com/2014/12/19/the-jews-and-misery/


If you have been watching the news (not always a good idea as 99.99999%) of media
companies are owned and controlled by Jews to destroy the white race. We’ll then you
know we have had a minor terrorist attack here in australia but thankfully only 3 people
killed. […] on the jewish news I saw a jew with his jew hat and suit – jewish uniform
on, throwing flowers in, I wonder if the millions of white people he has slaughtered and
continues to slaughter will ever get flowers?
The point also being that the Jews are responsible for every form of human misery that
we know of, and since most white people view them as white because they look white
superficially, even though they are a completely different race to white Europeans with
a strong hatred for us, they will continue to drill white people into a hell hole deeper
than you could ever imagine just like they are doing to the Palestinians. Trent.

Anti-jewish Public Service Announcement
http://nordicwisdom.com/2015/03/11/anti-jewish-public-service-announcement/


The jewish race is a demon spawn in human form, the degree Of misery and starvation
that this parasitic species has caused Not only to nordic people, but countless other races
as well, is Truly barbaric and mindblowing in terms of it’s astounding malevolence.
White males in particular have suffered under jewish tyranny like no Other social
group, the filthy hooked nosed monsters have had their Teeth drawn deeply into the
roots of European manhood for quite some Time now and have brainwashed European
women into thinking that they Are oppressed and that their role in life is to be like men,
which goes against Nature, just like the Jews themselves, everything they do goes
against normality. The parasite is a serious infection for white nations, and it need be
dealt with by The community as a whole, acting in the interests of the entire white
community. Trent.
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Nordic Anti Semite
http://nordicantisemite.com/
The website “Nordic Antisemite” appears to have been established in July 2013, as a neo-Nazi
website. The owner is Aidhan C. Extracts of some articles follow.
About
http://nordicantisemite.com/about/
 The Jews brought the world to war in 1939. Since winning that war they have been in
control of the world. The worst part about this is that they deny this, and try to create
dependant groups e.g. faggots, feminists (the movement to turn the entire female sex
into a victim group). They create a dependant society. The Nordid (Nordic) Volk is
being systematically exterminated by the Jews and they continually deny this and
prevent any Nordid (Nordic) self-determination by calling it ‘Racism’. The only real
Racism going on is on the part of the Jews EXTERMINATING every native race in the
world. This is called Multiculturalism. […] Aidhan
Jews – The Devolutionary Ferment
http://nordicantisemite.com/jews-the-devolutionary-ferment/
 The Jews history among the nations is one of murder. They are the most fanatical
preservers of their own blood. To preserve their blood, they vigorously pursue every
independent people to the death. Jews will as soon as their host people let them, impose
conditions on the organic People that demand nothing but their complete extinction.
They will move onto the next host, claiming they did nothing, when in fact, they have
done everything.
Their survival strategy, which they were smart enough to make their religion is
based on undermining, denying the existence of, bastardising and subjugating,
eventually exterminating every other group until they can rule over the ashes of
nothing, all to secure their survival, in a world they contributed nothing towards.
If you don’t want to live under their tyranny they call you an extremist.
If you think your race is something worth preserving they call you a racist.
The Jew is the parasite of humanity.
[…] When it comes to the Jew, if you keep him he destroys your culture, says you don’t
exist and kills you & if you get rid of him he says you are evil and kills you.
Aidhan
Nordic Nationhood
http://nordicantisemite.com/nordic-nationhood/
 My 7 important points for a new racial nation are:
The Jew is a parasite; he will never let the Nordic Race be free. […] Aidhan
Racial and Cultural Autonomy
http://nordicantisemite.com/2015/06/30/racial-and-cultural-autonomy/
 Some people believe in the ‘holocaust’ and believe that the Jews need ‘protections’.
Germanic people know it was a Jewish lie designed to give moral grounds to those that
fought Germany and justify the extermination ‘a true holocaust’, of the Nordic and
Germanic people and that the Jew is a bastard.
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Some people believe the Jews are chosen by god, some people believe the Jews are a
plague on the planet, follow the Talmud; not any Christian book and are a destructive
force.
Jews of course demand lordship over everyone otherwise its anti-Semitic. Nobody
really wants to share a country with Jews and anybody who is not a Jew who knows
anything about the Jews is ‘anti-Semitic’.

Lobethal Bakery
http://nordicantisemite.com/2015/07/31/lobethal-bakery-the-jewish-net-casts-over-germantown-in-south-australia/
 Jews – The germ behind the decomposition of man.

The Psychology Of Being An Inferior Race
http://nordicantisemite.com/2015/08/09/the-psychology-of-being-an-inferior-race/
 This article shows Politics, Morality and Values, to be merely the eternal battle between
Human and Subhuman; human with ideas of uniqueness and subhuman with the
complaining of equality. […] The earliest racial origins and their polar opposites, the
primal Nordic Race and the subhuman Jew and their interactions throughout history are
shown to be responsible for politics and values today, to produce a case for racial
separation, for the sake of the superior race.

The Trouble With Jews
http://nordicantisemite.com/2015/08/13/the-trouble-with-jews/
 The Jew has always been a subhuman force of decay and death. Their desire is that us,
and any people on the planet with noble and good characteristics be destroyed and
completely eradicated from the face of the earth. The entirety of their history has been
a rebellion against mans true form. Hated by man, he is the anti man. And yet he still
exists.

Local Terror Exposed
http://www.localterror.com/
‘Local Terror Exposed’ is a new website recreated from the ‘Jewish terrorism’ website. It
contains articles. Images are prominently and frequently displayed. Extracts from some articles
are reproduced below.
About us
http://www.localterror.com/about-us/
This website was created by a group of concerned individuals, who wish to spread the
truth to the people of the world about the criminal murderous Khazars, that fraudulently
call themselves Jews. We are happy to announce our website has reached 16,000 unique
visitors per day and growing. […]
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We support the real Semites (Palestinians), not fakes (Jews)
We have so many haters of this website. All of them are Jews. So don’t be surprised to
see fabricated stories about any of our team members on the internet. Zionist Jews are
brilliant at deception and defaming the innocent. This is the sole reason why the Jews
own the Media News Networks all over the world, to tell you how to think, and who to
hate, for their evil global agendas. (Divide and Conquer) it’s how they brought down
many ancient civilizations in the past and modern ones today.
Jews are Mongrels, they have been proven many times to be an invention. Even
their Genetics have been tested and found to contain many many races… since
they migrated from their motherland Khazar / Ottoman Turkish Empire long ago.
Jews were the original Gypsies, that went from country to country, village to
village. Stole, killed and kidnapped children, for their satanic rituals.
The Genocide of 15+ Million Germans by the Jews
http://www.localterror.com/the-genocide-of-15-million-germans-by-the-jews/
June 3rd, 2015
 The Real Holocaust of World War Two – The Genocide of 15+ Million Germans
A crime so great, so cruel, and so heinous, that none in the entire span of human history
can equal it. The gates of hell were opened up. It is the ghastly truth of the jewishorchestrated plundering, mass rape, mass murder, and subjugation of the German
people in the latter days and aftermath of World War Two, which continues to this day.
Estimated 15+ million ethnic Germans murdered after the war. Around 5-10+ million
German women mass raped.
Jews the Synagogue of Satan
http://www.localterror.com/jews-the-synagogue-of-satan/
July 12th, 2015
 Jews have always defamed and killed their opponents, in every country they have
controlled. Millions have been slaughtered in every country, in every nation, by the
Jews. Jews wear many masks, To hide the blame. They use puppet regimes to hide
themselves ordering the killings. They even invent labels to blame others, instead of
themselves e.g. Zionism. […]
The Star of David (Moloch, Remphan) has 6 outwards points, 6 lines, 6 inward points
(hexagon) – which forms a hexagram and is the most powerful symbol in the
occult. This is also where the term to “put a hex on someone” comes from. These Jews
today truly belong to the synagogue of Satan.
Star of David OR Star of Lucifer

Other websites:
In Australia, there are websites which are not dedicated to promoting antisemitism but which
often publish antisemitic articles and/or comments. The most prominent of these is the leftwing website New Matilda (see below) which focusses on publishing articles about current
affairs. The articles themselves generally do not contain antisemitic content, but the website
and articles, particularly those about Jews or Israel, attract posted comments which express
racist views about Jews, either directly or by reference to Israel.
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Australian National Review
http://www.australiannationalreview.com/
This website often publishes fringe views, for example that Hitler did not commit suicide, that
ISIS is funded by the USA. ANR was established in late 2014, and published several
antisemitic articles, in both print and online, in late 2014.
“Rothschild- the wealthiest dynasty in human history” (25 Nov 2014) at
http://www.australiannationalreview.com/rothschild-wealthiest-dynasty-human-history/


“Last year, some researchers pointed out that Iran is one of the three countries left in
the world whose central bank is not under the family’s control. Before the 9/11 event,
there were reportedly seven: Iraq, Afghanistan, Libya, Sudan, Cuba, Iran and North
Korea, but by 2003 Iraq and Afghanistan were already under Rothschild control. By
2011, Libya and Sudan were also gone; in Libya, a bank set up by the powerful family
was established in Benghazi while the nation was still at war. The Rothschilds
supposedly control the Bank of England, the European Central Bank, the Federal
Reserve, the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund and the Bank of
International Settlements. They own most of the world’s gold and the London Gold
Exchange and, according to an estimation made by Credit Suisse, the USD231 trillion
is controlled by Evelyn Rothschild, the current head of the family.”

“Does the Rothschild empire still control world events?” (8 Dec 2014) at
http://www.australiannationalreview.com/rothschild-empire-control-world-events/


“The purpose of the Illuminati is to divide the goyim (all non-Jews) through political,
economic, social, and religious means. The opposing sides were to be armed and
incidents were to be provided in order for them to:  fight amongst themselves  destroy
national governments  destroy religious institutions  eventually destroy each other”
“The Rothschilds plan was to cause the United States to build up such a debt in fighting
this war that they would have to surrender to the Rothschilds and allow the charter for
the Rothschild owned First Bank of the United States to be renewed.” [reference to war
of 1812]
“This is because they are guaranteed by the government of a country, and therefore the
efforts of the population of that country, and it doesn’t matter if that country loses the
war because the loans are given on the guarantee that the victor will honour the debts
of the vanquished.
Whilst the Rothschilds are funding both sides in this war, they use the banks they have
spread out across Europe to give them the opportunity to set up an unrivalled postal
service network of secret routes and fast couriers. The post these couriers carried was
to be opened up by these couriers and their details given to the Rothschilds so they
always were one step ahead of current events.”
“Back to 1815, this is the year Nathan Mayer Rothschild makes his famous statement,
“I care not what puppet is placed upon the throne of England to rule the Empire on
which the sun never sets. The man who controls Britain’s money supply controls the
British Empire, and I control the British money supply.” “
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Creativity Alliance
http://creativityalliance.com
“Australia’s New Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull More Jew Than Any Hebe” by
Cailen Cambeul (15 September 2015)
http://creativityalliance.com/australias-new-prime-minister-malcolm-turnbull-more-jew-thanany-hebe/
 A Goy that thinks he just might possibly have Jewish heritage, Malcolm Turnbull is
potentially the worst prime minister Australia could ever have throughout its
history.Right: HJIC – Australian Prime Monster Malcolm Turnbull is the ultimate
philo-Semite. (HJIC = Head Jew In Charge.)
Unusual for these days, Turnbull actually lives in his own electorate on the shores of
Sydney Harbour. One of the wealthiest areas in Australia, it’s a region of Sydney that
contains a concentration of Jews higher than any other area in Australia. We are talking
about an enclosed area with massive fencing, gating and private security rivalling the
Berlin Wall and Checkpoint Charlie. If you do manage to get in and you are clearly not
a Hebe, you will be picked up by the security and handed over to the state police, who
will then grill you until they can prove that you are an anti-Semite, throw some Kosher
charges your way and holocaust your arse in the local court. That’s Turnbull’s friends;
that’s Turnbull’s neighbours; that’s Malcolm Turnbull all over.
So, can you imagine Prime Monster Turnbull refusing to do the bidding of Israel? No
and neither can I. Australia will soon be at war with anyone and anything that the Jew
points its fat greasy sausage finger at. Pro-Jewish laws will be created throughout the
land, and the Hebe will be elevated to the status of a fat Golden Cow for the prostrate
Goyim to worship.
Former Prime Minister Abbott was planning on bringing in twelve thousand nogs from
Syria – which itself is bad enough. Turnbull however, understands and accepts the
Jewish mandate to ethnically cleanse the Middle East of Goyim and turn the land over
to Gross Israel. For Australia, that means the importation of thousands upon thousands
more Sand-Niggers and Africoons in order to appease both the bleeding heart lefties
and his Jewish masters.
Yes, Turnbull is Libtard. A Kosher Conservative that can please the Marxist Left and
the Kosher Right all in one philo-Semitic package. Militant Sand-Niggers wont know
whether to hug him or to shoot him, as he bows to an increasingly Gross Israel’s
demands for war and he imports ever more of their fellow Rag-Heads to speed up the
Muslim takeover of Australia.
Malcolm Turnbull is the puppet Prime Minister that the Jew has been salivating for. A
wannabe Kike, he is their HJIC (Head Jew In Charge). His reign will forever dispel the
false dream that peaceful and democratic political activism can ever restore White
Australian Sovereignty. The racial demographic of Australia is about to drastically
change, and by all the dictates of the anti-White Libtard and of Jewish Revenge
Policies, the White Australian will disappear in a holocaust of Mud. Australia has
entered the era of the Bloody Racial War, and we CREATORS will lead the way. We
will grow and with our White Racial Loyalist Brethren, we will unify White Australia
under the WHITE RACIAL CREED OF CREATIVITY and together, WE WILL WIN
this RACIAL HOLY WAR. For Total White Victory! RaHoWa! Cailen Cambeul
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Junkee
Junkee is an Australian “pop culture” website. Junkee’s comment policy states “No racism”.
The following article on racism in Australia elicited many antisemitic comments, some of
which follow. Images accompanying some comments are reproduced in Chapter 8 Images.
Nakkiah Lui: “It’s Not Racism That Australia Needs To Get Rid Of; It’s The Privilege
Of Whiteness” by Nakkiah Lui, (3 June 2015)
http://junkee.com/nakkiah-lui-its-not-racism-that-australia-needs-to-get-rid-of-its-theprivilege-of-whiteness/58395#9EllqY39cUmAhlkK.99
COMMENTS:


Dylan KleboldDissapoint
5 days ago [3 June 2015]
OI VEY GOYIM! YOU OBVIOUSLY HAVEN'T TAKEN YOUR ESTROGEN
PILLS TODAY! REMEMBER THAT WHITE CULTURE IS EVIL AND SICK AND
THAT'S WHY US FRIENDLY JEWS ARE MAKING SURE TO TAINT... I MEAN
FIX YOUR RACE WITH HEALTHY RACE MIXING! QUESTION ANYTHING
AND YOU'RE A NEONAZI!



josh
a day ago [7 June 2015]
"The jokes about ‘Abos’, ‘Asians’, ’Jews’, ‘Curry Munchers’, ‘Niggers’, ‘Arabs’,
‘Gays’ and ‘Sluts’ are so harsh and so cruel because they are based on disadvantage
that exists."Yes, dear, Jews, who comprise more than 30% of Fortune 400, are
disadvantaged. Tell me, Ms, what is your degree in? Did you any point in your degree
learn to count, add and multiply fractions? Or are fractions too White for you?

Middle East Reality Check (MERC)
http://middleeastrealitycheck.blogspot.com.au
MERC is not about the Middle East but about Australians. MERC proclaims itself as:
“Exposing pro-Israel bias, propaganda, disinformation and spin in Australia's mainstream
media. Monitoring pro-Israel influence in Australia's public and political arena.” The author
of MERC hides behind anonymity and writes articles, and publishes comments on those
articles. The following are extracts from some articles and comments.
http://middleeastrealitycheck.blogspot.com.au/2014/12/israels-final-solution-ofpalestinian.html
 Anonymous said... “What an astounding strategic blunder, what arrogant self
deception, what delusional pathology, for the Zionist usurpers to imagine that they
could establish a Bandit State in the heart of the Arab world, the ARAB NATION, and
millions of Arabs would get over it! Get real. To triumph over any period of time the
Zionist needed to conquer the whole Arab world, not just Palestine and then in the
process corrupt the rulers of the whole "Western World" to finance and support them,
for ever!!! […] More stupid than that, the delusional Zionists imagine that the gullible
Goy will continue to fight serial wars to uphold this gross injustice, continue to mouth
their pathetic justifications and feeble excuses, at the expense of their own interests.”
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http://middleeastrealitycheck.blogspot.com.au/2014/12/zionism-devil-in-detail.html
 Anonymous said... “Dressed up as 'religion' this grotesque crime gang were, according
to Crossman, "living by the Talmud...seemed to assume that the Jews had the right to
the country and that the Arabs were INFERIOR PEOPLE." Of course the Talmud is all
about racial superiority which, no doubt, Crossman was well aware. […] Was World
War Two all about making Europe safe for Crossman's "very good religious people"
and the multiple subsequent wars in the Middle East all about making these same
criminals comfortable in their illgotten gains?”
http://middleeastrealitycheck.blogspot.com.au/2014/12/the-exodus-master-narrative-1.html
 Anonymous said... “....and the Jews came out from nowhere.And have no history, nor
were a people, nor began monotheism. Those idiot Jews, just managing to escape
eradication ...always causing trouble, coming from nowhere, going and staying around
other peoples backyard, and stealing other peoples history.”


MERC said... “What 'Jews' were in the distant past doesn't particularly concern me.
What's important to know today is that they are not 'a people' but merely a faith
community. Yes, and Zionists stealing Palestine in the name of 'the Jewish people', and
expelling its indigenous Arab population, is an historical crime of the first order.”

http://middleeastrealitycheck.blogspot.com.au/2015/01/making-most-of-charlie-hebdoat.html
 patrick connor said... “In Australia , for example , our Jewish parliamentarian
representatives all seem to be , not only Israel supporters , but default supporters of
Israel's atrocities against humanity . The same applies (with little but notable exception)
to the "Jewish" Lobby in Australia . Those opposed to the Lobby's point of view are
kept quiet by the most vilest , most vindictive & vengeful personal”


patrick connor said... “common denominator propagandist for Israel . How can I not
feel that I am surrounded by a gigantic festering cell of Australian parasites & traitors ,
implementing the manipulative will of the foreign state of Israel - irrespective of the
vital interests of Australia ?”

New Matilda
https://newmatilda.com/
New Matilda is a left-wing website which publishes articles predominantly on current affairs.
It has a strong focus on Australian issues, but also covers foreign affairs. The articles generally
do not contain antisemitic content, but the comments frequently do, including Holocaust denial.
There are several posters who comment prolifically and whose comments regularly contain
antisemitic rhetoric. There appeared to be more moderating of antisemitic comments,
especially of Holocaust denial, in early 2015, but antisemitic comments remain a feature of
New Matilda. Antisemitic comments were collected and copied into a word document,
amounting to over 60 pages. Extracts of some of these antisemitic comments from just a few
articles are republished here.
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https://newmatilda.com/2014/10/28/melissa-parke-breaks-labor-ranks-back-bds-campaignagainst-israel
 peter hindrup
Great to see that there is a few, very few, politicians not bought and paid for! The Israeli
lobby will of course go into full swing, denigtrating this principiled woman, having her
office deluged with phone calls and letter, threatening her with withholding of funds,
attempting to get her disendorsed […] the Jews can either live as decent folk would, in
a land governed by those to whom it belongs, or leave, if there is any country stupid
enough to take them. Stupid, because we have a stark example of how these people reat
those who take them in!


Mulga Mumblebrain
Judaism […] The Chosen Ones did not operate as a charity for the benefit of the nonChosen, but as an exclusivist, xenophobic, tightly controlled in-group, acting in
opposition to others, and developing a religion that by the time of Tacitus was notorious
for its hatred of outsiders. That mentality has gotten Jews into strife over the millennia,
particularly when it runs rampant, as it does today with Israel triumphant in controlling
the West. [...] I think it is quite plain that Israel today represents the very worst vices of
Judaic chauvinism, supremacism and narcissism. [...]

https://www.newmatilda.com/2014/11/03/why-we-cant-ignore-andrew-bolt
 Mulga Mumblebrain
You could then note that the 'oldest hatred' is in fact Judaic antigoyism, as the Israelites
established themselves as separate from and in opposition to the goyim 3500 or so years
ago. You could examine the copious doctrines of Judaic supremacism [...] You could
contemplate how the oldest extant records of genocide and the exhortations to commit
it, from God, are found in the Judaic Torah, the Christian Old Testament. You could
discuss the significance of the fact that two Judaic religious feasts celebrate genocide,
one Divine, the Passover and the genocide of the first-born, even animals, in Egypt, the
other, Purim, committed by the Jews themselves. [...]
https://newmatilda.com/2014/11/13/defence-bob-carrs-apartheid-israel-epiphany
 Mulga Mumblebrain
Jewish money power buys politicians through copious monetary 'contributions', and
less open inducements, like well-paid jobs on retirement or for family and friends, then
demands pretty unquestioning loyalty, particularly in regard to Israel. Hence in the USA
the captive Congress […] votes overwhelmingly for Resolutions actually written by
AIPAC and other organs of Jewish control. […] While this control grows ever more
total and extends to the MSM where criticism of even the most brutal Israeli crimes
brings vicious retribution (eg Mike Carlton) the Jewish Lobby continues to shout
through its numerous megaphones that it does not exist.
https://newmatilda.com/2014/12/11/labor-palestine-its-about-time
 Mulga Mumblebrain
The moral imperative to support the Palestinians is absolute, but so great is the power
of the Jewish plutocracy, here and throughout the West, through their monetary
contributions, and ferocious vindictiveness when crossed, that they have made moral
imbeciles of the entire Western political caste.
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Mulga Mumblebrain
both Parties are firmly in the pocket of the local Israel Lobby, and 'generous' (but
demanding) grandees like 'ex'-Hagannah member Frank Lowy, the lucky beneficiary of
9/11-well somebody's gotta win, eh? Of course, the 'Israel Lobby' doesn't exist, rich
Jews only give money, even-handedly, with no strings attached, out of the goodness of
their hearts to show their dedication to 'Australian democracy', even if they do spend
most of their time living in ethnically cleansed Jerusalem or other parts of Occupied
Palestine.



DrGideonPolya
This is what the cowardly, dirty, racist and traitorous ALP is backing in its blind support
for neo-Nazi Apartheid Israel: [...] A substantially Neocon American and Zionist
Imperialist (NAZI) –perverted and subverted ALP dances to the tune of traitorous and
genocidally racist Zionists with a prime loyalty to a nuclear terrorist, genocidally racist,
democracy-by-genocide Apartheid Israel. […]



DrGideonPolya
There have been about 20 schemes for Jewish colonization of other countries and there
was considerable support for race-based Jewish colonization of the Kimberley. After it
had been finally subdued by genocidal White Australians.. Fortunately for us John
Curtin vetoed this plan in 1944 on Australia Intelligence advice [...] if Curtin had not
vetoed the plan for race-based Jewish settlement of NW Australia then [...] what White
Australians could have suffered in a Nazi-style Apartheid Australia if treated the same
way as the Palestinians by the racist Zionists: [ ...] 1. 90% of Australia ethnically
cleansed of Australians 2. 12 million Australians forbidden to step foot anywhere in
Australia on pain of being shot (although Jews from around the world could get
citizenship of an Apartheid Australia) .



Mulga Mumblebrain
And why do all Palestinians become targets for brutal extermination because of the
actions of a few, which, although it is kosher under Judaic religious law, is banned as
'collective punishment' under the mere 'Christian morality' of International Law?



Mulga Mumblebrain
Unfortunately in the West where, despite ludicrous denials of the plain facts, Jewish
money power has bought the political system and controls most of the ludicrously
biased MSM, the public has long been brainwashed by the Judeofascists, like yourself,
into a frenzy of Islamophobia. Millions have died as a result, numerous countries been
destroyed [...] the bloodlust is quite insatiable. I'll not venture here to the numerous
Judaic fundamentalist religious exhortations to mass murder of civilians including
children and to the collective punishments of whole populations [...] the Jewish Lobbies
and the 'antisemitism' smear has ensured their near total suppression in the Western
MSM.



Kevin Charles H...
[...] Paul Eisen's website yet? Looking forward to your responses to his views on what
he terms the Holahoax. According to data on his site, available verifiable
documentation shows that around 580K persons of Jewish ethnicity sadly perished in
Nazi concentration camps, which is 5,420,000 less victims than claimed by Zionist
zealots […] As the truth about the Holahoax continues to emerge into general
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discussion, it's clear that the current global schism between anti & pro Zionist Jews will
soon rapidly deteriorate into a full blown Judaic civil war.
https://newmatilda.com/2015/02/01/anniversary-liberation-auschwitz-death-camps-worthremembering
 rosross
[...] So, given that all the remembering has not only had no impact on the religious
group whih should, one presumes, have learned the most, Judaism, neither has it served
to diminished such suffering and atocities around the world.


DrGideonPolya
The genocidally racist Zionists have falsely mal-appropriated the Jewish Holocaust to
the extent that the term “The Holocaust” is now generally but falsely synonymous with
the Jewish Holocaust to the exclusion of the 25 million non-Jewish Slavs, Gypsies and
others who also died in the WW2 European Holocaust as a result of Nazi German
imperialism.



MJoanneS
Because as two books pointed out between 1945 and 1949 under the direction of Henry
Morgenthau and the US president some 6 million German civilians were starved to
death, put into camps 100 yards from the Rhine and denied water, people having their
hamstrings slashed so they couldn't escape the allies, and a further 16 million German
civilians herded into smashed Berlin to starve. [...] We are talking about a frigging
genocide that get's zero currency anywhere. They were humans slaughtered by the allies
at the direction of US jews and the help of the so called liberators in PEACE TIME.
[...] We also learnt in that book that the nazi's slaughtered 3 million Polish Catholics and that the number of 6 million Jews was a number fed to Eissenhower by Morgenthau
to justify US involvment.

https://newmatilda.com/2015/04/07/put-down-pitchforks-sydney-university
 Kevin Charles H...
Michael Spence will be under enormous pressure from the Zionist lobby to support a
censure of Jake Lynch & Nick Reimer - the kind of pressure experienced when the same
lobby 'convinced' the Sydney Uni Council not to allow Hanan Ashrawi to accept her
Sydney Peace Prize at the uni's great hall. ED's NOTE: This post has been edited
because it contained mildly offensive comments.


evanjones
If Sydney University is going to further blot its reputation by allowing Kemp on campus
then let's have the Jewish holocaust denier Töben on the same platform. [...] What is it
about the tribalism of Jewish communities that defends the barbarism of Israel?



evanjones
Jewry as a bastard mongrel race, just like the rest of us.

https://newmatilda.com/2015/04/20/jake-lynch-cleared-anti-semitism-over-role-colonelrichard-kemp-protest
 corvusboreus
I am not anti-Semitic. I do, however, have issues with the Jewish faith (among others),
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due to the exclusionist, often genocidal texts that it is based upon, and the attitudes and
behaviors adherance to such primitive beliefs causes to this day.
https://newmatilda.com/2015/04/24/university-sydney-accused-threatening-right-protest-andself-expression
 corvusboreus
Zionism is a fundamentalist faction within Judaism with the stated belief that Jewish
people have an absolute god-granted right to all the lands claimed to be conquered in
the Talmud (Old Testament).


DrGideonPolya
Zionist-beholden Sydney University is skating on thin ice in its serious threats against
free speech and the right – indeed duty – of decent students and of decent staff like
Professor Jake Lynch to peacefully protest and “bear witness: against the horrendous
crimes of nuclear terrorist, serial war criminal, genocidally racist, democracy- bygenocide, racist Zionist -run Apartheid Israel and its ongoing Palestinian Genocide [...]
Sydney University is one of a number of Zionist-subverted and perverted Australian
universities that have military research links with the race-based, racist, genocidal,
nuclear terrorist rogue state of Apartheid Israel [...]

https://newmatilda.com/2015/06/23/lumped-zaky-mallah-randa-abdel-fattah-debate-we-cantseem-have-responsibly
 Rychard
Anybody who knows the Old Testament can point you to some pretty nasty practices
there... Did you know that some Rabbis (the more rabid nutjobs) tell their Jewish
congregations that it is OK to kill the goyim?
https://newmatilda.com/2015/07/05/weak-un-report-gaza-slaughter-betrayal-palestinians
 Tinkerbell
Surely the Jews, who suffered a terrible holocaust at the hands of the Germans, then
prove to the world time and time again that they are no better than the Germans.

c) Videos
The most popular online video site is Youtube, although there are others including Vimeo and
TruTube. Antisemitic videos are frequently posted on these platforms which are freely
accessible from around the world. These videos also attract antisemitic posted comments. Most
of this content is left unmoderated for long periods of time, sometimes for years, despite
complaints from members of the public. Whenever a video has been removed by the platform
providers, it has often been re-uploaded onto the platform under another name. The following
provde a tiny sample of what is currently on online video platforms.
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Activist News Australia
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4SYaiQKIGjwzzrK-rH4_XA
“EXPOSED: Murdoch's Blood Oil - Manufactured Bigotry in Australia”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L1lz-oIEc5s
Activist News Australia - Published on Sep 29, 2014
Activist News Australia bring to light, the bigotry in Australia and how it was manufactured to
further the Zionist agenda, the perception of war, the profiteering made from illegal
occupations and the justifications for genocide and exploitation. What your not being told about
ISIS, Rupert Murdoch, Syria and Blood Oil! Be sure to Watch and share, research the facts and
Inform others! http://www.activist-news.com/
COMMENTS:


David Schulberg
9 months ago [Oct 2014]
Jews are the Terrorists that pose as islamic terrorists for the news media they own.
http://www.localterror.com/



David Schulberg
1 week ago [25 June 2015]
Jew World order Agenda to divide us by fighting each other, while they Conquer us.



David Schulberg
1 week ago [25 June 2015]
Jews in Australia create racism so we can fight each other so they can divide and
conquer us

It is to be noted that the user name ‘David Schulberg’ is a hacked name from a genuine person
who is not antisemitic.
“The truth about Zionism – Revealed”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LmBmkl5kJPE
Activist News Australia - Published on Jan 26, 2015
What is Zionism? A realistic approach, summarized into 10 minutes
COMMENTS:


Evan Gall
6 days ago
[30 Jan 2014]
i called the zionist federation of Australia and the lady seemed quite rude when i asked
whats it like to work for murderers



Activist News Australia
5 days ago
[31 Jan 2015]
now thats just anti Semitic ;) lol... they wont ever admit to being a terrorist organization



Evan Gall
5 days ago
they wanted to put me through to security



ISREAL CONNECTION
3 days ago
[1 Feb 2015]
1Jn 2:23 Whosoever denieth the Son, the same hath not the Father […] The USA
supports Israel so they are Antichrist because Israel does not believe in Jesus, so the
USA supports one of the Antichrists a of Satan but they dont support other Antichrists
as Islam so Satans house is divided and cant stand.
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[31 Jan 2015]

The greatest lie ever told - The Holocaust - 2015 Documentary HD
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mmrHBT5h-BA
Activist News Australia - Published on 18 Mar 2015
 Full length Holocaust Documentary - Did Hitler systematically murder 6 million Jews?
we will be putting some of the mainstream theories under the scope, for the purpose of
analysis and revision.
Brendon O’Connell
“Rally For Gaza - Perth, Western Australia” by Brendon O'Connell - 19 July 2014
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7X_WxIOTsVs
COMMENTS:


Dentist Dany
4 months ago [acc.9 Dec 2014]
jews killed prophets in the past.. this is a minor thing to them .. they are cold blooded
killes



Dentist Dany
4 months ago [acc.9 Dec 2014]
now the world will hate israel along with the jews just like old times ..

“FIRST FRUITS - Original Video I was Arrested For With Commentary”
by Brendon O'Connell (26 July 2014)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=But7UyiA9B0
 This is the original video I was arrested for. 2 charges arose out of this video.
COMMENTS:


Sir David Haddon
2 months ago [acc. 9 Dec 2014]
THE JEWS want to rule the world and it seems everything they touch turns to shit. The
towns they start to occupy turn to ghettoes, they are fucking up their homeland at WAR
for 2000 Years. Is there any place safe from Jews and Illegal Aliens?
I thought Australia would be a great place to live since I am English and Irish Decent....



Brendon O'Connell
1 month ago [acc 9 Dec 2014]
These quotes are for the apolagist for the jewish psychosis CLAYTON MUIRHEAD
found below. His comment is a good one because he gives you the "talmudic twist"
slithery debate method of the rabbi's to try and excuse the psychosis -HERE ARE
QUOTES FROM THE OLD TESTAMENT - WHERE RABBI OVADIA YOSEF
GETS HIS IDEAS FROM FOR GENTILE "SLAVES"



Brendon O'Connell

1 month ago

[acc. 9 Dec 2014]

What do you want me to say? That everything will be well for you? You are going to
die - in large numbers. Especially when returned US service men find out WHO sent
their jobs to China (manufacturing) and high tech to Israel after they return all messed
up from wars for Jewish Power.
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You are really, really, really fucked and no amount of Talmudic twisting is going to
save you. Dont bother thinking you will find a nice safe haven in Australia. Australians
might be conned for a while but I assure you we are a hostile little bunch of convict
stock with a mix of Irish and Nuyunga (Native Australian) blood who will punch you
right in the nose if you start getting uppity. Just hang your pathetic heads in shame and
maybe you can clean toilets to earn your keep here.


Brendon O'Connell
1 month ago [acc. 9 Dec 2014]
A "nice jew" simply expressing "jewish culture" to rape, pillage kill and destroy. Lets
have a few more quotes from your precious fucking psychotic books shall we



skogsgud
1 month ago [acc. 9 Dec 2014]
Well done.We need to get the truth out on these Sociopath Jew-Scum.Pure Evil.



Eloheem Son
2 months ago [acc.9 Dec 2014]
That rat claiming he is a Judahite, is not of Judah, Israel, or an Israelite. That rat is an
Esau edomite, and Canaanite. His ancestors usurped the Israelite Identity when true
Israel was in Egyptian bondage. His ancestor were brought into Jerusalem to attend the
vineyards.



Sir David Haddon
2 months ago [acc. 9 Dec 2014]
I LIVE IN USA AND Wish Australia would clean out their country of Jews, Muslims,
and any other terrorist group. So Bad do I wish I could find a place in this great world
that is not occupied with these people

Max Igan - Crowhouse
thecrowhouse.com
The name ‘Max Igan’ is a self-confessed pseudonym, and he claims to live in NSW. His
website links to many antisemitic and conspiracy websites and videos, including those of
former Ku Klux Klan leader, David Duke, and David Icke.
“ISIS, The Muslim Menace & The Greater Israel Project”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uY1CjIdUy3o
thecrowhouse
Published on Oct 31, 2014
 Max Igan - Surviving the Matrix - Season 3 - Episode 02

[A screenshot from this video, which claims that Jews are trying to destroy Christianity and
Islam, and take over the world.]
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COMMENTS:


Shit Zoo
9 months ago [January 2015]
the rats always divide and conquer look at what they did to Germany east and west
Germany they conquered Germany by dividing the people putting them against each
other Germany is still on its knees for Israel and its rats til this day



bilquis shaikh
9 months ago [January 2015]
every jew will b executed just waiting for jesus (pbuh) to come n finish this israel made
jihad which is to destroy islams image but as promised by Allah( saw) very soon islam
will b in everybodys heart In sha Allah , jews dont understand but they r nearing their
end by smearing themselves with others blood now the whole world knows d truth
JEWS R WORSE THEY R HYPOCRITES ALLAH WITH MAKE THEIR SINS
KNOWN TO ALL



Talla Tini
9 months ago [January 2015]
you realise that most of the jews we see on a daily basis arent actually jews? put down
the grade 6 history book bub, the jewish bloodline is fin



DarkShadow64
ISIS = JEWISH DOG



anti postmodernism
2 months ago [July 2015]
WHY zionists CAN not BE human??? the Torah,a holy book that is amended contains
different commandments from other religion books,Torah is a resource that orders
many perversion and brutality Incest (sexual relations within the family), rape, human
slaughter, torture, many heretical beliefs as superior race, opinions and orders are the
contents of the Torah Terrorist zionist believe that Jews were the superior race and the
world belongs to them and it has been usurped by other nations.. The brutality has
become a tradition of the Jewish religion, Terrorist zionists faith is the basis of
Kabbalah Rabbis have placed all of the fanatic and sadistic opinions to the Torah subtly,
In this way, the Jewish religious includes centuries-long grudge, hatred and massacres
the truth of İSRAEL ; a fake nation that is behind of the terror and brutality. Cancer of
humanity



Monarchy King
1 month ago [August 2015]
french revolution in syionist jew bolsevik revolution in zionist jew feminism jew
agenda isis israel creation gay jew agenda (not true homoseksualist ) multi culti =
destroy white race chrisitna in europe = jew ue = jew Oama = balc racsit
communist
stop white genocide !!!!!!!!!!!!!

6 months ago [March 2015]

Robert Martin
Robert Martin produces videos, mostly of an anti-Israel nature. The comments underneath the
videos are often antisemitic.
“My weekend in Palestine”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0WXS8ZAHdNw
 Hamde Abu Rahma - Published on Dec 20, 2014
Robert Martin is an Australian activist who lives in Melbourne.
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COMMENTS:


Bossboy78
6 months ago [Jan. 2015]
not hundreds but thousands of zionist running around the world and shouting Allahu
Akbar just to make Muslims bad guys.Don't you see what the jews-zionist doing to
everybody on this planet???



Stand_4Liberty.
6 months ago [Jan 2015]
Death to all traitorous Jews and that includes you traitorous, dis-info JEW troll. We
know you're a traitorous Jew pretending to be one of us , Anyone who defends all Jews
loyal to Israel who've infiltrated America or any other Gentile land is a waste of life.



Stand_4Liberty.
6 months ago [Jan 2015]
go throw yourself in the hottest volcano you filthy Jew scum , I'm sure people would
get the popcorns ready and you burn in hot excitement.



Doc W
6 months ago [Jan 2015]
Thanks for sharing this great post. Robert is a brave man who should be commended
for his reporting, but you simply cannot reason with psychopaths, especially stupid
ones. They don't need to justify their actions because the Jewnited Nations ensure that
they are exempt from international humanitarian laws.

Steve Pallister
Steve Pallister produces videos, and he also comments prolifically under videos. He goes under
various names including GrassPossum.
“Adolf Hitler, The Man who Fought the Bank. TRUTH GONE VIRAL!”
#HITLER WASRIGHT - Published on Feb 6, 2015
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SNKDBLlF6sc
COMMENTS:
 Volksverhetz
16 hours ago [10 Feb 2015]
NOTHING HAS CHANGED SINCE HITLER GAVE THESE SPEECHES! THE
SAME EVIL FORCES AND EVIL DEEDS OF WHICH HITLER COMPLAINED
ARE AT WORK TODAY DOING THE SAME KINDS OF THINGS NOW AS THEY
WERE DOING BACK IN HITLER'S TIME. THESE SATANIC FORCES MUST BE
STOPPED ONCE AND FOR ALL! THE WORLD IS AWAKENING...TRUE
JUSTICE IS COMING...


GrassPossum
10 hours ago [11 Feb 2015]
Of course they are still at work and headed for the next stage of their strategy. They
won both world wars so what makes anyone think the march of the Jewish Banksters
would have stopped with the destruction and enslavement of Germany when that was
always just one step in the process. Now they are trying to get East and West to fight it
out so they can supposedly tighten their grip on what remains. Albeit that might be
ashes.



GrassPossum
10 hours ago [11 Feb 2015]
When the Jews cannot bring down someone by any other means, they will smear their
own dung on his memory after he is gone and claim it proves he was theirs all along.
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Skull Show
The Skull Show. Season 2 EP 1 Empire Australia
White Australia - Published on Mar 14, 2015
 To become a registered political party we need 500 members email
whiteaustraliaparty@gmail.com to apply to join for free. We are the only genuine party
for Australians and we will do whats in our best intrests for us and the next generation.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=duU8gJLRQv8
This video announces the formation of a new political party, the White Australia Party, for the
reinstitution of the White Australia Policy. The video states that the party bans Jews, Arabs,
“queers”, “muds” and other “weird types” from joining.

d) Facebook
Facebook is an online social networking service, created in 2004. Individuals or organisations
can set up a Facebook account, and add comments, images, articles, and links, to their own
pages and to the pages of those they ‘friend’. These can be shared with other Facebook users.
By 2014, 1.23 billion users were active on Facebook every month, either through their
computers or mobile phones. Facebook is a huge global interlinked web. Facebook has a
Community Standards policy, against offensive, hate and other forms of unacceptable speech.
However, Facebook is very permissive when it comes to hate speech and antisemitism.
There are many Australian groups and organisations which are antisemitic, and host Facebook
pages. Other groups may not be antisemitic but nevertheless tolerate antisemitic comments on
their pages. There are also many individuals who post a prolific volume of antisemitic content
on their own Facebook pages and on other Facebook pages. Some of these people illustrate
how just one individual is able to express, promote and spread anti-Jewish views across the
Facebook world. Some individuals will target Jewish or other facebook pages for antisemitic
comment.
The following Facebook posts are posted on the Facebook pages of individuals or of groups or
organisations. The individuals or organisations may or not be antisemitic, but the following
comments are.

Activist News Australia
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Activist-News-Australia/187242746241
Activist News Australia (ANA) claims that “Activist News Australia © since 2012 - We are
an Independent, non for profit network, we cover REAL news, media, discussions and events.”
ANA has a website, video channel and a Facebook page. ANA contains anti-Jewish conspiracy
theories, Holocaust denial, and other anti-Jewish content.
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https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=10152593756301242&id=187242746
241
 Activist News Australia shared a link. December 21, 2014
Anonymous Australia bring to light, the bigotry in Australia and how it was
manufactured to further the Zionist agenda, the perception of war, the profiteering made
from illegal occupations and the justifications for genocide and exploitation.
What your not being told about ISIS, Rupert Murdoch, Syria and Blood Oil!
MUST SEE - Misinforming Australia for Murdoch's Oil (Anonymous)
https://www.facebook.com/activistnewsaustralia/photos/a.10150773296786242.405737.1872
42746241/10152633193036242/?type=1
 Activist News Australia - January 4 at 8:50pm
Australia votes against Palestinian UN resolution on Israel.
Netanyahu thanks the U.S and Australia for voting against Palestinians in UN...


Dylan Asmus Look up the Balfour Declaration its when the German Zionists betrayed
Germany and set Germany up for the Nazi persecution of all Jews



Dave Tuskin Narr fuck Israel and America if the Jews didn't have mossad they would
of been displaced Years ago and the land given back to its rightful inhabits ..typical
fuckin Jew move



Dave Tuskin Hitler didn't do a good enough job

https://www.facebook.com/activistnewsaustralia/posts/10152676494306242
 Activist News Australia - January 19 at 4:52pm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hP4bzXfb6Go
The Truth - Rothschild & the Khazar History - Documentary
The history of the ancient Khazar Empire, a major but almost forgotten power in
Eastern Europe, which in A.D. 740 converted to Judaism. Khazaria, a conglomer...
https://www.facebook.com/activistnewsaustralia/posts/10152706585316242
Activist News Australia added 2 new photos. February 4 2015
 #Holocaust#HistoricalReview
Were there really 6 million Jews killed under the Nazi Regime during and leading up
to world war 2?
#Etymology
Why do Jews have the copyright ©, trademark ®, and Service mark on the word
holocaust? Money!
#Revision
For years, the media have told people around the world that six million Jews were
systematically murdered in German "Concentration Camps" during World War 2. […]
No scientifically valid proofs were ever adduced for the fantastic charge of six million,
repeated and elaborated ad nauseum.
#RedHolocaust
:The Forgotten Red Holocaust: As not to embarrass the Jewish accepted consensus
Unproven number of 6 million Jews killed during world war 2, much of the historical
review of "the red holocaust" has been purposely down-played and forgotten.
Not to mention, that the killing of jews and the killing under the rulling of Jewry truly
exceeds the conjecture that is "6 million jews killed by Nazi regime".
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Ray Dennis 6 million wasn't enough



Stephen Wikblom Who ever says the Holocaust is a greater tradgedy than any other is
not only a racist, but a liar.Any loss of life to violence is a tradgedy and not one loss of
life is more important to the other.Well, some sick perverts would rant bullshit about
chosen people etc.No one is chosen over another and anyone that wishes to say different
needs certification for insanity and race hate.

https://www.facebook.com/activistnewsaustralia/posts/10152728257416242
 Activist News Australia - February 15 at 2:36am
A revision of the facts regarding WW2 and the Jewish Holocaust.
were 6 million jews exterminated by hitler?
https://www.facebook.com/activistnewsaustralia/posts/10152741139241242
 Activist News Australia - February 20 at 4:26pm
The truth about Zionism - Revealed
What is Zionism? A realistic approach, summarized into 10 minutes


Dirk von Borstel And they run the puppets governments of the world.

https://www.facebook.com/activistnewsaustralia/posts/10152800827976242
 Activist News Australia - March 19 at 3:56pm
The greatest lie ever told - The Holocaust - 2015 Documentary HD
Full length Holocaust Documentary - Did Hitler systematically murder 6 million Jews?
we will be putting some of the mainstream theories under the scope, fur ...

Aussies Against the Australian Defence League V (AAADLV)
https://www.facebook.com/AAADLV/
https://www.facebook.com/AAADLV/posts/323044001234033 - December 8
 Nasser Ibn Ahmad And a jew flag
https://www.facebook.com/AAADLV/photos/a.240711596133941.1073741831.1490163453
03467/356906701181096/?type=1&theater
 Musa Reynolds Lol... Sad thing is this David person doesn't realise that the Jews and
the Zionists control the world and most of the worlds money
https://www.facebook.com/AAADLV/posts/357119484493151 21 March 2015
 Russell Timms Already IS kosher.... and that shit, does fund terrorism and more..


Russell Timms no I definety mean 'Kosher' funds terrorism.... but then... I also believe
the war on terror will have started when we start putting restrictions on what Israhell
blatantly get away with, or start bombing them.....

https://www.facebook.com/AAADLV/photos/a.149192515285850.1073741828.1490163453
03467/391242294414203/?type=1&theater 30 May 2015
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Michael Di Nuzzo A jewish state was in the works way before 1947. I don't think hitler
was a great anything but it is viable that he was a great puppet to people that had lots to
gain. You have a look into who financed a lot of Germanys war machine and it leads
back to a lot of American companys that had Rothschild and zionist links. Again hitler
was a psychopath but the idea that he was unknowingly manipulated is not so
unbelievable to me. This is a strange post for this page



Sahin Kacar I believe hitler wiped out the jews that did not believe in one zionist jewish
state

Patriots Defence League Australia - Front Line
https://www.facebook.com/PDLABrisbaneChapter
https://www.facebook.com/PDLABrisbaneChapter/photos/a.791214857588406.1073741829.
791070024269556/856839397692618/?type=1
Patriots Defence League Australia - Front Line. - January 28
 Here's a few quotes from the Talmud, Jews would rather you not know about. #6,
Yebhamoth 11b: "Sexual intercourse with a little girl is permitted if she is three years
of age." […]
https://m.facebook.com/PDLABrisbaneChapter/photos/a.791214857588406.1073741829.791
070024269556/878835745492983/
Patriots Defence League Australia - Front Line.




Patriots Defence League Australia - Front Line.
http://crushzion.k0nsl.org/jews-we-are-a-race-of-baby-raping…/
March 19 at 9:10am



Steve Evo Its good to c some people haven't forgotten were the problem started I have
noticed a lot of pro Jew crap jumping on the we hate Muslim band wagon cheers
January 28 at 2:02pm



Steve Evo Prob is people are falling for there Jew shit I got asked to vote for an political
party that will only recognize Israel as a free and democratic nation in the middle east,
I explained that it all starts with the Jews they are as racist and intolerant as the Muslims
and neither will assimilate any how they didn't get my point as it pushed anti Islam
idiots.
January 28 at 2:11pm

https://www.facebook.com/PDLABrisbaneChapter/posts/861369637239594
Patriots Defence League Australia - Front Line. - February 8
 More from the paedophilic cult known as Judaism. […]
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https://www.facebook.com/PDLABrisbaneChapter/posts/862209820488909
Patriots Defence League Australia - Front Line. - February 9
 MELBOURNE JEWISH COMMUNITY COVERING UP PEDOPHILIA.
Yebhamoth 11b: "Sexual intercourse with a little girl is permitted if she is three years
of age."
https://www.facebook.com/PDLABrisbaneChapter/photos/a.791214857588406.1073741829.
791070024269556/869462453096979/?type=1
Patriots Defence League Australia - Front Line. - February 24
 Most here are already well aware of the behind the scenes modus operandi of
Facebook. The truth is simple - our Zionist controlled media is designed to promote
racism against Whites.
https://www.facebook.com/PDLABrisbaneChapter/posts/878813338828557
Patriots Defence League Australia - Front Line. - March 18 at 7:03am
 Rabbi wants leniency for Jewish paedophiles.The below video is a follow up on our
article posted February 9, MELBOURNE JEWISH COMMUNITY COVERING UP
PAEDOPHILIA. Arabs, Jews; paedophilia is normal, acceptable cultural practice to
middle easterners https://www.facebook.com/PDLABrisbaneChapter/posts/881380331905191
Patriots Defence League Australia - Front Line. - March 22 at 12:51pm
 Jews are 0.3% of Australia’s Population, But 80% of Australia’s Richest Families
http://www.dailystormer.com/jews-are-0-3-of-australias-pop…/


Phill Francis Hence the statement "Fuckn Jew Cunt" lol

https://www.facebook.com/PDLABrisbaneChapter/photos/a.791214857588406.1073741829.
791070024269556/890754440967780/?type=1&theater
Patriots Defence League Australia - Front Line. - April 10 at 1:40am
 Let's not forget to boycott Kosher products also, as it's well known fact that this
extortionist tax funds Judaic ritual paedpohilia!
https://www.facebook.com/PDLABrisbaneChapter/posts/891400980903126
Patriots Defence League Australia - Front Line. - April 11 at 1:25pm
 Kosher dishwashing detergent, Kosher aluminium foil... Seriously who eats this
stuff? What's worse is this extortionist Rabbinical tax of the Jews is hitting you straight
in the pocket everytime you go grocery shopping. […] So many people just fail to grasp
the extent of jewish control in our daily lives. Quite a few people are aware of most of
what the jews are up to in our world but these people think that as long as jewish
malfeasance doesn’t affect them personally...
SUBVERTEDNATION.NET

Rescue Bondi
On the Facebook page “Rescue Bondi”, which opposes the construction of apartments and a
Jewish community centre in Bondi, Sydney, the following comment was posted on 2 November
2014, but was deleted within 24 hours.


Ciode Red Fucking Jews!
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20th Century Truth – Nina Jones
https://facebook.com/groups/1630826510489256
This a Holocaust-denying and Hitler supporting Facebook group. One of the main posters in
this group is Nina Jones.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1630826510489256/permalink/1630886693816571/
 Nina Jones - July 21
"We Jews, we, the destroyers, will remain destroyers forever. Nothing that you will do
will meet our needs and demands. We will forever destroy because we need a world of
our own." ~ Maurice Samuel 'You Gentiles', P. l55 Harcourt, Brace. 1924
"You have not begun to appreciate the depth of our guilt. We are intruders. We are
subverters. We have taken your natural world, your ideals, your destiny, and played
havoc with them. We have been at the bottom of not merely the latest...


Justan Ozzie and the most cowardly! slimey snakes hiding there filthy ways of theft
under cloaks of so called persecuted and down trodden events in History! now
unravelling at a rapid rate and being judged accordingly! There reign of crap is
beginning to end! August 26 at 1:09pm



John Bebek It took Jewry hardly seventy years to acquire and control the major part of
American business and financial life.The destitute little Jew who fled from Russian
pogroms basked in the sunny side of life in the U.S.A., enjoying civic rights and many
privileges.During Roosevelt's Presidency, he occupied key positions in political life.He
became the owner of an earthly paradise, of much of the riches and wealth of Miami,
Florida and California.For him, the promised land was not Palestine but the United
States of America.Palestine, or Israel as it is called today, was re-established for the
sole purpose of receiving those undesirable types of destitute and cadging Jews who
scare New York millionaires, because they carry with them everywhere the germs of
"anti-semitism".During Roosevelt's administration America became the land of the
Jews........The World Conquerors. August 26 at 5:47pm



Nina Jones It not only gave undesirables a place to go, it created an impunitive state
where they would be immune from nations laws and consequences, answering to no
one. and they insured they signed no pact or treaty that would make them subject to
compromise or reason... truly a rogue state with duel citizens internationally
abound.Exodus 23:32Make no treaties with them or their gods. August 26 at 5:57pm

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1630826510489256/permalink/1634894670082440/
 Nina Jones - August 4
THE JEWISH PLAN FOR WWII AND FOR THE MASS DEATH OF JEWS, FOR
ALL THE BENEFITS IT WOULD BRING INTERNATIONAL JEWRY. […] “He
said that the Jews must pretend to become Christians and bide their time and make real
sacrifices if necessary.We have always been ready to sacrifice a few thousand Jews in
exchange for world leadership. This was the plan of the Jews who instigated WW II.
Some Jews were sacrificed so that the "persecution" propaganda could continue. It is a
small price and there is nothing wrong with that." He later continued;"You know we
laugh about the, six million story just like the story that Christ was a Jew and the God's
Chosen People story." […]
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1630826510489256/permalink/1635509246687649/
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Daniel Nguyen ...but then the Jews began fucking things up (just as they are in many
other parts of the globe). And don't bloody tell me there's such a thing as a good Jew
August 6 at 3:30am

Nina Jones
https://www.facebook.com/nina.jones11
Nina Jones posts a large amount of Holocaust denial material.
https://www.facebook.com/nina.jones11/posts/510556755757989
 Nina Jones shared a link. August 18 at 5:28am
The Morgenthau Plan (AKA The Jewish plan to rid the world of Germans.) I take this
somewhat personally since if this Evil JEWISH plan had been implimented I would
NOT be typing this! The Morgenthau Plan, proposed by United States Secretary of the
Treasury Henry (The Jew) Morgenthau, Jr., advocated that the Allied occupation of
Germany following World War II include measures to eliminate Germany's ability to
wage war. (AKA Genocide)
https://www.facebook.com/nina.jones11/posts/517227375090927
 Nina Jones shared her post. September 5 at 4:24am
Nina Jones to 20th Century Truth
INTERNATIONAL JEWRY DECLARED WAR ON GERMANY WELL BEFORE
1939.[…] Jewish puppets, such as the then Prime Minister of the United Kingdom
Winston Churchill, publicly declared that they would force the war upon Germany no
matter how hard she strives for peace. Adolf Hitler was negotiating with Poland to give
Germany a one mile access to East Prussia (a German Province) it once had and offered
generous chunks of land and commercial privileges in return. But in 1939, under
pressure from international Jewry, Poland broke off all negotiations and started to
increase its massacre of Germans. […]

“Jewish Ritual Murder”
Nina Jones on 20th Century Truth – August 6 2015
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On MAINSTREAM non-ANTISEMITIC Pages:
Facebook pages that belong to mainstream individuals and groups, who are not antisemitic,
often have antisemitic comments posted on their pages. This includes the pages of official
Jewish organisations or Jewish Facebook groups, mainstream media like The Australian, and
even the Prime Minister’s official Facebook page. Some of these pages and comments are
reproduced below.
On Tony Abbott’s Facebook page
The Facebook page of Tony Abbott, the Prime Minister (at the time), had antisemitic comments
posted on it.
https://www.facebook.com/TonyAbbottMP/posts/10153675913438646
 Tony Abbott — in Darwin, Northern Territory. - July 12 at 8:19pm
It was an honour to be in Darwin today [...]


Michael Mazur David [...], as Islam is such a threat, why do Jews have zero to say about
Pakistan's 100 nukes, but give forth with daily thunderous denunciations of Iran's
potential for making a nuke, or even several, when at the moment they don't have any
nukes ? As I know you won't deign to answer me, I'll supply the answer; Israel has
between 300 and 800 nukes, and wants the opportunity of erasing Iran using between
20 to 30 nukes, with no risk of even one Iranian nuke being dropped on Israel. It's not
that Iran would initiate a war against Israel - they haven't in 200yrs against anyone, it's
just that Israel wants to mass murder whomever it wants, wherever they may be, with
zero risk to itself, for Jews have always been murderers, much more than most any other
group. July 13 at 7:24pm



Imraan Dean David [...] is just another Zionist scum bag. Enjoy your mountain of gold
you bitter old fool. July 12 at 9:15pm



Michael Mazur Rabbi Shalom Lewis of Georgia called for a global genocide against
Muslims - presstv October 2014. Hitler never even called for a local, let alone a global
genocide against Jews. Furthermore, there were 3,500,000 Jews in all of Europe in
1934, so from where did the remaining 2,500,000 come from, if anyone even believes
the story, for in 1947 there were 15,690,000 Jews worldwide, whereas in 1939 there
were 15,600,000 worldwide ? July 13 at 10:17am



Albert Murray

July 14 at 9:51pm
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On Jewish Facebook pages
The ECAJ homepage has been targeted with antisemitic comments on posts. For example:
https://www.facebook.com/ECAJewry/posts/852387708152872 - 10 February 2015


Jeff Laurie I'm happy to debate facts if you have any...so far it's all hearsay with no
evidence. Or twisted evidence like the doctored photographs and the Hollywood
produced visions of starving allied prisoners depicted as Jews suffering.
Happy to debate the Jew Bolsheviks and the 60 million dead Christians if you're up for
it too. And Ukraine today? Jewish billionaires, politicians and their USA friends started
this coup.



Jeff LaurieYou know, I was reading the guest list of the Aus Jew association and while
I see bob Carr is strangely absent from the invitations list, I notice that the treasurer
went along and explained the budget (no doubt for approval?) to the Jew lobby
BEFORE it was explained to the Australian public Who runs this country ?
Australians or the Jew lobby?



Jeff Laurie How is it that the Jewish lobby managed to get this banned when in fact it
is an accurate description of how Zionist Israelis view the death of goy & they did in
fact take entire families and picnics along to watch the bloodshed

https://www.facebook.com/ECAJewry/posts/860761190648857 - 27 February 2015
 Marquis Detroit A third Jewish political activist, Actively promoting the destruction of
traditional European culture, Is this a pattern?
Norway is TOO WHITE… According to the President of the Jewish Community in...
February 27 at 12:02pm


Marquis Detroit Europe thrown into chaos, and now we are asked to pity " The poor
Jews". How is that ? Any takers?
February 27 at 12:04pm



Semra Aust well all i can say is seen through the lies now world no longer belive jews
are victims infact they now belive its was all 1 big fat plan of the zionest its out and
world is awere even that zionest jews may controll most of the well to people […]
March 1 at 9:22am

“Marquis Detroit” is a pseudonym, and keeps changing his/her Facebook name. As at October
2015, it is now Mark Sisto
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An antisemitic post was left on the Facebook page of a Jewish organisation in Melbourne, on
19 April 2015, that stated:
 "Zionist pigs u people are garbage of this world. Hitler did a great job but he left few
pigs alive to let the world know why he fuckd u pigrg Leave palastine otherwise
PAkistan will finish the u pigs"
On around 11 January 2015 on the Facebook page of the “Australian Jewish Communal
Lobby” (which is not an official Jewish communal organisation), the following comments were
posted:
 Jason Pitura This is fukn australia u cunts fuk of out of ere u fukn dogs


Jason Pitura Fuk of ya jew cunts

https://www.facebook.com/100004368075696/activity/456115034544095


Linda Eid reviewed Australian Jewish Communal Lobby - April 6 at 10:34pm
What jewish rubbish! No wonder your people have been hated for centuries...

On The Australian Facebook page
The Australian ran a story about a survivor of Nazi torture on its Facebook page on 23 April
2015. This elicited many antisemitic comments especially from Fiona O’Sullivan, Noah
Marsters, and others. O’Sullivan cites on her Facebook page that she is an employee of the
Commonwealth Bank. Moderators at The Australian Facebook page deleted almost all
antisemitic comments by midnight of that day, 23 April.
https://www.facebook.com/theaustralian/posts/10150520331864978
The Australian - April 23
A victim of cruel medical experiments at Auschwitz has told a German court her amazing story
of survival.


Fiona O'Sullivan Cry me a river Jew boy. So over you lot milking that 'victim' card and
acting as if you're the only people on the planet who've ever suffered. What about those
who suffered at the hands of the Jews? Now proceed to call me an "Anti Semite" like
you Hasbara twats usually do when you can't handle hearing the truth.



Fiona O'Sullivan Oh look, A goyim here to defend "God's chosen people". That's so
cute.



Fiona O'Sullivan How's it going in Tel Aviv, Bolshevik scum?



Fiona O'Sullivan How am I an "Anti Semite?" Last time I checked, Semites are an Afro
Asiatic peoples consisting of Arabs, Hebrews, Babylonians, Akkadians, Arameans,
Phoenicians, and Ethiopic peoples. It's not a term exclusive to a bunch of Khazarian
mongloids who converted to Judaism sometime in the 7th century.



Fiona O'Sullivan Why don't you get a real job, instead of relying on holocaust
compensation from Germany, France and the U.S, you bloody leech?
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Fiona O'Sullivan I wonder, was it also "God's will" when "the chosen ones" were kicked
out of over 100 countries throughout history?



Fiona O'Sullivan Those poor Jews. They "suffer" from "Anti Semitism" everyday...



Fiona O'Sullivan Such an "oppressed" people.



Fiona O'Sullivan Look at the Hasbara swines attacking like a pack of hungry vultures.
Always playing that victim card. Cry me a river.



Fiona O'Sullivan Jealous of the Jews because they are "successful", don't make me
laugh. The Jews are the world's biggest welfare receipants, who rely on Holocaust
compensation and foreign aid from the West. If only you knew how many atrocities on
this Earth they are responsible for. I also find it hilarious you're defending them and
you're a "Christian". Wanna know how the Jews view all non Jews especially
Christians? Let's take a look at the Talmud (one of the Holiest books in Judaism) shall
we?
The Verses of the Talmud can be classified into 3 categories:
1) Jewish Supremacy.
2) Hatred Towards The “Goys” (NON JEWS/GENTILES)
3) Blasphemies Against Jesus Christ, The Virgin Mary, & All Christians.
[...] But do keep defending the "Superior Chosen people", whilst they laugh at what a
pathetic "goyim" you are and mock your saviour Jesus.



Noah Marsters You can always spot out the Zionist scums on every thread. Always
playing the victim. *YAWNS*



Noah Marsters Remember when you Jews stole Anthrax from a U.S army lab and
distributed it through their mail system, in another attempt to blame the Arabs?



Lee-Anne Kelly Blah blah sick and tired of the moaning. Nobody else except the Jews
suffered in WW2. Millions worldwide died. Move on victim card expired



Rob Pichl The victim card has been over played.

HSC Discussion
https://www.facebook.com/groups/hsc.discussion/
On a Facebook page called “HSC Discussion” for high school students doing their Higher
School Certificate in NSW, there were several threads with Hitler related images and
antisemitic comments. One thread, on 3 August 2015, had dozens of antisemitic comments.
This thread was later deleted, as of October 2015. Other threads had only a few or no comments.
Images were commonly used, with mainly Hitler or Holocaust themes. Images have been
removed from the comments and placed into the table underneath, for easier viewing. Names
of posters have been removed to protect those aged under 18.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/hsc.discussion/permalink/941576805898671/
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Anyone read the sequel to Anne Franks diary?'Anne Frank goes to camp'



I did but it was practically holo



Schindler's Lust I hear is also a good remake

https://www.facebook.com/groups/hsc.discussion/permalink/941679449221740/


but what if Hitler's parents used a condom?



there will be a lot more jews



with no israel

https://www.facebook.com/groups/hsc.discussion/permalink/941582369231448/


WHATS HITLERS FAVOURITE DRINK? ..... ORANGE JEWS, 100% concentrated



What do you call a flying Jew? Smoke



if you can't take the heat then get out of the oven.



Y'all need to cool down, go have a shower



What did Jews hate most about the holocaust? The cost



How do you get a Jewish girls number? Roll up her sleeve



How do you pick up a Jewish girl? With a dustpan



What's the difference between Hitler and Michael Phelps? Michael Phelps could finish
a race...



how do you start a Jewish marathon? roll 5 cents down a hill



Thanks Jye, me and my bogan mates always pay out them silly jews

August 3 at 9:56pm
August 3 at 10:01pm
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August 3 at 10:04pm

e) Twitter
Twitter is a relatively new online social medium, having been created in 2006. Twitter allows
for short quick exchanges of a maximum of 140 characters per message, called “tweets”. The
hashtag (#) allows people to create and/or follow numerous topics. Over the last couple of
years, Twitter has grown exponentially. By 2012, there were over 100 million users posting
340 million tweets per day. During the period in review, Twitter was not specifically
monitored, although several Tweets were reported, some of these being of great concern,
including the following tweets.

James Howarth: against Josh Frydenberg MP
https://twitter.com/JamesRHowarth
A series of antisemitic tweets directed at Josh Frydenberg, Federal Assistant Treasurer, who is
Jewish, were made by James Howarth, a Brisbane-based financial planner, principal of
Retirement Wealth Advisers, on 27-28 June 2015. Howarth opposed government moves to cut
upfront commissions for financial planners from 120% to 60%. These tweets included the
following:


“Get your Josh Frydenberg ‘Central Planning Jew’ punching bag AB. I ordered 5000
in on the next Cargo flight out of ShenZhen.”



“Slap stick comedy Jew Frydenberg stars in Deregulating Regulator Regulating”



“The F— Frydenberg’ movement is picking up steam. Free Markets or Central Planning
Jews.”



“What a cock sucker. First course of action was to regulate insurance salaries. Tinkering
Jew”



asked Frydenberg if he was “afraid for Australia to know he’d a Jew”

On 2 March 2015, following a fire at a business, Howarth tweeted “Jewish stocktake?” This
derogatory and stereotypical term is used expresses the idea that a business has been destroyed
on purpose by its owner to claim the insurance.

Jarryd Hayne
https://twitter.com/jarrydhayne_1
Jarryd Hayne is a prominent Australian footballer, and a Christian. This year, he was trying out
for the NFL in America with the San Francisco 49ers. His twitter account has 120,000
followers. In July 2015 Hayne tweeted:
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"Jesus wanted to help people but was killed by his own people."



"The Jews were the people who took him to the Romans n forced them to give the order
because they couldn't."

https://twitter.com/jarrydhayne_1/status/616229371133607937
https://twitter.com/jarrydhayne_1/status/616358364096782336

Marilyn Shepherd
An anti-racist tweet by Tim Soutphommasane, the Australian Human Rights anti-racism
Commissioner, about the antisemitic speech by a leading sheikh of Hizb ut-Tahrir in July 2014,
led to twitter comments on Israel and the Holocaust.
https://twitter.com/timsout/status/570484698771623936
Tim Soutphommasane @timsout
Racial hatred has no place in our society. It is deeply disturbing to see extremists spreading
their messages of hate http://www.smh.com.au/national/controversial-islamic-group-hitzbuttahrir-accused-of-inciting-hatred-against-jews-20150225-13odro.html …
11:25 PM - 24 Feb 2015


Marilyn Shepherd @MarilynShephe15 Feb 24
So how many Israeli presidents are in jail for corruption then? Honestly the precious
b/s over Jews drives me nuts.



Marilyn Shepherd @MarilynShephe15 Feb 24
FFS, 110 million bloody pple died in 2 WW's, why are only Jews to be remembered.
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5.

CHRISTIAN

Christianity has a long history of antagonism and hatred towards Jews and Judaism. On the
positive side, some churches have moderated these positions, some have sought reconciliation
with Jews and respect for Judaism, and some are very supportive of the Jewish people and
Zionism. However, on the negative side, some churches maintain hostility towards Jews and
Judaism, whilst others have transformed their supersessionism and ‘liberation theology’ into
hostility and active opposition to the Jewish state.
In general, Australia has not had the overt and vile antisemitic expression from mainstream
Christians that has been seen in Europe and the Americas. There were no known incidents of
overt antisemitic rhetoric or activity from within the mainstream Christian communities in
Australia during the period in review. However, the following items provide a snapshot of
antisemitism or antisemitic rhetoric or incidents across the broad range of Christianity within
Australia.

Father Dave Smith - Holy Trinity Anglican Church
Father Dave Smith is the minister at the Holy Trinity Anglican Church in Dulwich Hill,
Sydney. He is politically vocal and active in the anti-Israel movement, and is involved with
Islamic groups, especially Shia, and also Left-wing groups. Father Dave Smith has several
websites, some of which have links to other websites which feature overtly antisemitic
content. He also has a couple of Facebook pages. Although his expressions are not overtly
antisemitic, many of Smith’s writings allude to hostility towards Jews.
For example, in June 2015, Smith posted an antisemitic image. This image is of a black figure
identifiable as a Jew by his hat and equates the Jewish Star of David with both the Nazi swastika
and the Communist hammer and sickle. The intended message is that Jews are responsible for
the crimes of Nazism and Communism, a standard antisemitic trope about ‘Jewish power’ and
an imaginary Jewish conspiracy to dominate the world. The image shows the Jewish character
pushing aside a Muslim and a Christian who are trying to be, or are, friends, again appealing
to the same trope to blame Jews for various conflicts between Muslims and Christians. This
was posted on two of Smith’s Facebook pages.

Posted at https://www.facebook.com/fatherdavesmith/posts/10152819786132493 and at
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https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=831562346898732&id=38634099808
7538

Smith obtained this image from a tweet by a Greg Burton, who in response to the above image,
wrote in a tweet (30 June 2015):


The Nazi, Bolshevik, Zionist connection.

Posted at https://twitter.com/WG_Burton/status/615338113133604865
On Father Dave Smith’s Facebook page, Rev. David B. Smith, under a post linking to the SMH
article “Syria strikes: Top expert questions Tony Abbott's motivation for air strikes in Syria”,
the following comment was posted:


John Hannah Australia attacking Syria for the Zionist cabal, obviously puts us at risk
from response attacks on our home soil, and from people who are not our enemies..
And as tyranical oppressors, we all end up living like Israel.
August 31 at 9:43am

https://www.facebook.com/fatherdavesmith/posts/10152941918107493
In an article by Father Dave Smith, titled Beyond Tribalism – Christians and Muslims are
sisters and brothers (10 October 2014) Smith makes the following demonstrably inaccurate
slur, which completely overlooks the powerful, universal ethical messages of Judaism which
are also shared by Christianity:


The religion of the Jews, then as now, was very tribal. There was a very strong sense
of us and them…
http://christiansandmuslims.com/articles-christians-muslims/beyond-tribalismchristians-and-muslims-are-sisters-and-brothers/
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In an article by Father Dave Smith, titled “Christians around the world take a stand for
Palestine!”(11 August 2015), in reference to Pope Francis, Smith publishes a further antiJewish slur:


Apparently the Sanhedrin is going to put him on trial unless he renounces his apostasy!
Yes, you heard right – the Sanhedrin (or at least some self-appointed group calling
themselves the Sanhedrin). Surely it would only be self-defeating for any such body to
try to do to such a church leader what was done to her founder!
http://israelandpalestine.org/christians-around-the-world-take-a-stand-for-palestine/

In fact no Sanhedrin has been convened (or can be convened under Jewish law) since the
destruction of the Jewish Temple in Jerusalem in 70CE.

Anglican Parish of Gosford
Father Rod Bower, of the Anglican Parish of Gosford, maintains a billboard outside the
Gosford Anglican Church, north of Sydney. The billboard often has a comment on a current
issue. The Parish also maintains a Facebook page, Anglican Parish of Gosford, often with a
photo of the latest comment on the billboard. The comment is usually unobjectionable but the
same cannot be said of the posts it attracts. An example follows:
“We join our hearts to our Muslims sisters and brothers”
In response to a post by the Anglican Parish of Gosford of the photo of a billboard comment
of “We join our hearts to our Muslims sisters and brothers” on 6 November 2014, was the
following comment and image:


Chris Han One picture can tell a thousand words

Like · 13 · November 7 at 9:09am
https://www.facebook.com/anggos/photos/a.120959381268037.12242.115067218523920/84
3429962354305/?type=1
Father John Pearce - St Brigid’s Catholic Church
Father John Pearce, of St Brigid’s Catholic Church in Marrickville, Sydney, in a sermon on 26
April 2015 stated from his pulpit decrying the use of violence in the name of religion:


"whether it be ISIS or the atrocities the Jews are committing in Palestine"
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Bible Believers
Christian Identity churches, unlike almost all other denominations of Christianity, place the
concepts of race and racial purity high on their priorities. They are expressly anti-Jewish from
a medieval Christian theological perspective. There are several Identity type churches. The one
with the most prolific and popular website is Bible Believers.
Bible Believers is led by Anthony Grigor-Scott, based in rural NSW. In 2007, the Federal Court
upheld a complaint of racial vilification under Part IIA of the Racial Discrimination Act that
had been brought against Grigor-Scott by Jeremy Jones, the then President of the Executive
Council of Australian Jewry: Jeremy Jones v The Bible Believers* Church [2006] FCA 123
(21 February 2006). In 2008, the Court’s decision was overturned on appeal on procedural
grounds, including the ground that Grigor-Scott had not been properly joined as a party to the
original proceedings: Grigor-Scott v Jones [2008] FCAFC 14 (28 February 2008)
The Bible Believers website publishes numerous articles which are reproduced on, and/or
originate from, other rightwing, antisemitic, or overtly racist websites. Bible Believers
promotes the idea of a Jewish conspiracy to control the world and the theory that communism
is a Jewish conspiracy. It also promotes Holocaust denial. Some extracts from a few Bible
Believers’ ‘Newsletters’ follow.
Bible Believers’ Newsletter 862
 They hate Our Freedoms [November 2014]
The vast majority of so-called 'Jews," far from being God's chosen people, are
genetically more closely related to the Hun tribes than to the seed of Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob. Instead of being Israelites, Jews from Eastern Europe and Western Asia have
descended from Mongolian and other Asiatic people who had adopted Judaism as their
"religion." But the invasion of which we speak will not take place until after Rome
breaks her covenant with the Edomite and Khazar self-styled Jews who will then
declare allegiance to their tribal kinsmen in Judaeo-Communist Russia which they
conquered in 1917 after 1,000 years of warfare. From Russia they will blast Vatican
City State and the United States of America from the face of the earth. […]
The long-term plan of Judaeo-Catholicism is to ally or convert Islamists through fear
of Judaeo-Communism and the fraud of our Lady of Fatima, while 'the City' plans to
neuter and as far as possible exterminate political Islam along with political Zionism in
World War III. And whereas Judaeo-Communism is irreconcilable with either JudaeoRoman Catholicism or Islam, and enmity with the Vatican, it is a creation of
Rothschilds who bear the title, "Guardians of the Vatican Treasury".
http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/nl862.htm
Bible Believers’ Newsletter 878
 You should be concerned about Your Hopeless Future [February 2015]
3. Ignorance of Jewish influence. The first two categories of concern, as well as
practically all those that follow, are a result of the multifaceted Jewish takeover of all
the disparate realms of society, from entertainment to medicine, from the law to
religion. The melting down of the educational system into training for slaves and the
knee-jerk ecumenism of the emerging one world religion are all strategies created by
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Jews to standardize humanity into one subclass of worker bees, controlled by an elite
class of Jews that cares only for the profit it can derive from the control of everyone
else.
The domination of the US government by Jews has been the downfall of the whole
world, as it has been the formula for wrecking each individual country and subsuming
them into a slave relationship with world banking scams and the coercive corruption
that goes with it.
Jewish dominance in media and education has created a world population that thinks
like Jews, looks for other people to exploit, and has completely forgotten the ancient
principles of neighborliness and compassion that bring out the best in human
interactions. More importantly than that, decent people not pressured by the Jewish
philosophy of ripping people off produce healthy and compassionate children who seek
justice and truthfulness in every act of their lives. Instead we now have addled sex and
drug addicts occupying powerful offices who are totally controlled by the rich psychos
who made them famous and dictate their every move.
This trend of ruthless Jewish influence has made honesty obsolete and cynical
manipulation of language and deceptions of intent have become the desired traits of a
totally untrustworthy populace.
The fact that each one of the major political parties in the United States is totally
dominated by Jewish advisers guarantees that Americans will never again know true
freedom until these parasitic and conscienceless psychopaths are banished from
participating in the American political process.
From music dominated by African rhythms that foment social discord to cosmology
with its false concepts that channel exploration into senseless formulas for social
miseducation, the Jews have polluted all areas of human endeavor on their insane
mission to either control or destroy every living organism on this planet.
The Jewish nation of Israel poses as America's best ally in the Middle East, but it is
really a succubus draining the life out of a formerly vibrant country that has turned
everyone who endorses its scurrilous and demonic tenets into untrustworthy scumbags.
http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/nl878.htm
Bible Believers’ Newsletter 888
 Jewish Young Turks and the Armenian Genocide
April 24, 2015 — In June 2015 Armenians worldwide plan to commemorate the
centennial of Metz Yeghern, the Armenian Holocaust. Banking is the forte of the Jewish
House of Rothschild; raw materials—especially oil—are money in the bank. The Young
Turk movement or Committee of Union and Progress arose out of the Rothschilds' oil
interests in the Black Sea area of the Ottoman Empire in the late 1800s. 'Creating
stability' in an incendiary realm was necessary for Rothschilds' new Baku Oil enterprise.
The instability of the Armenian Christians' financial and intellectual prominence in the
area was 'bad for business.' Thus hand-picked Jews of Salonika and foreign agitators
like Russian Zionist, Vladimir Jabotinksy, the editor of The Young Turk newspaper,
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were just what Rothschilds needed for ridding the source of that 'instability,' the
Armenian Christians.
Now, the Zionist Young Turks, who sought the breakup of the Ottoman Empire in order
to obtain Palestine—and the House of Rothschild who needed a Jewish-controlled
Turkey and hegemony over the entire Middle East could work together. This meant
funding for the Jewish Young Turks and revolutionary subversives for the Rothschilds.
The Young Turk movement was created and controlled by Donmeh, these crypto-Jews
who converted to Islam in order to hide their Jewish identity were also followers of
Sabbatai Zevi, perhaps the most prominent of many self-proclaimed Jewish Messiahs;
he had also converted to Islam.
The international Jewish elite provoked the First World War in order to achieve several
goals that included the revolutions in Russia and Germany and the destruction of the
Ottoman Empire. In 1917, Great Britain signed the Balfour Declaration, the promise
for the creation of a Jewish state in Palestine. British troops would gain control over
Palestine and prepare it for the creation of a Jewish state in Palestine. Crypto-Jew
Mustafa Kemal Ataturk created a Turkish Republic in order to destroy the Ottoman
Empire completely. The Jewish revolutionist Alexander Parvus who was the financial
adviser of the Young Turks and the Jewish Bolsheviks supplied Ataturk with 10 million
gold roubles, 45,000 rifles, and 300 machine guns with ammunition. In 1915 the Young
Turks committed genocide against the Armenians, and also the Greeks and Assyrians.
The main reason for the Jewish genocide of the Armenians is that these non-Semitic,
anti-Semitic self-styled Jews believed that the Armenians are Amalekites, the arch
enemies of the Israelites. Jews also believe they are the descendants of the ancient
Israelites. The Turkish government is Jew-ruled to this day and Jewish groups such as
the ADL deny the Armenian genocide, because it was perpetrated by Jews, including
Mustafa Kemal Ataturk …Full story: realjewnews.com
http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/nl888.htm
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6.

MUSLIM

The Muslim communities within Australia are religiously, ethnically, and politically diverse.
There are many excellent and successful interfaith programs and forms of dialogue between
Muslims and Jews which seek to break down barriers and create better mutual understanding.
However, there are individuals and groups who identify as Muslims and who in the name of
Islam express and promote anti-Jewish views, either from a religious or political perspective,
or a confused amalgam of both. Some examples of this follow.

Sheikh al-Wahwah
Sheikh Ismail al-Wahwah, spokesperson for Hizb ut-Tahrir Australia, has given public
speeches vilifying Jews and inciting violence against Jews.
The first such speech was recorded at an anti-Israel protest in July 2014 in Sydney. A transcript
of this speech appeared in the ECAJ’s Annual Antisemitism Report for 2014, at page 123. The
video and transcript can be viewed at:
“Australian Islamist Leaders Incite to Jihad to Expel Jews from Palestine - July 25, 2014”
Video: http://www.memritv.org/clip/en/4403.htm
Transcript: http://www.memritv.org/clip_transcript/en/4403.htm
In the speech, al-Wahwah stated: “The Jews… are the slayers of the prophets… Where the
Jews thrive, corruption abounds. […] The entire world suffers from the children of Israel
today." Al-Wahwah claimed that the Jews are a “hidden evil” from which the world must be
freed, adding “This mission will be accomplished by none but you, O Muslims … The ember
of jihad against the Jews will continue to burn.”
On 9 March 2015, Vic Alhadeff, CEO of the NSW Jewish Board of Deputies (JBD), submitted
a complaint about the speech to the NSW Anti-Discrimination Board (ADB), requesting that
al-Wahwah be prosecuted under Section 20D of the NSW Anti-Discrimination Act. The ADB
investigated the complaint and promptly referred the matter to the Director of Public
Prosecutions (DPP) with a recommendation that the DPP consider prosecuting al-Wahwah
under section 20D for having incited hatred against Jews by means which included threats of
physical harm.
Section 20D of the Anti-Discrimination Act is headed “Offence of serious racial vilification”.
It provides:
“A person shall not, by a public act, incite hatred towards, serious contempt for, or severe
ridicule of, a person or group of persons on the ground of the race of the person or members
of the group, by means which include…threatening physical harm towards, or towards any
property of, the person or group of persons…”
It is to be noted that since the enactment of section 20D in 1989, twelve matters (including the
al-Wahwah incident) have been referred to the DPP for possible prosecution under that section,
but no prosecutions have eventuated.
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In response to the JBD submission, Hizb ut-Tahrir issued a media release (10 March 2015).
Extracts include:


“apologists for Jewish criminality in Palestine have sought to silence criticism of the
actions of the Jewish entity by playing the victim card. […] the victims of Jewish
barbarity in Palestine […] oppose the criminality of Jewish occupation in Palestine.
[…] Vic Alhadeff […] appears he is now unashamedly seeking to extract his vengeance
upon the Muslim community by falsely exploiting the words of Hizb ut-Tahrir. […]
shine the spotlight on Jewish atrocities in Palestine”
http://www.hizb-australia.org/media-centre/press-releases/item/1494-vic-aldaheffand-the-charge-of-anti-semitism

Another YouTube video of a speech by al-Wahwah subsequently came to light. In this speech,
al-Wahwah also vilified Jews and called for their destruction. Hizb ut-Tahrir claims that this
speech too was made on 25 July 2014 at Lakemba, but a video of it was not posted online until
3 March 2015. This speech was added to the complaint of the NSW Jewish Board of Deputies
to the NSW Anti-Discrimination Board. Extracts from al-Wahwah’s speech follow:


Australian Islamist Leader Ismail Al-Wahwah Incites to Wage Jihad against
Jews: "They Are the Most Evil Creatures of Allah"
“Allah said [in the Quran]: "Fight them until there is no fitna ['strife'], and religion
belongs to Allah alone." Refraining from fighting and from waging Jihad against the
Jews constitutes fitna. This fitna is worse than killing, because it means that the
Israelites will rule the Muslims until Judgment Day.
Recognizing the Jews and giving them even a single inch of Palestine constitutes the
epitome of evil, because this will strengthen that cancerous entity. They are the most
evil creatures of Allah: "You shall find the strongest people in enmity towards the
believers to the Jews and the polytheists." Refraining from fighting them constitutes
widespread evil. It will enable them to kill Muslims and take over their countries, in
order to spread corruption upon the land, and to capture and kill women and men. All
forms of corruption are linked to the Israelites and their arrogance. [...]
The wombs of this nation's women have not ceased to give birth to heroes. This nation
is abundant in women giving birth to heroes and mujahideen. It has always been so and
will continue to be so until Judgment Day. […]
Past, present, and future – since their inception, the Israelites have gone hand in hand
with evil and disobedience. "They did not prevent one another from any wrongdoing."
A Jew does not prevent another from wrongdoing. If [a Jew] criticizes another in the
media, it is only to pull the wool over one's eyes. The Jews are in alliance and in concert
with one another.
Some superficial Muslims tell you about some Jew who demonstrated against the
corruption. As long he is in Palestine, that Jew is an aggressor like any criminal. His
very presence in Palestine constitutes an aggression, because he is an occupier, no
matter who he is.
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We must not be deceived by this. The Jews are the most evil creatures of Allah.
Moral corruption is linked to the Jews. Prostitution in the world began with the
Israelites. Usury and gambling began with the Israelites. Killing who began with the
Israelites. They slayed the prophets without just cause. Prophets must not be killed, yet
the Israelites killed them. [...]
If the Jews were given the whole world, they would want the heavens. That is the nature
of the Jews. […]
It is a delusion to think that there can be peace and coexistence with the Israelites, with
the Jews. It is a delusion to think that we can share one state or two states, and that the
Jews can be our neighbors, as suggested by some self-proclaimed, yet deluded,
"scholars." One such ["scholar"] claims that fighting neighbors is forbidden. He is one
of them. Therefore, coexistence with Israel and the Jews is a delusion. There is only
one solution for that cancerous tumor: It must be uprooted and thrown back to where
it came from. […]
They have corrupted the world with their corrupt media. The Israelites have corrupted
the world with so-called art, cinema, and corrupt films, and with sex trade, drug trade,
and moral depravity. They have corrupted the world in every respect. These are the
Israelites. […]
Whatever the outcome is of today's battle, it is not the final battle. There is a sea of
blood between the Jews and us. They will pay with blood for blood, with tears for tears,
and with destruction for destruction. They are deluding themselves if they think that
this nation will ever surrender to a gang of foreigners. […]”
The video and transcript of the speech is accessible at:
Video: http://www.memritv.org/clip/en/4826.htm
Transcript: http://www.memritv.org/clip_transcript/en/4826.htm
In late August 2015, NSW Police announced that there was insufficient evidence to launch a
prosecution against al-Wahwah. NSW Police stated: “The NSW Police Force has investigated
the complaint thoroughly and found that, at this time, it is not possible to identify who uploaded
the footage in question or charge him or her for uploading the offensive material.” As well, the
current law requires charges to be laid within six months of the complaint.
In response, Hizb ut-Tahrir issued a media release on 31 August 2015, which stated in part:


“Six months later, the Jewish lobby in Australia that supports “Israel” tried to exploit
the political attacks on Hizb ut-Tahrir that saw Prime Minister Tony Abbott and his
government deliver numerous statements on Hizb ut-Tahrir. As such, roughly 16
Jewish organisations issued a complaint against him to the Anti-Discrimination Board
(ADB), accusing him of racial vilification and of inciting hatred and violence against
them in their capacity as Jews. In this regard, they used excerpts from his speeches and
partially translated them, using them to provide a meaning that served their objectives.



1. The entity in Palestine is an occupying entity, and there is no legitimacy to its
existence even on a single piece of Palestinian land, and it is certain that the Muslim
Ummah will work to reverse this occupation and liberate Palestine.
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3. The Jewish lobbies that support this illegitimate state should distance themselves
from its crimes and occupation instead of waving the stick of anti-Semitism to
intimidate anyone that exposes these very crimes.



5. Media outlets that are biased towards the Jewish lobbies should realise that lies do
not last long, and that people are becoming more aware of political realities and the
crimes of “Israel”. As such, the media should stop being biased in favour of the actions
of this state.”

https://www.facebook.com/hizbaust/photos/a.607681262698200.1073741830.606477629485
230/705534729579519/?type

Islamic Bookstore
The Islamic Bookstore in Lakemba, Sydney, continues to stock and sell antisemitic books, as
it has over a number of years. One such book currently being sold is “Emergence of Dajjal:
The Jewish King”.
In Islam, the Massih Dajjal (False Messiah), often simply referred to as the Dajjal, is the
equivalent of the anti-Christ in Christianity. The Islamic Bookstore is selling a children’s book
claiming that the Jewish messiah (or king, in children’s terminology) is actually the anti-Christ.
Such a book denies that the Messiah who Jews wait and pray for is a good human being who
comes to bring peace and justice to the world; instead the book portrays the Jews as evil for
waiting for the demonic Anti-Christ.
In April 2015, the Daily Telegraph reported on children’s books teaching anti-Aboriginal and
anti-Jewish lessons being on sale in the Islamic Bookstore:


“AN Islamic bookstore in Sydney’s west is selling children’s books that teach kids the
skull size of Aborigines is “quite small” and that Jews are “much conceited”.
One book, Emergence of Dajjal the Jewish King, depicts a snake entwined around the
Israeli flag on its cover and teaches that Jews are set on world domination. “The Jews
are waiting impatiently for the coming of Dajjal, their beloved king,” the preface reads.
“He will summon all the creatures to his obedience. He will emerge from the valley
between Iraq and Syria and will raise great fuss and mischief right and left in every
direction.” ”
http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/nsw/islamic-state-grooming-aussie-teens-asyoung-as-14-for-terror-army-online/story-fnpn118l-1227288477523
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Jake Bilardi - Abu Abdullah al-Australi

Jake Bilardi was an 18 year old male from Melbourne who converted to Islam in 2012. In
August 2014, he travelled to Iraq and joined ISIS. Bilardi adopted the name of Abu Abdullah
al-Australi and had a blog titled “From the Eyes of a Muhajir”. On 12 March 2015, as part of
a coordinated series of bombings in Ramadi, Iraq, Bilardi blew himself up in a suicide
bombing, killing 17 people and injuring dozens more.
Two blog entries are reproduced below, one partially, and one in full.
From Melbourne to Ramadi: My Journey 13 January 2015, Bilardi wrote:


“I saw them shooting innocent people and their treacherous leaders justifying their
crimes by claiming that Jews are superior to all other races, stating that Arabs are less
than dogs and should be treated as such, pointing to the Talmud as the source of their
bigotry.



The Jews have already been living in fear after similar attacks [Paris, Toulouse,
Brussels] by our brothers. Our French brothers are a shining example



It is their relentless attacks against the Jews that have kept the killers of the prophets in
a constant state of fear.



The Jews in Europe are becoming so terrified by the rise of the mujahideen in the
continent that they are looking towards Israel as a safe-haven. They don’t realise though
that no matter where they are we will fight them until the trees and stones speak and
say: “O Muslim, there is a Jew hiding behind me, come and kill him.”[Sahih al-Bukhari 94:2925]



Islamic State […] it is only a matter of time before the State makes its move and enters
the occupied territory to slaughter the Jews



There is no peace for kufr anywhere on Earth and those who killed the prophets of Allah



By fleeing to Israel, the Jews of Europe are only changing their place of death […] they
refuse to accept this treaty with the Muslims their blood, wealth and property will
always be halal for us and we will never show an ounce of mercy to such a treacherous
people who are the strongest in enmity to the believers.[Surat al-Ma’idah 5:82]



Upon studying the Talmud as an Atheist though I realised how filthy and depraved
these people are.
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I woke up to the reality of these pigs and monkeys and accepted that there is nothing
between us and them but the sword.



The curse of Allah (azza wa’jal) will forever be upon the Jews for their deviance and
their crimes against the prophets of Allah (azza wa’jal) and the believers. They either
submit to the Muslims by paying jizyah or accept their fate and submit to our swords.”

From France to Israel, You Will Never be Safe 16 January 2015, Bilardi wrote:


“In the wake of the successful operations by brothers Said Kouachi, Cherif Kouachi
and Amedy Coulibaly (May Allah accept them all as shuhadah) in Paris, many French
Jews are reportedly considering fleeing to Israel, fearing more attacks. It was the attack
by brother Coulibaly that targeted a kosher supermarket in the French capital, killing
four Jewish hostages before he attained shahadah, walhamdulilah. Two days earlier,
brothers Said and Cherif Kouachi killed 12 people at the Charlie Hebdo magazine office
in Paris, including cartoonists who repeatedly insulted Prophet Muhammad (salallahu
alayhi wa salam) and two police officers, including one apostate. The Jews have already
been living in fear after similar attacks by our brothers. In 2012, in the southern French
city of Toulouse brother Mohammed Merah (May Allah accept him as a shaheed)
gunned down four Jews after earlier killing three French soldiers. Also across the border
in the Belgian capital, Brussels, brother Mehdi Nemmouche, raided the city’s Jewish
museum in May 2014 killing four. Our French brothers are a shining example for the
rest of the Ummah to engage in attacks against the kuffar in their perceived realm of
security. It is their relentless attacks against the Jews that have kept the killers of the
prophets in a constant state of fear.
The Jews in Europe are becoming so terrified by the rise of the mujahideen in the
continent that they are looking towards Israel as a safe-haven. They don’t realise though
that no matter where they are we will fight them until the trees and stones speak and
say: “O Muslim, there is a Jew hiding behind me, come and kill him.”[Sahih al-Bukhari 94:2925]
The mujahideen of the Islamic State is slowing moving into Israel, with small cells
operating in the Gaza Strip and our brothers from Ansar Bayt al-Maqdis in Egypt’s
Sinai Peninsula have also given bayah to Amir al-Mumineen Ibrahim ibn Awwad alBadri as-Samaraa’i al-Husseini al-Quraishi al-Baghdadi. With the Islamic State also
building an army in Lebanon, Israel is becoming surrounded day-by-day and it is only
a matter of time before the State makes its move and enters the occupied territory to
slaughter the Jews who have oppressed the Muslims of Palestine for 56 years and
liberate al-Quds (Jerusalem) and Masjid al-Aqsa. There is no peace for kufr anywhere
on Earth and those who killed the prophets of Allah (azza wa’jal) will never dream of
security until they pay the jizyah and feel themselves subdued.[Surat at-Tawbah 9:29]
By fleeing to Israel, the Jews of Europe are only changing their place of death, if they
desire safety and security their most viable option is fleeing to the Islamic State and
paying jizyah, thereby making their blood, wealth and property haram for the Muslims.
As long as they refuse to accept this treaty with the Muslims their blood, wealth and
property will always be halal for us and we will never show an ounce of mercy to such
a treacherous people who are the strongest in enmity to the believers.[Surat al-Ma’idah 5:82]
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Many secular opponents to Israel try to claim that there is a difference between a Zionist
and a Jew, I myself was among these people. Upon studying the Talmud as an Atheist
though I realised how filthy and depraved these people are. As an Atheist, even though
I was aware of the disgusting statements in the Talmud I gave excuses and pretended I
was misinterpreting the text. After I became the ‘radical, terrorist’ I am today though, I
woke up to the reality of these pigs and monkeys and accepted that there is nothing
between us and them but the sword. As a secularist I believed that a Jew in Israel isn’t
innocent but a Jew in Europe is and many others also hold this ignorant opinion.
However, if this is the case, why are the Jews slaughtered in France in the recent attack
as well as the 2012 Toulouse killings, being buried in Israel? Were they really innocent
people?
The curse of Allah (azza wa’jal) will forever be upon the Jews for their deviance and
their crimes against the prophets of Allah (azza wa’jal) and the believers. They either
submit to the Muslims by paying jizyah or accept their fate and submit to our swords.
“Have you not seen those who were given a portion of the Scripture? They believe in
Jibt and Taghut and say to the disbelievers that they are better guided as regards the
way than the believers. They are those whom Allah has cursed, and he whom Allah
curses, you will not find for him (any) helper.” [Surat an-Nisa 4:51-52]”

Zaky Mallah
Two Tweets by Zaky Mallah, posted originally on 19 and 22 July 2014, were retweeted by
others on 4 July 2015, after Mallah had controversially appeared on the ABC Q and A program,
as a guest in the audience. After the tweets gained publicity in Jewish media, Mallah deleted
the tweets around 4-5 July 2015.


“I destroyed 90% of the #Jews, leaving 10% of them for the world to understand why I
killed them (Adolf #Hitler). #Israel
https://twitter.com/ZakyMallah/status/491524162238689282



Hearing news of #Israeli#Zionist soldiers being killed by #Palestinian resistance
fighters brings joy to my eyes and happiness to my heart”
https://twitter.com/ZakyMallah/status/490607067359490048
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AAI - Australians Against Islamophobia
AAI - Australians Against Islamophobia is a Facebook page dedicated to exposing and
countering anti-Islam and anti-Muslim bigotry. However, it has posted anti-Jewish content.
There were some attempts by AAI to warn against posting antisemitic content, and to admonish
those responsible, but AAI itself did not always recognise the antisemitic nature of some of the
offending posts. Examples of unmoderated antisemitic content posted on the AAI Facebook
page follow.


AAI - Australians Against Islamophobia - November 16
Is this video real?

https://www.facebook.com/video.php?v=560173720779496
This six minute video posted on AAI asserts that Mossad equals ISIS, al-Baghdadi of ISIS is a
Jew, the top Muslim terrorists are actually Jews, and the (Jewish) Anti-Defamation League
supports the Nazi movement in the USA.
The ‘HUA Ashkenazi’ logo was specifically designed to equate Judaism with Nazism and
communism, as seen in the memo for creating the logo in August 2014: “1. The word NAZI in
AshkeNAZI needs to standout. 3. The 3 symbols of judaism, nazism, and communism need to
incorporated as part of design.” http://jobs.designcrowd.com.au/job.aspx?id=672011
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliansAgainstIslamophobia/photos/a.538435766286625.107
3741830.538398439623691/566166873513514/?type=1 - November 30, 2014
 Basel Hammuri He is 100% a jew!


Basel Hammuri Because they control 99% of the media



Basel Hammuri they even control facebook

https://www.facebook.com/AustraliansAgainstIslamophobia/posts/583299395133595
 Cathie Baker The Jews had a long hard battle similar to this especially in European
cultures. It wasn't until they played the holocaust card that the international right wing
bullies backed of. […] January 1 at 11:56am
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliansAgainstIslamophobia/posts/587690391361162
 ErnyErnyMaru Israeli commodity! Radical Islam = Talmudic Zionism Sabbateans and Young Turks are not Muslims, they are Jew converts = Talmudic
Zionists doing black ops to clash Christianity and Islam in an attempt to crush both ...
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Who benefits more ? All this advocating Sharia law under the guise of Islam is in fact
advancing Talmudic law by proxy. […] The objective of all these black ops operations
is to achieve mass consent to whatever Jew control needs consent for.
January 9 at 1:39pm
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliansAgainstIslamophobia/posts/591159881014213
January 17


Karina Amer They think coz isreal kills palestinians and against islam when in fact
isreal is against everyone who is not jewish if they were given the chance they would
spread out and commence trying to take over the world zionism is evil



Karina Amer Actually that is part of zionism they believe they r superior to all other
races and are destined to rule over us. Go look at their previous leaders and see what
they say about ruling us its pretty disgusting



Karina Amer No the jews twisted it a jewish state doesnt stop at isreal



Karina Amer I am not speaking about jews I am speaking about zionists jews r not all
zionists



Karina Amer But as a country isreal is a zionist regime who believes they r above the
rest of mankind



Amanda Whittington I have lived in Isreal and seen for myself. If you are not a Jew,
you are not welcome. Their national anthem states the country is for the Jews. […]
These Zionists are by far the most racist or should I say, bigoted, against another
religion, group or whatever in the world. It is part of the Jewish religion to believe they
and only they are Gods chosen people and the rest of us can go and get stuffed.



Amanda Whittington […] Our own country only about a month ago, along with the
United States, actually rejected a United Nations vote to recognise Palestine, how can
they justify voting against this? Except The Zionist have people in high places.



Kris Doyley […] The Zionists via the Rothschilds have control of the majority of the
worlds banking industry, most especially America, which is why America financially
and morally support Israel in their war crimes, and refuse to acknowledge the apartheid
and daily brutality. The entire history of Israeli bigotry is a long long story, but the crux
is they want the middle east to implode in order to expand Illegal Israeli territory, and
justifying attacks on Muslims gives them this in. […]

https://www.facebook.com/AustraliansAgainstIslamophobia/posts/591895720940629
 Karina Amer Maybe they can impose zionist law so they can kill anyone who isnt
jewish..... oh wait thats them!!!!
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliansAgainstIslamophobia/photos/a.538435766286625.107
3741830.538398439623691/592317080898493/?type=1
 Angie Mofive The Jews got all the media under control ! I don't even bother turning
on the TV to watch the news anymore. I read my FB instead ! 19 January
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AIPC 2015
The Australian Islamic Peace Conference (AIPC) held on 29 March 2015 in Melbourne, was
organised by the Islamic Research and Educational Academy (IREA), and directed by Waseem
Razvi. It had several international guest speakers.
One of these was Sheikh Hussain Yee, from Malaysia, who promotes the antisemitic
conspiracy theory and blood libel that Jews perpetrated the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the Twin
Towers in New York. Inviting an antisemitic conspiracy theorist to a conference in Australia
was a way of promoting racism, including antisemitism. As reported in The Australian:


“In a 2006 video clip, which is still readily available on YouTube, tomorrow’s keynote
speaker Sheikh Yee tells a large Muslim audience that “nobody really knows” what
happened on September 11, 2001. “We do not know who is behind that,” said Yee …
“If they want to say it is the Muslims, what can we do? It’s their word against our
word.” […] “What is happening in Iraq is very unjust. What is happening in Palestine
is very unjust. So don’t worry about the Twin Towers. We have nothing to do with it.”
But Sheikh Yee said he had suspicions of his own about who might have been behind
September 11. “You know who is very happy when the Twin Towers had been
attacked?” he said. “A group of Jews was so happy in America. They were having a
party when they heard that the Twin Towers had been burned. “Why did they do that?
We don’t know. Who is behind that? Allah knows.”
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/nation/islamic-conference-keynote-speakersays-september-11-not-unjust/story-e6frg6nf-1227282382336

Muslim Village
Muslim Village (MV) was established in 2001, originally under the name IslamicSydney. It is
based in Sydney, but has an international audience and participation. Muslim Village is a
website with news and articles. It also has an internet discussion forum, where members discuss
issues by posting comments, and a Facebook page. It generally acts responsibly in avoiding
publishing content that is overtly racist, including against Jews, but there have been some
notable lapses, especially in comments on its Facebook page.
Muslim Village – articles
http://muslimvillage.com/
Muslim Village republishes many articles from other websites. Some of these are from antiJewish and conspiracy type websites. Further, underneath articles, people may post comments.
The following examples, and extracts of articles, are provided to show some of the antisemitic
rhetoric and themes in articles published on MV.
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“The Eid of Sacrifice” by imranhosein.org(5 October 2014)
http://muslimvillage.com/2014/10/05/58283/eid-sacrifice/
 The Gog and Magog world-order’s slaughter of Arabs in Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan,
the Holy Land, and elsewhere, is now reaching its climax as the Euro-Jewish State of
Israel prepares itself to ‘rule’ the world.
“The Judaization of Al-Aqsa” by Elias Akleh (24 October 2014)
http://muslimvillage.com/2014/10/24/58853/the-judaization-of-al-aqsa/


The Jewish collective consciousness had been, for thousands of years, programmed
with the racist religious myth of god’s chosen people in god’s Promised Land with a
temple in its center; Jerusalem, in which god’s spirit would reside. The Pharasaic’s
(now termed Zionist) colonial great Jewish-only Israel project would be meaningless
without “The Temple”; the Jewish religious dimension.



Since 1967 till today, a total of 47 years, the Israeli archeological department has been
digging under and around the Al-Aqsa Mosque searching for any evidence to
substantiate their claims that the Solomon Temple was erected on that site. All what
they uncovered were only Islamic and Roman artifacts. Even after reaching the
foundational rocks of the Mosque they have not found any shred of artifact proving that
the temple had ever existed on the site. Yet despite all the scientific evidence the myth
of the temple still exists and gains strength due to the Yeshivas (Jewish religious
schools) and political Rabbis’ indoctrinations of the naïve younger Jewish generations.
Such indoctrinations serve only to increase the superiority complex of god’s chosen
and beloved people, and the contempt and hatred to all goyims (non-Jews) especially
the Palestinians, in the heart of the young Israeli generations.



If similar terror attacks were perpetrated against Jewish homes and synagogues western
Zionist controlled media outlets would cry “terrorism”, instead they are directing
westerner’s attention to ISIS, Ebola disease and police violence.

“The False Messiah” by quranandhadith.com (November 28, 2014)
http://muslimvillage.com/2014/11/28/59810/the-false-messiah/
In Islamic theology, the False Messiah, or Messih Dajjal, is the equivalent of the Anti-Christ
in Christian theology. Some extracts of this article follow.
 ‘Dajjal’ will be a young man, with curly hair and a Jew.


All the glamour and technological advance in the modern world is sponsored by
Zionists-Jews; ‘Dajjal’ is the mastermind for all this.



The state of Israel would become the ruling state of the world, and This rule would be
eternal.



As we know that ‘Dajjal’ is all about deception, therefore, in order to achieve the global
imperialism for Zionists-Jews, ‘Dajjal’ will be using different types of weapons; and
all his weaponry will be based on deception.
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One of the biggest obstacles in way of Zionists-Jews to accomplish their dream of reinstating the state of Israel and rule the world was the united rule of Muslims which
was established in form of ‘Islamic Khilafah’. So, unless they remove or destroy the
‘Islamic Khilafah’, they could not achieve their dream of establishing their rule over
the world.



…the rich are getting richer day by day, while the poor are getting poorer and poorer.
This is a humongous oppression of the mankind launched by the Zionists-Jews in order
to cherish their dream.



It is a sort of financial imperialism, with its reins in the hands of Zionists-Jews. Don’t
we know that whole banking system is controlled by the Zionists-Jews? Is there any
doubt over that? That is ‘Dajjal’ at work, at his deceptive best.



‘Dajjal’ will emerge in human form after the conquest of ‘Constantinople’ by the
Muslims. He will be recognized by the Zionists-Jew as the Messiah they were waiting
for.



An army of Jews from Iran will come and join ‘Dajjal’. They would be recognized
easily by those who will remember this hadith:



He is said to be Imam Al-Mahdi (and Allah knows best). Zionists-Jews will try to send
armies to kill this prominent personality.



Under ‘Dajjal’s’ leadership, the Zionists-Jews will plan an attack on Makkah and
Madinah.



‘The False Messiah’ will run for his life when he faces the ‘True Messiah’. Eisa (AS)
will chase him, and when he reaches Al-Ludd (a town around 15 kilometers southeast
of present day Tel Aviv), he will catch ‘Dajjal’ and kill him.

Muslim Village - Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/muslimvillage
The most prolific and overt antisemitism on Muslim Village occurred on its Facebook page.
Over 100 A4-size pages of antisemitic comments were recorded during the period in review.
There appeared to be very little moderating of the Facebook page by MV, thus accounting for
the high levels and intensity of antisemitic comments remaining on the page.
The Muslim Village Facebook page is very popular, reaching 1,000,000 Facebook Fans on 22
December 2014. This has been a fivefold increase over the previous year. On 11 July 2015,
MV claimed “we reach 2-3 million people a week on Facebook.”
The significance of the comments below, and those not reproduced here, is that they represent
some views towards Jews that exist amongst Muslims and others. Although MV is an
Australian site, posters include Australians and non-Australians, Muslims and non-Muslims.
A small sample of these comments follows, with Facebook post URL first, then comments.
Many posts on the MV Facebook page are linked to articles on the MV website. Of note, the
word “Yahood / Yahud” is Arabic for “Jew”.
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https://www.facebook.com/muslimvillage/posts/862966083748202 - 31 October 2014
 Fatima Chavoos Don't even talk about the Talmud, it's the most racist, hate-mongering,
blasphemous book the world has ever known.
The following post on re-building the Jewish Temple elicited over 800 comments, with many
comments being genocidal towards Jews:
https://www.facebook.com/muslimvillage/posts/868525886525555 - November 9


Fatimah Abdulmojeed Fakos They will be wiped out before the end of time bihiznillah



Areej Padilla Don't worry as prophetized black flag from Khorosan will liberate
Jerusalem and Imam Mahdi will continue to fight for muslim until the descend of
Prophet Issa(pbuh). And what is happening now to muslim ummah will be justified
when every Jew will perished,even the stone where they will hide will reveal them.



Abdul Wajid Some body asked Hitler why didn't you kill all Jews? He replied I wanted
world to know how troublesome these people are



Usman Mohamed Ibrahim Allah will descend the worst wrath to this animals jews in
the form of noble mankind. May Allah protect MASJID -AL-AQSA from the triators
of humanity and world's No.1 Terrorists JEWS.



Muhammed Fakhrul Never touch al aqsa, if try it, no jews will see the second days of
your life? In sha allah



Juz Razi Satanic people shame on you .



Updirashid Ali Gelle Let Zionist dare to distroy masjidul aqsa. I swear they'll face
another genocide worse than holocaust. We're tired of the endless threats.



Gapur Jahiral Anyaman thats jews attitude... animal is better...



Ali Nasser Akbari A yahudi will show up his traits. Allah's lanath on him



Muhammad Abdullah Pls Allah destroy all the Jews in Israel ameen



Adil Adi We will kill you Jews INSHALLAH



Saahil F Ahmed Kill them all



Almousavie Madlahuddin Maybe these Bad Jewish wants to face extinction if they do
that then they will be wipe out from the face of these earth FOREVER!



Mahera Safiullah Signs of day of judgment. Jewish r dajjal on earth



Aling Ismail Jews go to hell
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Hil Al If they do it, it will put all Jews around the world in danger..



Amine Fodaile Oh Jews, one day!



Kyaw Hla We need to kill all Zionists.........



Gilbert Romero If they were to even attempt to demolish the Masjid, All Muslims from
around the world would unite in the extermination of the worlds Zionist.



Anan Fanan the jews think is prejudices they always make plots against Muslims, i
think the Isreali are miscife maker in the world, they must remove from the land



Sajidul Haque World has seen the fate of yazidees, now its time for israilis.



Amjad Manzar why dont u filth try



Asiff Abdul Hitler said a day will come and people to understand why I left few Jew's



Mohamed Zubair Allah will erase all Jews from this earth if they dare to do that



Mohammad Ajid Hitler is better than Jewish. In this century Israel making terrorism.
The only one answer of Jewish i.e. hitler



David Dudgeon Hitler and himmler should have finished the job they missed a few
million yids



Yaanas Ahbhadilo They want to build the temple for Dajjal (The Anti Christ)



Husain Ab Aziz Jewish zionist laknatullah Stupid pigs and monkey Really sick and
suck people.



Shakir Choudhary We will kill all the yahudy inshallaah If he touch to masjid e Aqsa



Sikander Max End of Jews is near by



Jing-Sand Abubakar Julhani Alhamdullillah. Curse by allah jews.



Daoud Alani Wow...just simply WoW... His tongue must be severed & throat should
be cut from ear to ear...& his privates dragging behind him on his way to his own
lynching (hanging) party solely for him... from a tree close to his home as a warning to
other izrahelli govt pigs/monkeys ... For the simple fact that he suggested this horrific
action ... No mercy for demons on earth is my hope!



Hicham Sekri Build it so we can hang you from it when we March in.you pigs.



Mohamed Azarudeen if they do then no jews will ever exist.
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Lena Ajaj Jewish pigsssssssssssss

https://www.facebook.com/muslimvillage/posts/871278949583582 - 15 Nov 2014


Mina Daligcon Satanic behavior.... NO DOUBT THY ARE THE DECENDANTS OF
SATAN



Waseem Qureshi prophet slayers



Dumitru Morar Animals landless cursed race Jewish scumbag

https://www.facebook.com/muslimvillage/posts/877624928948984 - November 27


Zed Jaye that filthy zionist rat is paving the way for their messiah ad-dajjal. May Allah
break all their backs. Ameen.



Mike Malone Raygada Hell for jews



AL Mohammed Zabi Ya allah protect all the musilm brother and sister and destory all
jews plans "ameen"



Van Snow you can never ever trust a jew.



Muhammed Amin Shah Jihad will solve the zionist problem

https://www.facebook.com/muslimvillage/posts/877743452270465 - November 27


Muzammil Shaikh GO TO HELL YOU FOOL I HOPE ADOLF HITLER WAS STILL
ALIVE SO THAT HE COULD HAVE KILLED THE REST OF THE JEWS AND
THIS WORLD WOULD HAVE BECOME A PEACEFUL PLACE TO LIVE...



Jamal Khan Adolph Hitler knew exactly what he was about he knew the scourge that
Israel would have turned out to be and with the help of the west then and now Israel is
turning this world upside down



Hazizah Ahmad No wonder Hitler hates zionist jewish!!!



Hicham Sekri […] The world isn't blind you filthy Jewish pigs. And I as algerian tell
you that you have an eternal enemy on my land. And we will not sleep until you and
the likes of you are no where but on history books



Mohammad Ajid Hitler is better than Jewish



Mohamed Azr Jews destruction started



Matiullah Rana Hitler did right with jews
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https://www.facebook.com/muslimvillage/posts/888436787867798 - December 16
The man at the centre of the now ended Sydney siege has been identified as Man Haron Monis,
who self describes himself as “Sheikh Haron”.


Buru San The criminal is a jewish fellow Australia cannot behave against Israel false
state. Please have a look at the blue tye on the white shirt permanently weared by
Australian P.M to understand the subliminal sign of submission to kingdom of judas



Rosli Mohamed And NOT surprise he has been paid by Zionists and CIA for the action
and perhaps with a promise to set him free...



Qais John […] I think there is some other hand behind this Like Jewish Zionist […]

https://www.facebook.com/muslimvillage/posts/905835092794634 - January 10 2015


Joseph Abraham Zionists Foot Prints, read their "The Protocols of Learned Elders of
Zion" to make you understand this kind of destruction as one of their Goal to erased all
things related to past history.

https://www.facebook.com/muslimvillage/photos/a.644369915607821.1073741825.1111577
42262377/907581765953300/?type=1 - January 13 2015


Qais John […] France knows that 100% Israel and its agency around the world behind
this attack But France can not take action against Israel and its strong lobby and
powerful family of Rothschild A Zionist family of 500 trillion dollar



Zainy Shahan this guy is biggest terrorist hitler was right for them



Zainul Ansari Crossbred of pig & dog... Kill him.... Cut his throat



Taufiq Said Thats the jew innate attribute since thier existance...thats thier true
colours...



Akhter Alam […] Perhaps Adolf Hitler was the only CHRISTIAN leader who
understood these people well.

https://www.facebook.com/muslimvillage/photos/a.644369915607821.1073741825.1111577
42262377/907628275948649/?type=1 - January 13 2015


Shamim Ashraf Khan Jews r perfectly purchased the whole world media& financing
whole western power against muslim world to alinate the muslim as terrorrist & not to
support a rabs against Palestinian couses.



Raymoo RayRay The only good Jew is a dead Jew haha
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https://www.facebook.com/muslimvillage/posts/913322415379235 - January 25


Mg Yeh All Jews are pure Evil & Satan!



Abdirizak Suldaan Duureed We are going to kill and destroy antil the jewis go back
where they came from first and leave the land of palasten and the musquite Al-qudus



Kal Khan I guess theses dirty diseased Jew race are animals,thats why Allah will punish
them daily they live in a jail on earth surrounded them self with walls and metal bars



Jakup Azizi Hitler



Fairoden Decampong Jew go to hell.



Syahrul Indra The Jewish Laqnatulloh.. May ALLAH subhanahuwataala destroy them
right away..



Ismajl Smolica The jews should go back where they belong then there will be peace in
this world.



Bashiran Akhlaq Take take take that's all the JEWS ever do .. Will they ever stop taking
what's not theirs, of course not, look at this stupid looking jew getting greedy for
something he wants from a woman, he has no shame .Jews will never have Shame.



Baboucarr Njie Death to jews..bloody land grabbers



Falah Hasan Kalary no no no , we are against them first because they are jewish and
prophit killers,promis breachers .... then before they invaded our land.



Dinie Saykuna JEWS HAS NO PLACE !!



Muhammad Razzaq Basted jews



Saimum Islam Falcon Jewish r dog



Burim Mati BIG F.... COWARDS GO TO HELLL UGLY BLOOD SUCKERS



Pak Zam Aileu JEWS IS FROM SATAN LUCIFER.......DON'T FORGET THAT.



Razia Farhad Beebeejaun jews will never live in peace



Pari Zikeria Let me pull there little curly thing n beat the f out of him..



Halima Janati durty jews zionists ! HATE THIS SCUM OF HELL !



Muslim Khan Jew go to hell.
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Allino Pep If you are looking for iblis just go for jew



Mesa Meca HOTEL AUSCHWITZ FOR JEWS FULL GAS PANSION



Matiullah Rana jew will be treat as hitler inshallah



Mohammed Ismail Jews r man eaters....



Meryem Bas Gülagaci Juden its Terroristen. Baby Mörder



Shahed Ali Jews are very bad people it's showing in this picture



Connie Raameen Husain Steward The jews are a real estate religion that's why they're
doing what they do. Taking property and such. Allah is not pleased.



Islah Chaudhry Death to Jew



Selma Erciyas Stick a rat into his mouth then he may shut his mouth ! Ugly Jew!

https://www.facebook.com/muslimvillage/photos/a.249096161801867.67973.111157742262
377/914928581885285/?type=1&theater - January 28


Koi-no Yokan No wonder, hitler left some jews alive so that the world could see the
damage they can cause. I'm not against them, am against what the damage they are
causing... Allah Knows Best...



Esmira Bektic It's true, Hitler said it... " I could kill them all, but I left small amount of
them, for world to see who really they are"..



Azzah Begum Evil jewish

https://www.facebook.com/muslimvillage/posts/919616018083208 - February 7


Patrick Jenkins .... The reason they don't attack Israel is that the repercussions would
be huge...jews are outnumbered by muslims1000/1,yet they totally dominate them



Sabaa Khan It's a Jews conspiracy . Attacking everyone , but Jews



Mokz ALejo ISIS means israel secret intelligent services...its Jewish not muslim



A Rahman Jalil The truth remains that they are masters of manipulation. History had
already told us that but we are being blinded otherwise.To make matter worst the Jews
are the puppet master who control them. Whoever control the evil puppet is the real
master who in turn control the world.
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Alex MeatBatch Lawton With Jews suspected to be in control of most of the media



Shoba Amzalingam I hope Hitler comes bec alife!!!

https://www.facebook.com/muslimvillage/posts/924588674252609 - February 16


Sahera Dhalla Rich Jews in America controls the media and the world. Dumb Americas
are just the puppets who do the dirty work for them.



Amina Araweelo Souleiman Jews were rich in Germany, they controlled the media, the
banks and almost everything then Hitler rose to power and hit them hard. […]



Muhammad Yahay Nothing will change Bani Israel. The Holy Prophet Muhammad
(SAW) words will come to pass: "they will all be gathered in one place befor the curse
of Allah (SWA) will descend upon them. They will be hated, chased and killed by
peoples of the world. They,ll be hated even by trees, bushes and moutains to the extent
that if any of them being chased hides behind a tree/bush the tree will reveal them, so
also caves in mountains."



Sheikh Ahmad Israel is demonic state.They deserved what Hitler did with them.

https://www.facebook.com/muslimvillage/photos/a.644369915607821.1073741825.1111577
42262377/928039123907564/?type=1 - 22 February


Stephen Rambau Isis is an extension of Jewish hegemony in the Middle east



Ziaullah Khan They are bloody Jews and nonmuslims.



Riedwaan Ebrahim They are Jewish dogs



Abuky Seid death for jews who are residue of human kinds



Abuky Seid ISIS is not muslim organization , they are jews may Allah punish them

https://www.facebook.com/muslimvillage/posts/933428826701927 - March 5 2015
 Mdhatta Hmg Hattaghazali ... *..either you are or are not the Goyim ( .. non - Jew or of
a cattle being .. ) .!!.. . Anyway do study that murderous doctrine of the Zionist Jewish
Talmud & bear absolute witness Netanyahu IS that insane & bloodiest part of the
Talmud , absolutely every word of it to the last letter .. * .. QUOTES FROM THE
JEWISH TALMUD .. * .. Murdering Goyim is like killing a wild animal . .. * .. Even
the best of the Gentiles should be killed . ..[…] *.. Do not save Goyim in danger of
death .. *.. Show no mercy to the Goyim ..*.. If it can be proven that someone has given
the money of Israelites to the Goyim , a way must be found after prudent consideration
to wipe him off the face of the earth .. *.. […]
https://www.facebook.com/muslimvillage/posts/946203858757757 - March 27 2015


Jill Kelly-Moore FASCISM! They have become what they beheld, they learned nothing
from their "holocaust" except to visit similar torture in the lives of the Palestinians.
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Akhter Alam Israel deserves all condemnation […] As a small step to harm Jewish
interests we should take firm resolve to boycott Israeli products.



Jill Kelly-Moore It HAS been done to them and clearly they learned NOTHING from
the horrors visited on them. They visit it on others. But people know.



Johanna Sotto Israel are pigs, and dogs,mostly devils all combatants pigs.



Rehan-ul Haq May ALLAH curse on yahud



Rasheed Suleiman This is to show the world that Isreal deserved what Hitler did to
them.Isrealites are no doubt Evil pple,that is why they can never have PEACE
themselves.



Дониёр Азимов Israel is not terrorizes, cos Israel name of prophet, so we cannot use
Israel. Instead we can use rat Jews.

https://www.facebook.com/muslimvillage/posts/953856501325826 - April 11


Siddiq Khawaja throw out the skum bags---they will tell you they are the chosen people
and as such the most superior---the hell they are; violent and concieted bunch of fools!



Sammy Mohamad Ariffin Khan Jews are bustard... period!!



Sharief Hammabba Masthikatte Fithna every where in yahoodi



 أحمد جاوي دJews r our open enemy. worst human creatures ever



Nasima Sultana jewish bigotted misogynists



Rook Schiffer Jew will rule the world

https://www.facebook.com/muslimvillage/posts/990073361037473 - June 23 2015


Nibaj K Islam to me the world most terrorist is Jewish...



Joseph Yousoph Ibrahim Abraham "All Terrorism Originated From Us"- Talmud &
The Protocol of the Learned Elders of Zion
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7.

ANTISEMITISM in the ANTI-ISRAEL MOVEMENT

All governments are legitimately the subject of criticism for their policies and actions,
including the governments of Israel as much as those of Australia or any other country.
However, some criticism of Israel crosses the line from political criticism into antisemitic hate
speech. Often this is through demonisation, delegitimisation, and double standards used against
Israel (as explained in Natan Sharansky’s article below). Other discourse, which is dressed up
as ordinary political criticism, is framed within older anti-Jewish motifs, especially the Blood
Libel, deicide claims, and conspiracy theories of Jews supposedly aiming to control the world.
Thus, antisemitism today, especially in the anti-Israel movement, is often expressed using
classical anti-Jewish motifs and themes which are then given a modern cloak. For example,
where once it was said that the Jews seek to control the world, now it is said that Israel seeks
to control the world; where once it was said that Jews lusted after Christian/gentile blood, now
it is said that Israel lusts after Arab/gentile blood; where once it was said that Jews/Judaism
were Satanic, now it is said that Israelis/Zionists are Satanic.
It is this nexus which makes ostensibly ordinary political discourse about Israel or Zionism
antisemitic, as the negative qualities traditionally attributed by antisemites to the Jewish people
collectively are transferred to Israel as the contemporary symbol of Jews as a group.
The Overlap Between Anti-Zionism and Antisemitism
Some quotes and articles are provided below which explain how antisemitism is sometimes
expressed as anti-Zionism, and how some criticism of Israel has merged into antisemitism.
 Dow Marmur (18 January 2015):
“As the determination to exterminate the individual Jew was once dressed up in sick pseudoscience, so today the need to eliminate Israel is manifest in sick pseudo-humanitarianism.”
 Paul Charney, chairman of the Zionist Federation of GB (26 August 2015):
“It should be down to all individuals of good conscience to sound the alarm, to make it clear
that anti-Semitism is no more acceptable from someone in a keffiyeh than it is from someone
with a skinhead.”
 Manuel Valls, French Prime Minister (25 August 2015):
“anti-Zionism is the portal that leads to anti-Semitism.”
 Lord Jonathan Sacks, Britain’s former chief rabbi (10 June 2015):
"Jews have been faced with a choice: live in Europe and criticise Israel or be silent - or leave
Europe"
 Pope Francis, (28 May 2015):
“Anyone who does not recognize the Jewish people and the State of Israel — and their right to
exist — is guilty of anti-Semitism.”
 Stephen Daisley (25 August 2015):
“To be an anti-Zionist is to say the Jews alone have no national rights. The Left are committed
internationalists; they just make an exception for every country in the world besides Israel.
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Today a European leftist is someone who sees "Jews, get out of Palestine" on a wall and tuts,
before scoring out "Jews" and writing "Zionists" above it.”
 David Cameron, Britain’s Prime Minister (17 April 2015):
“As well as the new threat of extremist Islamism, there has been an insidious, creeping attempt
to delegitimize the state of Israel, which spills over often into anti-Semitism. We have to be
very clear about the fact that there is a dangerous line that people keep crossing over. This is a
state, a democracy that is recognized by the United Nations, and I don’t think we should be
tolerant of this effort at delegitimization. The people who are trying to make the line fuzzy are
the delegitimizers. And I have a very clear view, which is that if you disagree with the policies
of Israel, fine, say so, but that is never a reason to take that out on Jewish communities. We
have to be very clear about threats—this is a dangerous line that people keep crossing over,
that says that anti-Zionism is a legitimate form of political discourse.”
 Dr David Hirsh, University of London, (15 April 2011):
"When you educate people to boycott only Israel, when you tell them that all Israelis are
responsible for human-rights abuses, when you mobilise a global campaign to say that Israel is
uniquely racist, and when this campaign becomes central to progressive politics globally, you
are, whether you know it or not, incubating anti-Semitic ways of thinking. When ears are closed
to concern about anti-Semitism on the basis that such concern is a marker of secret support for
Israeli human rights abuses, then you know there is a problem."
 Mike Fegelman and Josh Benjamin (31 August 2015):
“When people who criticize Israel implement anti-Semitic tropes such as caricatures of Israelis
with long hooked-noses dressed disheveled or looking for money, that's anti-Semitic and isn't
anti-Israel. When Israelis are accused of being involved in conspiracy theories like controlling
the media, economy or government, that's also anti-Semitic. When Israelis are compared to
Nazis, it thereby lessens the magnitude of the Holocaust and implies that Israel's treatment of
Palestinians is identical to the Nazis treatment of Jews.”
 Alan Johnson (10 September 2015):
“Those campaigns laid the ground for the form taken by left-wing antisemitism today antisemitic anti-Zionism. Antisemitic anti-Zionism bends the meaning of Israel and Zionism
out of shape until both become fit receptacles for the tropes, images and ideas of classical
antisemitism. In short, that which the demonological Jew once was, demonological Israel now
is: malevolent, full of blood lust, all-controlling, the obstacle to a better, purer, more spiritual
world. Antisemitic anti-Zionism has three components. First, it is a political programme aiming
at the abolition of the Jewish homeland. Second, it is a demonising intellectual discourse and
system of concepts: "Zionism is racism"; Israel as a "settler-colonialist" which ethnically
cleansed the "indigenous" people, went on to build an apartheid state and is now engaged in an
incremental genocide against the Palestinians. Third, it is a global social movement (the
Boycott Divestment and Sanctions or BDS movement).”

Cartoon by Israeli artist Shay Charka http://shaycharka.blogspot.com.au/
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Antisemitism in 3-D
by Natan Sharansky
21 January 2005 [extract]
I offer a simple “3-D” test for differentiating legitimate criticism of Israel from antisemitism.
This “3-D” test applies the same criteria to the new antisemitism that for centuries identified
different manifestations of classical antisemitism.
The first “D” is the test of demonization — as noted in the State Department report. Jews
have been demonized for centuries as the embodiment of evil, whether in the theological form
of a collective accusation of deicide or in the generalized depiction of Jews as money-grubbing
Shylocks. Today we must take note when the Jewish state or its leaders are being demonized,
with their actions being blown out of all rational proportion.
For example, the comparisons of Israelis to Nazis and of the Palestinian refugee camps to
Auschwitz — comparisons heard frequently throughout Europe and on North American
university campuses — are clearly antisemitic. Those who draw such analogies either are
deliberately ignorant regarding Nazi Germany or, more commonly, are deliberately depicting
modern-day Israel as the embodiment of evil.
The second “D” is the test of double standards. From discriminatory laws many nations
enacted against Jews to the tendency to judge their behavior by a different yardstick, this
differential treatment of Jews was always a clear sign of antisemitism. Similarly, today we
must ask whether criticism of Israel is being applied selectively. In other words, do similar
policies pursued by other governments produce similar criticism?
It is antisemitic discrimination, for instance, when Israel is singled out for condemnation by
the United Nations for perceived human rights abuses while proven obliterators of human rights
on a massive scale — like China, Iran, Cuba, Saudi Arabia, Sudan and Syria, to name just a
few — are not even mentioned. Likewise, it is antisemitism when Israel’s Magen David Adom,
alone among the world’s ambulance services, is denied admission to the International Red
Cross.
The third “D” is the test of delegitimization. Traditionally, antisemites denied the legitimacy
of the Jewish religion, the Jewish people, or both. Today, they attempt to deny the legitimacy
of the Jewish state, presenting it as, among other things, the prime remnant of imperialist
colonialism.
While criticism of an Israeli policy may not be antisemitic, the denial of Israel’s right to exist
is always antisemitic. If other peoples, including 21 Arab Muslim States — and particularly
the many states created in the postcolonial period following World War II — have the right to
live securely in their homelands, then the Jewish people has that right as well, particularly given
the sanction of the United Nations in setting up and recognizing the country at its founding.
Questioning that legitimacy is pure antisemitism.
Source:
http://forward.com/articles/4184/antisemitism-in--d/
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When Legit Criticism Crosses the Anti-Semitism Line
by Alan Dershowitz
1 July 2005
As Thomas Friedman of The New York Times accurately put it, "Criticizing Israel is not antiSemitic, and saying so is vile. But singling out Israel for opprobrium and international sanction
-- out of all proportion to any other party in the Middle East -- is anti-Semitic, and not saying
so is dishonest"
I have set out a list of criteria that distinguish anti-Semitism from legitimate criticism. Here are
my criteria:

A CHECKLIST of factors that tend to indicate antisemitism:
1. Employing stereotypes against Israel that have traditionally been directed against "the Jews."
For example, portraying Israel as devouring the blood of children or characterizing Israeli
leaders with long hook noses or rapacious looks.
2. Comparing Israel to the Nazis or its leaders to Hitler, the German army, or the Gestapo.
3. Characterizing Israel as “the worst,” when it is clear that this is not an accurate comparative
assessment.
4. Invoking anti-Jewish religious symbols or caricaturing Jewish religious symbols.
5. Singling out only Israel for sanctions for policies that are widespread among other nations,
or demanding that Jews be better or more moral than others because of their history as victims.
6. Discriminating against individuals only because they are Jewish Israelis, without regard to
their individual views or actions.
7. Emphasizing and stereotyping certain characteristics among supporters of Israel that have
traditionally been used in anti-Semitic attacks, for example, “pushy” American Jews, Jews
“who control the media,” and Jews “who control financial markets.”
8. Blaming all Jews or “the Jews” for Israel’s policies or imperfections.
9. Physically or verbally attacking Jewish institutions, such as synagogues or cemeteries, as a
means of protesting against Israel.
10. Stereotyping all Jews as fitting into a particular political configuration (such as “neoconservatives,” Zionists, or supporters of Sharon).
11. Accusing Jews and only Jews of having dual loyalty.
12. Blaming Israel for the problems of the world and exaggerating the influence of the Jewish
state on world affairs.
13. Denying, minimizing, or trivializing the Holocaust as part of a campaign against Israel.
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14. Discriminating against only Israel in its qualification for certain positions or statuses, such
as on the Security Council, the International Court of Justice, and the International Red Cross.
15. Blaming the Jews or Israel, rather than the anti-Semites, for anti-Semitism or for increases
in anti-Jewish attitudes.
16. Taking extreme pleasure from Israeli failures, imperfections, or troubles.
17. Falsely claiming that all legitimate criticism of Israeli policies is immediately and widely
condemned by Jewish leaders as anti-Semitic, despite any evidence to support this accusation.
18. Denying that even core anti-Semitism—racial stereotypes, Nazi comparisons, desecration
of synagogues, Holocaust denial—qualifies as anti-Semitic.
19. Seeking to delegitimate Israel precisely as it moves toward peace.
20. Circulating wild charges against Israel and Jews, such as that they were responsible for the
September 11 attacks, the anthrax attacks, and the 2005 tsunami.

A CHECKLIST of factors that tend to indicate legitimate criticism of Israel:
1. The criticism is directed at specific policies of Israel, rather than at the very legitimacy of
the state.
2. The degree and level of criticism vary with changes in Israel’s policies.
3. The criticism is comparative and contextual.
4. The criticism is political, military, economic, and so forth, rather than ethnic or religious.
5. The criticism is similar to criticism being raised by mainstream Israeli dissidents.
6. The criticism is leveled by people who have a history of leveling comparable criticisms at
other nations with comparable or worse records.
7. The criticism is designed to bring about positive changes in Israeli policies.
8. The criticism is part of a more general and comparative criticism of all other nations.
9. The criticism is based on objective facts rather than name calling or polemics.
10. The critic subjects his favorite nation to comparable criticism for comparable faults.

Source:
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/alan-dershowitz/when-legit-criticism-cros_b_3524.html
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ANTISEMITISM in ANTI-ISRAEL GROUPS
Each mainland state and capital city has an organisation in support of Palestine. These tend to
be composed of a conglomeration of people from Socialist Alternative, Socialist Alliance, other
Left leanings, and those of Arab and/or Muslim background. Some have websites, most have
Facebook pages. Many universities have a Students for Palestine group, of varying levels of
activity.
As well, there are other websites and Facebook pages dedicated to opposition to Israel and
support for the Palestinians. Many of these contain anti-Jewish content. There are also
organisations and individuals, websites and Facebook pages, which are not specifically about
Israel but which take an anti-Israel line. In this chapter, a sample from all these types of
organisations and groups is presented.

Australians for Palestine Advocacy Group (AFPAG)
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Australians-for-Palestine-AdvocacyGroup/203569976338283
‘Australians For Palestine’ is one of the main anti-Israel groups in Victoria. It is organised by
Sonja Karkar. Its Facebook page, AFPAG, is administered by Sonja Karkar and contains many
posts and comments that are antisemitic, and which are kept on the page. The website
http://australiansforpalestine.com/ still exists but with no new content since early 2014.
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=949371871758086&id=20356997633
8283 October 27
 Fran Martinovic Israel need to get over their self induced hype of being the Chosen
People, they were chosen to be banished, to live in exile for an eternity.
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=950505054978101&id=20356997633
8283 October 29
 Fran Martinovic Does anyone know of any profitable business that a jew would pull
out of??
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=953536141341659&id=20356997633
8283 November 5
 Vildana Maisa Hitler Was A Rothschild And So Was His Daughter Angela
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=955469154481691&id=20356997633
8283 November 5
 Apraham V Aprahamian [...] Israel for who they truly are; a sadistic, evil, racist people
[…] On top of that they call themselves the most superior race in the world. [...] They
are doing to the Palestinians every thing the nazis did to the Jews and definitely worse
[…] They don't deserve to be called human beings.
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=958292014199405&id=20356997633
8283 November 11, 2014
 Reuben Braithwaite If that piece is representative of the Aussie Jewish community then
the Aussie Jewish community needs to pull its head out of its arse.
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https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=958795927482347&id=20356997633
8283 November 11 2014
 Ra Ch These Zionist Khazars are out of control.
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=963575453671061&id=20356997633
8283 18 November 2014
 Safaa Rayan ABC national […] We live in a country that is run by the Zionists!
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=965837216778218&id=20356997633
8283 22 November 2014
 Savitri Amarjeet Kaur What else is new? The US has been hijacked by zionists!


Samb Samir It’s SO obvious that Jewish money is behind what the US does wrt Israel.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=967105766651363&id=20356997633
8283 November 24
 Lachie King Sad that Zionists control pretty much every western countries
governments, when what we should do is sever all ties to Israel , I would gladly go to
war against those child killers
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=979341185427821&id=20356997633
8283 12 December 2014
 Jeff Laurie Or they see the writing on the wall and ALL Jews will be tarred with the
same brush once ISRAHELL hits the Samson option button...for those that are left
anyway to exact revenge leading to another 2000 years of expulsion from everywhere?
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=979341668761106&id=20356997633
8283 12 December 2014
 Gail Stangeland Jarrell They should be tried and hung at Nuremberg
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=997644676930805&id=20356997633
8283 6 January 2015
 Kevin Charles Herbert The NYT has been a Zionist stooge ever since it reported on
alleged pogroms in Russia in the 1890's.....just after Jews rook control of it
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=998978510130755&id=20356997633
8283 January 7
 Robert Chrichton Keep our Sovereignty - Stop the Liberal National Party (strong arm
of the New World Order and Rothschild Bankers) selling Australia to Zionist controlled
U.S. Corporations. Don't turn Australia into an Israeli controlled U.S. colony! - stop the
TPP, SIGN and SHARE petition
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1003014866393786&id=2035699763
38283 January 11
 Kevin Charles Herbert Of course, Zionist Jews maintain the most flagrant double
standards...for everything...and use their unlimited financial influence to bully anyone
who disagrees. However, on this occasion, they went too far..and while having won this
battle, they are clearly now losing the way for minds globally.
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https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1018633058165300&id=2035699763
38283 February 3 at 5:00pm
 Theazcowboy Az Well, ole bitch, after your visit to that 1/2 acre of Zionist hell to break
bread' with SATANyahu and the rest of the Knesset hyena's, I gave you up for dead as
anyone exposed to the Enola virus, Who knows, maybe like the AIPAC owned and
operated pro-Israel US Congressional whore's and pimps, you now have a computer
'chip' in your neck or 'God forbid,' in your privates! I remember, the bite of the Jewish
vampire is generally fatal and the effects, FOREVER!!!'
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1019192094776063&id=2035699763
38283 February 4
 Fran Martinovic Lawrence Summers is a Jew, he spent many years in the White House
ensuring that legislation was passed that would favour his Jewish banker friends.


Theazcowboy Az Call it what you want Wall Street bandit. This Eblola-Jew problem
like any parasite problem demands discipline, time and strong chemicals much as Hitler
predicted in the 1930's.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1019265378102068&id=2035699763
38283 4 February 2015
 Theazcowboy Az Yup, the Jewish FUKS will want to select the ICC's CSI's, judges and
the jury too!!!'
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1026016337426972&id=2035699763
38283 February 15
 Theazcowboy Az Hand the Jewish rats the 'Preparation H' and loan them UR 'long'
index finger, Ja, Ja, Ja!!!'
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1028693123825960&id=2035699763
38283 February 19
 Theazcowboy Az 'Bastard Jews, stealing or demolishing a persons home shows the
world what low life you CHOSEN ZioNazi rats really are!!'
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1033229113372361&id=2035699763
38283 February 27
 Eric Carwardine Jew King Herod didn't much like kids, either. History repeating itself?


David Salcido Auschwich never seemed logical until I grew up and saw what the Jews
are really like!!!' Now, as an old man I say: 'Get'em boyze!!!'



Gail Stangeland Jarrell Hitler would be proud of his prodigy the yellow bellied shit
bird's the Israelis

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1036859733009299&id=2035699763
38283 March 5
 Gail Stangeland Jarrell our shame we as Americans believe the propaganda were like
guppies gulp in down the Jewish lies
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https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1050135151681757&id=2035699763
38283 March 25
 Wendy Joseph [...] Israel plays on the Holocaust to enable them to perpetrate Genocide
on the Palestinians with impunity! [...] There were 12 million murdered in the Death
Camps of Hitler. Not all of them were Jewish! The Israelis do Not Own The
Holocaust!!! Nor should they! If you want to look at Anti-Semitism, look to the bloody
Zionists! My God. You people make me sick! You need to look to your Gentile guilt
for sitting on your fat behinds and letting Hitler get away with his murderous behaviour
for so long. And now you are doing it all again, only this time to the Semitic Peoples
of the middle East! If Jesus was here, he'd be whipping your sort ferociously! But he's
not! And aren't you all fortunate that he isn't!!. Oh! GGGRRRRRRRR!!!
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1051795791515693&id=2035699763
38283 March 28
 Robert Chrichton Rothschchild Zionist (fake Jews) arsonist/fireman strategy = fund
wars to destroy a country and its infrastructure, then offer IMF World Bank
'humanitarian' loans to 'help' the people rebuild their country! Loan money only goes to
US allied corporations obviously. Then install ORWELLIAN policies to protect their
investments. But what a racket! Since Napolean, Vietnam, Korean War, WW1&2,
Ukraine, Africa, Iraq, Afghanastan, Syria, South America...
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1053171951378077&id=2035699763
38283 March 30
 Robert Chrichton Is aide Zionist? Intersting article -- If the Federal Reserve is
controlled by the Rothschilds who are Zyonist then USA has been occupied by a
Zyonist Government coup. President Kennedy was murdered one month after this last
entry on November 22, 1963, during he and his brother’s struggle to get the Zionist
Lobby to register as foreign agents as is required by law. [...] AZC = American Zionist
Counsel [...] “the opinion of most of the persons affiliated with the Council that such
registration would be so publicized by the American Council on Judaism that it would
eventually destroy the Zionist movement…"Zionism Lobby lived on, a month later
President Kennedy was dead.
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1065289246833014&id=2035699763
38283 April 19
 Reef Moussalli just like the NAZIS !
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1069694423059163&id=2035699763
38283 April 26
 Prince Yungsharif Abdulsalam Israel formerly known as Khazarian Mafia that invaded
England after being expelled for hundreds of years. As a result, they hired Oliver
Cromwell to murder King Charles I. Israel are notorious for darkest regicides,
pedophilic orgies, cannibalism and carnage.
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1071857629509509&id=2035699763
38283 April 29
 Reef Moussalli The Zionist propanganda is flase as most of the zionists in Israeli
government are not even semitic They originate from Khazaria . Giergia who have
converted to Judaism around 1300 AD Hence the blue eyes...
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https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1089280501100555&id=2035699763
38283 May 29
 Ilona Majerczyk All evil kill nazi/jews ! Go Hell !
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1112948022067136&id=2035699763
38283 July 4
 Mustafa Osman Gazi Their time will come and hitler will look like an angel when it
does
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1136764183018853&id=2035699763
38283 August 13
 Monir M. Deeb He can't help it, its ingrained in the psyche of 99% of the Jewish
population inside and outside Israel. Till they deal with that disease , they can't help
themselves including Bernie to uphold Humanity over Jewishness ! It requires lots of
therapy!
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1138616212833650&id=2035699763
38283 August 15
 Glenn Aubrey...but don't ever talk about who runs Holloywood and controls people's
lives and careers in case you're accused of being 'anti-semitic'


Gurkan Or Hollywood founded and run by Zionists!

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1142150055813599&id=2035699763
38283 August 21
 John Smith Its because america is RUN by jews and jews DO NOT do evil out in the
open they do it behind closed doors and in secrecy like a snake, they donate food on the
world stage to win hearts and minds and with the other hand secretly supply Israel with
weapons then totally deny it when they are caught out then calling the "accusers"
antisemites and because american imbecile brain dead, moronic, brain washed jew
media zombies have given the word "antisemite" such power by being stupidly repulsed
by it the jew laughs at EVERYONE in secrecy whilst playing the "victim"
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1151494711545800&id=2035699763
38283 August 31
 Nadine L Nour fucking piece of shitslut! I hope you get a Palestinian missile directly
up your vagina you piece of mother fucking shit! I wish Hitler destroyed the lot of you
when he could, you are all a disease and cancer in the Earth.
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Australian Friends of Palestine Association (AFOPA)
http://www.afopa.com.au/
AFOPA is based in Adelaide
AFOPA advertising by email on 16 October 2014 of a dinner with Bob Carr stated:
 “And in his recently published Diary of a Foreign Minister, Mr Carr argued that, Julia
Gillard’s office when she was Prime Minister had subcontracted out Middle East
policymaking to the powerful and wealthy Israel lobby in Melbourne, which had
infiltrated her government.”
The Facebook event page set up by AFOPA for the dinner with Bob Carr, has a link to an
antisemitic video https://www.facebook.com/events/712449598830777/

Friends of Palestine WA (FOPWA)
https://www.facebook.com/FOPWA
https://www.facebook.com/FOPWA/posts/841935965837959
 Ozrab El Faouri They are worse than Hitler November 9 at 6:28pm
https://www.facebook.com/FOPWA/posts/938367609528127
 Linda Morrison Bloody murdering Zionist's, they need to leave Australia and crawl
back under their rock. April 30 at 1:50pm
https://www.facebook.com/FOPWA/posts/951002694931285
 Linda Morrison Low life scum of the earth Khazar mafia May 29 at 11:08am
https://www.facebook.com/FOPWA/posts/984170564947831
 Linda Morrison Bloody Zionist controlled governments July 24 at 11:09pm

Palestine Action Group (PAG) Canberra
https://www.facebook.com/Palestine.ACT
https://www.facebook.com/Palestine.ACT/posts/761059657275164
 Sean O Carolan Disgusting vile race of people. November 2 at 8:20am
https://www.facebook.com/Palestine.ACT/posts/779404508774012
 Paul Agius i have called for a total boycott of all Jewish businesses but most hide under
western names. December 10 at 2:46pm
https://www.facebook.com/Palestine.ACT/posts/783338761713920
 Paul Agius The jewish state is creating too many enemies and it will be all their own
fault whatever happens December 19, 2014 at 12:02pm
https://www.facebook.com/Palestine.ACT/posts/800111350036661
 Paul Agius i also think they are trying to outdo the Nazis. January 16 at 4:44pm
https://www.facebook.com/Palestine.ACT/posts/802407659807030
 Paul Agius Sadly the Jews are the new Nazis and the world is not ready to do anything
about it. January 21 at 1:03pm
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https://www.facebook.com/Palestine.ACT/posts/804105772970552 - January 25
 Sean O Carolan Vile , inhumane, disgraceful Zionist scum of the earth.
https://www.facebook.com/Palestine.ACT/posts/806060522775077
 Paul Agius what hypocrites the Israelis are. If they were fair dinkum about their own
freedom after the holocaust and all that they should be treating the Palestinians better
not copying the Nazis who hurt them January 29 at 3:07pm
https://www.facebook.com/Palestine.ACT/posts/814683391912790
 Sean O Carolan They are evil spawn of Satan. February 17 at 9:20am
https://www.facebook.com/Palestine.ACT/posts/819018504812612 - February 26
 Paul Agius So do they honestly still believe they are the chosen people of God? they
are worse than the Nazis. Let us hope they get what they deserve eventually.
https://www.facebook.com/Palestine.ACT/posts/819293681451761
 Paul Agius I cannot understand how the toothless tiger can simply stand by and allow
the Jews to get away with MURDER especially when one looks back only 66 years
where the whole world was horrified because similar stuff was being done to the Jews
by Hitler. If Hitler did wrong then the 2015 Jews are wrong. February 26 at 5:04pm
https://www.facebook.com/Palestine.ACT/posts/848749941839468
 Paul Agius Sadly the Jews have not learned anything historically. They said no to Jesus
and forced the Roman army to kill him then Hitler did a lot of wrong to them so now
they are doing the same to the Palestinians. what and who is going to help them when
they will eventually go to far and get the backsides kicked. April 21 at 12:39pm
https://www.facebook.com/Palestine.ACT/posts/877766762271119
 Andrea Indrit Boss One day israel will burn! June 26 at 12:16pm

Palestine Action Group (PAG) Sydney
https://www.facebook.com/syd.bmbc
PAG has been active over the years and prominent in organising anti-Israel street protests.
https://www.facebook.com/syd.bmbc/photos/a.343376602417683.84748.156382337783778/
730090720412934/
 Leon Apostle Their atrocities never seem to make mainstream media. Because the Jews
control the West. And we fund these maniacs. November 15 at 12:47am
https://www.facebook.com/syd.bmbc/posts/731642576924415
 Lewis Hiley Israel is a disgusting low loire cowardly nation that pollutes the earth.
Down with Zionist Jews November 17 at 5:34pm
https://www.facebook.com/syd.bmbc/posts/886912978064040
 Cindy Eyre Fuck the jews August 29 at 6:49pm
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Victorian Students for Palestine
Victorian Students for Palestine (VSP) at https://www.facebook.com/groups/60552120358/
VSP linked to the ‘Daily Stormer’, a neo-Nazi website:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/60552120358/permalink/10152775399990359/
 Nada Being Nada via Palestine Action Committee October 28 at 11:02am
European Rabbis Demand Laws Banning All Criticism of Jews
Daily Stormer October 26, 2014 The Jews are starting to panic as anti-Jewish
https://www.facebook.com/groups/60552120358/permalink/10153130556245359/
 JO Elgas March 25 at 1:07pm
Nazi Propaganda was Based on What Zionists Said […] The Zionists agreed with
Nazism in general, even prior to the advent of Nazism. They believed that Jews could
not, and should not, live in harmony in any other society in the world, and that should
be removed from those societies for the benefit of those societies. They believed that
the new Jewish existence in its own State would remake the image of Jews as “useless”
and “parasites.” These ideas existed long before Adolf Hitler!

STUDENTS FOR PALESTINE (Australia)
https://www.facebook.com/groups/58804227177
https://www.facebook.com/groups/58804227177/permalink/10153499899532178/
 Wieslaw Czajkowski Cook the Jews in their HOW TO COOK A GENTILE
December 29, 2014 at 5:31pm
STUDENTS FOR PALESTINE (AUSTRALIA) links to two antisemitic and conspiracy
theorist websites: “Veterans Today” and “Information Clearing House”
https://www.facebook.com/groups/58804227177/permalink/10153576502357178/
 Mohmoud Ahmad Al Alami January 10 at 4:37am
Charlie Hebdo false flag story goes viral, by Kevin Barrett, Veterans Today Editor
Source: Veterans Today January 8, 2014
https://www.facebook.com/groups/58804227177/permalink/10153591151342178/
 JO Elgas January 15 at 8:27am
Was The CIA Behind Paris Attack? Information Clearing House - ICH
www.informationclearinghouse.info
https://www.facebook.com/groups/58804227177/permalink/10153753782372178/
 Mohmoud Ahmad Al Alami shared ISReAlhElL's post. March 14 at 4:30pm
This will never get even a minute on the Zionist's owned and controlled media
https://www.facebook.com/groups/58804227177/permalink/10153786935202178/
 JO Elgas March 25 at 5:06pm
We are pleased that the Red Rattler theatre is supporting Palestine #BDSby not
providing a Jewish group with a venue for yet another Holocaust presentation.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/58804227177/permalink/10153902292142178/
 Hamoud A Alotaibi Bring Hitler back. May 3 at 10:03pm
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/58804227177/permalink/10153936750047178/
 Beck FoxThey say we should never forget the Holocaust and this is true, but those who
seem to have the blankest memories are those that suffered the most - practitioners of
the Jewish faith. When the bullied becomes the bully the only lesson learned is one to
be ashamed off. They did not learn to fight back. They learnt to do exactly as there
oppressors did and make preemptive strikes against unarmed civilians. […] May 21 at
6:17pm
https://www.facebook.com/groups/58804227177/permalink/10154022541172178/
 Mohmoud Ahmad Al Alami June 12 at 4:28pm
zionists control the all world ........................
https://www.facebook.com/groups/58804227177/permalink/10154068220137178/
 Hamza El Alami June 29 at 4:53am
Here in IsraHell, the people that reside and claim to be Jewish, are nothing but savages
and thugs, that moved in by deception and the sheer of force, and like demons pouring
in from different corners of the world under the pretext of "persecuted Jews" to inflict
the utmost evil harm on all Palestinians, and to steal, persecute, occupy, and kill in
God's name, and not as they falsely claim "the Chosen People, but as the Chosen
beasts"..IsraHell is full of them.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/58804227177/permalink/10154106563587178/
 Marcos Cruz Garcia shared LOVE REVOLUTION's photo. July 12 at 6:34pm
NEVER AGAIN, OVER AGAIN
What are some similarities between #Israel and #Nazi#Germany?
The #jewshad it pretty rough during #WW2. Hitler tried to wipe them out along with
the #Freemasons for trying to control the world through banks and the monetary system.
Because of this, these two groups have now decided to do exactly the same thing to a
race of people who had absolutely nothing to do with it. You'd have thought that if they
know how it feels to be on the receiving end, they would want to make sure it never
happens to anyone else, but instead, they have taken Hitlers methods and perfected
them to use on defenceless #Arab men, women and children.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/58804227177/permalink/10154192161647178/
 JO Elgas shared Mary Anne Lee's photo. August 12 at 8:38pm
This is all true. Note the sex trade business. And we know how children are abused in
their prisons. […] "God's chosen people?"
http://davidduke.com/israel-cracking-down-on-human-sex-sla…/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/58804227177/permalink/10154203198552178/
 Cristobal Zelaya Jews sons of bitches criminals and in a foreign country, they realize
that the Zionist soldiers did not do anything to the son of a bitch Jew who assaults the
young Palestinian, this is what most repudiation there is no justice, I just hope that
another country stronger Do shit to those dogs Jews you cursed.
August 17 at 12:46pm
https://www.facebook.com/groups/58804227177/permalink/10154225553297178/
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Marcos Cruz Garcia shared Images From Palestine's video. August 24 at 11:38pm
Palestine...THE AWFUL TRUTH of the NAZI-ZIONISTS.



Alaadin Alusz i miss hitler to tell about such dirty nation August 25 at 2:53am

https://www.facebook.com/groups/58804227177/permalink/10154239269742178/
 Cristobal Zelaya Judios malditos hijos de Hitler [Jews goddamn sons of Hitler]
August 30 at 7:20pm
https://www.facebook.com/groups/58804227177/permalink/10154243954392178/
 Cristobal Zelaya Maldita judia hdp perra [FUCKING JEW BITCH HDP]
September 1 at 6:32pm
https://www.facebook.com/groups/58804227177/permalink/10154320223057178/
 Marcos Cruz Garcia shared Falastinews.com's video. September 28 at 12:05am
Have you ever seen such a filthy bastard creature? These are the Zionist Joos

Artists For Palestine WA
https://www.facebook.com/artistsforpalestinewa
https://www.facebook.com/artistsforpalestinewa/posts/1617998741770278
 Artists for Palestine - WA May 27 at 5:45pm
Zionist Jews the most bloody thirsty land steal group ever.
https://www.facebook.com/artistsforpalestinewa/posts/1649904041913081
 Izet Osmanovic This is a honest duty every honest person. Boycott all from jews.
August 24 at 8:55pm
https://www.facebook.com/artistsforpalestinewa/posts/1657529507817201
 Izet Osmanovic More respect for Hitler then ever. September 17 at 4:35pm

Boycott Israel 48
https://www.facebook.com/groups/boycott.israel48/
Australian Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions Campaign for Palestine (BDS)
https://www.facebook.com/groups/boycott.israel48/permalink/1476975562598276/
 Shady Saade via Coalition Against Israeli Apartheid August 19
Nazi-Israeli's celebrating child slaughter.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/boycott.israel48/permalink/1482456212050211/
 Shady Saade September 4 at 11:16pm
"What is the moral code that gives a Jewish or non Jewish person the "right" to move
to occupied Palestine, knowingly dispossessing a Palestinian and forcing him to build
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Jewish settlements, on his own confiscated land, as the only means of feeding his
children? Could this be truly "God's Covenant"?
The Dark Side of the Light unto Nations
https://www.facebook.com/groups/boycott.israel48/permalink/1482170158745483/
 Amna Ayoubi Kassas They need to be the most victimised people in all of history!
September 4 at 12:45am


Marina Marina Abbot is right. The fact that ISIS is supported by US and Israel is the
worst kept secret, that's why the jews got offended September 4 at 11:56am

https://www.facebook.com/groups/boycott.israel48/permalink/1486208051675027/
 Shady Saade September 15 at 8:26pm
Turns out that Turnie is a Jew according to the Jewish News Australia. BIG DEAL !!!


Anne Tsoulis he's a Goldman Sach's man September 15 at 9:21pm



Alya Delic Another zionist arse wipe trying to ruin this country.
September 15 at 10:33pm

https://www.facebook.com/groups/boycott.israel48/permalink/1488516918110807/
 Diane Dounas It's not random, it's a declaration of her superiority.... God's' chosen
people' . Unfortunately many truly believe it, it allows them to kill the Palestinians with
no compunction. Same as the belief of Nazis being a 'superior race' allowed them to kill
Jews without compunction. September 28 at 11:24pm


Alya Delic They think in their petty little minds that they are the chosen ppl and can
say and do as they like without consequences!! September 25 at 7:37pm

Coalition Against Israeli Apartheid (CAIA)
https://www.facebook.com/groups/388631601187855 and
https://www.facebook.com/OZCAIA/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/388631601187855/permalink/837074283010249/
 Herbert G. Mische December 12, 2014
Israhell, the nasty racist colonie with 99,99% psychopaths!!!
The comment in this post links to an antisemitic website http://21stcenturywire.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/388631601187855/permalink/866404706743873/
 Jim Hocking February 1 at 9:53am
New Pedophile Scandal and Cover-up Rocks Australia's Jewish Community
21WIRE + SMH | Fraternity members "protecting their own", and with total disregard
to the victims. 21stcenturywire.com
This comment justifies antisemitism.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/388631601187855/permalink/925127960871547/
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Zaheen Anwar shared Palestinianonymous's video. May 29 at 3:43am
The fact that this video of Israels advocacy of apartheid, Islamophobia, racism, inciting
violence and oppression of the Palestinian people has not been condemned immediately
by world leaders, is the justification for growing anti semitism .If the civilised
governments of the global community will not take action against Israels appalling
impunity ,then the global community cannot be held accountable for that growing wave
of anti semitism.When Israel is unwilling to act democratically it leaves the global
community with no recourse but to look upon it with hatred and contempt . Furthermore
lending even more impetus for its opposition and sanctions.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/388631601187855/permalink/926328070751536/
 Zaheen Anwar shared WorldTruth.TV's photo. May 31 at 11:39am
Typical of organised crime in America.9/11 ISIS Terrorism have all been created by
US and Israeli Intelligence to instill fear and control into the mass media. […] Russian
and Ukrainian Jewish criminals have also been able to set up networks in the USA,
following the large migration of Russian Jews to New York and Miami, but also in
European cities such as Berlin and Antwerp. […] Soviet-Jewish criminal groups in the
USA are involved in racketeering, prostitution, drug trafficking, extortion, and gasoline
fraud as well as murder
https://www.facebook.com/groups/388631601187855/permalink/926796894037987/
 Zaheen Anwar shared Israeli Logic's video. June 1 at 3:25am
On other spectrum there is the Zionist Jew who's ideology is barbaric, inhumane,
uncivilised and immersed in the satanic cult which they have shielded from the Western
world. They think their world domination and barbarity in Palestine will succeed .The
reason they think so is because they are the seeds of lucifer.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/388631601187855/permalink/968862026498140/
 Izet Osmanovic No any respect for jews genocide killers. Never August 23 at 5:33pm
https://www.facebook.com/OZCAIA/posts/698196806947253
 Izet Osmanovic No respect for those genocide killers,jews. […] But those killers we
(world) must stop, if they wish world peace.Shame on whole world to let lie to get so
much misery. Boycott all jews products. August 19 at 6:37pm
https://www.facebook.com/OZCAIA/posts/700387523394848
 Izet Osmanovic Hope for real Hitler will be back to finish job.Respect to honest Jews
But those ones are genocide killers with world support. I have no ant respect for jews
any more. 21 hrs 25 Aug [this was later deleted]
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Irish in Australia Solidarity for Palestine
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Irish-in-Australia-Solidarity-forPalestine/465736376896849
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=529766543827165&id=46573637689
6849
 Micky Buckle Jewish nazi strikes again December 11 at 5:58am
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=581465751990577&id=46573637689
6849
 Alan McGrath Hitler was right... March 16 at 8:13am

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=632230896914062&id=46573637689
6849
 Dan O Sullivan Israel and its people lets call them the jews like now the people of
palistine are called the palestinions are doing exactly what the german nation in there
ignorance did to the jews why o why do we keep repeating history July 12 at 6:58am
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=651501961653622&id=46573637689
6849
 Clint Doire Nazi Jew vermin this is what he was doing to a poor kid with a broken arm,
August 29 at 11:00am

Stop Israeli Apartheid - Australia
https://www.facebook.com/stopisraeliapartheidaustralia
‘Stop Israeli Apartheid – Australia’ is a new political group aiming to stand for the Senate in
the 2016 federal election. It has a website, Facebook page, Twitter, and videos, and it is a
vehicle for antisemitic comment on its Facebook page.
https://www.facebook.com/stopisraeliapartheidaustralia/posts/1473058392993395
 Paul Stephan Your a fake Khazar. Not even a real Jew. August 1 at 8:16pm


Helge Meyer Evil,Evil,Evil people.Taking the side of a Nation committing genocide on
a large scale on a captive population for decades.No justice in this world for non Judeochristian people due to the massive influence of the USA over the United Nations and
their ability to veto any attempt to bring Israel to justice for war crimes and human
rights violations.Shame Australia Shame.All just to keep a hand full of wealthy/power
full+influential Australians happy.Sickening! August 1 at 5:54pm

https://www.facebook.com/stopisraeliapartheidaustralia/posts/1479724018993499
 Safwan Zabalawi Zionism like all fanatic religious movements is a failure. After 60
years of creating Israel[…] The Nazis also regarded themselves as above humanity, but
Humanity will always win. August 11 at 3:33pm
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https://www.facebook.com/stopisraeliapartheidaustralia/posts/1485919698373931
 Helge Meyer Gods and Clods.We are all just mere Gentiles. August 24 at 6:44pm
https://www.facebook.com/stopisraeliapartheidaustralia/posts/1488102688155632
 Mark Aslette Some Israelies will not be happy until there are no Palastinians left on the
planet and no one seems to see the irony of jews committing genocide...
August 30 at 10:25am
https://www.facebook.com/stopisraeliapartheidaustralia/photos/a.1464195910546310.107374
1829.1455356188096949/1493728517593049/?type=1
 Helge Meyer should we all not be ultra sceptical, especially when the media we receive
is 80% Zionist owned and staffed??? September 13 at 12:32pm
https://www.facebook.com/stopisraeliapartheidaustralia/posts/1493288720970362
 Miriam Mehr-Ayin Something has happened to Canada, Australia, Denmark in recent
years???? Oh yes, obscenely rich Zionists and/or friends of Is**el, invested a fortune
in those countries and subsequently bought the honour and dignities of those countries.
Now those countries are servants of, and slave to Israel. Let's not forget that Zionists
and/or friends of that........Is***l control 99% of the Western world media
September 12 at 12:33pm


Moo Hayworth […] Jewish diaspora is a very diverse group of people, with many
themselves perceiving their collective, however divided it is, under threat. I do believe
it is a mental illness which has manifested itself in various forms. The whole 'being
chosen' (above others) I feel is a very dangerous road to build an identity upon, which
is why when the truth is revealed it is very hard to accept it. September 12 at 4:58pm

https://www.facebook.com/stopisraeliapartheidaustralia/posts/1496082510690983
 Helge Meyer Nothing new for Israeli nationals to kill innocents ,they are gods chosen
people after all. September 20 at 8:53pm

Other Organisations
There are many organisations which are not dedicated specifically to opposing Israel, but which
do take an anti-Israel line, to varying degrees. Some of the antisemitic comments on the pages
of some of these organisations appear below.

Centre for Peace and Conflict Studies (CPACS)
CPACS is based at the University of Sydney. CPACS supports BDS and generally takes a
hostile view towards Israel. It set up a Facebook page for an event it was organising ‘How does
boycott, divestment and sanctions support dialogue on the road to peace in Israel and Palestine?
On this page were antisemitic comments, including the following.
https://www.facebook.com/events/857373661025661/permalink/861385317291162/
 Patricia Athena SEMITIC Jews are indeed indigenous to PALESTINE, along with the
Semitic Christians and Muslims. But the European colonial thugs that came to take the
land are not Semitic and have no connection with the lovely Middle East.
Ashkenazis 'Self Styled' Jews Are NOT the Descendants of the Ancient Israelites!
July 31 at 2:03pm
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Patricia Athena There is absolutely no point in engaging with anyone who supports an
entity that drops one tonne bombs, cluster bombs and chemical weapons on 1.8 million
trapped human beings. They have obviously no conscience when it comes to lives that
are not Jewish, And before you all start lying, israel has admitted using these weapons,
but makes excuses for it. July 31 at 8:16pm

Human Rights Working Group of the Greens NSW
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Human-Rights-Working-Group-of-the-GreensNSW/394181433952737
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=776303282407215&id=39418143395
2737
 Jim Griggs... the World Bank and IMF are indirectly but in effect, controlled by the
Rothchild family and in that control all the other banking institutions around the world
including Central Banks in the various countries. November 18 at 11:50pm

Socialist Alternative
https://www.facebook.com/socialist.alt
https://www.facebook.com/socialist.alt/posts/10153715668287376
 Paul Moreland Sorry but the U.S is Israels ass-puppet. If you disagree, explain AIPAC.
September 30 at 10:00pm


Rob Ross I realise that the zionist lobby is huge in the US, but of these two, who would
be capable of invading who? Or who is the bigger playground bully? Turkey, France,
Germany, etc., might be be capable of taking Israel out. But vice versa?
September 30 at 11:15pm



Peter Donovan Rob Ross none..Not because of Israels military strength..but because
they practically own the US Congress...Which is why we did not attack them...or even
defend our own ship the USS liberty. So stop downplaying their political influence on
the US. September 30 at 11:34pm



Peter Donovan You never explained AIPAC either..It's no secret they bribe and
blackmail members of Congress who do not cooperate... September 30 at 11:47pm



Paul Moreland Zionists aren't Jews, so there's no anti-semitic myth. Any true Jew will
tell you that Judaism and Zionism are incompatible. Zionists own the federal reserve
and practically every other central bank on the planet. (Follow the money). Zionists
also own congress and the military industrial complex. Rob, I would love to see the U.S
put Israel in it's place, but Satanyahu's recent visit to congress shows that that'll never
happen. October 1 at 6:22pm



Max Tivey Push the bastards back into the sea. No, I'm not anti-semitic, I have no issues
at all with Jews. Just Israel. October 1 at 2:35pm



Patrick Leahey The parasites are killing the hosts. October 2 at 1:45am
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Whistleblowers, Activists and Citizens Alliance (WACA)
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Whistleblowers-Activists-and-CitizensAlliance/166696300034817
https://www.facebook.com/166696300034817/photos/a.632772346760541.1073741836.1666
96300034817/755485334489241/?type=1
 Ted Priest and to think world war two about exterminating the jews and taking over the
world now look the jews have taken over the worlds money market and wall street and
they have built a wall to ummmmm history never repeats itself doesn't it ........... now
the jews are wanting Syrian land and the rest of the middle east ....once persecuted now
they are the perpetrators.... November 9 at 9:20pm
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=830686000302507&id=16669630003
4817
 Ahmet Tigz White Australia is not the enemy and neither are the Muslims. The Zionist
Jews that control world government and mainstream media are the ones destroying this
country keeping us divided, can you not see that? The nwo depopulation is in full affect,
this is what they want! May 4 at 12:02pm
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=831287443575696&id=16669630003
4817
 Travis Broes Better dig out Israel wit them beause they are just as bad &have their
fngers in every Government on the planet & control the US .. Whatever the US does it
is the Zionist Khazars behind it. Get rid of them & the US will settle down.
May 4 at 11:02pm
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=861390900565350&id=16669630003
4817
 Mac Lockheart Fucking Jews July 17 at 4:36pm

Palestine Matters
http://www.palestinematters.com/Default.aspx
‘Palestine matters’ is the website of Vacy Vlazna, an Australian anti-Israel writer. Vlazna often
re-publishes her articles on non-Australian websites such as ‘Intifada-Palestine’, ‘Palestine
Chronicle’, ‘Counter Currents’, and elsewhere. Vlazna often uses analogies between Israel and
Nazi Germany, and often crosses the line into other forms of antisemitic criticism of Israel.
Extracts from some of Vlazna’s articles follow.
“Merkel’s Wall of Hypocrisy” by Vacy Vlazna (12 November 2014) uses analogies between
Israel and Nazi Germany and minimises German responsibility for the Holocaust.
http://www.palestinematters.com/Merkels-Wall-of-Hypocrisy_News_1064.aspx


[…] lets Israel perpetually pull on the Holocaust ring through Germany’s nose and
suck billions of reparation euros from the German economy. [...] the Israeli desecration
of the Al Aqsa mosque, [...] inflammatory calls to replace it with the third temple. [...]
enforce Israel’s Nazi-like policies against Palestinians such as Lebensraum [...] racial
policies of Aryan superiority (apartheid and the right of Jews only to the land of
Palestine), [...] Nazi Law for the Protection of German Blood and Honour prohibiting
marriages between gentiles and Jews (With very few exceptions, Israeli civil law does
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not permit marriages between Jews and non-Jews within the state of Israel. Children of
mixed marriages are not considered Jewish), and the establishment of ghettos [...] the
shadow of Zionism has Nazi resonances. [...] Objection to comparing Israeli and Nazi
policies is usually made on the grounds that no atrocity can surpass the horrendous
extermination of 6 million Jews [...] bondaged inmates of the concentration camp that
is Gaza. [...] Sooner than later, these zionist walls will fall. There is a new generation
of Germans not cowered by the burden of antisemitism blackmail
“The Nakba: Israel’s Catastrophe” by Vacy Vlazna (12 May 2015), contains multiple
analogies of Jews/Israel with Nazi Germany and other Nazi referencing of Jews/Israel.
http://www.palestinematters.com/The-Nakba-Israels-Catastrophe_News_1071.aspx


[...] Jewish colonists [...] transformed the once decent surviving victims of European
anti-Semitism and the Holocaust into terrorists, killers, thieves, racists, and liars – into
the mirror image of their persecutors. [...] the sickest and most sadistic society in the
world. [...] ethnic cleansing Palestine of indigenous Palestinians in the Zionist quest for
Lebensraum. [...] This land expansionism extends from the Nile to the Euphrates Rivers
for the benefit of Yahweh’s chosen racists [...] Zionist imperial policy of racial
restructuring of the Middle East (supplanting Arabs with Europeans) beginning with a
Jewish state of Israel. [...] Jewish trespassers morally impervious to the wretched exile
of the owners [...] The degradation of mind that inflicts such abhorrent extortion on
victims hasn’t existed since the Third Reich. [...] reminiscent of the Nazi ‘Property
Confiscation Order’ [...] arrogant mindset of Zionists [...] rabid radicalized messianic
bigots from the USA who are housed in the illegal parasitic colonies that leech the land
and livelihoods of the ethnic Palestinians. [...] These colonial terrorists […] purposely
hit-and-run Palestinians including children [...] this racist extremism also contaminates
the Zionist werhmacht [...] ’shoot to kill’ atrocities and war crimes [...] the Zionist 51
day blitzkrieg [...]
Zionist children are warped and twisted by psychological child abuse from birth – they
are ingrained with a victim mentality from the perpetual fear of a future holocaust. This
learned paranoia is overlaid with a national superiority and Arabhass (hate) which
foments hostility and aggression perfect for their military destiny as killing machines
[...] every citizen is a soldier supplying Israel with an eternal army of blasé child-killers
and abusers. [...] The children of the Israelites [...] conduct gestapo night raids [...] It’s
revenues are boosted by testing its high-tech weaponry on living innocent subjects in a
locked laboratory called Gaza [...] To mask their crimes, in cahoots with Western
mainstream media, notably Foxnews, CNN, BBC, the Zionists spew out endlessly
regurgitated Goebbelsian hasbara (propaganda): [...] Zionists are doomed not to live in
a promised land, but doomed to exile in a wasteland of moral stagnation. And like all
the invaders of ancient Palestine, they too will pass.

“The Hilltop: A ‘Comic’ Zionist Lie” by Vacy Vlazna (5 August 2015) contains claims,
accusations and a cartoon reminiscent of the Blood Libel and other fabrications.
http://www.palestinematters.com/The-Hilltop-A-%E2%80%98Comic-ZionistLie_News_1074.aspx


[...] 67 years of unimpeded zionist atrocities and war crimes [...] It is a ‘comic’
normalisation of the zionist criminal enterprise [...] purposely hits-and-runs over
Palestinians including children, harasses schoolchildren, physically assaults children
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and kills a sleeping toddler with molotov cocktails. [...] the uniformed settlers who last
year in Gaza slaughtered 527 children, wounded 3374 children, [...] there is nothing of
moral worth in Israel [...] nor in its zionist pillage of Palestine by its incessant invading
hordes of fanatic Ashkenazis who certainly have the right to return to their traditional
homeland- in Russia, Ukraine, Germany, France, Romania, Georgia and so on.
Israelis torturing non-Jewish children – ABC 4 Corners
In February 2014, the ABC TV Four Corners program aired a documentary “Stone Cold
Justice” about Israel and its treatment of Palestinian youth. This program was posted on
Youtube by AnalistReview. Various anti-Israel websites and Facebook groups have linked to
the Youtube. The video is extremely popular with over a million views (1,108,897) and 9,935
comments, as at 21 October 2015.
‘Palestine Action Group Canberra’ linked to the video on 23 November 2014. There was a
further outpouring of antisemitic comments under the video. Antisemitic comments made
during October and November 2014, when copied and pasted into a word document amount to
13 pages of comment. Some of these comments follow, all of which were published in October
and November 2014. These comments show some of the responses after viewing an ABC
documentary.
Israelis torturing non-Jewish children. Australian documentary film. Viewer discretion.
AnalistReview
Published on Feb 14, 2014
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iqL048x4msM
COMMENTS:


Jane Doe I really hate Jews and the way they steal my tax money for ethnic cleansing.



Justice4All this brings to question whether the whole Hitler/Nazi story was fake... did
the jews really get tortured?



WikdMyth No they didn't. Well actually Hitler forced them to work, instead of allowing
them to make money off of money they way they do now. […] Oh yeah the other torture
was making them wash with soap. It was so torturous hollywood changed it to gas.



WikdMyth Hitler wanted the zionists out of banking, out of media and when they
wouldn't leave he put them to real work. Hitler didn't kill those people, their zionist
overlords killed the lowly jew.



Ahmad Odeh Remember that in christianity and even islam "sons of israel" were also
the chosne people of god, but they didnt do as god commanded so he punished them.
So they are no longer gods people. Second is that "gods chosen people" were hebrews,
not those europeans that call themselves jews.



Pharms But jews are more dangerous because they have the media and the whole
system of the world. That was their reward after the WW2
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johni Dough I prefer the christian-arabs over the kikes!



johni Dough Because the Jews and aipac have taken control of both parties and the:
senate and congress!



Don Scott Jews are able to get away with killing non jews because of one reason, the
dirty jew scumbags in America back them up with money and arms. […] The jew will
soon be on the road again but this time they will have to keep moving. […] Jews are
not different in the eyes of god. They are not the chosen ones. Infact,if you believe in
god then the only logical conclusion you could come to would be the exact opposite of
those beliefs ,,,,,,after all ,it was the jews who crucified Jesus Christ.



johni Dough Ship all the Jews to Israel.



Whitehawk122ss and then blow up the ship in the sea



Juan Carlos Torres Carvajal fucking jews



johni Dough It has been proven for over 2,000 years that your jewish cult has been
christ killers, slave traders, war makers, and creators of socialism, communism,
fascism, and atheism. With more deaths than of of the 6 million jews than your media
owned propaganda machine will ever admit to.



Henryluong Lu Fuck you defending the Jew. Hitler have the right ideas .



WikdMyth The God DAMNED zionists knew if the truth ever came out, they would be
finished, so they bought up all the media outlets and text books.God is Good, God is
Truth and you lying parasitic zionists cock roaches are finally getting the light shone
on you yet again. This time there is the internet so you can no longer BUY and
manipulate information and history.



Skipper Russell The embodiment of Satan on earth.



Sharleen Targon I hate Jews. I can see why the world has always hated them.



Kris van Himbergen Israel started every war! Even world war 2!



plop plop plop zionistz... Gods chozen people ? HA!! LOL yeah and God said its
alright to kill innocent people ?



Sekhubara Reported to my local National Socialist Workers Party for being insensitive
to God's Chosen People, (we are ALL God's chosen, and you are insensitive towards
everybody). You are invited to their local Cookout.



WikdMyth fuck your 'holy' city. God Damned zionists don't know the meaning of Holy.
God Damned Zionists aren't owed anything. You should all be kicked out of all
countries and sent to some island so you can kill, rape, commit pedophilia against each
other. You want your own country? Go fucking find one. Yeah the motive is, just like
it is all though out history the zionist evil ways are being found out, and the motive is
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quit fucking stealing, leeching and sucking the lifeblood out of the rest of humanity and
go see how long that shitty cult will last when you can't murder and steal other people's
productivity, creativity and inventions. God Damn Parasites


John Garden fuck the jews and fight them... fucking assholes



Mike stone the zionist are more worst than nazi, of coz, they surely dont believe in God,
but they believe in antichrist.



yasmin nyt Death to the filthy nasty dirty evil Zionist swine's your day is approaching
very soon!



Sareh Ali I'm a Muslim but not racist but to tell the truth I can see why EVERYBODY
hates JEWS



Daniel Jews put blood in matzah
Italian Jews put it in pasta
Jews sell the organs of Palestinians
Just like the Turks did to the Armenians!



helli beth jews are children killers



Larry Wj Israeli are far more worst than hitler shame on you devils!



DiCreative OForce fuck the Jews from the UK



DiCreative OForce Go eat you babies coward fake



Jack Lambo The NAZI didn't finish the job...next time we will



Jamil Ahmed DEATH to jew rats whose killing innocent peoples...



oliver kostic Did they learn it from the SS, cause they act like the Gestapo! Shame on
Israel! Watch from 27:05, the boy explanes how he was crucified!!!!!



shazlfc ronaldo Hitler should of finished these dirty Jews



Irfan Ali Now time has come to remove every jews from the earth. - .



Tommy Gunz hitler had a point



Tijuana Can't believe that my grandfather went to war in WWII to help this people.!



Anteo Venier I told you, someone didn't do a good job in the second world war.



Sean Smith Jews always using god and religion to justify genocide and murder! Always
playing the poor oppressed victim card while Jews are the most evil murderous people
today
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Draft Resister Time to send your asses back into another Babylonian captivity. You
kikes will just never learn will you?? Jesus Christ speaking to the Scribes and Pharisees:
"You are from your father the devil".



James Anderson It is truly a shame that a people who were once persecuted and
murdered by the millions by Nazis (and no, I do not mean "the German People", i mean
Nazi) should resort to the same tactics they condemned the Nazis for using. As far as I
am concerned, that makes the no better than Nazis, and by using those tactics, puts them
on the road to being Jewish Nazis.



el scientifico In fact I am begininng to feel like anti-semitism is justified.



Karlinna Önnudóttir Too bad the nazis didn't win the war. This wouldn't be happening.



Mason Gilbert It is AMAZING to see a documentary this sympathetic to Palestinians
coming out of any "Western" country (flunky states groveling for their jew hidden
masters for the past 100 years). Now watch the Jews who secretly run the world kick
Australia into an economic stone age.



lookoutforthatninja GAS THE KIKES.



Abner Sanchez It's funny, they were once God's people, but they are no longer God's
people. Now I can see why. God must of been tired of these violent criminals. They are
heartless. That's why God gave them Laws, via Moses, because of how they are. Even
more, they killed Christ. If you are religious, then everyone knows they are no longer
God's people, they only believe they are.



Kucing Comel Tapi Ganaz big nose jew are the real terrorist



seko seko We will cut off the heads of all Jewish ALLAHU AKBAR



John Doe Hitler was right after all.



nasrallahamas now I understand the great leader ADOLF HITLER ...he was right these
parasites are the deadliest disease on the planet ...racist bastards and guess what !!!!
they are non semite and they all come from eastern Europe and PALESTINE is still
occupied since 1948



hunter jack Jews will taste gods wrath soon Insha Allah.



Jason Richards I do a lot off work in Sydney,s Eastern Suburbs its full of South African
Jews and im yet to meet a decent one. They are all Assholes. I fucking now hate Jews



matt14151 these bastards are doing the same thing as Nazi's im officially done I could
never understand why jews are hated so much until now I honestly wouldn't care if
Israel got nuked at this point I officially hate everyone



Jack Pika Preta go back to gas chamber with your family, jew pig asshole, hitler gonna
back from ther grave and rape ur mother bitch
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Pharms Why are jews so evil?... It's incomprehensible... they clearly think that the
goyim are cattle and only the jews are human... they are worst than nazis because jews
are unquestionable and have 90% of mass media, they run the global economy



colloredbrothers The Jews are a disgusting people and it is no surprise they are reviled
around the world for the character they hold. These people are a curse upon the world,
they control the American government, Hollywood the media and many others
organisations.



Virginia Baldwin Jews formerly known as Judeans, have been evicted from 109
countries since 250 AD. Why? Because some of them practice evil. The Talmud is the
work of the devil! Bolshevik Jews, now known as Zionist, worship Satan. The Talmud
preaches everything that the God of heaven abhors!



z Hitler had the right idea. All Jews are pieces of shit.



bla blabla The Jews will Try to enslave us all..........Fight back and attack at all costs!



Kris Krajewski You fuckin jewish motherfuckers !!!You forgot how you were treated
by Germans during II World War ? - You fucking dirt of this planet, you're doing the
same mess !!! Go to hell jewish trash ! When one jewish rat is killed I open bottle of
champagne and celebrate !!! FUCK you jewish shits !!!



Thegaming chameleon thats just wrong oh hittler i wish you were alive to KILL THE
FUCK OUT OF EM
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8.

ANTISEMITIC IMAGES
INCIDENTS

Vandalism of front door of a Jewish owned
home in Sydney – Dec 2014

Vandalism of door of Jewish owned
business in Sydney – October 2014

Vandalism of Jewish figure on multi-faith
mural, Melbourne – 19 March 2015

Vandalism of eruv, Sydney – April 2015?

Vandalism - faeces smeared on structure in
synagogue grounds in Sydney – Sep 2015

Vandalism - faeces smeared on structure in
synagogue grounds in Sydney – Sep 2015
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Graffiti: synagogue in Sydney – July 2015

Graffiti: synagogue in Sydney – Aug 2015

Graffiti: “Jews”, cross-out sign, swastika,
in Sydney - 7 Oct 2014

Graffiti: “I love Nazis” in Sydney 7 Oct 2014

Graffiti at University of Sydney –
Dec 2014

Graffiti at University of WA –
15 March 2015

Graffiti in public toilets in Brisbane –
29 July 2015

Graffiti at a university in Melbourne –
13 August 2015
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Graffiti on billboard of a Jewish councilor,
in Sydney - 12 March 2015
Graffiti on tennis ball in NSW –
13 Sep 2015

Website of Sydney Jewish artist hacked –
25 Dec 2014

Letter in Sydney - 9 Dec 2014

Graffiti at Assyrian genocide memorial, in Sydney - 15 April 2015
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MAINSTREAM MEDIA and SOCIETY

Posted on Facebook page of Father Rod
Bower, Anglican Parish of Gosford – 7
November 2014

Credit card printed for an Australian citizen
by a Norwegian bank - August 2015

Video posted on Facebook page
AAI - Australians Against Islamophobia
November 16 2014
Antisemitic book at Islamic Bookstore,
Sydney

Cartoon posted on Facebook page of Father Dave Smith, Holy Trinity Anglican Church,
in Sydney – 29 June 2015
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Auction in Canberra – Dec 2014

Shed of Nazi memorabilia in Qld –
June 2015

Auction in Canberra – Dec 2014

Auction in Canberra – Dec 2014

Nazi armbands at Ballarat market –
Sep 2015

Amazon Australia selling antisemitic and
Holocaust denying books – May 2015
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ORGANISATIONS and ONLINE

Expel the Parasite – 21 July 2015

Expel the Parasite –
15 Jan 2015, 19 Feb 2015

Expel the Parasite – 19 Feb 2015

Expel the Parasite – 15 May 2015

Expel the Parasite – 4 Nov 2014

Expel the Parasite – 19 April 2015
and on White Racial Identity
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Expel the Parasite – 24 May 2015
Expel the Parasite – 4 March 2015

Expel the Parasite – 11 Feb 2015

Expel the Parasite – 27 Jan 2015

Expel the Parasite – 15 Jan 2015

Nordic Anti Semite – 31 July 2015
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White Racial Identity

White Racial Identity

Local Terror Exposed
Local Terror Exposed

Local Terror Exposed

Local Terror Exposed
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Still of a video by Max Igan of The
Crowhouse – 31 Oct 2014
Local Terror Exposed

Local Terror Exposed
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Squadron 88

The Skull Show – 14 March 2015

Junkee website – 7 June 2015

Junkee website – 7 June 2015

Junkee website – 7 June 2015

Junkee website – 7 June 2015
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Activist News Australia Facebook –
28 Oct 2014

Activist News Australia Facebook –
19 March 2015

Activist News Australia Facebook –
6 Jan 2015

Activist News Australia Facebook –
13 Oct 2014

Black Flag - Facebook – 9 Dec 2014

Posted on Tony Abbott’s Facebook page –
14 July 2015

Patriots Defence League Australia - Front
Line - Facebook – 28 Jan, 18 March, 10
April 2015

Patriots Defence League Australia - Front
Line - Facebook – 24 Feb 2015
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20th Century Truth and Nina Jones –
Facebook - 1 Sep 2015

“Jewish Ritual Murder”
20th Century Truth and Nina Jones Facebook – 6 Aug 2015

20th Century Truth and Nina Jones –
Facebook - 6 Sep 2015

20th Century Truth and Nina Jones –
Facebook - 6 Sep 2015

20th Century Truth and Nina Jones –
Fscebook - 31 Aug 2015

20th Century Truth and Nina Jones –
Facebook - 21 July 2015
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ANTI-ISRAEL MOVEMENT

Australians for Palestine Advocacy Group December 2
Australians for Palestine Advocacy GroupAgnes Lowe - November 10

Australians for Palestine Advocacy Group Agnes Lowe - January 31

Australians for Palestine Advocacy Group Agnes Lowe - January 30
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Australians for Palestine Advocacy Group Agnes Lowe - December 2

Australians for Palestine Advocacy Group May 6

Australians for Palestine Advocacy Group Agnes Lowe - November 10

Australians for Palestine Advocacy Group Robert Chrichton- March 20

Australians for Palestine Advocacy Group January 11

Australians for Palestine Advocacy Group Agnes Lowe- February 1

Australians for Palestine Advocacy Group Steve Anderson - September 27 –
[profile image]
Artists for Palestine - December 11, 2014
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STUDENTS FOR PALESTINE (Australia)
Mark Roberts - December 25, 2014
and CAIA - (Melbourne) Coalition Against
Israeli Apartheid

STUDENTS FOR PALESTINE (Australia)
Mohmoud Ahmad Al Alami - January 10

STUDENTS FOR PALESTINE (Australia)
Marcos Cruz Garcia - July 12

Students for Palestine Adelaide –
February 1

Palestinian Community in Australia
November 9

Victorian Students for Palestine
JO Elgas - November 17
and Friends of Palestine WA and
STUDENTS FOR PALESTINE (Australia)
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Australians For a Free Palestine - July 3
Australians For a Free Palestine–
June 1 and June 29

Australians For a Free Palestine - May 13

Australians For a Free Palestine
January 20

Palestinian Community in Australia –
November 29
Palestinian Community in Australia –
June 29
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9.

RESPONSES to ANTISEMITISM

"Rising antisemitism is rarely the lone or the last manifestation of intolerance. When the human
rights of Jews are repressed, the rights of other religious and ethnic groups are often not far
behind" - Samantha Power, U.S. Ambassador to the UN (January 2015)
Introduction
Major counters to antisemitism are public condemnations of it by those in various positions of
leadership within the country, including politicians, academics, clergy, editors and journalists,
businesspeople and trade unionists, and other community leaders.
In addition, government policies and legislation to discourage or restrict antisemitism, and
other forms of racism, and to protect Jews and other targeted groups, plays a major role in
countering antisemitism.
This section includes a summary of public measures that continue to operate in Australia to
counter antisemitism, including legal measures, political leadership, moral leadership, public
education, media responses, and other areas.

Legal Measures


Australian Human Rights Commission (AHRC)

The Commission was established in 1986 by an act of the federal Parliament. It is an
independent statutory organisation and reports to the federal Parliament through the
Attorney-General.
Our statutory responsibilities include:
 education and public awareness
 discrimination and human rights complaints
 human rights compliance
 policy and legislative development.
We do this through:
 resolving complaints of discrimination or breaches of human rights under federal
laws
 holding public inquiries into human rights issues of national importance
 developing human rights education programs and resources for schools, workplaces
and the community
 providing independent legal advice to assist courts in cases that involve human
rights principles
 providing advice and submissions to parliaments and governments to develop laws,
policies and programs
 undertaking and coordinating research into human rights and discrimination issues.
https://www.humanrights.gov.au/about-commission-0
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Federal Racial Discrimination Act 1975

The federal Parliament has passed a number of laws which aim to protect people from certain
kinds of discrimination in public life and from breaches of their human rights by
Commonwealth departments and agencies.
Racial Discrimination Act 1975
The Racial Discrimination Act 1975 gives effect to Australia's obligations under the
International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination. Its
major objectives are to
 promote equality before the law for all persons, regardless of their race, colour or
national or ethnic origin, and
 make discrimination against people on the basis of their race, colour, descent or
national or ethnic origin unlawful.
Source: https://www.humanrights.gov.au/our-work/legal/legislation

RACIAL DISCRIMINATION ACT 1975 - SECT 18C
Offensive behaviour because of race, colour or national or ethnic origin
(1) It is unlawful for a person to do an act, otherwise than in private, if:
(a) the act is reasonably likely, in all the circumstances, to offend, insult,
humiliate or intimidate another person or a group of people; and
(b) the act is done because of the race, colour or national or ethnic origin of the
other person or of some or all of the people in the group.
Note: Subsection (1) makes certain acts unlawful. Section 46P of the Australian Human
Rights Commission Act 1986 allows people to make complaints to the Australian Human
Rights Commission about unlawful acts. However, an unlawful act is not necessarily a
criminal offence. Section 26 says that this Act does not make it an offence to do an act that
is unlawful because of this Part, unless Part IV expressly says that the act is an offence.
(2) For the purposes of subsection (1), an act is taken not to be done in private if it:
(a) causes words, sounds, images or writing to be communicated to the public; or
(b) is done in a public place; or
(c) is done in the sight or hearing of people who are in a public place.
(3) In this section: "public place" includes any place to which the public have access
as of right or by invitation, whether express or implied and whether or not a charge is made
for admission to the place.
Source: http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/cth/consol_act/rda1975202/s18c.html
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RACIAL DISCRIMINATION ACT 1975 - SECT 18D
Exemptions
Section 18C does not render unlawful anything said or done reasonably and in good faith:
(a) in the performance, exhibition or distribution of an artistic work; or
(b) in the course of any statement, publication, discussion or debate made or
held for any genuine academic, artistic or scientific purpose or any other genuine purpose in
the public interest; or
(c) in making or publishing:
(i) a fair and accurate report of any event or matter of public interest; or
(ii) a fair comment on any event or matter of public interest if the comment
is an expression of a genuine belief held by the person making the comment.
Source: http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/cth/consol_act/rda1975202/s18d.html


Australian State Law:

State bodies that deal with anti-racism and human rights include:
 NSW Anti-Discrimination Board
 Multicultural NSW (formerly NSW Community Relations Commission)
 Victorian Equal Opportunity and Human Rights Commission
 Victoria - Office of Multicultural Affairs and Citizenship (OMAC)
 Victorian Multicultural Commission (VMC)
The following map summarises the relevant provisions in the states and territories.

Source: https://www.humanrights.gov.au/publications/racial-vilification-law-australia
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NSW: Anti-Discrimination Act 1977 - SECT 20D

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION ACT 1977 - SECT 20D
Offence of serious racial vilification
20D Offence of serious racial vilification
(1) A person shall not, by a public act, incite hatred towards, serious contempt for, or
severe ridicule of, a person or group of persons on the ground of the race of the person or
members of the group by means which include:
(a) threatening physical harm towards, or towards any property of, the person or group of
persons, or
(b) inciting others to threaten physical harm towards, or towards any property of, the
person or group of persons.
Maximum penalty:
In the case of an individual-50 penalty units or imprisonment for 6 months, or both.
In the case of a corporation-100 penalty units.
(2) A person shall not be prosecuted for an offence under this section unless the Attorney
General has consented to the prosecution.
Source: http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/nsw/consol_act/aa1977204/s20d.html

The inadequacy and unworkability of section 20D, especially in connection with the Ismail AlWahwah incident referred to earlier in this report (see Executive Summary), is dealt with more
fully in Chapter 6.

Political Leadership
NSW: Speak-Out Hotline:
The NSW Police and Multicultural NSW worked together to develop the Speak-Out line, which
was announced on 29 October 2014. An extract follows.


Today, our minister, The Hon Victor Dominello, Minister for Citizenship and
Communities, in partnership with the Minister for Police, The Hon Stuart Ayres,
launched a new Multicultural NSW “Speakout” hotline to protect people from race and
religion-based harassment, intimidation and abuse.
Multicultural NSW is adamant that there should be no instance when even one of our
citizens is harassed or targeted for insult because of their beliefs, their skin colour or
their choice of dress.
Our society rejects anything that threatens community tranquillity and peace. Hatred,
ridicule or insults have no place in New South Wales. It is the task of Multicultural
NSW and every individual citizen to safeguard our carefully constructed state of
harmony.
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If you want to speak out against race or religion-based harassment, intimidation or
abuse, call the Multicultural NSW “Speak Out” Line on 1800 131 555.
http://www.crc.nsw.gov.au/about_crc/media_releases/latest_media_releases/documents2/201
4/speak_out

Liberal Party of Victoria:
When it was revealed publicly in November 2014 that, Scott Harrison, a Victorian Liberal Party
campaigner was a former member of the Church of Creativity, a neo-Nazi type group, for six
years, Harrison resigned.
J-Wire reported that “In 2010, Harrison was appointed a “reverend” in the Church of Creativity
and thereafter espoused a range of anti-Semitic and racist views in the group’s magazine,
including that the Port Arthur massacre was a plot by Jews and that he would use the his role
as a minister of religion “to the best interests of the white race”. Previously, he had been
photographed posing with a Nazi salute in front of a swastika.”
Liberal Party Victorian state director, Damien Mantach, said of Harrison that “His comments
are unacceptable and do not reflect the views of the Liberal Party. He has now resigned from
the party, effective immediately”.
Harrison stated that he had severed his involvement with the Church of Creativity and no longer
believed in their ideology.
http://www.theage.com.au/victoria/victoria-state-election-2014/liberal-party-campaignerscott-harrison-a-former-neonazi-20141112-11l1dx.html
http://www.jwire.com.au/liberal-campaigner-resigns-neo-nazi-revelations/

Senator Joe Bullock, Labor Party, WA:
In response to the terrorist attack at Har Nof synagogue in Jerusalem where four Jews at prayer
were murdered, and a policeman also killed, Senator Bullock addressed the Australian Senate
on 25 November 2014. Extract of his speech follows.


Senator BULLOCK (Western Australia):
[…] Beyond Israel itself there is a rising tide of anti-Semitism in Europe and across the
world. There is increasing belligerence by groups and individuals promoting ideas such
as boycott, divestment and sanctions. Media bias, whether by omission or commission,
influences the reporting of events in the Middle East, including the military action in
Gaza. There are the double standards of many in our community who claim to be
interested only in human rights but whose real agenda is to attack Israel. Too many
public voices, even here in Australia, rush to condemn Israel but are nowhere to be
heard when attacks like these are committed.
This climate creates an unbalanced and fertile ground for antisemitism. The entire
Jewish community, quite understandably, feels under attack, unsafe and on edge.
Jewish leaders in my state of Western Australia, as well as national figures and
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organisations, have expressed to me their concern with events here, abroad and, of
course, in Israel. They are right to be concerned. But they are by no means without
friends. Let me put on the record my strong support for the state of Israel and my
condemnation of these attacks. Let me also put on the record my strong support for the
Jewish community in Australia. […]
The Jewish community is experiencing increased incidents of antisemitic behaviour. In
my state of Western Australia, anti-Jewish graffiti was recently found scrawled across
the fences and gate of the local Jewish primary school. Jewish people report increasing
numbers of physical and verbal attacks on them, even here in our supposedly
enlightened and tolerant country. These acts and words are legitimised by those leaders
in our community who publicly denigrate Israel and who make no secret of their support
for Israel's enemies. This cannot be allowed to stand. Those who know what is right
must be willing to speak up and say so. I am not Jewish, but even an old Protestant like
me knows that terror is never excusable, murder is never justified, any movement
committed to violence must be opposed, antisemitism is wrong, and delegitimising
Israel's very existence is unacceptable. On the occasion of these horrific crimes in Israel,
it would do us all good to examine what we can do to show solidarity and support for
the Jewish community both in the Middle East and here in Australia.
http://parlinfo.aph.gov.au/parlInfo/download/chamber/hansards/edf5b96a-d52d-4197-bf9330e1e6514fbb/toc_pdf/Senate_2014_11_25_3083.pdf;fileType=application%2Fpdf#search=
%22chamber/hansards/edf5b96a-d52d-4197-bf93-30e1e6514fbb/0000%22

Speech by Dr Brendan Nelson:
The Hon Dr Brendan Nelson is the Director of The Australian War Memorial. He is also a
former federal Minister for Education in the Liberal government. On International Holocaust
Remembrance Day, 27 January 2015, he addressed the Sydney Jewish Museum. An extract
from his address follows.


Hitler was able to take advantage of two key things.
The first was that the majority were indifferent to the plight of the minority.
The second was that in Germany – as in other parts of Europe, anti-Semitism was
deeply rooted – religious, secular and racial.
Anti-Semitism did not end with the Liberation of the death camps, nor with the end of
the war, the Nuremberg trials and nor even formation of the United Nations. AntiZionism, Holocaust denial, distortion of truths, glorification of Nazism have all featured
at different times in the world since.
As we gather here today, thousands of troops are deployed across Europe protecting
synagogues and Jewish places of congregation in response to fire bombings,
desecration of cemeteries and other violations of freedom.
Crowds in some circumstances have even chanted ‘Gas the Jews’ and ‘Death to the
Jews’.
Only last week the United Nations General Assembly debated anti-Semitism.”
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http://www.jwire.com.au/sydney-remembers-auschwitz/

Christopher Pyne, Federal Minister for Education:


Pyne stated that the Boycott, Divestment, Sanctions campaign against Israel “has given
anti-Semitism a fashionability among the far Left” which “has no place in Australia.”
(9 April 2015)
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/education/pyne-calls-on-shorten-to-disownparke-over-uni-petition/story-fn59nlz9-1227296149874

Marrickville Council - Antisemitism
A Jewish councillor, Rosana Tyler, was subject to antisemitism. This was mainly in the form
of antisemitic graffiti scrawled on her business posters in the Marrickville Council area, where
she is a councillor. Marrickville Council condemned the antisemitism, and Mark Gardiner, the
Mayor of Marrickville, issued a statement (17 March 2015). Extracts follow.


Mayoral Minute: Anti-Semitic Behaviour
MOTION: THAT:
1. Council records its abhorrence at any form of anti-semitic behaviour; and
2. Councillors, as an act of solidarity, join a group photo with Councillor Tyler, to
form part of a Mayoral Press Release.
[…] It has come to my attention that one of our fellow Councillors, Councillor Rosanna
Tyler, has been the subject of a hate campaign focussed on her membership of the
Jewish community.
This has included defacing advertising material from her business with anti-semitic
messages and offensive emails.
Councillor Tyler was born in Argentina. Her grandparents fled pogroms in Russia to
seek peace there. They fled to Australia in 1963 to seek peace from a war torn country
mired in civil war. She seeks nothing more here in Australia than peace and
understanding.
It is utterly deplorable that anti-Semitism exists in 2015 here in Australia and absolutely
reprehensible that anyone could be subjected to the treatment Councillor Tyler has
endured.
There is a time when we must stand together and say – ‘this is not acceptable’.
I call on all Councillors to join me in saying to our residents that anti-semitic behaviour
is not acceptable.
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Mayor of Marrickville Councillor, Mark Gardiner, stated on 23 March 2015:


Council condemns anti-Semitism
Marrickville Council voted unanimously on Tuesday night to condemn anti-Semitic
behaviour and to stand in solidarity with their fellow Councillor, Rosana Tyler.
It has come to my attention that Councillor Tyler has been the subject of a hate
campaign. This has included defacing her business advertising material with antiSemitic material. Rosana seeks nothing more than peace and understanding, and it is
utterly deplorable that anti-Semitism exists in 2015 and absolutely reprehensible that
anyone could be subjected to the treatment Councillor Tyler has endured.

I’m pleased that all my fellow Councillors did not hesitate for one moment to join with
me and say, ‘This is not acceptable’.
http://www.marrickville.nsw.gov.au/en/council/newsandnotices/mediareleases/councilcondemns-anti-semitism/
Marrickville Council – Red Rattler Theatre:
In response to the Red Rattler Theatre, in Marrickville, which refused to allow a Jewish cultural
group to use the venue, the Mayor of Marrickville, Mark Gardiner, made a statement (24 March
2015). It is to be noted that the Red Rattler is not owned by Marrickville Council. Extract
follows:


Statement from the Mayor of Marrickville
I’m very sorry to see this kind of discrimination in Marrickville. Especially as just last
week, Councillors unanimously took a stand against anti-semitic behaviour. So you can
imagine my shock and disappointment when I read that the Red Rattler had refused to
allow Hillel access to their venue. This was really quite disgraceful and outrageous. I
strongly disapproved, especially as Council has over the years supported the theatre in
various ways.
http://www.marrickville.nsw.gov.au/en/council/newsandnotices/mediareleases/statementfrom-the-mayor-of-marrickville/

Moral Leadership
Religious and other communal leaders have an important role to play in condemning racism,
including antisemitism, and other forms of bigotry. Some of these condemnations follow.


Catholic Diocese of Broken Bay

Affirmation of Commitment to Interfaith Relations
To the Clergy and lay faithful of Broken Bay Diocese - The Catholic Diocese of Broken
Bay places great value on its relationships with members of other faith communities.
16 October 2014 General Interest
In recent times we have been particularly blessed by the opportunities and friendship
offered to our Diocese by members of the Jewish community and the Muslim community
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in Sydney. These have resulted in shared experiences such as Iftar dinners, Torah study
groups, public lectures, and other gatherings of an educational or social nature.
It is of great concern that in recent months Australia has witnessed a spike in anti-Semitic
activity. This has included some especially abhorrent literature and incidents directed
against Jewish residents in Sydney’s eastern suburbs. We are aware, too, that there are
Jewish families living in Sydney’s northern suburbs who have experienced anti-Semitic
verbal abuse and in some cases physical harassment.
No one should ever be made to feel unsafe walking our streets and living in our
neighbourhoods for the mere fact of being Jewish.
Similarly, we are deeply concerned about a recent surge in negative and judgmental
attitudes in Australian society directed towards Muslim communities. In specific hateful
incidents, abuse has been hurled at Muslim women wearing the hijab, mosques have been
vandalised, an Islamic school has come under threat, and there has been an escalation of
threats on social media.
No Muslim should ever be subjected to hateful judgments and intimidation because of his
or her cultural or religious identity.
Our concern intensifies, too, for our own Christian brothers and sisters who in some parts
of Sydney have been subjected to verbal abuse and threats.
This current wave of unrest in Australian society rightly increases our need for vigilance
and awareness as citizens but also, more importantly, calls for our wakefulness as
Christians. Centred on Christ, we are a people called to witness to God’s love for all
humanity. The tragic political conflicts occurring in the world must never be an excuse for
the venting of racial prejudice or religious bigotry. On the contrary, they should cause us to
intensify our commitment to fostering interfaith friendships and intercultural harmony.
Most of us are not in a position to directly influence major events happening overseas,
however we can all take responsibility and action within our own personal sphere of
influence – our neighbourhoods, our parishes, our places of study and work, and our social
circles.
With the clergy and other leaders in Broken Bay Diocese, I urge everyone in our Diocesan
community to stand firm in our commitment to developing lifegiving relationships with
people of other faiths. Let us do everything within our means to foster among our people a
deep understanding and embodiment of the teachings of the Church on interreligious
relations as expressed at Vatican II in Nostra Aetate and articulated in subsequent church
documents. In this way we can be leaven for peace within Australian society.
Further information on these church teachings can be accessed at our Diocesan website:
www.dbb.org.au/ecumenism-interfaith
In the words of Pope Francis, reiterated by the Pontifical Council for Interreligious
Dialogue: “May the God of peace stir up in each one of us a genuine desire for dialogue
and reconciliation.”
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Fr Vincent R. Casey
Diocesan Administrator
Catholic Diocese of Broken Bay
Source: http://www.dbb.org.au/news/fx-articles.cfm?loadref=12&id=191

Rotary Club - Central Blue Mountains
During a meeting between NSW Jewish Board of Deputies (NSWJBD) chief executive officer
Vic Alhadeff, education chair Marilyn Immerman and education manager Suzanne Green, and
members of the Rotary Club of Central Blue Mountains, in December 2014, a member of the
Rotary Club expressed his view that he


“eagerly awaits the day when the Jewish people of Australia don't have to have security
guards at their synagogues."

Sources: http://www.jwire.com.au/drop-guard/ and
http://www.bluemountainsgazette.com.au/story/2751896/jewish-delegation-comes-to-sayshalom/

Letter in The Australian
An example showing the lack of moral leadership and support for the Jewish community:
In reference to the #illridewithyou campaign after Sydney siege of 15 December 2014, this
comment was published in The Australian (17 December 2015):


I don’t remember leftists starting an “I’ll ride with you” campaign when Jewish
schoolchildren were attacked in Sydney a few months ago.
Fabio Scalia, Windsor, Vic
Source: http://www.theaustralian.com.au/opinion/letters/last-post-december-17/storyfn558imw-1227158651855

Australian Kurdistan Veteran Association
A letter by the Australian Kurdistan Veteran Association in January 2015 to the NSW JBD
stated:
 Behalf of Australian Kurdistan Veteran Association , We strongly condemn , The attack
on Jewish people that where inncocent , We stand shoulder by shoulder with Jewish
Government and people , We all against the barbarian Islamic ISIS attack that happen
in France. Australian Kurdistan Veteran Association

Failure of Queensland State MPs to sign London Declaration on Combating Antisemitism
Moral leadership by political, religious and other authority figures can be an effective way to
maintain and entrench the stigma attached to antisemitism in mainstream society. Equally,
failures of moral leadership can have the opposite effect. Despite efforts by the Queensland
Jewish Board of Deputies to enlist the support of Queensland State MPs for the London
Declaration on Combating Antisemitism, none of these MPs has added his or her signature to
that document, even though Queensland Federal MPs have done so.
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Media
In Australia, there are two main organisations dealing with the media, its role and practices.


Australian Communications and Media Authority

The Australian Communications and Media Authority (ACMA) is a government agency
responsible for the regulation of broadcasting, the internet, radiocommunications and
telecommunications.
The ACMA's responsibilities include:
 promoting self-regulation and competition in the communications industry, while
protecting consumers and other users
 fostering an environment in which electronic media respect community standards
and respond to audience and user needs
 managing access to the radiofrequency spectrum
 representing Australia's communications interests internationally.
Source: http://archive.acma.gov.au/WEB/STANDARD/pc=ACMA_ROLE_OVIEW



Australian Press Council

The Australian Press Council was established in 1976 and is responsible for promoting good
standards of media practice, community access to information of public interest, and freedom
of expression through the media. The Council is also the principal body with responsibility
for responding to complaints about Australian newspapers, magazines and associated digital
outlets.
Role
The Council’s three main areas of work involve
 developing standards that constitute good media practice and are applied by the
Council when considering complaints;


responding to complaints from the public about material in Australian newspapers,
magazines and associated digital outlets;



issuing statements on policy matters within its areas of interest, including through
submissions to parliamentary committees, commissions and other public bodies.

Source: http://www.presscouncil.org.au/about/
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ECAJ statement on the media:
Robert Goot, President of the Executive Council of Australian Jewry (ECAJ), stated on 9
November 2014 at the ECAJ AGM:


“Media bias against Israel, and the steady mainstreaming of antisemitism that it
produces, have for a long time been vexed issues for our community. These issues came
to a head during the year in several notorious instances. The ECAJ has held productive
meetings with significant national media organisations over the last month.

For the first time in many years we are seeing signs of real engagement with our
community by parts of the media that have long been hostile; admissions of bias instead
of denial; and genuine disturbance at the implicit antisemitism in some of the coverage
and the overt antisemitism it has provoked and legitimated. Sincere attempts are being
made to redress these problems. Although it is too early to draw firm conclusions, it
appears that our interventions are having positive effects. We will, however, continue
to monitor and where necessary react on issues of balance, fairness and accuracy in
media reporting.”
http://www.jwire.com.au/ecaj-agm-carr-gets-mention/

ECAJ statement on Nazi and Holocaust rhetoric
The following was published on J-Wire on 24 March 2015:


Watch your rhetoric
The Executive Council of Australian Jewry has stated its position on the use of rhetoric
invoking the Nazi Party. Following statements made by the Prime Minister for which
he has apologised, the ECAJ has stated:
“Whilst hyperbole is to be expected in any free-flowing political discussion in
Australia’s robust democracy, special care is needed to avoid comparing any Australian
political leaders or members of parliament to Nazi leaders or comparing any political
party in Australia to the former Nazi party in Germany. There is, thankfully, nothing in
Australia’s history and experience that is even remotely comparable to the unique evil
and horror of the Hitler period in Germany and Europe. Similarly, Holocaust denial,
which is about vilifying Jews and has nothing to do with a discussion of history or ideas,
ought not to be likened to points of view on other issues which do not entail racial
vilification.
“Regrettably, the use of inappropriate analogies with Nazism has crept into political
discourse in Australia with increasing frequency. This has the effect of trivialising Nazi
totalitarianism, particularly in the thinking of younger people who have no personal
point of entry into understanding the realities of life under the Nazi jackboot.
“For this reason our organisation some years ago adopted an express policy against
inappropriate Holocaust rhetoric (see http://www.ecaj.org.au/ under ‘ECAJ
Platform’). The ECAJ: recognised that the Holocaust, the Nazi program of genocide,
was a unique historical event; noted that the Holocaust is generally recognised as the
benchmark of the most extreme case of human evil; and deplored the inappropriate use
of analogies to the Nazi Genocide in Australian public debate. We extend this to the
inappropriate use of analogies to Nazi tyranny in Australian politics.
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“The ECAJ is concerned whenever political or community leaders or the media resort
to rhetoric that is less disciplined on this subject than it should be. In particular we seek
to discourage the use of imprecise analogies with the Nazi regime and its barbarous
ideology, policies and practices.”
http://www.jwire.com.au/watch-your-rhetoric/

Australian Press Council Adjudication of the SMH Le Lievre cartoon
As reported in last year’s Annual Antisemitism Report, an antisemitic cartoon by Glen Le
Lievre was published in the Sydney Morning Herald (SMH) and the online version of The Age
on 26 July 2014. It portrayed a classical negative stereotype of a Jew, complete with hook nose,
religious head covering and Star of David. The character was shown operating a TV-type
remote control as a detonator to blow up civilians in Gaza. The cartoon accompanied a polemic
against Israel authored by journalist Mike Carlton. The online version was headed “Israel’s
rank and rotten fruit is being called fascism.”

On 17 January 2015, the Australian Press Council (APC) issued its findings on the Le Lievre
cartoon. It concluded that “the Council’s Standards of Practice were breached on the ground of
causing greater offence to readers’ sensibilities than was justifiable in the public interest.” The
APC statement is as follows.


The Press Council has considered whether its Standards of Practice were breached by
a cartoon in the Sydney Morning Herald on 26 July 2014. It was associated with an
opinion piece on the conflict in Gaza and depicted an elderly man with a large nose,
wearing the distinctively Jewish head covering called a kippah or yarmulke, and sitting
in an armchair emblazoned with the Star of David. He was pointing a TV remote control
device at an exploding cityscape, implied to be Gaza.
The Council asked the publication to comment on whether the cartoon placed gratuitous
emphasis on race or religion. It also asked the publication whether the cartoon could
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reasonably have been expected to cause offence and showed insufficient concern for
balancing the sensibilities of some readers with the broader public interest.
In response, the publication agreed that the cartoon had placed gratuitous emphasis on
the Jewishness of its subject and in doing so had inappropriately emphasised religious
persuasion rather than Israeli nationality, thereby causing offence. It pointed out that a
650-word apology had been published about a week later.
The publication also pointed out that the newspaper’s Editor in Chief and News
Director had subsequently participated in seminars facilitated by the [NSW] Jewish
Board of Deputies to raise awareness about imagery that could be construed as
antisemitic. It said further seminars were planned and would be expanded to include
the newspaper’s senior editorial staff.
The publication also said that a requirement for extra layers of approval had
subsequently been introduced for all cartoons prior to publication.
Conclusions
The Council emphasises that cartoons are subject to its Standards of Practice. The
application of those Standards however, takes account of the fact that readers can
reasonably be expected to recognise that cartoons commonly use exaggeration and
caricature to a considerable degree and therefore should be interpreted by them with
this in mind.
In this instance, the cartoon’s linkage between the Jewish faith and the Israeli rocket
attacks on Gaza was reasonably likely to cause great offence to many readers. A linkage
with Israeli nationality might have been justifiable in the public interest, despite being
likely to cause offence. But the same cannot be said of the implied linkage with the
Jewish faith that arose from inclusion of the kippah and the Star of David. Accordingly,
the Council’s Standards of Practice were breached on the ground of causing greater
offence to readers’ sensibilities than was justifiable in the public interest.
The Council welcomes the prominent, extensive and closely-reasoned apology by the
publication and its subsequent action to reduce the risk of repetition. The Council
commends this approach to other publications.
Relevant Council Standards (not required for publication):
This adjudication applies the following General Principles as at the date of publication
of the article: General Principle 7: “Publications have a wide discretion in publishing
material, but they should balance the public interest with the sensibilities of their
readers, particularly when the material, such as photographs, could reasonably be
expected to cause offence”; General Principle 8: “Publications should not place any
gratuitous emphasis on the race, religion, nationality, colour, country of origin, gender,
sexual orientation, marital status, disability, illness, or age of an individual or group.
Where it is relevant and in the public interest, publications may report and express
opinions in these areas.”
http://www.presscouncil.org.au/document-search/adj-1634/
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Global Forum for Combating Antisemitism (GFCA)
The 5th GFCA convened in Jerusalem, Israel, on 12-14 May 2015. Although the following
refers to Europe, it is also applicable to elsewhere, including Australia. The ECAJ was
represented by Research Officer, Julie Nathan. Two other Australian representatives, Jeremy
Jones and Andre Oboler, who attended the Forum each co-chaired a working group. From
Australia Libby Burke of the Queensland Jewish Board of Deputies and Charles Volpe also
attended the forum, along with former Australians Arsen Ostrovsky, Dani Wassner and
Rachael Risby-Raz.
GFCA 2015 Final Statement on Combating Antisemitism in Europe
The summer of 2014 saw an eruption of mass anti-Jewish protests in European capitals not
seen in decades, followed by deadly attacks in Brussels, Paris and Copenhagen. Many Jews
in Europe today feel afraid to identify openly as Jews, in their manner of dress, worship or
political expression. Jewish institutions require constant armed protection creating a sense
of siege on Jewish life. Hostility towards the Jewish community by non-acculturated
communities, and the return of Jihadi fighters with EU citizenship marks a security crisis for
Jewish communities, and Jewish religious practice is under legislative attack in some
European bodies, furthering challenging the fabric of Jewish communal life in Europe.
European institutions and governments need to take strong proactive steps to address the
current outbreak of antisemitism in order to assure the continued vibrancy of Jewish
communal life in Europe.
The European governmental institutions and national governments should take the
followings steps:
• Adopt a formal definition of antisemitism applicable throughout the European Union and
its member states under law.
• The formal definition of antisemitism should include unambiguous reference to attacks on
the legitimacy of the State of Israel and its right to exist, and Holocaust denial as forms of
antisemitism.
• Apply agreed standardized mechanisms for monitoring and recording incidents of
Antisemitism in all EU countries.
• Review EU laws and enact national legislation to ensure an adequate legal framework and
law enforcement instruments for combating antisemitism in its many manifestations.
• Apply existing legislation and regulations more fully, and train law enforcement to
recognize antisemitic manifestations as they occur, in order to apply the appropriate legal
and administrative instruments at its disposal.
• Take urgent and sustained steps to assure the physical security of Jewish communities, their
members and institutions which have become prime targets of radical Islamists, returning
jihadi fighters and other extremists.
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• Affirm and assure the rights of Jewish communities and individuals to self-expression in
their countries of citizenship and residence. This refers to their political beliefs and right to
assembly, manner of dress and other normative aspects of robust Jewish communal life.
• The defense of the Jewish community by European governments should be proactive, so
that Jewish life need not be forced behind high walls.
• Direct education ministries to increase teacher training and adopt pedagogic curricula
against antisemitism, and towards religious tolerance and Holocaust remembrance. Define
these as high priority goals in European education and as core values of European identity
and member state national values.
• Engage civil society and the general public in efforts to combat Antisemitism through a
concerted public affairs effort. This requires a deep cooperation with Muslim community
leadership, and a strong counter radicalization working agenda.
• Establish a national legal unit responsible for combating cyberhate. Make stronger use of
existing laws to prosecute cyberhate and online antisemitism, and apply them. Enhance the
legal basis for prosecution in countries where such laws are absent.
• Adopt stronger laws and penalties for the prohibition of internet materials promoting
terrorism and supporting recruitment to terrorist groups, and adopt the recommendations of
the GFCA 2015 Statement on Combating Cyberhate and Antisemitism on the Internet.
Jerusalem, May 14, 2015
Source: http://mfa.gov.il/MFA/AboutTheMinistry/ConferencesSeminars/GFCA2013/Documents/GFCA2015Booklet.pdf
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10.

ARTICLES on ANTISEMITISM

The ECAJ has been active in exposing antisemitism by writing articles which have been
published in the Australian media during the period in review. Some of those articles by ECAJ
and others are reproduced here in chronological order of publication.

While Jews are slaughtered, the Left worries about Islamophobia
Brendan O’Neill
15 January 2015
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/opinion/columnists/while-jews-are-slaughtered-the-leftworries-about-islamophobia/story-fnhulnf5-1227185063134
THE parallel moral universe inhabited by Europe’s chattering classes and celebs was starkly
exposed last week.
In Paris, shortly after the Charlie Hebdo massacre, an extremist stormed a kosher store,
terrorised its patrons, and murdered four of them. Their crime? Jewishness.
And yet as this act of anti-Semitic barbarism was taking place, what were the opinion-forming
set and the right-on glitterati worrying their well-groomed heads about? Islamophobia. The
possibility of post-Charlie Hebdo violence against Muslims. They fretted over violence that
hadn’t occurred, rather than violence unfolding before the world’s eyes in a store frequented
by Jews.
So we had the bizarre spectacle of British newspapers thundering about a possible outburst of
anti-Muslim madness at precisely the moment an outburst of anti-Semitic madness was taking
place. Beware “Islamophobes seizing [the Charlie Hebdo] atrocity to advance their hatred”,
hollered The Guardian as an anti-Semite was seizing a kosher shop to advance the world’s
oldest hatred.
The day after the assault on the kosher store, three of the top 10 most-read articles on The
Guardian’s website were dire warnings about potential Islamophobic violence post-Charlie
Hebdo. Some folk seemed more concerned about possible attacks on Muslims than they were
about actual attacks on Jews.
The gaping disconnect between observers’ fears of what would happen in France after the
Charlie Hebdo massacre and what actually did happen was summed up in comments made by
George Clooney. On Monday, as the bodies of the four murdered Jews were being prepared
for the flight to Israel, Clooney was telling fawning hacks about the scourge of “anti-Muslim
fervour” in Europe. It got to a point where it wouldn’t have felt surprising to hear a journalist
say: “Oh no, Jews have been attacked — will this cause yet more problems for Muslims?!”
Of course, it’s entirely legitimate to worry about a backlash against Muslims in the wake of
Islamist terror. That some blank grenades were thrown into the courtyard of a mosque in France
suggests there are indeed Muslim-loathing hotheads. But there’s no escaping the fact that
observers struggle to acknowledge the seriousness of anti-Semitism.
They find it easier to fantasise about a mob-led war on Muslims than to confront the real,
growing problem of Jew-baiting.
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We saw this last year, too, when there were numerous anti-Semitic outbursts during the Gaza
conflict. Those who pose as progressive, who instantly reach for political placards whenever
Muslims or another minority suffer abuse, didn’t say much.
They fidgeted, ermed and aahed, or, worse, offered an apologia for the new anti-Semitism. “If
Israel didn’t treat Palestinians so badly, maybe Jews wouldn’t get attacked”, they hinted. This
ugly excuse-making for anti-Semitic violence reared its head again this week when a BBC
reporter in Paris, Tim Wilcox, said to a shaken French Jewish women that “the Palestinians
suffer hugely at Jewish hands as well”.
In short: maybe there’s a logic to anti-Semitic violence. Maybe it’s just a reaction to Israeli —
or as Wilcox put it, “Jewish” — wickedness. Maybe you deserve it. Wilcox expressed a
common view in right-thinking sections of society: that anti-Semitism isn’t quite as bad as
other forms of racism because it’s often misfired anger with Israel.
We’re witnessing the terrifying meshing together of anti-Zionism and anti-Semitism, with
those who claim merely to hate Israel often slipping into expressions of disdain for “the Jews”
and targeting Jewish shops for boycotts.
Indeed, if Amedy Coulibaly, the killer in the kosher store, thought a simple shop was an
appropriate place to act out his foul radicalism, it isn’t hard to see why: anti-Israel protesters
have been targeting Israeli-linked or just Jewish-owned shops for years now. Jewish produce,
Jewish shoppers — all fair game, apparently.
The increasingly unhinged nature of many leftists’ loathing for Israel has led them to
problematise the Jews themselves. They speak darkly of Jewish lobbies, of super-powerful
forces making our leaders kowtow to Israel. Their swirling, borderline conspiratorial fear of
Israel means they often cross the line from yelling at Israel to wondering about the
trustworthiness of the Jews.
It’s a rehabilitation of the idea of the Jewish burden. Once, Jews were made to carry the burden
of having “killed Christ”; now they’re forced to shoulder responsibility for everything Israel
says and does. They’re marked, suspect, not as sympathetic as other minorities. This is really
why many European leftists find it hard to stand up to the new anti-Semitism: because they
played a key role in unleashing it.
Brendan O’Neill is the editor of Spiked online.

Antisemitism in the 21st century
by Julie Nathan
17 February 2015
http://www.jwire.com.au/antisemitism-21st-century-writes-julie-nathan/
http://blogs.timesofisrael.com/antisemitism-in-the-21st-century/
The murder in Denmark of a Jewish man outside a synagogue is just the latest in a long series
of acts of violence and murder directed at Jews in Europe over the last few decades. Only last
month in Paris Jews were targeted and four were murdered at the Hyper Cacher Jewish
supermarket.
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The Danish Prime Minister, Helle Thorning-Schmidt, has condemned the attack on Jews as an
attack on democracy. The French Prime Minister, Manuel Valls, last month expressed concern
at the growing numbers of Jews emigrating from France as they flee antisemitic violence. Even
the British Home Secretary, Theresa May, expressed concern that Jews, no longer feeling safe
in Britain, are preparing to leave. Other countries in Europe are also facing growing antisemitic
violence and are having difficulty protecting their Jewish citizens against harassment, assault,
bombings and murder.
In Belgium, the Jewish Museum in Brussels was attacked and four people murdered in May
2014. In 2013, the last remaining Jewish school in Brussels instructed its students to remove
their kippot (Jewish religious head covering) on their way to and from school, and only wear
it safely within the confines of the fortress-like school building, due to the threat of physical
attack.
In Holland, in late 2010, Frits Bolkestein, a prominent Dutch politician, advised Jews to leave
Holland as it is no longer safe for Jews to live there. Earlier that year, the police in Holland had
instituted a system of décoy police, where Dutch policeman dressed up as Orthodox Jews and
walked the streets, in a bid to arrest or deter those who would assault Jews.
In Denmark in 2009, a school refused to enrol Jewish students as it could not protect them from
harassment and assault. Other Danish school principals supported the move. In Norway, a
survey by the Oslo Municipality in 2011 found that 33% of Jewish students in the town were
physically threatened or abused by other high school teens at least two to three times a month.
The groups that suffered the next highest amount of bullying were Buddhists at 10%, “Others”
at 7%, and Muslims at 5%.
In Sweden, the Mayor of Malmo, where many Swedish Jews live, blamed the Jews themselves
for assaults on Jews and firebombings of synagogues. Last year, a planned city walk by Jews
and non-Jews to protest antisemitism in Sweden had to be cancelled due to security threats and
the inability of police to ensure their safety.
France has experienced the most egregious acts of antisemitic violence in Europe since WWII.
In 2006, a young French Jew, Ilan Halimi, of North African background was kidnapped and
tortured for three weeks for being a Jew. He died of his injuries. His attackers were French
Muslims, also of North African background. In Toulouse in 2012, a rabbi and three Jewish
children, aged under nine, were shot dead at a Jewish school by Mohammed Merah, a French
Muslim of North African background. Jews comprise only 1% of the French population, yet
50% of racist attacks in France are against Jews.
Christian Europe has a millennia long history of oppressing, persecuting and murdering Jews,
whether in the name of a supersessionist religion, secular enlightenment, nationalism, or a
racist ideology. The culmination of this history of persecution was the Holocaust in which the
whole Jewish population of Europe and all lands under Nazism were targeted and marked for
death. Six million Jewish men, women, children and babes were hunted down and murdered in
the forests of eastern Europe and in the ghettoes and death camps through deliberate starvation,
exhaustion, bullets and gas.
Seventy years after the Holocaust, the antisemitic virus has re-emerged from the extreme
margins of society to which it had been banished after the Holocaust. Not only is antisemitism
out in the open, it is brazenly public and proud. The main difference between 1930s
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antisemitism and the 21st century strain is that in the 1930s it was governments and politicians
which incited the hatred and perpetrated the murder. Today, the perpetrators are a combination
of the far Right, the anti-Zionist Left, and major segments of Europe’s Muslim population.
A study in Europe in 2013 found that “26% of Jews have suffered from antisemitic harassment
at least once in the past year, 34% experienced such harassment in the past five years, 5%
reported that their property was intentionally vandalized because they are Jewish, about 7%
were physically hurt or threatened in the past five years.” These figures do not include the acts
of violence and vandalism of synagogues and other Jewish communal institutions.
Despite the focus on Islamophobia by the media and in political discourse over the last fifteen
years, the reality is that attacks against Muslims are significantly less frequent than attacks
against Jews. The evidence produced through studies by anti-hate organizations, police reports
on hate crimes, and monitors of internet hate, show that the major targets of abuse and violence
in Europe are Jews.
In the USA, the FBI collects and analyses hate crime statistics across the nation, with categories
including Race, Religion, Sexual Orientation, Ethnicity/National Origin, and Disability. These
statistics consistently show that it is blacks, Jews, homosexual men, and Hispanics who are the
overwhelming victims of hate crime. In the Religion category, Jews are the largest category of
victims of hate crime.
For the ten years from 2004 to 2013 (the latest year available) anti-Jewish hate crimes
constituted between 60% and 70% of all hate crimes in the Religion category in the US. In
comparison, anti-Muslim hate crimes constituted between 7-14%, anti-“other religion”
(presumably Hindus, Buddhists, Sikhs etc) constituted between 7-13%, anti-Catholic
constituted 3-5%, anti-Protestant constituted 2-4%, and anti-atheist constituted less than 1%.
Jews comprise only 2% of the American population, yet 60-70% of religious hate crimes are
directed against Jews.
In Britain, the Scottish government compiles extensive reports on hate crimes from police
records. Hate crime statistics in the Religion category shows high levels of attacks on Catholics
(57-58%) and Protestants (36-40%), and much lower levels against Muslims (2-2%) and Jews
(1-2%) over the 2011 and 2012 periods. However, these overall percentages, in the 2012
statistics for example, translate into quite a different picture when the population numbers of
each religious category in Scotland is taken into account.
These figures show that there is one anti-Jewish hate incident for every 461 Jews, one antiMuslim hate incident per 2,240 Muslims, one per 1,579 Catholics, and one for every 6,080
Protestants. Thus, Jews are subject to a much higher rate of attack. Jews are several times more
likely than Muslims to suffer hate incidents, and are twenty times more likely than Christians
to suffer hate incidents.
The International Network Against Cyber Hate (INACH) conducts a country by country review
and report on racist and religious bigotry on the European internet. According to INACH’s
studies, prior to 2002, antisemitism had been the largest single type of hate on the European
internet. After the terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001, there was an increase in anti-Muslim
content; but there was a much larger increase in anti-Jewish content. From 2002, antisemitism
became the absolute largest category of hate on the European internet. Incidents of anti-Jewish
hate outweighed the combined aggregate of every other form of hate.
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INACH’s study showed that up until the second half of 2000 virtually all antisemitism reported
online was from ‘classical’ sources of antisemites and/or racists (eg neo-Nazis). By 2002, most
antisemitism and Holocaust denial no longer came from ‘classic’ antisemites but from Muslim
and left-wing web forums.
Having been predominantly either bystanders or perpetrators during the Nazi attempt to murder
every Jew in Europe, Europeans are again in a situation where their Jewish citizens are on the
edge of another great abyss. The question remains: How will they respond this time? Will they
acquire the backbone to defend and protect their Jewish citizens against murderous anti-Jewish
ideologies? Or will they take the easy, but self-destructive, route and excuse the antisemites,
appease the murderous ideology at work in Europe and elsewhere, and watch silently as the
Jews are driven from Europe’s shores over the coming decade?
The watchword is Toulouse. When three French soldiers (two of North African background
and one of Caribbean background) and four Jews (three of them young children) were
murdered in March 2012, the French people came out in their thousands to protest the murders.
A massive anti-racist banner read: “In France, we kill Blacks, Jews, and Arabs”. However,
when the murderer was found to be Mohammed Merah, a French Muslim of North African
background, the protests and anti-racism banners disappeared. While ever the murderer was
believed to be an indigenous French person, of Right-wing racist politics, the masses of France
were eager to protest against murderous racism in France. However, once the murderer was
identified as a Muslim jihadist, the protesting masses melted away unable or unwilling to
condemn murder when committed by a Muslim jihadist.
In a perverse response to Merah’s murders, there was an exponential increase in physical
assaults on French Jews, with several being hospitalized. Bashings with iron bars and other
assaults were perpetrated against Jews. The initial shock and horror of the murder of little
Jewish children were transformed into a mania by Islamist extremists to emulate Merah, to give
him hero status and to glorify his murderous deeds.
After this latest murder in Copenhagen, and the murders in Paris only last month, it remains to
be seen whether Europe makes a decision to defend and protect its Jewish citizens. Many Jews
fear that European governments will instead cave in to threats and appeasement and watch their
Jews pack their bags and leave.
It is in this context that Israel’s Prime Minister, Benjamin Netanyahu, has called on Europe’s
Jews to immigrate en masse to Israel. To many, Netanyahu’s call appears presumptuous and
insulting. Viewed objectively, however, no one should be surprised by it. The first duty of
governments is to protect their citizens – all their citizens, regardless of race, religion or
culture. This is especially so in Europe, with its blood-soaked history of racial and religious
persecution, especially of Jews. Until European governments demonstrate that they have an
effective antidote to the growing wave of anti-Jewish hatred and violence in their countries,
Netanyahu’s call is likely to be responded to by an ever-increasing number of European Jews.
Julie Nathan is the Research Officer for the Executive Council of Australian Jewry
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Saving the Jews of Europe
Alex Ryvchin
26 February 2015
http://www.abc.net.au/religion/articles/2015/02/26/4187760.htm
The Jewish community of Denmark has now buried its dead. The latest lethal antisemitic
incident in Europe followed the pattern set in Paris a month earlier. A brazen attack on a
prominent symbol of free speech - in this case, a symposium hosted by the controversial
cartoonist Lars Vilks, was followed immediately, inevitably, by a shooting at a gathering place
for Jews, the Copenhagen Synagogue.
Artists and thinkers were targeted because of what they do, and a Jewish volunteer guarding
the Synagogue was targeted because of what he was.
In Paris a month earlier, Jews were killed shopping in a kosher store on the eve of the Sabbath.
Just a month earlier in the same city, a young Jewish woman was subjected to a brutal rape
during a home invasion. It emerged that the assailants had targeted the home because they knew
the family to be Jewish.
In May 2014, a gunman, recently returned from Syria, murdered four people with an assault
rifle at the Jewish Museum in Brussels. Two years earlier, another jihadist, coolly alighted from
his scooter outside a Jewish day school in Toulouse and shot three Jewish schoolchildren and
their young Rabbi at point blank range. On the same day that Dan Uzan was murdered outside
the Copenhagen Synagogue, hundreds of Jewish graves were smashed and daubed with
swastikas in eastern France.
The Jews of Europe have now been targeted in their places of worship, their shops, their
community centres, their schools, their homes and even in their graves.
The recent history of deadly antisemitism in Europe has the Jews questioning whether basic
rights to assemble, to worship, to live freely in peace still extend to them. Consequently, they
have come to question their place in a new Europe, with its entrenched pockets of barbaric
Islamist killers and those who support, educate, finance and shelter them.
The perpetrators in each case fit the same profile. Young Arab men, failures in the free societies
of endless opportunities in which they are fortunate enough to live, groomed to become
remorseless killers by agents of the fascistic, fanatical movement that sees violent antisemitism
as its rallying cry.
It is in this context that Israel's Prime Minister, Benjamin Netanyahu, has urged Europe's Jews
to leave for Israel. Netanyahu's calls have been widely criticised. European governments have
resented the implication that they cannot contain radical Islam and are incapable of protecting
some of their own citizens. The Jewish communities themselves have seen the call to emigrate
as Netanyahu asking them to do something that he himself never would - surrender to terrorism.
But viewed objectively, no one should be surprised by Netanyahu's statements, particularly in
the context of Europe's blood-soaked history of racial and religious persecution, especially of
Jews.
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Until European governments demonstrate that they have an effective antidote to the growing
wave of anti-Jewish hatred and violence in their countries, emigration to the Jewish State will
look an increasingly attractive option. Indeed, the focus should not be on the welcoming
embrace of Israeli leaders to these beleaguered communities, but on the failure of European
governments to contain the antisemitism that threatens to drive them away.
The response of world leaders in combating the scourge of violent antisemitism will be crucial.
Words can be as significant as deeds, particularly at a time when moral clarity is at a premium.
In the wake of the Paris killings, the French Prime Minister Manuel Valls gave a landmark
speech denouncing antisemitism. Valls decried the revival of antisemitism in France as a
symbol of the crisis of democracy and the Republic. "When the Jews of France are attacked,
all of France is attacked, and so is the universal consciousness," he said. "We must never forget
that."
The Danish Prime Minister Helle Thorning-Schmidt conveyed similar sentiments. "When you
attack the Jewish community, you attack our democracy," she said in the hours following the
Copenhagen attack.
Yet before such messages begin to have an impact more widely, they are invariably distorted,
inverted and corrupted by the chattering classes and lost in a hail of nonsense on social media.
So, immediately, pathological haters of Israel will link the slaying of a Jew in Copenhagen to
events in Gaza or rail against the "hypocrisy" of daring to condemn this later terror attack while
Israeli houses creep beyond that defunct armistice line known as the "Green Line."
A show of solidarity with the beleaguered Jews of Europe will be turned into another preemptive campaign against the prospect of an Islamophobic "backlash" - which thankfully never
materialises. What does materialise, however, is the next "lash" - the next deadly attack on a
Jewish gathering place.
What resulted from the Toulouse massacre was not Islamophobia, but a new surge in
antisemitism. In the six weeks following the attack, 43 violent antisemitic incidents were
reported. It was almost as though the warning of a backlash encouraged antisemites to strike
first in their phony war, again.
Exemplifying this mindset, the prominent Australian barrister Julian Burnside recently
claimed that "Islamophobia is the new antisemitism." The facts tell a different story. In Britain,
a Jew is four times more likely to be attacked than a Muslim; in the United States, six times
more likely. Far from being eclipsed by other forms of prejudice, it is antisemitism itself which
has mutated into new and more virulent forms.
Burnside has expressed this uninformed view before, tweeting the same words in August and
September 2014. It seems that the murderous attacks on the Jews of Paris and Copenhagen in
the intervening period have done nothing to change Burnside's mind - or perhaps his
sympathies are selectively applied.
Elected leaders, human rights activists, people of prominence with a voice and a platform fall
silent when they are needed most. Fearful that voicing sympathy for the slain Jewish civilians
will alienate their supporters, or undermine their anti-Israel and anti-Western credentials.
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In some cases these elites have reverted to self-flagellation, blaming the diseased mind of the
jihadists on Western intolerance, Israeli settlements, Woodrow Wilson, "the Murdoch press" anything or anyone but the perpetrators themselves and the ideas by which they define
themselves.
In this fog of lost morality and reason, the causes of the problem become impossible to identify
and the solutions therefore remain elusive. What is clear is that until the movement known
as radical Islam or Islamism is eradicated, more Jews will die in the cities of Western
democracies, and democracy itself will continue to be eroded.
Alex Ryvchin is the Public Affairs Director at the Executive Council of Australian Jewry

Hizb ut-Tahrir leader’s speech reveals our peaceful values are taken for granted
Vic Alhadeff
2 March 2015
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/world/hizb-ut-tahrir-leaders-speech-reveals-ourpeaceful-values-are-taken-for-granted/story-e6frg6ux-1227243847454
IMAGINE if a religious leader stood on the streets of Sydney and openly called for the murder
of people of another faith. It happened recently, and barely a word of condemnation was heard.
Yet such was the unrestrained venom and hatred that spewed from the speaker it is not beyond
the realms of possibility it has inspired another Mohammad Merah, Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, Mehdi
Nemmouche, Said Kouachi, Amedy Coulibaly or Omar El-Hussein — the terrorists who
murdered innocents in Toulouse, Boston, Brussels, Paris and Copenhagen. Or another Man
Haron Monis, the Sydney siege gunman.
What was the issue which should have created a stir, but caused just a blip in the media and
public consciousness?
A rally was held in Lakemba on July 25 last year. It featured the spiritual head of Hizb utTahrir, the nasty extremist group that unashamedly advocates sharia and the destruction of our
democratic way of life.
Interpretations of sharia vary, but can include denying women the right to vote, drive or go
outdoors without a male chaperon, outlawing homosexuality, the death penalty for theft,
inequality between believers and nonbelievers.
In a chilling harangue dripping with vitriol, Ismail al-Wahwah unleashed his bile on Jews
everywhere, accusing them of corruption, describing them as “hidden evil”, warning that the
world would rid itself of them.
“The entire world suffers from the children of Israel today and complains about them,” he
fulminated. “Who will set the world free from the children of Israel so that the world will be
able to say that it has rid itself of that hidden evil?
“This mission will be accomplished by none but you, O Muslims … The ember of jihad against
the Jews will continue to burn.
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“The struggle and the jihad will continue until the words of Allah come true.
“Judgment day will not come until the Muslims fight the Jews … Tomorrow you Jews will see
what will become of you — an eye for an eye, blood for blood, destruction for destruction.”
Reinforcing his bloodthirsty message, the unseen crowd interjected with a chant of “Khaybar,
Khaybar” — the full war cry being “Khaybar Khaybar Ya Yahud jaysh Muhammad saya’ud”
(Khaybar, Khaybar O Jews, the army of Muhammad will return).
Khaybar was the scene of a 7th-century massacre of Jews in what is now Saudi Arabia.
The problem we face as Australians today is not just violent Islamic extremism, it is also nonviolent extremism. There are authorities tasked with recognising and countering those who
engage in violent extremism.
It is infinitely more difficult to recognise and counter nonviolent extremism, yet it is no less
sinister, no less threatening, its potential to cause harm no less dire.
It is unconscionable at any time — yet how much more so at this time of heightened concern
for our country’s security — that a public figure can brazenly and outrageously incite such
hatred.
Wahwah’s poisonous rant ought to be condemned by all who care about protecting our
democratic way of life.
His diatribe was not anti-Israel sentiment, as some supporters insist, but vile and crude Jew-hatred reminiscent of last year’s anti-Israel rallies that descended into blatant anti-Semitism,
complete with Nazi swastikas and placards evoking racist images that had nothing to do with
the Middle East.
It could be argued that his rant constitutes racial vilification; that needs to be explored.
The issue is that our society comprises 200 cultures living overwhelmingly in peace in an environment where civility, respect and diversity are the norm; but we dare not take those
values for granted. To do so is to put our way of life at risk.
Wahwah’s speech was delivered in Arabic and a subtitled video released last week in the expectation that it would galvanise attention, such is the potential harm its message conveys.
That didn’t happen.
It is inconceivable that some choose to defend and offer excuses for Hizb ut-Tahrir, which
Wahwah represents.
All people of goodwill have an obligation to speak out on these issues. We are either opposed
to giving platforms to hatred and bigotry or we are not. There is a stark choice to be made.
Vic Alhadeff is chief executive of the NSW Jewish Board of Deputies
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Why the silence of the left on antisemitism?
Nick Dyrenfurth
2 March 2015
http://www.theage.com.au/comment/why-the-silence-of-the-left-on-antisemitism-2015030113qn5p.html
On February 15, 38-year-old volunteer security guard Dan Uzan was shot and killed outside a
Copenhagen synagogue during a bat mitzvah celebration. A month earlier, a gunman executed
four customers at a kosher grocery store in Paris.
In May 2014, a gunman killed four people at the Jewish Museum in Brussels. In 2012, a
gunman murdered three students and a teacher at Toulouse Jewish primary school in southwest France. Eight-year-old Miriam Monsonego was shot point-blank in the head.
You might discern a common theme to these shocking crimes. Seventy years after the
Holocaust, Jews are again being murdered in Europe for being Jews.
These recent outrages are but the tip of an anti-Semitic iceberg. About 7000 French Jews made
aliyah (migrated) to Israel last year. For good reason. Jews make up 1 per cent of the French
population, but half of all racially-motivated crimes during 2014 targeted Jews. In recent weeks
several hundred graves were defaced at a Jewish cemetery in north-east France; in Germany a
synagogue in the city of Wuppertal was firebombed.
This is to say nothing of Jew-hatred besides physical violence. During last year's Gaza conflict
European protesters chanted "Gas the Jews" and "Death to the Jews". In several countries, Jews
are being warned not to wear religious clothing or enrol their children in schools with a high
numbers of immigrant (allegedly Muslim) students.
Far-right, anti-Semitic political parties are gaining ground across Europe. In a Greek
government dominated by the far-left Syriza, right-wing ally and defence minister Panos
Kammenos says that his Jewish compatriots don't pay taxes. In Britain, a recent all-party
parliamentary inquiry into anti-Semitism showed an alarming rise in such bigoted attitudes.
Australia has not been immune. A video produced by the Islamist group Hizb ut-Tahrir shows
the organisation's head, Ismail Al Wahwah, alleging that "where Jews thrive corruption
abounds" and that the world is afflicted by the Jewish "hidden evil".
Yet, as #jesuischarlie hashtags proliferate, violence carried out by supporters of a far-right
brand of totalitarianism, radical Islam, is met with thundering silence in the West. Most
disturbing is the response of progressives. Recent events demonstrate that a section of what
purports to be the left wing no longer stands unequivocally against all forms of fascism and
racism and is prepared to ignore or, worse, excuse an ideology that rejects Enlightenment
values and promotes a racist, misogynistic and homophobic death cult.
Condemnation has been non-existent or heavily qualified. What about Anders Breivik, they
say? The killers have nothing to do with Islam – despite most attacks being launched with the
cry of "Allahu Akbar" – but are alienated, radicalised "lone wolves", the argument goes.
Some seek to place the blame on Jews. A BBC anchor suggested that violence directed against
French Jews might be understandable given Israeli policies towards the Palestinians. A left213

wing Australian "anti-Zionist" tweeted that should Israel's oppression of the Palestinians
continue, more attacks on Jews would follow. The normally voluminous twitter feeds of
leading progressives are mostly devoid of sympathy or solidarity.
At the root of this silence is denial. A denial of the seriousness and source of the new/old antiSemitism, whereby a classical racial/religious hostility to Jews has conjoined with a
politically motivated denial of the rights of the Jewish people to a state of their own. Yet it is
clear that the recent European attacks have occurred in cities that host relatively large migrant
Muslim communities, of which a small but significant minority are willing to act upon the
message of jihadist militancy fostered by the likes of ISIS.
These outrages have also drawn less opprobrium from progressive sources because, as militant
opponents of the policies (and often very existence) of the State of Israel, they view antiSemitism as a term deployed by Zionists to deflect criticism.
Moreover, confronting the resurgence of anti-Semitism would mean accepting that the
demonisation of Israelis and Jewish diaspora – such as the toxic Boycott, Divestment and
Sanctions campaign that effectively calls for the destruction of Israel – has in part contributed
to the legitimation of violent attacks against the Jews of Europe.
Instead, we have seen a bizarre reversal of victimhood. The first instinct of many, rather than
sympathise with the victims of terror, has been to warn against a potential Islamophobic
backlash. According to this warped and infantilising logic, Muslims, as the "new" Jews, are all
innocent victims of Western (and Israeli) imperialism and racism.
No one wishes to see the peaceful majority of the world's 1.5 billion Muslims subject to
discrimination because of the actions of a minority. We are not, as Roger Cohen has written in
these pages, at "war with Islam". However, fear of giving offence or singling out a minority
for criticism is scarcely a reason not to oppose anti-Semitism.
What then is to be done? Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu is wrong to call for
Europe's 1.4 million Jews to consider a mass aliyah to Israel. This suggestion can only
embolden the thugs seeking to hunt the Jewish people off the continent.
Rather the solution is easy and begins with us. We need to talk about the threat of modern antiSemitism not as some 1930s throwback but as a real and present danger. The next time you are
privy to anti-Semitic abuse, speak up. The next time a protest calls for the destruction of Israel,
or explains away terrorism with "but Israel", speak up.
Do so as a matter of principle. But we should also not forget the darkest chapter of European
history: fascists come for the Jews first and never stop there.
Nick Dyrenfurth is the co-author of Boycotting Israel is Wrong: The progressive path to peace
between Palestinians and Israelis
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When Jewish Lives Don’t Count
Julie Nathan
31 March 2015
http://blogs.timesofisrael.com/when-jewish-lives-dont-count/
The response to the murderous attacks in Paris and Copenhagen in January and February was
encouraging. There was widespread condemnation from across all levels and sectors of
Western societies. Presidents and Prime Ministers, Christians, Muslims, Jews and others
marched in the streets of Paris against the terrorist murders.
Importantly, there was widespread recognition that violent antisemitism in Europe is getting
worse and having a destructive effect on society as a whole. However, there were some sections
of the mainstream media and society which took a decidedly different tack, including in
Australia.
The Sydney Morning Herald (SMH) published an article by Liz Alderman extolling the
terrorists for not killing women. The article was titled “’I’m not going to kill you because
you’re a woman': Charlie Hebdo shooters spared female journalists”.
And yet, Elsa Cayat, a woman, was in fact murdered at Charlie Hebdo. She was also the only
Jewish woman at Charlie Hebdo that day, and the only female death. Why was the murder of
Elsa Cayat ignored? Was it to downplay Jewish deaths? Or worse still – did Cayat’s death not
count because she was Jewish? Why did extolling the terrorists take precedence over
acknowledging her death?
After the Copenhagen murders, the SMH (and The Age) again shifted their focus away from
the brutal criminality of the terrorists. An article by Gwynne Dyer attacked Israeli PM
Netanyahu’s call for European Jews to move to Israel to escape violent and murderous
antisemitism. Dyer proclaimed that nine dead Jews (killed in terrorist attacks in Belgium,
France and Denmark over the past year) were not enough to cause an exodus. He did not specify
how many Jews he thinks should die before they have a right to be fearful and leave.
If Dyer was seeking the truth about antisemitism, instead of using the murders as an opportunity
to polemicise against Netanyahu, he would have considered the 2012 murder of four Jews in
Toulouse, including three young children. He would have found that European Jews are
consistently subjected to high levels of antisemitic harassment, abuse and violence. He would
have acknowledged that 50% of racist attacks in France are against Jews, yet Jews are only 1%
of the population. But Dyer appeared to have no interest in antisemitism, except as a rhetorical
tool with which to bludgeon Netanyahu.
On the ABC, presenter Michael Edwards’ report on the Paris terrorist attacks stated: “Amedy
Coulibaly, who held up the Jewish deli, claimed to be acting on behalf of Islamic State.”
Edwards makes it appear as though it were a robbery gone wrong rather than a targeted attack
at a Jewish shop. He glosses over the fact that the intent was to capture and murder Jews, not
rob the till.
A few days later on another ABC report, Nariman House, the Jewish centre in Mumbai, was
omitted from a list naming the targets of the Mumbai terrorist attack in 2008. At Nariman
House, the rabbi, his pregnant wife and four other Jews were mutilated and murdered because
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they were Jews. In these two instances, the ABC presenters clearly minimised or omitted any
mention of Jews who were murdered.
Julian Burnside, a prominent barrister and human rights advocate, also made statements
minimising the murder of Jews. On ABC radio, as reported in The Australian, Burnside stated
that “one of the casualties was a Muslim policeman” while “another in a related episode in the
kosher grocery (was) a Jewish man”. Burnside omitted to even acknowledge the deaths of
several other Jews.
Burnside declared in a tweet: “Charlie Hebdo was terror attack, but Paris march decisively
rejected Islamaphobia (sic).” In fact, the Paris street march condemned and rejected
antisemitism, not Islamophobia.
Elsewhere, Burnside has consistently claimed that “Islamophobia is the new anti-Semitism”.
In fact, antisemitism persists with undiminished vigour and has mutated into new and more
insidious forms. Jews are subject to a much higher rate of attack than are Muslims; for example,
in the USA, a Jew is six times more likely to be attacked than a Muslim, and in Britain, four
times more likely. Burnside’s erroneous claims do justice to neither antisemitism nor to
Islamophobia.
Rod Benson of the NSW Council of Churches published an article entitled “Anti-Semitism
takes on a new direction in France”. Despite the title, the article is not about antisemitism at
all. Instead, it is about discouraging Islamophobia. So why the reference to antisemitism in the
title?
When mainstream society, including media, a church organisation, and a human rights
advocate, ignore and obfuscate the murder of Jews, they are subtly downplaying antisemitic
murder.
To counter antisemitism, the first step is to acknowledge its existence. One must then
acknowledge that antisemitism is evil, that it affects everyone not just Jews, and that it must be
fought.
While ever some in positions of power and influence relegate antisemitism to a lesser status,
for whatever reason, through minimisation or omission, the virus of antisemitism will continue
to spread and threaten to engulf whole societies. What happened in Germany in the 1930s and
1940s seems to have been all but forgotten.
Julie Nathan is the Research Officer for the Executive Council of Australian Jewry
ORIGINALLY published in the Council Bulletin, of the National Council of Jewish Women of
Australia, April 2015/5775
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BDS movement is a magnet for prejudice
Jeremy Jones
18 April 2015
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/opinion/bds-movement-is-a-magnet-for-prejudice/storye6frg6zo-1227308547196
A few years ago, I participated in an ABC radio panel on the subject of courage in the face of
adversity and the compulsion of some remarkable human beings to put concern for others
above any interest for self-preservation.
One panellist introduced the Nazi regime’s attempts to murder every Jewish child, woman and
man on the planet, and recounted a true story of a non-Jewish German who risked everything,
and lost everything, in an attempt to save a Jewish person’s life.
Another panellist opined that it was a good thing there wasn’t real anti-Semitism any more so
that Jewish people (like him) could spend their time on other matters.
My response was to ask him whether certain events, all of which had taken place in Australia,
were anti-Semitic. Synagogues set on fire, or daubed with swastikas and/or having windows
smashed? Yes, he conceded, anti-Semitism.
Articles in community newspapers on evil “cosmopolitan” forces seeking to control the banks,
media and politics, referencing individuals by their Judaism or perceived connection to Jews?
Yes, he agreed, anti-Semitism.
Claiming that Jews used the blood of non-Jews for religious purposes and followed the
instructions of a cabal of elders to subvert democracy, and quoting religious texts (often Islamic
but also Christian) that justified existential warfare against Jews? Yes, anti-Semitism.
Radio broadcasts alleging fraud and greed were inherent Jewish characteristics? Jewish men
having skull caps knocked off their heads, Jewish people being subjected to vile insults before
being subjected to assault? At that point, he conceded he really hadn’t known what he was
talking about.
Where is the movement that calls itself BDS (with the letters correctly identifying the
supporters as bullies, dissemblers and slanderers) on this template?
If I thought boycotts and related strategies would contribute in any way to peace and justice in
the Middle East, or that this campaign would make evildoers suffer, and prompt them to reform,
I would back them. If I believed it assisted Palestinians in the process of state-building or
improving their human rights position, I would not oppose this.
But with decades of working towards these ideals, I am convinced it does the opposite: it
reinforces the worst instincts, it rewards obstinance and it inflames tension.
It may serve the egos and bullying impulses of individuals who think the bigger the placards
and louder the megaphone the more convincing the argument, and it even may lull some wellmeaning people into thinking they are working for the social good, but it certainly isn’t part of
any serious human rights advocacy.
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Just because something is wrong, unhelpful and even counterproductive doesn’t necessarily
mean it is anti-Jewish racism. However, the overwhelming effect of BDS is to foster anti-Semitism.
As a student involved in student politics at the University of Sydney in the late 1970s and early
80s, the fact I was Jewish was anything but a secret but bore little relevance to the issues in
which I was involved.
In one election, I ran with three people who broadly shared my outlook on where student
politics should focus, such as funding of universities, the structures of degrees, principles of
non-discrimination and support for students in financial need.
I had no idea of the views of my running-mates on other subjects, although I assumed we
weren’t that far apart.
When our main rival groups distributed their literature, we were described by the Right as “the
Jewish lobby and their allies” and by the Left as “the Zionists”, which said a great deal about
the mindset of our opponents (and also of the students on campus, who voted us into four of
the five delegate positions).
It takes a considerable degree of obsessiveness to think that one Jewish person in four
constitutes a lobby or that views on Israel’s right to exist was what united us, but it can be seen
to be a pathology that has come more and more to the fore in recent years. My experiences at
conferences, ranging from student events to the UN World Conference Against Racism, has
been that the critiques of Israel for alleged abuses of human rights are rarely founded in support
for human rights generally, and that attacking Israel has become a self-sustaining ideology that
bears no relation to stances on other issues.
Most, if not all, supporters of the contemporary anti-Israel campaign maintain double
standards, use extreme rhetoric and seem to find association with overt anti-Semitism more
comfortable than disassociation from it.
In South Africa, BDS supporters have called for all Jewish students to be thrown out of one
university, while others have combined threats of violence with calls to expel Jews from that
country.
In the US, a growing number of cases of overt anti-Semitism from BDS supporters are being
documented, and the most prominent church-backed supporters of boycotts have been recorded
using base anti-Jewish rhetoric.
In Europe, and in Australia, some despicable quasi-Nazi groups have leapt on the BDS
bandwagon and, in some cases, seized the reins.
A University of Sydney academic inserted himself into a Facebook discussion this past week
with the comment, “I am happy to be considered anti-Semitic” if that was the cost of opposing
Israel. Not far in the past, this would have been seen for the intellectual disgrace it is, but it
doesn’t seem to worry supporters of BDS.
The motley crew who last month sought to drown out a public lecture by Richard Kemp at
Sydney University because of his intellectual position on Israel began their protest with support
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for the “free speech” rights of a group that has been recorded promoting a series of vile, overt
anti-Jewish slurs, Hizb ut-Tahrir.
When a (different) Sydney University academic was recorded waving money in the face of an
elderly Jewish woman, with all the horrific imagery this captures, it was seen as repugnant but
hardly surprising.
Harvard University president Lawrence Summers says BDS contributes to a hostile, antiJewish environment on US campuses.
Although there are undoubtedly some individuals who are attracted to anti-Israel campaigns
due to their understanding of contemporary affairs, self-righteousness and political
predispositions, it is incontrovertibly a fact the so-called BDS activity is a magnet for the
malicious and a podium for prejudice.
Jeremy Jones is the director of international and community affairs, Australia/Israel & Jewish
Affairs Council; co-chairman of the Global Forum for Combating Anti-Semitism; and former
president of the Executive Council of Australian Jewry.

A New Face for Anti-Semitism on Campus?
By Nicole Phillips
10 June 2015
http://www.mdia2003.org/2015/?p=1789

[extract]

A student is at his first university party: He doesn’t go out often, but the opening session party
is considered a rite of passage for first-years. As the O-week DJ blasts out head-banging beats,
he dances along with new friends, patting his head to check that his Kippah (a traditional Jewish
skullcap) is still there. Exhausted and parched, he heads to the bar for a beer when an
intoxicated person approaches him with an outstretched arm and says the infamous words,
“Heil Hitler”.
For Colby Wigoder, a Modern Orthodox Jewish student at Sydney University, this experience
of campus life is all too “normal”. “In the past I’ve had people stopping their cars and screaming
something at me or you can feel when people give you these weird looks,” he said. Wigoder is
especially careful of lecturers looking upon him unfavourably when they see his religious
garments. “Usually I just make up a joke just to break the ice. I’ll say this thing is just a Frisbee
and I throw it around with my friends. I just give them a good exposure to my religion.” No
matter Wigoder’s attire, he doesn’t feel the real threshold of anti-Semitism on campus until he
wears his support for Israel on his sleeve. “When I’ve sometimes taken an Israeli flag to
campus, then I’ll start to feel a little bit worried, which is kind of funny because I’m not worried
at all when I wear my Kippah. Personally I feel anti-Zionism is just becoming anti-Semitism
on my campus.” […]
Yet the hazy distinction between anti-Israel attitudes and anti-Semitism is the cause of much
concern among student groups. Adam Aarons and Cameron Graff are student directors for the
Australasian Union of Jewish Students (AUJS) believes that the two ideas cannot be separated.
“Often the opposition will claim that we have blurred the lines whenever someone has a go at
Israel and we say it’s anti-Semitism, when in fact, they’re the ones who have blurred the lines
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because when we do an event that’s not related to Israel, we can still be attacked for our
association to Israel,” said Graff.
One such incident occurred recently over social media when a member of the Greens political
party was criticised for meeting with AUJS students at NSW parliament to discuss general
issues in local government. “He engaged with us quite well but later on that day on his
Facebook wall where he posted, ‘pleasure to meet with AUJS students to discuss the
environment’, he copped a huge amount of criticism internally from people from his side of
politics, people inside his party, because he met with us,” said Aarons. “We had nothing to do
with Israel but we copped a huge amount of criticism saying, ‘Oh, how can you meet with these
people? They’re apologists for genocide. They support ethnic cleansing.’ These mass
generalisations about our members were under the guise of anti-Zionism when the only thing
they know about the people who individually went to this thing is that they’re members of
AUJS and most likely Jewish.”
According to Anti Defamation League statistics, 14 per cent of Australian’s harbour antiSemitic attitudes with a 35 per cent increase in anti-Semitic attacks occurring in the last year.
During heated periods of conflict in Israel, AUJS representatives are aware of the need to
protect their members from inevitable confrontation they face on campus. This proactive
response is the direct consequence of past spates of verbal attacks and harassments against
Jewish students on campuses. Last year, posters were put up at Melbourne’s La Trobe
University that accused three students of supporting “genocide” and “ethnic cleansing” in Israel
after they opposed an anti-Israel motion at student union. Long after the incident faded from
media memory, campuses across Australia still feel the aftermath. Israeli flags are kept hidden,
Kippahs are worn under hats and student membership with AUJS continues to fall for fear of
victimisation, explains Aarons.
“Everything we do we have to first think about if this is going to negatively affect our members’
experience at university? Literally before we do any event, any campaign, anything, we have
to think, ‘hold on, is someone going to get mad at us, come and yell at us, protest our event for
some reason just because of who we are, ”said Graff. So why is it that such a high level of
security is required for the safety of the sole Jewish society on campus? Aarons suggests the
reason lies in a history of baseless persecution: “I don’t think it’s the wars that cause antiSemitism on campus, I think it’s the wars that give people an excuse to express their antiSemitism on campus. These attitudes they have they don’t know they have them but they’re
there, deep under the surface, deep inside them they’re not sure why but they just feel this
way.”
Slezak also concedes that this issue is on the rise but he believes that Israel itself is the cause
of ‘new anti-Semitism’. “I don’t doubt that anti-Semitism is growing; there are spikes in antiSemitism every time Israel does something bad,” he said. “They’re to blame… the ones that
are forcing the identification of Israel and Judaism and I’m surprised when someone doesn’t
make the distinction clearly.”
The concept of new anti-Semitism is nothing new. This idea goes back to the early 1970s when
the then Foreign Minister of Israel, Abba Eban, coined this term in the American Jewish
Congress publication: “The old classic anti-Semitism declared that equal rights belong to all
individuals within the society, except the Jews. The new anti-Semitism says that the right to
establish and maintain an independent national sovereign state is the prerogative of all nations,
so long as they happen not to be Jewish.” However, the distinction between criticism of Israel
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that is within the bounds of legitimate political discourse and that that borders on anti-Semitism
is not so black and white.
For Shailee Mendelevich, the Assistant Director at Hillel, learnt this lesson was learnt the hard
way. Hillel is a not-for-profit cultural organisation that aims to “inspire university-aged young
adults to engage with Jewish life”. In her role at Hillel, Mendelevich organised a series of
performance evenings called ‘MOTH’ that consisted of retelling the stories of Holocaust
survivors. When it came to choosing a venue, she approached a community-run theatre in
Marrickville, the Red Rattler. “So I sent an email to them explaining we were a Jewish group
and that we were interested in putting on an evening and that it would be a performance night…
And they wrote back to me and said that they don’t support groups that support genocide and
that their against the occupation of Palestine. I was quite shocked and taken aback because I
hadn’t written anything about my political opinion or the organisation’s political opinion.”
Perhaps then, the underlying issue is the blanket opposition that individuals have to Israel as a
whole? Mendelevich struggles to make sense of how an entire country can be the foundation
for such strong positions: “I think you can definitely be critical of Israel’s policies, government,
how it treats its citizens you know… But I think when you say anti-Israel, that’s a big question
mark for me – How can you be ‘anti’ a country?”
Liam O’Callaghan, Treasurer of Sydney University AUJS, believes that the endemic of ‘new
anti-Semitism’ is bred from ignorance. Having only discovered his Jewish roots last year when
digging through old family records at his Nan’s house, O’Callaghan wasn’t aware of the
struggles that Jewish people face until he became immersed in the religion himself. “Jewish
students feel victimised, they feel that their voices aren’t heard, that don’t have the opportunity
to speak their minds and to rationalise what is really a very grey issue,” he said.
Since becoming involved in AUJS and advocating for Israel on campus, O’Callaghan has
already been subject to anti-Semitic slurs. When telling people of his newfound Jewish faith,
he was met with varied responses. Perhaps most memorable was that of his friend, the head of
the Autonomous Collective Against Racism: “oh, now I like you less.” Lost for words,
O’Callaghan stared at him blankly in confusion. “I didn’t know going in… people will insult
me, call me genocidal, call me all these different things and then just claim that they’re not
anti-Semitic?” he said.
In his position on the USYD Student Representative Council, O’Callaghan attended a meeting
at Sydney University last week to stand up for Zionist students who are being banned from
contributing to Honi Soit, the weekly student newspaper.
“There’s a motion that’s going to be put up to have one of the student newspapers from an
entirely Palestinian perspective and it will completely block out the Jewish voice on the issue
which I think is very wrong. I’ve met with the person who’s proposing the motion and they
won’t budge.”
Liam’s battle for equal representation on the Honi Soit is an indication that the pro-Israel voice
on campus is becoming an endangered species. As the Jewish chaplain for students on
campuses across NSW and the ACT, Mendelevich has supported students who are hesitant to
speak up. “I’ve had people a say they want to write a paper on the Middle East or Israel and
they’re obviously going to take a position to support Israel and they’re afraid the lecturer will
mark them down because they wouldn’t agree,” she said. […]
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“If I had one of these professors now I wouldn’t do the course just because I couldn’t trust what
they say anymore,” said Colby. But the emotional toll that inadvertent racism can take on
minority student groups should never be left unvoiced. “You don’t really feel like part of the
campus sometimes… You’ll always be that Jewish friend or that crazy Zionist radical.”

Anne Frank on Antisemitism
Julie Nathan
1 July 2015
http://www.jwire.com.au/anne-frank-on-antisemitism/
http://blogs.timesofisrael.com/anne-frank-on-antisemitism/
The theatre production of The Diary of Anne Frank is playing in Newtown, Sydney. I saw it
last month when it opened. The play was powerful, moving, and sensitive. The acting was
highly professional. The characters portrayed the situation, the fears, the pressures, and the
closeness of the Jews hiding in the attic. It also showed the bravery and moral courage of the
gentiles who put their own lives at risk to save Jews. The Newtown production brought this 71
year old diary to life with great vibrancy. I would urge all those so inclined to see it.
However, it was disappointing to see that the 1955 play by Frances Goodrich and Albert
Hackett which was reenacted at Newtown was not updated to recapture Anne’s authentic words
about antisemitism. Anne’s words had been replaced with a sanitized version about
antisemitism and the reason for the suffering they were subjected to. The playwrights put these
words into Anne’s mouth: “We are not the only people that have had to suffer… sometimes
one race, sometimes another”. This is an egregious rewriting of history.
Whilst it is true that other peoples have also suffered, and continue to suffer, due to racism,
these fabricated words negate the unique aspects of antisemitism. Racism thus becomes some
bland generic universalistic phenomenon, negating the unique history and reasons for racism
against different peoples, whether it be the enslavement of black Africans in previous centuries
or of Yazidi women presently or the continuing persecution of Bahai, Assyrians, Roma or
Rohingya, and thus disrespecting all victims of each form of racism.
As Dennis Prager and Rabbi Joseph Telushkin state in their book Why The Jews?, the
elimination of Anne’s original words is part of the “dejudaization of antisemitism […] Anne
Frank’s beliefs that Judaism was at the root of Jew-hatred and that the Jews were different
were eliminated in the Broadway version. […] The Hacketts thus presented their dejudaized
interpretation of antisemitism in place of the Jewish interpretation offered by Anne Frank, that
the Jews are hated precisely because of the Jews’ unique role in the world.”
It is worth revisiting Anne’s original words, rather than those that have been put in her mouth.
On 11 April 1944, she wrote in her diary:
“Who has made us Jews different from all other people? Who has allowed us to suffer so
terribly up until now? It is God who has made us as we are, but it will be God, too, who will
raise us up again. Who knows? It might even be our religion from which the world and all
peoples learn good, and for that reason and only that reason do we suffer. We can never
become just Netherlanders, or just English or representatives of any country for that matter.
We will always remain Jews, but we want to, too.”
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Anne had a far superior understanding of the reasons for, and uniqueness of, antisemitism than
many people. She understood that it was not just an unfortunate confluence of random events
that saw a long history of hatred and murder of Jews. Although she grew up in a secular and
assimilated Jewish family, Anne realised it was Judaism, with its ethics and values, that
intrinsically so rile up those who would prefer to live by brute force and have freedom without
conscience. It is this, which a 14 year old Dutch/German girl understood even as she hid in that
attic, trying to survive the onslaught of murderous hate. It is a pity that a great play could not
appreciate Anne’s deep insights.
Antisemitism is on the rise once more throughout the world. Obfuscating the nature of
antisemitism and the impetus for it is counterproductive to the efforts to fight it. Whether it is
hostility and hatred towards the Jewish religion, the Jewish people, or the Jewish state, we need
to understand the perennial nature of the toxic evil that propels this unique phenomenon.
Julie Nathan is the Research Officer for the Executive Council of Australian Jewry

Reclaim Australia rallies Right and Left
Julie Nathan
21 July 2015
http://www.jwire.com.au/reclaim-australia-rallies-right-and-left/
http://blogs.timesofisrael.com/reclaim-australia-rallies-right-and-left-2/
Neither Jews nor Israel were the issue, nor were there any signs of antisemitism, at the Reclaim
Australia rally and the counter rally in Sydney on Sunday. Nevertheless, the series of rallies
and counter rallies around Australia, in April and over this weekend, and at other times, and
the movements behind them, are of concern to the Jewish community.
The Sydney Reclaim rally on Sunday was unmistakably against Islam and Islamist terrorism.
There were Australian flags, Eureka flags and an Aboriginal flag. The speakers included Pastor
Danny Nalliah, a Sri Lankan born Christian, Shermon Burgess, leader of the United Patriots
Front and gun enthusiast, and a woman who spoke of being raped by a gang of Muslim men.
The crowd of around 200 were generally well-behaved, although at times ugly chants of
“Filth!” referring to Muslims who had committed violence were heard. The rally was attended
by various right-wing groups under the Reclaim Australia banner – Party For Freedom, Rise
Up Australia, Concerned Citizens, Australia First Party, and others.
The counter rally in Sydney was organised by socialist groups, mainly Socialist Alternative,
Socialist Alliance, and Solidarity. There were plenty of banners, and the rally was unmistakably
anti-Abbott, anti-police, anti-Nazi, pro-Muslim, and pro-Aboriginal. The crowd of around 400
were rowdy, with several attempts to break out of the police blockade, and angry speakers often
accusing the police of protecting the Reclaimers, while the crowd chanted “Nazi scum” at
various times. Speakers included Greens Senator Lee Rhiannon, Rahaf Ahmed of the
University of Technology Sydney Muslim Society (and of Palestine Action Group), several
Aboriginal speakers, and others.
Police and the riot squad were out in force with several hundred officers determined to keep
both rallies separate and apart. They formed a blockade around each rally, and had a police
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presence in the city blocks of Martin Place in between the two rallies. The aim was to avoid
the violence that had featured in previous protests. Arrests were made in both Sydney and
Melbourne.
From a Jewish community perspective, both the far right Reclaimers and the far left counter
groups of socialists include individuals and groups who are hostile to Jews and/or to Israel as
a Jewish state.
Reclaim rallies have included neo-Nazis, and other far Right people, Pauline Hanson as a
speaker, white pride groups, racist sentiment, and swastika tattoos. One major Reclaimer, neoNazi Neil Erikson, was convicted of making abusive and racist phone calls to a Melbourne
rabbi. Australia’s most prominent neo-Nazi, Ross ‘The Skull’ May, has given support to
Reclaim.
Reclaimers also oppose multiculturalism. All ethnic and religious communities in Australia
have the right to maintain and express their traditions, within Australian law. The Jewish
community is a prime example of how an ethnic and religious minority can maintain traditions
and still be integrated into Australian society. Multiculturalism is a decades old government
policy that reflects Australia’s make-up and encourages social cohesion. Muslims, as
Australians, are also clearly entitled to practice their religious traditions along with every other
Australian, as long as it is within Australian law.
The anti-Reclaimers are often touted by themselves and by the media as “anti-racist” but this
is simplistic and inaccurate. In their activities, forums and protests, the only communities they
show support for are the Muslim community and sometimes the Aboriginal community. Racist
sentiment and incidents against other communities like Indians, Chinese or Arab Christians do
not rate a mention. Their opposition to Islamophobia is consistently coupled with opposition
to the Abbott government. It is as though support for Muslims is predicated on opposition to
the federal Liberal government.
In addition, the organisers of the anti-Reclaim rallies are generally the same people who
organise anti-Israel rallies, including the annual al-Naqba rallies, the weekly protests against
Israel during the Israel/Gaza war in 2014, and other anti-Israel protests. At these protests, antiJewish chants of “Khaybar Khaybar” and the chant calling for the destruction of Israel “From
the river to the sea, Palestine will be free” are common. Placards equating the Jewish Star of
David to the Nazi swastika and other Jewish/Israel equivalence with Nazism are increasingly
a standard component. Other placards have been reminiscent of the Blood Libel, accusing Jews
and Israel of deliberately targeting and murdering children in a ritual blood lust. Australia’s
most prominent neo-Nazi, Ross ‘The Skull’ May, has attended Al-Naqba rallies, in a show of
support for the destruction of the Jewish state.
Neither the Reclaim groups nor those who protest against them exhibit a vision of a democratic
Australia built upon multicultural diversity, social harmony, and opposition to all forms of
extremism. Instead, they each promote their own forms of intolerance, bigotry, and
divisiveness.
Mainstream Muslims are an intrinsic part of the solution to Islamist violence, despite what the
far Right and far Left would have us believe. By placing all Muslims in the ‘bad’ basket as the
far Right do, and by the Left denying or ignoring the problem of Islamist violence around the
world, neither are producing solutions, only scapegoating and blame.
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While pro and anti-Reclaimers organise and hold their street rallies, shouting abuse at each
other, perhaps it is time Australians of good-will, across the religious and ethnic spectrum, sat
down with Australian Muslims and came together to discuss how we can all counter both
Islamist extremism and Islamophobia, as well as other forms of extremist violence, bigotry and
racism, including antisemitism.
Julie Nathan is the Research Officer for the Executive Council of Australian Jewry

Australians cannot ignore ‘comfortably racist’ remarks
Vic Alhadeff
25 July 2015
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/inquirer/australians-cannot-ignore-comfortably-racistremarks/story-e6frg6z6-1227455948411
There’s a phenomenon afoot called casual racism. Seemingly less malevolent than intentional
racism, it’s a careless and often subliminal form of abuse whose danger lies in the fact it
normalises prejudice, perpetuates stereotypes and gives licence to bigotry.
It is evident in offhand remarks, social media and pointed jokes, invariably on the basis of race
or religion.
Australia recently was described as “comfortably racist” by an observer. Offensive gibes enter
the conversation too easily, he noted, such as a media personality suggesting that footballer
Adam Goodes — who is indigenous — promote King Kong, while a television anchor asked
Indian cricket fans who would run the 7-Eleven stores while India was competing in the World
Cup.
Intentionally racist? Probably not. Casually racist? Without doubt. A dictionary defined it as
“the art of being slightly racist in a casual fashion. When one doesn’t really hate people of
another colour”, yet jokes at their expense. Overt racism is easily recognisable, casual racism
less so.
Examples abound. Seinfeld used the pejorative term “Indian giver”, meaning to give a gift and
then demand it back — an indictment of Native Americans. A “Scotch call” implies Scots are
stingy, referring to hanging up before the other person has answered the phone. “Going Dutch”
means each party pays for himself because Dutch are stingy. “Don’t be a Jew” says Jews are
stingy. “Gypped” — being cheated — ascribes dishonesty to gypsies. And “Beware the Greeks
bearing gifts” alludes to the wooden horse the Greeks used to enter Troy.
The issue here is not political correctness; it is the impact of such remarks, which can range
from hurt and denigration to exclusion and social malaise. Whether any is intended is entirely
irrelevant.
The racist tweets recently directed at Assistant Treasurer Josh Frydenberg fall into that
category. Frydenberg had expressed support for a reduction in commissions paid to life
insurance agents; a finance adviser took exception and lashed out with a series of crass tweets
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against the politician, who is Jewish. He described Frydenberg as a “tinkering Jew”, a “central
planning Jew” and a “slapstick comedy Jew”, with ugly epithets thrown in for good measure.
Challenged by critics, the finance adviser initially refused to retract, defending his right to “free
speech”. But after his remarks were roundly condemned, he insisted they were “inadvertently
taken as antisemitism”, adding “I am honestly very sorry if anyone in the Jewish community
was offended. I am certainly not antisemitic. I have many Jewish friends and just 12 months
ago I attended a Jewish funeral of a very dear friend.”
As vile as his tweets were, his contrition appeared genuine, even though it defied belief that he
hadn’t expected to cause offence. But then a tweet surfaced that he had posted three months
prior. Referring to a blaze that destroyed a model dinosaur at a Coolum resort, he tweeted
“Jewish stocktake?” — a disparaging stereotype alleging that Jews orchestrate such events to
claim insurance.
Where now his claim that he was misunderstood, that no bigotry was intended? Was his defence
a function of casual racism — loaded words that impute negative characteristics to a particular
group without necessarily intending to offend? Our country’s social cohesion is being tested in
ways we haven’t experienced for some time, extremists exploiting global tensions to indulge
in attacks on minorities. Casual racism is different, less obvious, and therefore slips too easily
below the radar.
The good news is we hear of greater willingness by onlookers to get involved. A woman on a
Sydney train recently confronted a passenger abusing a Muslim couple, while a man on a
Melbourne train intervened when women wearing Islamic headscarfs were vilified.
But it’s not good enough that almost one in five Australians experienced racial or religious
slurs in the past 12 months or that a significant percentage of indigenous Australians suffer
discrimination. Or that a television host referred to New Zealand sports fans as a “dole-bludger
army”.
Human rights agencies, sports organisations and corporate bodies are getting on board in antiracism activism, but ordinary Australians need to do so too.
We can’t afford to shrug our shoulders at offensive tweets, at comments that denigrate, at
rebukes that remonstrate with others to “go back to where you came from”.
Whether or not abuse is intended, casual racism can be as hurtful and harmful as the other form.
Vic Alhadeff is chief executive of the NSW Jewish Board of Deputies
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